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ABSTRACT 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES 
(IITSMEs): AN ASSESSMENT OF THE DETERMINANTS OF GROWTH AND 
CONSTRAINTS FACED BY IITSMEs IN MALAYSIA 
The industrial development of Malaysia has moved towards capital-intensive, high 
technology and high value-added industries. The development of high technology 
industries is an important element in the country's industrialisation process. High 
technology small and medium-sized enterprises (HTSMEs) are considered a key feature 
of growth in the high technology sphere in Malaysia - the creation and development of 
indigenous HTSMEs is vital. 
The primary aim of this research is to examine the growth of HTSMEs and provide 
policy makers, owner-managers (OMs) and academics with a greater understanding of 
the factors affecting the growth of such firms in Malaysia. This study also identifies the 
main constraints faced by HTSMEs and explores ways in which these constraints might 
be overcome. The programme of research builds upon past studies, but it adds to existing 
knowledge in an area that is ripe for research. 
After a literature review, and the development of an overarching theoretical framework, a 
number of hypotheses are put forward. The methodological approach combines a 
questionnaire survey with case studies based on interviews with selected HTSMEs and 
key informants. The questionnaire is principally concerned with identifying the factors 
that contribute to growth in HTSMEs, whereas the case studies and interviews 
concentrate on exploring the constraints identified in the questionnaire survey. The 
questionnaires were distributed to firrils in databases maintained by a number of 
Government bodies. All the sample firn-is are considered high technology, as defined by 
tile Promotion of Investment Act 1986. The sample includes firrns involved in a variety 
of activities, from the manufacture of high technology products to the processing of 
resource-based products. Finns were randomly selected to reflect the size and racial 
composition of firins in the underlying population of HTSMEs. The questionnaire data 
were supplemented by 15 in-depth case studies. 
Two major findings emerge from this study. First, a number of detenninants did have a 
significant effect on growth of HTSMEs: age of OM; age and size of firm; process 
innovation and R&D. However, most the hypotheses relating to business strategy were 
rejected; the researcher offers some explanations for these rejections. Second, tile case 
studies demonstrate that labour constraints among HTSMEs are prevalent, whereas other 
propositions were not substantiated. In particular, the case studies raise a number of 
questions about the effectiveness of Government support programmes. 
On tile basis of tile research findings, the researcher is able to put forward a series of 
recommendations to enhance tile growth of HTSMEs in Malaysia. 
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CHAPTERI 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
In the past two decades, Malaysia has been transformed from an agricul ' 
ture-based to a 
manufacturing-based economy. This transition, which started from the 1970s 
onwards, has been assisted by a number of industrialisation programmes. These 
programmes were introduced to promote export-oriented and labour-intensive 
industries. Subsequently they have led to a rapid inflow of foreign direct investment 
(FDI) and subsequent growth in the manufacturing sector. 
Over the years, the performance of the Malaysian economy, especially in the 
manufacturing sector, has been impressive. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in 
1996 was 8.2 percent, the ninth consecutive year of sustained high growth. Although 
growth dropped to 4.1 percent in 1997 (the average across the EU was 2.6 percent) 
and GDP declined by 7 percent in 1998, growth of 10.6 percent was restored by the 
fourth quarter of 1999. 
During the 1990s, Malaysia's industrial development has moved towards 
capital-intensive, high technology and high value-added industries. The development 
of high technology industries is an important element in the country's industrialisation 
process. This development assumes greater importance because the availability of 
workers, both skilled and unskilled, is becoming a constraint (Low, 1993). With 
unemployment rate currently at 2.9 percent, technically full employment (Sulong, 
1997), Malaysia is no longer attractive as a location for labour-intensive industries 
(Malaysia, 2000). The emergence of cheaper production bases in the newly emerging 
market economies, such as Thailand and Indonesia, means that Malaysia has to sustain 
its competitiveness by shifting towards higher productivity and the production of 
export-oriented, skill-intensive products and services. 
Introduction 
Tile current strategies to achieve the nation's industrialisation objectives 
include the Seventh Malaysia Plan (7MP: 1996-2000) and the Industrial Master Plan 
(IMP: 1986-1995 and IMP2: 1996-2005). The 7MP lays down policies and strategies 
to sustain the competitiveness of the manufacturing sector, and sets. out measures to 
ensure a smooth transition from labour-intensive manufacturing towards high 
technology industries. The IMP, formulated in two stages, aims to chart a long-term 
industrialisation path for the country. The IMP emphasised moving beyond 
manufacturing operations to include research and development (R&D), the 
enhancement of industrial linkages, and increased productivity and competitiveness. 
7MP and IMP led to the establishment of the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) in 
1996, a strategy designed to act as a catalyst for information technology development 
in the region. The MSC project requires enormous financial input, as well as 
considerable technological and skilled manpower resources. 
However, Malaysia's march towards high technology development has been 
hindered by a number of setbacks. As stated above, the country is experiencing a lack 
of skilled manpower, and also funding problems (Ford, 1997). Incentives to lure back 
Malaysian engineers and scientists from overseas have been unsuccessful, and private 
sector financial institutions perceive high technology ventures as risky. High 
technology small and medium-sized enterprises (HTSMEs)1 have been a key feature 
of growth in high technology development in the UK and the US (Oakey et al., 1988). 
Much of the growth in the high technology sphere in the US was provided by small 
firms in the 1970s (Morse, 1976). After concentrating on larger entreprises for many 
years, Malaysia now needs to focus its efforts on indigenous HTSMEs. 
HTSMEs are considered 'special' because they differ not only from 
conventional small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), but also from larger high 
technology enterprises (Storey and Tether, 1998). They differ from 'ordinary' SMEs 
on tile grounds that they are owned and managed by highly educated technical 
entrepreneurs who tend to lack managerial skills. HTSMEs are also engaged in a 
constant search for funds to finance R&D, the returns from which are long term and 
uncertain. HTSMEs have more problems than their larger counterparts in raising the 
necessary capital (Keogh and Evans, 1998). 
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While problems and constraints confront all SMEs, they tend to be more 
severe for HTSMEs (Moore, 1994; Oakey, 1997). HTSMEs have to develop their 
ideas in uncertain circumstances. Their products or processes are often not market 
tested and such firms are exposed to technology that becomes obsolete very quickly, 
requiring substantial R&D and new product innovation (Von Glinow and Mohrman, 
1990; Slatter, 1992; Reid and Garnsey, 1996). Nevertheless, the evidence suggests 
that the risks involved in IITSMEs can be outweighed by their advantages. 
This study seeks to provide important insights into the growth of IITSMEs, 
and to explore how barriers of growth might be overcome. My findings should 
provide guidance for policy makers, practitioners and academics on how to enhance 
the growth of HTSMEs. 
1.2 RESEARCH RATIONALE 
In the past thirty years, much interest has been focused on the identification of factors 
affecting the growth of conventional SMEs. A number of studies, which examine the 
determinants of, and constraints on, the growth of SMEs have been conducted (for 
example: Bosworth and Jacob, 1987; Barber et al., 1989; Advisory Council on 
Science and Technology (ACOST), 1990; Birley and Westhead, 1990; Aston Business 
School, 1991; Barkham, 1992; University of Cambridge Small Business Research 
Centre, 1992; Reynolds, 1993; Storey, 1994b; Barkham et al., 1996b). There is, 
therefore, a well-documented body of knowledge that should guide policy makers in 
the effective development and implementation of support programmes to SMEs. 
However, to date, little empirical work has been conducted to explore the growth 
determinants and constraints affecting HTSMEs. Many of the studies on the growth of 
HTSMEs have been conducted by just a few researchers, including Oakey (1984; 
1991b; 1993b), Roberts (1991), Slatter (1992) and Westhead et al. (1995). 
While an extensive range of official support is available to SMEs or high 
technology firms in Malaysia, the researcher has the strong impression that the 
4special' requirements specific to HTSMEs are not adequately addressed in the 
framework of the support services available. A study of growth factors should provide 
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policy makers with a better framework through which different types of IITSMEs 
could be identified and supported (Tether, 1997). There has been no empirical 
investigation of HTSMEs in Malaysia, licrice my research addresses a gap in existing 
knowledge. 
The growth factors adopted for this study are based on a number of previous 
studies conducted independently of each other (Storey, 1994b). According to Storey, if 
all elements in these studies could be simultaneously included within a single study, a 
more accurate assessment could be made of the relative impact of these elements on 
growth of HTSMEs. This study focuses on a number of relevant elements contributing 
to growth, although time constraints did not permit me to conduct an all- 
encompassing study. 
Another central reason for the interest of policy makers in IITSMEs is their 
capacity to create, both directly and indirectly, greater employment and wealth than 
SMEs in traditional activities (Oakey, 1981; Markusen et al., 1986; Reid and Garnsey, 
1996; Barkham et al., 1996b). Such research has been conducted only in the United 
States (Storey and Tether, 1998) and, to a certain degree, in the United Kingdom. 
However, no study on the contribution of HTSMEs towards wealth and employment 
creation has been conducted in Malaysia. 
HTSMEs play a critically important role in ensuring the 'future prosperity of 
national industrial economies' (Oakey et al., 1988). However, little is known about the 
way HTSMEs develop and grow, especially the problems and constraints they face. 
Although there have been a number of studies conducted on the development of 
conventional SMEs, particularly in Malaysia, unfortunately there have been no 
attempts made to analyse the problems and constraints of HTSMEs. 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The present study attempts to fill a gap in the literature, especially in developing 
countries, by explicitly focusing on growth determinants and constraints. The primary 
aim of this research is to examine the growth of HTSMEs and provide policy makers, 
owner-managers (OMs) and academics with a greater understanding of how to 
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fiacilitatc more rapid growth in this sector. More specifically, this research will address 
the following issues: 
a). To identify the factors affecting the growth of HTSMEs in Malaysia and. 
determine the relationship between these factors and growth. 
b) To determine the main constraints faced by HTSMEs and explore ways in 
which these constraints could be overcome. 
This research builds upon past studies and aims to identify and explore the 
relationship between growth determinants and constraints for HTSMEs. 
This study also explores the contribution of HTSMEs towards employment 
creation, wealth generation and the enhancement of R&D activity in Malaysia. This 
information should be able to guide policy makers in formulating policies to facilitate 
growth in the high tech sector. 
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The study will attempt to answer the following major question: 
llow is it possible to facilitate more rapid growth in IITSMEs in Malaysia? 
Against the background set out in Section 1.1, and in relation to the objectives 
formulated in Section 1.3, the study attempts to answer the following questions to 
address the principal question posed above: 
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The OM Characteristics 
i) Is there a positive relationship between the level of education of the OM and 
the growth of HTSMEs? 
ii) Is there a positive relationship between prior managerial experience of the OM 
and the growth of HTSMEs? 
Is there a positive relationship between the age of the OM and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
iv) Is there a positive relationship between the length of the career history of the 
OM and the growth of HTSMEs? 
V) Is there a positive relationship between the gender of the OM and the growth 
of HTSMEs? 
vi) Is there a positive relationship between the ethnic background of the OM and 
the growth of HTSMEs? 
The Characteristics of the Firm 
Is there a positive relationship between the age of the firm and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
ii) Is there a positive relationship between the size of the firm and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
iii) Is there a positive relationship between limited company status and the growth 
of HTSMEs? 
iv) Is there a positive relationship between the location of a bUSiness and the 
growth of IITSMEs? 
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V) Is therc a positivc relationship bctwcen busincss scctors and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
The Business Strategy 
Is there *a positive relationship between the level of market research conducted 
and the growth of HTSMEs? 
Is there a positive relationship between adopting a marketing orientation and 
tile growth of IITSMEs? 
Is there a positive relationship between product innovation and the grovAh of 
HTSMEs? 
iv) Is there a positive relationship between process innovation and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
V) Is there a positive relationship between accepting external equity and the 
growth of HTSMEs? 
vi) Is there a positive relationship between receiving government support and the 
growth of HTSMEs? 
vii) Is there a positive relationship between R&D expenditure and the growth of 
HTSMEs? 
Constraints 
a) What are the major constraints hindering the growth of HTSMEs? 
b) [low do these constraints affect growth? 
C) What steps have been taken by IITSMEs and various Government agencies to 
overcome these barriers? 
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This first chapter gives an overview of the thesis, identifies the research 
problerns and summarises the reasons for undertaking the research. 
The following three chapters consist of literature reviews. Chapter Two 
reviews the development of industrial policy in Malaysia and examines the stages of 
industrial growth and policies formulated to support the growth of high technology 
industries and SMEs. A review of recent developments in the Multimedia 
Supercorridor (MSC), with specific reference to the role of SMEs in this high 
technology project, is also provided. 
Chapter Three reviews the various definitions of a high technology industry, 
including both conceptual and operational definitions. Embedded in the discussion is 
the question of why HTSMEs should be the focus of industrial policies in any country. 
The chapter discusses various definitions of SMEs adopted in a number of developed 
countries and examines policies supporting HTSMEs in the US, UK and Japan. 
The fourth chapter reviews the stages that HTSMEs have to pass through as 
they grow. The most appropriate measurement of growth adopted for the study is also 
discussed. A review of factors that influence growth of HTSMEs is also provided. The 
study adopts the strategic growth model to explain the relationship between 
determinants and constraints. The study utilises the three basic components of growth 
proposed by Storey (1994b): the OM; the firm; and, the business strategy. A review of 
the constraints that hinder the growth of HTSMEs is also provided. 
Chapter Five outlines the conceptual framework developed from the literature 
and discusses the key variables to be studied in the two stages of research - 
questionnaire survey and case studies. The implied associations between variables to 
be studied are also discussed. After identifying and defining variables, and 
establishing the relationships among variables, the research hypotheses are then 
generated to test the relationships. 
Chapter Six outlines the research methods used in collecting the data for 
analysis. The chapter begins by reviewing the methodologies employed by previous 
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researchers. The strategies adopted in this study, questionnaires and case studies, are 
given particular emphasis. The chapter also explains how the major constraints 
derived from the questionnaire survey are incorporated into the semi-structured 
injerviews on which the case studies are based. Finally, the chapter describes the data 
analysis techniques used in the study. 
Chapter Seven analyses the data gathered in the questionnaire survey. The 
hypothesis testing is discussed in some depth. 
Chapter Eight presents and discusses the qualitative findings from the case 
studies. The validity of a series of propositions is explored, although any conclusions 
are only tentative. 
Finally, Chapter Nine draws together the conclusions and recommendations 
from the research project. The key findings and contributions of the study are also 
presented and discussed. This final chapter also assesses: the implications of the 
study's findings for both research and practice; the limitations of the research; and 
potential areas for further research. 
Notes 
I Little (1977) defined HTSMEs as independently owned businesses established for the exploitation of 
an invention or technological innovation, implying substantial technological risks. Other commonly 
used terms that have similar definitions to HTSMEs include: new technology-based firms (Little, 
1977); technology-based SMEs (Mason et al., 1996); new tecluiology-based small firms (Philpott, 
1994); and, high technology small firms (Oakey, 1996). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 1: INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN 
MALAYSIA 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the development of industrial policies in Malaysia from the 
1950s until the 1990s, focusing on support for high technology industries. The chapter 
also summarises the current policies to assist SMEs engaged in high technology 
activity in Malaysia. 
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL POLICIES (1958-2000) 
Traditionally, Malaysia has been an agricultural economy depending heavily on the 
export of raw materials such as rubber, palm oil, cocoa and tin. Agriculture was the 
leading sector at the time of independence from Britain in 1957, contributing 33 
percent of GDP, 67 percent of employment and 62 percent of exports (Mokhtar, 
1990). However, in the wake of industrial development from the late 1950s, this 
scenario has changed. The manufacturing sector registered rapid growth in the 1970s 
and late 1980s, and it became more important than agriculture (A. Rahman, 1994). 
The share of the manufacturing sector in the gross domestic product (GDP) in 1997 
was 35.5 percent, and this figure is expected to rise to 37.5 percent by the year 2000 
(Malaysia, 1998b). Agriculture accounted for 12.1 percent and the remainder of GDP 
comprised: service, 44.8 percent; construction, 4.2 percent; and, mining 6.8 percent. ' 
According to the OECD, Malaysia was expected to be a fast growing economy 
over 1996 to 1998, second only to China among the dynamic Asian economies (The 
Star, 14 January 1997). This prediction proved to be accurate for the 1996-1997 
period when Malaysia experienced an average annual growth rate of 8.2 percent, but 
the economy contracted by 14.9 percent in 1998 after the Asian financial crisis 2. There 
was a recovery in 1999 (Malaysia, 1999a). However, Malaysia will have to review its 
economic strategies to ensure that, as far as possible, its stability will not be affected 
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FIGURE 2-1 Stages of Industrial Growth in Malaysia (1958 - current) 
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Programme in 1981 and the Promotion of Investment Act 1986. The country started 
rather late in the high technology race. A vibrant technology sector is vital, if the 
country is to reach its goal of becoming a fully industrialised. nation by the'year 2020. 
2.2.1 Phase 1 (1958-1968) 
It is generally acknowledged that the first stage of industrialisation lasted from' 1958 
to 1968, the era after the independence of Malaya in 195 7. and including the formation 
of Malaysia in 1963. This period is known as the import-substitution phase because 
industrialisation was based mainly on the manufacture of goods for domestic 
consumption (Fong, 1986). 
At the start of this period, the 1958 Pioneer Industries Ordinance (PIO) gave 
tax concessions to pioneer industries to promote the growth of iniport-substitution in 
Peninsular Malaysia. However, the Ordinance had some serious shortcomings. 
According to Fong (1986), the Ordinance did not lead to an increase in resource-based 
manufacturing establishments because it failed to encourage industries to utilise local 
raw materials in their production. The Ordinance also failed to encourage the 
promotion of manufactured exports, as domestic-oriented sub-sectors proved to be the 
main source of growth during that period. 
Manufacturing output rose at an average annual rate of 17.4 percent between 
1959 and 1968, but the average annual growth rate of the manufacturing sector across 
a range of factors 3 during the same period did not rise significantly. Furthermore, the 
output growth rate of industries qualifying for pioneer status dropped dramatically in 
real terms (Jomo, 1994). This sharp fall revealed the inherent limitations of the 
import-substitution strategy. Industrial production for mass consumption did not have 
sufficient demand in the domestic economy. Malaysia's population was too small and 
the average income level was too low to create an effective domestic market (Jomo 
and Edwards, 1993). 
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TABLE 2-1 Man ufactu ring Employment in Malaysia (1947-1980) 
Selected 
Years 
Manufacturing Employment 
('000) 
Manufacturing Employment as a 
percentage of Total Employment 
1947 126 67 
1957 136 6.4 
1960 166a 7.2 a 
1965 217 8.4 
1970 448 11.4 
1975 N/A 10.1 
1980 755 15.8 
SOI/r( (,: Joint) I ()(). I) Inincaled hw, (Ircs N/A: Not A%allablc 
III tile I 900, ý 111C 
kIhOLII- ý11)', Orplioll Capacity Of tile Illmild'acturill", Sector wa. ", 
rckltivclý lo\\. as Sll()\\Il ill I'able 2-1. I'lle proportioll Of workers clllploýcd ill tile 
IIWI1LI11ICtUVilI(-', ', CCtoI- \\'ZIS OuIN' ýIhOtlt OI1C-SiXtII 01' 1110SC ill 11-16CUItIll-C. I01-CstrN 111d 
Vishing (Figure 2-2 
FIGURE 2-2 Peninsular Malaysia: Employment by Economic Sectors 
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2.2.2 Phase 11 (1969 -1980) 
FIGURE 2-3 Share of Agriculture and Manufacturing Sectors in GDP 
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contribution to GDP was 20 percent, compared to 23 percent for agriculture. This 
achievement was creditable compared to . 1960, where the corresponding figures were 
9 percent and 38 percent respectively (Figure 2-3). 
Realising the inherent contradictions of its import-substitution strategy and the 
shortcomings of the PIO, a number of policy measures were introduced to encourage 
diversification into new industries, principally the 1968 Investment Incentives Act 
(IIA). A key objective of this. Act was to encourage the expansion of manufactured 
exports by providing export incentives to new or existing industrial establishments. 
The Act incorporated tax holidays to firms granted pioneer status and gave additional 
tax holidays based on the nature of product, location of firm or the content of raw 
materials. The content of the Act indicated a strategic change in emphasis from 
import-substitution to export-oriented industrial isat ion (Jorno, 1994). During this 
period, Free Trade Zones (FTZs) were established in Malaysia to encourage and 
facilitate the growth of manufacturing exports. 
According to Athukorala and Menon (1995), the most important factor behind 
the country's phenomenal economic and industrial performance since the 1970s has 
been Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). Towards the late 1970s, FDI contributed 
significantly towards the shift in policy from import-substitution to export-oriented 
industries (Fong and Cheong, 1984). FDI was considered an important catalyst for 
growth because it brought the latest technological advances, export market linkages 
and new management techniques (Lim, 1973; Atan, 1994). 
The IIA also designated the electronics sector as a 'priority industry' for 
investment incentives, in order to attract export-oriented foreign investment (Abdul 
Aziz, 1989). Malaysia viewed semiconductor assembly as offering scope for large- 
scale job creation, particularly for unskilled labour (Chen, 1999). After the IIA was 
introduced, the global electronics industry was experiencing a fundamental change. 
Competitive pressures from global competitors (especially the Japanese companies) 
encouraged American semiconductor producers, such as Hewlett Packard and 
Motorola, to shift their assembly operations to Asia. Japanese producers themselves 
subsequently faced similar competitive pressures. The rapid increases in domestic 
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labour costs in the late 1970s forced American and Japanese semiconductor 
manufacturers to relocate their lab6ur-intensive assembly operations to low-wage 
developing countries such as Malaysia (Ismail, 1999). On the threshold of its export- 
led industrial programme, it offered an ideal location (Malaysia, 1998c). 
TABLE 2-2 Manufacturing Exports from Malaysia 
Manufactured Goods 1970 
Year ( 
1980 
Percent Share) 
1985 1990 1995 
Electrical or electronic components 3 46 50 56 65 
Food beverages & tobacco 18 8 5 4 3 
Textiles, apparel & footwear 7 13 11 8 5 
Wood & wood products 14 8 3 3 4 
Rubber products 3 1 1 3 2 
Chemical & petroleum products 32 6 12 7 7 
Non-metallic mineral products 3 1 1 2 1 
Iron & Steel & fabricated metal products 4 3 2 4 3 
Transport 11 7 8 5 4 
Others 5 7 7 8 6 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Sources: Malaysia (1989) and Malaysia (I 996c) 
A significant number of multinationals were attracted because of low labour 
costs, political and economic stability, generous incentives and other support for 
industry, and the perception that the Malaysian Government was "development- 
oriented and favoured the expansion of high-technology electronics" (USECM, 1986). 
Table 2-2 shows that electrical and electronic components have accounted for more 
than half of total manufactured exports since the mid-1980s. However, after a decade 
when multinationals had benefited from Government incentives, it was realised that 
those MNCs had not transferred sufficient technology to enable an indigenous 
electronics industry to survive in their absence (O'Connor, 1993). This recognition led 
to a critical appraisal of the direction and effectiveness of export-oriented 
industrialisation. 
The racial riots of 19694 also had a significant impact on subsequent industrial 
policies. The riots were a result of an ownership and employment imbalance between 
ethnic groups in Malaysia. The New Economic Policy (NEP) was formulated in 1970, 
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with the objective of reducing inequality between Burniputeras 5 and non-Burniputeras 
(Rani and Muhd. Salleh, 1994). A 30 percent equity ownership target was set for 
Burniputeras but progress towards this target was slow. This shortfall led to the 
enactment of new legislation, the Industrial Co-ordination Act (ICA) of 1975; the 
main objective of the ICA was to ensure orderly development and growth in the 
manufacturing sector (Malaysia, 1998a). 
The ICA required all manufacturing firms with'an overseas partner to submit 
project proposals to the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) for 
approval. This process was designed to ensure that contracts would not impose unfair 
restrictions on Malaysian companies. The Act was also used as an instrument to 
achieve the objectives of the NEP with regard to Burniputera employment and equity 
participation, particularly in the manufacturing sector (Anuwar, 1992). All new and 
existing manufacturing companies (excluding those employing fewer than 75 full- 
time workers and having shareholders' funds of less than RM2.5 million) needed to 
apply for a manufacturing licence (Appendix 2-1). With the issue of these licences, 
the Government was able to impose conditions on equity ownership for Burniputeras. 
The ICA was successful in increasing Bumiputera corporate stock ownership 
from 2.4 percent in 1970 to 19.1 percent in 1985 - refer to Table 2-3. The Chinese 
business community also experienced an increase in ownership from 27.2 percent to 
33.4 percent. The foreign investors were the losers, with their share declining from 
63-3 percent to 26 percent. This loss of power had a significant effect on high 
technology industrial development in Malaysia, an issue that is taken up in the next 
section. 
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TABLE 2-3 Ownership of Share Capital (at par value) - According to Ethnic Group. 
1970 % 1980 % 1985 % 
Burniputera N/A 2.4 RM4050.5 12.5 RM14,883.4 19.1 
Malaysian Chinese N/A 27.2 N/A NIA RM26033.3 33.4 
Foreign Re idents - N/A 63.3 RM13,927 : 
42.9 RM20297.8 26.0 
Others N/A 7.1 N/A NIA ý/A 21.5 
Source: Adapted from Yasuda. (199 1) 
2.2.3 Phase 111 (1981 - 1996) 
Phase III encompassed the Fourth Malaysia Plan (1981-1985), the Industrial Master 
Plan (IMP), 1986-1995, and the Promotion of Investment Act 1986 (PIA). The 
country had expanded its capital-intensive industries by promoting heavy industries, 
for example, 4MP saw the formation of the Heavy Industries Corporation of 
Malaysia, HICOM (Anuwar, 1992). HICOM, a joint public-private sector venture, 
was established in 1981 to oversee the development of projects, such as Proton, the 
6national car'. The Government took the initiative because projects in this field 
usually require huge investment outlays, long gestation periods and offer low rates of 
return (Alavi, 1996). In view of the strategic importance of such projects, the 
Government wanted local control, ownership and management (Lee, 1981). Another 
reason was to generate linkages within the domestic economy through the utilisation 
of natural resources and the saving of foreign exchange (Alavi, 1996). IMPI focused 
on developing heavy industries and raised the issue of 'which' heavy industries 
should be given priority. However, the Government avoided the critical task of 
selection by sub-contracting decisions on support to HICOM (Lim, 1987). It was 
hoped that the heavy industries, especially basic metal and engineering industries, 
would provide the basis for developing an indigenous technology and the 
development of skills that could be utilised in high technology industries. 
The focus then switched to the high technology sector, in particular, enhancing 
the technological capacity of local industries by implementing the action plan for 
Industrial Technology Development. By the early 1980s, the manufacturing sector 
had the capability to move into high technology (Anuwar and Rasiah, 1996). A 
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measures were introduced in order to achieve export-led growth and attract FDI into 
the manufacturing sector. Inward FDI had stagnated, partly due to the - NEP's 
insistence on'active local participation in all equity ventures (Ramasamy, 1998). 
Between 1980 and 1985, the ICA had resulted in a decrease of 16.9 percent in foreign 
control of corporate stock in Malaysia (Yasuda, 1991). The business community 
interpreted the ICA as imposing Government *policy with respect to Burniputera 
ownership participation. This caused some uncertainty in the investment environment 
(Fong, 1986), and it was vital for Malaysia to continue to arrest the decline in FDI. 
After the Promotion of Investment Act (PIA) was introduced in 1986, FD1 resumed its 
growth, see Table 2-4. 
TABLE 2-4 FDI Flows in Approved Manufacturing Projects, 1980-1993 
Year 
Net DFI (RM million) Growth Rate 
1978 1,158 15.9 
1979 1,255 8.4 
1980 2,033 62.0 
1981 2,914 43.3 
1982 3,262 11.9 
1983 2,926 ý-10.3 
1984 1,869 -36.1 
1985 1,725 -7.7 
1986 1,262 -26.8 
1987 1,065 -15.6 
1988 1,884 76.9 
1989 4,518 139.81 
1990 6,309 39.6 
1991 11,200 77.5 
Source: Atan (1994) 
The introduction of PIA led to the liberalisation of foreign investment policies, 
provision of attractive incentives and intensification of promotional efforts. FDI flows 
into the manufacturing sector increased significantly. 
The inflow of FDI has contributed valuable capital, technology, 
marketing access and managerial inputs, which constitute the essential 
ingredients for rapid industrialisation (Jegathesan et al., 1997). With these 
resources, Malaysia is moving away from labour-intensive manufacturing industries to 
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high value-added, high technology, and capital-intensive industries. The Malaysian 
Government has focused on promoting sophisticated industries that are capable of 
integrating with world markets. In line with this policy, the Government has identified 
certain key sectors in the high technology sector that are considered new and emerging 
technologies to Malaysia (Appendix 2-2): 
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, FDI is a means 
, 
of transferring production 
technology, skills, innovative capacity, and organisational and managerial practices 
between developed and developing countries (Mallampally and Sauvant, 1999). FDI 
facilitates R&D spillovers. McGrath (1997) and Sjoholm (1999) confirm that MNCs 
conduct most of the world's R&D, and host countries may benefit when knowledge 
transfer leaks from a parent firm to its affiliates. 
The PIA was the first policy measure that clearly defined 'high technology' 
companies and introduced incentives for this sector. The PIA defined high technology 
companies as (Malaysia, 1996a, p. 8): 
Companies engagged in promoted activities in areas of new and emerging tp 0 
technologies I 
The PIA listed 10 promoted activities and products of high technology 
companies (Appendix 2-2). Incentives given to such companies included: 
Pioneer Status with full tax exemption at statutory income level (see Appendix 2-3 
for details) for a period of 5 years 
e Investment tax allowances of 60 percent for a period of 5 years. 
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Other than being involved with promoted products and activities, a company would be 
considered 'high technology' if it fulfilled the following criteria: 
Local R&D expenditure to gross sales of at least I percent per annum 
Science and technical graduates as a minimum of 7 percent of the total workforce. 
The PIA allowed foreign equity ownership up to 100 percent for projects exporting 80 
percent or more of their production and up to 79 percent for projects exporting 
between 51 percent and 79 percent. A sliding scale operates for lower export levels. 
However, the PIA tended to favour larger companies. For instance, the most attractive 
tax incentive, the provision of pioneer status, favoured larger enterprises (Asian 
Development Bank, 1990). Those companies with a paid-up capital exceeding RM25 
million or employing 500 or more Malaysian workers were eligible for additional tax 
relief-, larger firms could gain tax exemption for a maximum of ten years, whereas tax 
relief for capital intensive HTSMEs was restricted to five years. 
The PIA was introduced to attract foreign investment, but the Government 
realised that heavy dependence on foreign investment in key areas such as technology, 
marketing and management could undermine the development of an indigenous 
industrial base (Malaysia, 1986). IMPI offered a critical analysis of Malaysia's 
industrialisation problems, particularly in the high technology sector. It acknowledged 
that the excessive technological dependence of the manufacturing sector had resulted 
in outflows of royalty payments and fees for technology transfer (Jorno, 1994). IMPI 
emphasised support to R&D (Alavi, 1996) and sought to raise the nation's indigenous 
technology capacity. IMPI pointed out that Malaysia had been a latecomer to 
industrialisation because successful primary export growth had weakened the urgency 
to industrialise (Jomo and Edwards, 1993). The manufacturing sector was therefore 
narrowly based upon a few labour-intensive and resource-based industries. 
The purpose of IMPI was to guide the development of the manufacturing 
sector in Malaysia, and it set out the following objectives for industrial development: 
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i) Accelerating the growth of the manufacturing scctor. 
The 1986 PIA, together with the amendment of the Income Tax Act of 1967 
(see Appendix 2-3), provided liberal investment incentives to potential 
investors (Anuwar, 1992). The PIA allowed the authorities more flexibility in 
approving higher foreign equity participation in manufacturing projects. As a 
result of these changes FDI increased significantly after 1987 (Table 2-5, 
ov'erleaf). 
During the IMPI period, manufacturing output expanded significantly 
(Malaysia, 1997d). Table 2-6 shows the performance of the manufacturing 
sector over IMP 1. The average annual growth rate of the manufacturing sector 
over the period 1986-1995 was 13.5 percent, higher than the projected rate of 
8.8 percent. The 9.4 percent projected growth rate in exports of manufactured 
goods was surpassed by almost 200 percent, at 28.6 percent. (The contribution 
of the manufacturing sector to total exports increased from 32.8 percent in 
1985 to 79.6 percent in 1995 - not shown in Table 2-6). The share of 
manufacturing output to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased to 33.1 
percent, compared to a projection of 23.9 percent. Employment in the 
manufacturing sector increased at an average annual rate of 8.9 percent. 
Furthermore, the manufacturing sector share of total employment increased 
from 15.8 percent to 25.5 percent over IMPI. 
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TABLE 2-5 Projects Approved by Ownership 
Year Malaysian Owned' Foreign Owned 2 Equal Partnership Total 
1980 358 97 4 459 
1981 477 ill 8 596 
1982 400 63 5 468 
1983 416 69 5 490 
1984 656 85 8 749 
1985 535 78 12 625 
1986 335 99 13 447 
1987 191 132 10 333 
1988 403 301 28 732 
1989 333 439 20 792 
1990 352 533 21 906 
1991 399 561 13 973 
1992 443 425 6 874 
1993 347 328 11 686 
1994 226 277 N/A NIA 
Source: Malaysia (1994) 
1 Malaysian Owned i. e. wholly or majority Malaysian-owned 
2 Foreign Owned i. e. wholly or majority foreign-owned. 
TABLE2-6 Achievements of IMPI (1986-1995) 
Projected Actual 
Growth of the Manufacturing Sector (%) 8.8 13.5 
Growth of Manufacturing Exports (%) 9.4 28.6 
Share of Manufacturing to GDP (%) 23.9 33.1 
Growth of Manufacturing Employment 6.8 8.9 
Total Manufacturing Employment (million) 1.5 2.1 
Share of Manufacturing to Total Employment 15.8 25.5 
Source: Malaysia (1997d) 
ii) Promoting opportunities for optimum utilisation of local natural resources. 
IMP I proposed the intensive development of resource-based industries (RBIs), 
particularly in sectors with the potential for export and upgrading technical 
skills. IMP I identified seven RBIs as worthy of support. Four of the industries 
were agriculture based, the others being chemical and petroleum products, 
metal products and non-metallic mineral products. Although Malaysia has 
comparative advantage in most of these RBIs, notably rubber and tin, they 
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iii) 'Leap-frogging 6 Malaysia into an industrialised economy. 
To achieve this objective, IMPI identified 'information' as the most critical 
determinant of Malaysia's technological development. There was rapid 
expansion in the global information technology (IT) sector in the 1980s owing 
to developments in microelectronics. Malaysia realised that, in order to 
compete successfully, it must adopt IT to enhance the nation's productivity 
and reduce its costs (Anuwar, 1992). Failure to adopt IT would widen the 
technological gap separating Malaysia from the more industrialised countries. 
The Action Plan for Industrial Technology Development was therefore 
initiated in 1988 by the Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment. 
The purpose of the Action Plan was (Malaysia, 1990, p. 13): 
to support the implementation of tile IMP(l), with emphasis on concrete, practical and 
effective measures for the fullest beneficial development of industrial technology, 
consonant with the healthy and dynamic short, medium and long-term advancement of 
investment, private enterprise and national development. 
The Action Plan focused on enhancing technological innovation through 
extensive R&D and the development of knowledge and skills in the work 
force. 
IMP I also recogniscd the role of SMEs in industrial development. The growth 
of SMEs was seen as essential "for a rapid increase in manufactured exports and 
closer linkages between exports and the domestic sector" (Malaysia, 1986), as well as 
offering employment generation and a training ground for employees and 
entrepreneurs (Malaysia, 1986). A number of development programmes were 
introduced during IMPI period to assist SMEs, including the Vendor Development 
Programme (VDP) and the Industrial Technical Assistance Fund (ITAF). 
a) The Vendor Development Programme (VDP) 
The VDP was launched in 1988 with the Proton Components Scheme as its 
first programme. The Scheme was funded by MITI. Proton assurned the role of 
a pioneer anchor company in providing the captive market for its SME 
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Suppliers. The second programme, the Electrical and Electronics Components 
Scheme, was introduced in 1992, with Sapura and Sharp as the anchor 
companies. In 1993 a new concept of VDP emerged, known as the 'Tripartite 
Arrangement'. Under this -arrangement, the anchor companies provided the 
assurance of markets for the yendors and financial facilities were provided by 
financial institutions (Malaysia, 1994a) There are currently 77 large 
corporations and. multi-national corporations (MNCs) participating as anchor 
companies under the dual and Tripartite VDP (Malaysia, 1998f). Table 2-7 
shows the breakdown of anchor companies according to sectors. 
TABLE 2-7 Number of VDP Anchor Companies by Year and Sector 
Sector 1988-1992 1993-1994 1995-1999 Total in Sector 
Automotive 1 1 2 4 
Electrical & Electronics 2 18 20 40 
Wood Based - 1 12 13 
Telecommunications - 3 3 
Others - - 17 17 
Total No. of Anchor Companies 3 20 54 77 
Source: Malaysia (1994) and Malaysia (19980 
By 1994, the 20 anchor companies had been able to approve a total of 59 
vendors 7. The vendors are involved in various industrial or manufacturing 
activities, including plastic injection moulding, metal stamping or fabrication, 
telecommunications equipment, wire-harnessing, automotive components, 
electroplating and wood-based furniture components. The number of vendors 
increased from 24 in 1992 to 155 in 1995, with total sales turnover estimated 
at about RM_3348 million (Malaysia, 1994; Malaysia 1996b). The VDP has been 
successful in creating an industrial market in which Malaysian SMEs have 
become reliable manufacturers and suppliers of industrial inputs, machinery 
and equipment to large-scale industries and MNCs. The VDP has also 
provided greater integration and linkages between SMEs, large-scale 
industries/MNCs and financial institutions to further enhance industrial 
development (Malaysia, 1994a). 
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The Industrial Technical Assistance Fund (ITAF) 
The ITAF was launched in 1990 with an initial allocation of RM50 million. 
The objective of the Fund was to develop SMEs into a dynamic sector capable- 
of supporting the larger industries. This was to be achieved through the 
following Schemes (details in Appendix 2-4): 
Consultancy Service Scheme (ITAF 1); 
Product Development and Design Scheme (ITAF 2); 
Quality and Productivity Improvement Scheme (ITAF 3); 
Market Development Scheme (ITAF 4). 
The performance of ITAF I during the 1991 to 1994 period was not 
satisfactory because many SMEs did not see the benefits of employing 
consultants (Malaysia, 1994a) - Table 2-8. There was also a shortage of 
affordable consultants available to SMEs under the Scheme. The outcome was 
that only a fraction of projects were completed, compared to approvals. 
TABLE 2-8 ITAF, 1991-1994 
Number of Amount 
Year Applications Number Amount Projects Reimbursed 
Evaluated Approved (RM Million) Completed (RM Million) 
1991 229 116 4.95 14 0.48 
1992 84 48 2.25 22 0.84 
1993 196 137 3.76 37 0.90 
1994 416 291 7.20 138 1.08 
Total 925 592 18.16 211 3.30 
Source: Malaysia (1994) 
One of the objectives of the ITAF schemes was to inculcate an innovation 
culture in local SMEs. The funding was designed to encourage SMEs to 
pursue technological development, particularly product development. The 
grants also invited universities and public research institutions to provide 
consultancy or exploit their research. However, the universities and research 
institutes very rarely took advantage of the ITAF Funds (Kassim, 1991). This 
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failure to develop linkages with academics and researchers had serious 
consequences for HTSMEs lacking suitably qualified technical specialists to 
support formal R&D within the enterprise. Table 2-9 shows that approvals 
over the 1991 to 1994 period were most prominent in low-technology-based 
companies operating in the wood-based food and textile industries. As 
mentioned earlier, even the electronics industry. is mainly involved with 
assembly and testing, hence it does not contribute much towards innovation. 
TABLE 2-9 ITAF Approvals by Industry and Scheme, 1991-1994 
Industry Total Approved ITAF 1 ITAF 2 ITAF 3 ITAF 4 
Wood 79 26 3 1 49 
Food 75 30 6 14 25 
Textiles 72 16 2 2 52 
Electrical & Electronics 69 8 25 12 24 
Plastics 54 18 9 17 10 
Iron & Steel 44 15 12 6 11 
Non-metallic Mineral 38 8 6 7 17 
Chemical & Petrochemicals 35 5 12 6 12 
Automotive 30 5 13 11 11 
Machinery & Engineering 30 11 13 4 2 
Rubber 18 1 3 10 4 
Others 48 22 11 2 13 
Total 592 165 115 92 220 
Source: Malaysia (1994) 
Figure 2-5 shows that the largest number of approvals went to the Market 
Development scheme (ITAF 4), followed by the Consultancy Service Scheme, 
the Product Development and Design Scheme, and the Quality and 
Productivity Scheme. 
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FIGURE 2-5 ITAF Approvals by Scheme 
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9 qualified managerial personnel, as well as engineering and technical expertise. 
Picking up the second point, one of the major constraints to rapid industrial 
development identified by IMPI was a short supply of 
, 
skilled manpower (Asian 
Developplent Bank, 1990). The manufacturing sector had been suffering from a lack 
of managerial and technical expertise, a factor exacerbated by the inadequate output of 
such expertise from the tertiary education system. This shortfall in expertise was 
holding back Malaysia's ambition of moving into high technology and higher value- 
added industries. An insufficient supply of engineers and technicians also hindered the 
manufacturing sector's ability to absorb technology from foreign sources or to develop 
indigenous technology. It limited the nation's capacity to acquire and adapt 
transferred technologies, as well as holding back the domestic innovative capabilities 
of manufacturing industries (Anuwar, 1992). These problems affected both large 
organisations and SMEs. 
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Another factor that inhibited Malaysia's progress in high technology in Phase 
III was its failure to make industrial R&D a strategic priority. During the 1980s, there 
were only two public sector research organisations involved in industrial research, the 
Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) and theMalaysian 
Institute of Microelectronics Systems (MIMOS); other public sector research 
institutions were involved in agricultural research (Anuwar, 1992). The private sector 
conducted a small amount of R&D, with only a minimal impact on the nation's 
technological development. Figure 2-6 shows Malaysia's ratio of R&D expenditure to 
GDP between 1972 to 1996. The increase in R&D expenditure in the 1970s and 
1980s, a period when Malaysia was undergoing intensive industrial development, was 
negligible. 
The authorities in Malaysia realised that the country could not stimulate R&D 
from scratch as a homegrown product (Gwynne, 1997). Thus, Malaysia needed to 
implement a series of initiatives to promote and enhance R&D, as well as to increase 
its supply of engineers, scientists and skilled workers. In an attempt to leapfrog 
Malaysia's high technology development, various initiatives were introduced in Phase 
IV. 
2.2.4 Phase IV (1996 - 2000) 
Phase IV began with the launching of the Seventh Malaysia Plan (7MP, 1996-2000). 
The 7MP put forward two principal strategies to enhance the nation's international 
competitiveness. One was to move from labour-intensive to productivity-driven 
support measures, the other was to increase the country's share of global markets 
(Sulong, 1996). A key objective of 7MP is to enhance the nation's total factor 
prodUCtiVity8 (TFP). According to Krugman (1994), industrialising economies such as 
Malaysia have placed reliance on increasing labour and capital inputs rather than 
improving the efficiency of their utilisation, i. e., improving TFP. Menon (1998) 
found that, over the period 1988 to 1992, Malaysian-owned firms experienced lower 
TFP growth than foreign-owned firms. The rapid growth in Malaysia's manufacturing 
sector was achieved without much contribution from TFP growth. 
The concurrent launch of the 7MP and the Second Industrial Master Plan 
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(IMP2) was another attempt by the au. thorities to achieve productivity growth and 
global competitiveness (Malaysia, 1996b, p. 284). 
The authorities in Malaysia consider enhanced technological capacity an 
essential component of its ongoing industrial development. 7MP calls for the 
utilisation and application of new And advanced technologies to promote industrial 
innovation. The approaches suggested by 7MP to achieve this end include: 
* inducing the flow of investment into high technology industries (or promoted 
industries) as laid out by the PIA (Appendix 2-5)9 
upgrading the role of the Malaysian Technology Development Corporation 
(MTDC) 10 and the Malaysian High Technology Government Group (MIGHT)" 
* providing R&D incentives to corporations that set up R&D facilities in Malaysia' 2 
improving existing incentives, and introducing new measures to promote R&D in 
high technology products and processes 13 
* enhancing manpower skills training. 14 
SMEs in Malaysia are recognised as making a valuable contribution to the 
growth of Malaysia and to its objective of becoming a fully developed country by the 
year 2020 (A. Wahab, 1996). Although contributing only 14.7 percent of total output, 
SMEs in Malaysia make up approximately 84 per cent of businesses in the local 
manufacturing sector (Malaysia, 1998d). To oversee the development of SMEs in 
Malaysia, the Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) was 
established under 7MP. However, 7MP does not place much emphasis on SMEs as a 
rnaJor force in industrial development; SMEs are only to be developed in terms of 
supporting larger enterprises (Malaysia, 1996b). In order for SMEs to fulfil this role, 
IMP2 aims to provide the necessary environment and support programmes for the 
niodernisation and expansion of their plant, machinery, technology and production 
capacity. 
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Realising the contribution of R&D towards the development of technology- 
based SMEs, 7MP improved fiscal and financial incentives, and put in place the 
technology infrastructure to stimulate R&D and technological innovation. For 
example, the ITAF programme (discussed abovd) gave out grants amounting to 
RM25.1 million to more than 400 SMEs over the period 1996 to 1998 (Malaysia, 
1999b). In terms of infrastructure, more than 80 start-up technology-based SMEs have 
been given acce§s to common user facilities at Technology Park Malaysia, the UPM- 
MTDC Incubation Centre and the UTM Technovation Park. However, because SMEs 
are seen as supporting players, R&D support is directed towards improving efficiency 
and productivity rather than product innovation or new product development 
(Malaysia, 1996b. This approach may be appropriate for conventional SMEs, such as 
those in the textile or food industries. However, HTSMEs are research-intensive and 
R&D is a key driver to product and process innovation (Jankowski, 1998). 
IMP2 is a follow-up programme to the Industrial Master Plan (1986-1995). It 
moves from an industry-based manufacturing strategy to a cluster-based approachis. 
IMP2 proposed the development of industrial clusters to promote large-scale 
production and international competitiveness. Each cluster comprises a primary 
industry supported by suppliers of components, raw materials, supporting services and 
cluster-specific infrastructure (The Star, 7 May 1996). IMP2 focused on capital- 
intensive manufacturing, aiming to encourage the application of high technology, 
greater innovation and better utilisation of resources. The cluster-based industrial 
policy is not new in global terms and Malaysia is not the only country to have adopted 
such a strategy. Efforts to stimulate and nurture a cluster-based strategy can be found 
in the United States (Sternberg, 1991; Held, 1996; Kohout, 1997), Germany, Japan 
(Harrison, 1994), Ireland and Singapore (Van Grunsven and Van Egeraat, 1999). It 
was Porter (1990) who first emphasised the importance of industrial clusters as a 
16 means of enhancing the competitiveness of a nation . On the same lines as Porter, 
IMP2 defines a cluster as an agglomeration of inter-linked or related activities 
(Malaysia, 1997d). The cluster-based strategy promoted by IMP2 has to be 
underpinned by a strong economic foundation in the form of human resources, 
technology, financing, infrastructure and support services (A. Rahman, 1997). The 
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Malaysia has also embarked on a very ambitious plan to create an industrial 
park for multimedia development, known as the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC). 
Physically, the MSC is a 15 by 50-krn corridor 19 that includes Technology Park 
Malaysia. This concept builds on the 6MP framework when substantial investments 
were directed towards the basic IT infrastructure in preparation' for the more 
sophisticated network of facilities and services required for the MSC (Malaysia, 
1996b). 
Malaysia's move into multimedia is necessary as other South-East Asian 
nations are competing for manufacturing investment. With a fast-rising standard of 
living and labour shortages, Malaysia may not be able to compete with its neighbours 
that offer huge, low-cost manufacturing work forces unless it invests in multimedia 
development (McHale, 1997). Malaysia's venture into multimedia development is 
backed by its experience in the semiconductor industry, having long been the hotbed 
of semiconductor packaging and electronic equipment assemblies (Dunn, 1995). 
Companies wanting to enter the MSC need to apply for 'MSC' status 20 by 
submitting their applications to the Multimedia Development Corporation (MDC), an 
implementation agency set up to oversee the development of MSC. Companies with 
MSC status are entitled to incentives and benefits backed by the Government's Bill of 
Guarantees (Appendix 2-6). MSC status companies are also entitled to financial and 
non-financial status (Appendix 2-7). 
By July 1999, a total of 228 companies, including 33 world-class corporations, 
had been accorded MSC status and these companies are in various stages of 
implementing their business plans (Ng, 1999). Forty of these companies were 
operating within the MSC area in March 1999 (The Star, 17 March 1999). 
The MDC has taken a number of initiatives (Appendix 2-7) to develop a 
cluster of home grown HTSMEs; for example, a specialised consultation centre 
known as MDC Access has been established. The Centre assists SMEs to prepare for 
MSC status by providing business and technological advice. By March 2000, of the 4D 
586 SMEs operating in the IT field in Malaysia, 158 had achieved MSC status 
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However, the more established Singapore Science Park or the Bangalore 'Silicon 
Plateau' might still look more promising to foreign-based corporations. 
A problem currently affecting MSC-status companies is the difficulty in 
raising venture capital (Einhorn, 1999). Compared to conventional SMEs, HTSMEs 
require a high level of up-front investment and are exposed to uncertainty in market 
acceptance. of their products (Boocock, 1995). These problems became more severe 
after the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 and were exacerbated when Malaysia 
introduced currency controls in 1998. Many MSC-status companies are now 
struggling to survive (Einhorn, 1999) - an issue dealt with in more detail in Chapter 
Eight. An increased supply of venture capital is essential for the successful 
implementation of the MSC concept. The success of Silicon Valley was driven by the 
willingness of venture capitalists to fund entrepreneurs. Without an injection of 
foreign venture capital, the MSC project may be delayed, since domestic venture 
capital companies have not been very supportive of companies wishing to locate in the 
MSC. For example, of 30 Malaysian venture capital companies, less than five are 
involved in financing IT businesses (The New Straits Time, 3 July, 1998). The low 
participation may indicate a lack of experience by domestic venture capital companies 
in assessing and evaluating multimedia or IT companies, or a lack of confidence that 
investments will mature at a profit. 
2.3 SUMMARY 
Malaysia has undergone four phases of industrial growth, beginning in 1958 after its 
independence from Britain, up to the year 2000, the end of the Seventh Malaysia Plan. 
Various policy measures have been introduced to propel Malaysia from an agriculture- 
based economy to an industrial nation. 
In the early 1960s, foreign investors were invited to develop import 
substitution industries such as food and beverages. However in the late 1960s, the 
limited domestic market placed constraints on continued industrial development. The 
Government therefore began to encourage the development of export-oriented and 
labour-intensive industries. The early 1980s saw Malaysia's involvement in heavy 
industries, when HICOM was established. Malaysia started rather late in promoting 
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the high technology sphere. Only after the introduction of the Promotion of 
Investment Act in 1986 did Malaysia look seriously at measures to improve its high 
technology capacity. 
The launching of the ý 7MP marked Malaysia's interest in involving SMEs in 
the industrialisation of the country. The 7MP calls for the utilisation of new. and 
advanced technology to promote industrial innovation by encouraging R&D and 
enhancing manpower skills. IMP2, which was launched simultaneously with 7MP, 
also focuses on creating strong linkages between SMEs and larger corporations 
through cluster-based industrial development. To this end, IMP2 proposed the 
'Manufacturing++' strategy to develop the manufacturing and service sectors by 
integrating R&D, product design and support industries. 
At this stage in its development, Malaysia might lose FDI to its lower-cost 
neighbours. The authorities have therefore embarked on an ambitious high technology 
multimedia development by establishing the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC). MSC 
is seen as an opportunity for companies wishing to add value to their manufacturing 
and trading activities using multimedia technologies. Local HTSMEs are expected to 
participate actively in the project and some may evolve into highly innovative 
companies. However, in common with other high technology projects across the 
globe, MSC is currently plagued with escalating costs and a lack of skilled manpower. 
The next chapter will highlight the importance of high technology sector, 
attempt to define what is meant by the term 'high technology' and describe policies 
formulated to support HTSMEs in the UK, the US and Japan. 
Notes 
FIGURE 2-1 
The total exceeds 100 percent, as bank service charges and import duties were not taken into 
account. 
2 The crisis was tri gered by speculative activities of hedge funds, which made huge profits through 90 
massive short-term capital flows and, in the process, seriously destabilised the East Asian 
currencies (Malaysia, 1999a). 
3 The calculation of the average overall manufacturing growth rate includes sales, wages, capital 
investment, exports and profitability. 
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FIGURE 2-1 
4 Malaysia has been an ethnically diversified nation since British colonial rule, when immigrants 
from China and India were brought to live and work in the country. The indigenous Malay 
majority had been economically backward compared to the Chinese community (Yasuda, 1991). 
5. The term Bumiputera means indigenous race (or "son of the soil") of Malaysia. Usually used in 
reference to the Malays, it also encompasses other indigenous communities in Malaysia. 
6, Leap-frogging' refers to efforts initiated by the manufacturing sector to surpass the existing state 
of the art in the development of new technologies which are still in pre-commercialisation stage 
(Anuwar, 1992). 
7 To ensure the success of the VDP, potential vendors are required to go through a process of factory 
auditina to enhance their chances of bein- selected as vendors by the anchor companies. Under 00 
this requirement, a technical team from MITI and its Technical Support Institutions carry out an 
evaluation of the technical, financial and managerial aspects of the potential vendor company. 
Upon compliance with the factory audit requirements, vendors are appointed by the anchor 
companies (Malaysia, 1994a). 
8 Total factor productivity (TFP) refers to tile additional output generated through enhancements in I 
efficiency arising from advancements in worker education, skills and expertise, and the acquisition 
of superior management techniques, new technology and innovation, or upgrading of existing 
technology and enhancement of information technology (Malaysia, 1996b). 
9 High technology companies that set up manufacturing plants in Malaysia qualify for full corporate 
tax exemption over a five-year period. 
10 MTDC was formed by the government in 1992 to spearhead technology development in Malaysia. 
it is a joint venture between tile Malaysian Government and seventeen of the largest corporations 
in Malaysia (Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers, 1998). MTDC was set up to commercialise 
the research results of universities and research organisations and encourage the growth of 
technology based SMEs in Malaysia. MTDC provides capital at various stages of a company's 
growth (seed, start-up and expansion financing). Non-financial assistance includes technical 
consultancy and support services. This assistance is provided to companies, universities and R&D 
institutions to commercialise new research findings and facilitate the transfer of new technologies. 
MIGHT is a non-profit partnership between 19 government agencies and 51 companies. MIGHT 
acts as a think-tank for the formulation and development of science and technology policy in 
Malaysia. MIGHT hopes to identify business and investment opportunities for industry, fon-nulate 
policy options for the Government and identify research priorities for public and private sector 
institutions (Malaysia, 1996d). 
12 incentives are given to companies that carry out R&D activities. Contract R&D and R&D 
companies are also eligible for the incentives. An 'R&D Company' is a company that provides 
R&Dservices in Malaysia to a related, or any other, company. An R&D company qualifies for 100 
percent corporate tax exemption for a full ten year period. A 'Contract R&D Company' provides 
R&D services to a company, other than a related company, and it is eligible for 100 percent for 
five years (Malaysia, 1998a). Other initiatives include the financing of research projects with 
commercial potential in the development of emerging technologies. This is being done through the 
existing Intensification of Research in Priority Areas (IRPA) Fund set up by the Government in 
1988. The setting up of Technolog Park Malaysia and the Kulim High Technology Park should C, Ely 
also assist in the commercial isation of R&D and tile training of workers for high technology 
industries. 
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FIGURE 2-1 
13 Previous incentive schemes have been largely tax-based (except the IRPA Fund), whereas the 
Industry R&D Grant Scherne (IGS) introduced in 1997 is up-front direct R&D grant support based 
on the concept of risk sharing. The recipient will pay royalties to the Government at a low 
percenta-e of net sales if the project is commercialiscd internally and a higher percentage if the ZD Cý 
product/process is licensed out (Malaysia, 1998g). 
14 Under 7MP, nine new public training institutes will be set up to provide the specific training 
needed by high technolog industries. 7MP also encourages the corporate sector to initiate training V 
programmes by granting financial assistance for the establishment of such institutes (Malaysia, 
1996b). 
is A cluster can comprise companies within an industry that compete against each other (Kotval and 
Mullin, 1998). 
16 Porter (1990) defines clusters as: "Geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and 
institutions in a particular field. Clusters encompass an array of linked industries and other entities 
important to competition". 
17 Value-added is the value that an industry adds to its inputs by using labour and capital. It is 
represented by the value of total output less the value of bought-in materials and services 
(Malaysia, 1997d). 
18 The value chain is the range of activities undertaken by an industry group within a region or 
country in the process of bringing a product from its earliest conception to its final sale (Malaysia, 
1997d). 
19 Two Smart Cities are being developed in the Corridor: Putrajaya, tile new seat of government and 
administrative capital of Malaysia where the concept of electronic government will be introduced; 
and Cyberjaya, an intelligent city with multimedia industries, R&D centres, a Multimedia 
University and operational headquarters for multinationals wishing to direct their world-wide 
manufacturing and trading activities using multimedia technolog Cý tly. 
20 Companies seeking MSC status need to fulfil one of the following three criteria: be a provider or a 
heavy user of multimedia products and services; or employ a substantial number of knowledge 
workers; or have a strong intent to transfer technology and/or knowledge to Malaysia, or contribute 
to the development of the MSC and the Malaysian economy. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE Il: 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED 
ENTERPRISES (HTSMEs) 
3.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter looks at the importance of the high technology sector. The chapter will 
also review the general literature on defining 'high technology' industries and small 
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). Finally this chapter will look at the various 
policies formulated to support HTSMEs in Malaysia, the United States, the UK and 
Japan. 
3.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY SECTOR 
The study of HTSMEs is important because of the "problems specific to smaller firms 
as well as the increasing importance of high technology in industrial growth" (Oakey Z 
et al., 1988). High technology industries produce high value-added products that have 
rippling or spillover effects on other industries (Fujita, 1988). Employment creation, 
the generation of wealth, and R&D spillover benefits have been identified as the three 
major reasons for supporting high technology industries. 
3.1.1 Employment Creation 
It has been a popular view that high technology enterprises are the key to new job 
creation (Reid and Garnsey, 1996). Even if new technology diminishes jobs in 
industries that use its products, it has been argued that the sectors producing high 
technology products will create jobs overall (Oakey, 1981). For example, robot 
welders may displace workers in motor vehicle plants, but more jobs will be created 
in the robotics industry. 
However, opinions differ as to the ability of high technolog industries to . -Iy 
create employment. Some researchers argue that high technology industries have 
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never been a large employer and there is no prospect of them ever becoming one 
(Rumberger and Levin, 1984; Riche et al., 1983). Furthermore, the Science Policy 
Research Unit (SPRU) at the University of Sussex argues that high technology 
industries are more capable. ofjob destruction thanjob creation (Freeman, 1982). The 
critical factor is how the technology is adopted and how organisations adapt to change 
(Mandeville et al, 1983). If industries adopt technology with the intention of cutting 
labour costs then technology may reduce employment (Macdonald, 1988).. On the 
contrary, Markusen et al. (1986) pointed to the significant number of newjobs created 
in high technology industries in the US since 1972. Shachar and Felsenstein (1992) 
also contend that growth from high technology industries operating in an international 
context 'leaks out' to the local economy in the form of employment linkages. 
Within high technology industries, HTSMEs can also be a powerful medium 
for creation of new jobs (Rothwell, 1984; Oakey, 1991a), but this may be an 
opportunity that is not fully exploited in most countries (Giaoutzi et al., 1988). Silicon 
Valley and Route 128 in Massachusetts give impressive examples of HTSMEs being 
employment generators (Dorfman, 1983; Rogers and Larsen, 1984). Armington 
(1984) suggests that HTSMEs are not simply concentrated in faster growing regions, 
and are able to generate new jobs in depressed areas. HTSMEs also have a lower 
'death' rate than the overall small firm population, resulting in greater job creation by 
high technology firms (Bruno & Cooper, 1982). 
While case studies in the UK suggest that HTSMEs have only a modest impact 
on employment (Qakey, 1984; Segal Quince Wicksteed, 1985, Oakey, 1991a) 
suggested two ways in which HTSMEs do contributc to employment growth. 
Firstly, the transition from small to large firm may create employment growth, for 
example, major US employers in the electronics industry, including Intel, Mostec and 
Texas Instruments, all started as small firms (Morse, 1976). Secondly the 'splintering' 
of new small firms from large firms creates employment opportunities. 
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3.1.2 Wealth Generation 
High technology industries create wealth (Macdonald, 1988). Indeed wealth creation 
is increasingly based on new technologies or advanced technological expertise, rather 
than existing resources or factors of production (Stonier, 1983; Toffier, 198 1). 
The emergence of global competition indicates the need to innovate, and adopt 
and apply technological and organisational opportunities (Jegathesan et al., 1997). 
Stonier (1983) stresses the importance of R&D in wealth creation. The introduction 
of new technologies, such as those based on microprocessors, has created new 
products, like high-speed computers, which, in turn, improve the profitability of new 
process technologies, such as robot arms and computer software. Returns from high 
technology ventures can be huge and the owners of many high technology firms have 
made fortunes. For example, in the last 25 years, the US high technology sector has 
created more than 7,000 millionaires and a few dozen billionaires, nearly all of them 
self-made (Cringely, 1997). 
An important contribution of HTSMEs is their impact on national wealth 
through the balance of payments mechanism. Smaller firms in the UK have achieved 
a significant share in manufacturing exports (Bannock & Peacock, 1989). In a survey 
of high technology firms located on the Cambridge Science Park, about 42 percent of 
firms exported more than 330 percent of sales and 27 percent exported more than 50 
percent (Segal Quince Wicksteed, 1985; Pratten, 1991). In a similar study conducted 
in Germany, about one-third of HTSMEs exported more than 40 percent of sales and 
two-thirds more than 10 percent (Kulicke, 1986). In Japan, many HTSMEs assist 
export activity indirectly by acting as suppliers to larger companies (Kodama, 1991). 
3.1.3 Research and Development Spillover Benefits 
By definition, companies in high technology industries undertake a greater share of 
R&D spending than conventional companies. R&D benefits not only the firms 
conducting the research, but also other manufacturers and consumers, whether abroad 
or at home (Tyson, 1992). Spillover benefits can occur in a number of ways, 
including: 
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i) Scientific findings or breakthroughs may yield potential uses beyond the 
applications of a specific producer. - 
ii) Compctitors may bc ablc to copy or 'rcvcrse-enginccr' an innovation evcn 
after patent protection. 
Scientists and engineers may leave an established company to set up a 
competing one; this happens frequently in the semiconductor and computer 
industries. 
As a result of spillovers, the social returns to R&D spending remain 
significantly higher than the return on ordinary capital (Baily and Chakrabarti, 1988). 
R&D spillovers are increasingly global and not necessarily national in scope. 
Spillover benefits made possible by information technology and modern 
communication systems may accrue to the rest of the world, either illegally through 
patent infringement and industrial espionage, or legally through joint ventures, 
partnerships, journals and the internet. 
Technological innovation also helps to produce new high technology 
industries' (Hall et al., 1987). R&D is one of the key characteristics of the successful 
implementation of innovation (Pavitt et al., 1989; Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; 
Oakey, 1991c; Young and Francis, 1991), and it is also an important means for 
enhancing the national rate of technological innovation (Rothwell, 1984; Oakey, 
1991c; Berry, 1996). 
HTSMEs have also contributed to R&D spillover benefits, as most HTSMEs 
are committed to product innovation Oakey et al., (1988) discovered that 58 percent 
of HTSMEs had a full-time R&D department, 60 percent were involved in process 
innovation and 62 percent in product innovation. 
The importance of the high technology sector is evident. The next section 
reviews various definitions of high technology industries used in the UK, the US and 
Malaysia, and determines the most appropriate definition for this study. 
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3.2 WHAT IS A HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY? 
The term 'high technology' carries different meanings to different people. To' 
governments, high technology is associated with economic growth that might help to 
reduce unemployment and boost exports. To industry, high technology means new 
products and processes, while academia associates it with funding for research and 
development (Markusen et al., 1986). However, there is still no universally accepted 
definition of 'high technology' at either the industry or firm level (Riche et al., 1983; 
Butchart, 1987; Hall et al., 1987; Baruch, 1997). The definition of what constitutes a 
high technology industry is important because it allows support to be targeted at 
growth firms and industries (Markusen et al., 1986). 
3.2.1 Problems in Defining High Technology 
High technology industries are associated with high risk, as a result of uncertainty in a 
rapidly changing environment (Von Glinow and Mohrman, 1990). However, it is very 
difficult to pin down what constitutes a high technology firm. or industry, how such 
firms are organised and managed, and why they are located in certain areas (Markusen 
et al., 1986; Riche et al., 1983; Butchart, 1987). 
McQuaid and Breheny (1985, p. 5) suggested that: 
The reason why the definition is so problematical is that researchers are trying to compromise 
between devisinIg a conceptually sound, consistent and exhaustive definition and one Which 
allows measurement and is practicable. 
The measures used to categorise industries as high technology tend to suffer 
from problems of 'aggregation 2 or fail to treat all industries in the same manner 
(Glasmeier, 1985). Furthermore, the concept of high technology applicable to one 
region or country may not be appropriate for other regions or countries, for example, 
owing to differences in economic conditions or the availability of skilled human 
resources. 
3.2.2 Conceptual Definition of High Technology 
In trying to explain what is meant by a high technology industi-y, there are three 
major theoretical concepts which form the basis of increased understanding (Hall et 
at., 1987). 
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The first concept is known as the Kondratieff or long wave theory of 
economic change -(Kondratieff, 1935; Freeman, 1982). Kondratieff, a Russian 
economist, postulated the existence of cycles of economic activity over very long 
periods of time (47 'to 60 years). He argued that technological development created 
new opportunities and thus generated economic expansion. However, after a time, 
markets become saturated, and recession is followed by depression until a new wave 
of innovation sparks off the process again (Hall, 1985). Kondratieff suggested that 
depressed conditions stimulate "human inventiveness", leading to inventions that are 
exploited during the succeeding wave (Warren, 1982). However Kondratieff did not 
offer any explanation for the length of the 47-60 year economic cycle (Hall et al., 
1987). 
In the second concept, Schumpeter (1939) proposed that the diffusion of major 
new technologies produces a cyclical pattern of growth in capitalist economies 
(Freeman, 1984; Nelson, 1984). According to Schumpeter, innovation is the prime 
mover in the capitalist process. Each innovation jump starts the economic process and 
is subsequently followed by several other innovations (Bauer, 1997). For example, the 
introduction of steam engine led to the creation of railroads, which then led to the 
process of the Bessemer steel-making process (Hall et al., 1987). 
The third concept (or group of concepts) is based on product and profit cycle 
theories (Markusen et al., 1986). The product cycle was first developed by Kuznets 
and Burns in 1930 (Hall et al., 1987) and subsequently adopted by Vernon (1966) and 
Hirsch (1967). Vernon used the theory to explain the development of capital- intensive 
manufacturing in low-wage countries. This work was later adopted by other 
researchers to explain the relocation of manufacturing sectors to the rural areas of the 
US in the 1960s and the 1970s (Mack and Schaeffer, 1992). The product cycle theory 
suggests all industries (and their products) go through a similar cycle. During the 
early stage, products are generally perceived to be 'high technology'. However, in the 
later stages of the cycle, the products mature and many early entrants drop out in the 
face of fierce competition, leaving a few successful firms to dominate the industry. At 
this stage, capital is substituted for labour as companies search for more efficient 
production methods, and process innovation becoming more important than product 
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innovation (Markuscn et al., 1986). The profit cycle part of the theory was introduced 
by Markusen (1985b); rapid market growth means that early entrants to an industry 
may enjoy windfall profits. The average profit of companies in the industry is reduced 
by competition, but profits remain at above average levels at maturity. Finally, profits 
drop as the product reaches market saturation (Markusen, 1985b). 
The three theoretical perspectives highlight the importance of innovation and 
product development over time, and high technology industries arc clustered around 
the leading edge of such developments (Rothwell and Zegveld, 1981; Gershuny and 
Miles, 1983; Markusen et al., 1986). The theoretical perspectives provide some 
background on the nature of industrial innovation and the development of high 
technology industries. However, as stated above, an operational definition of high 
technology industries is required, to enable government support to be directed to 
appropriate firms and/or industries. 
3.2.3 Operational Definition of High Technology 
There are a number of ways that have been adopted to measure whether an industry 
should be classified as high technology (Malecki, 198 1; Premus, 1982; Nelson, 1984; 
Hall et al., 1985; Markusen et al., 1986; Patrick, 1986; Von Glinow and Mohrman, 
1990). The two most frequently cited criteria are discussed below. 
The proportion of engineers and scientists (including 
technologists) employed in an industry (PSEE). 
Under this definition, high technology industries are those in which the 
proportion of engineers, technicians and scientists (including life and 
computer scientists) exceeds the industrial average. The focus is on "how an 
industry is able to harness scientific and technical expertise in the 
development of new products" (Markusen et al., 1986, p. 16); one major 
advantage in using this occupational criterion is that data are "easily available, 
precise and comprehensive". Furthermore, the measurement is more reliable 
than other criteria, because job definitions across industries are standardised 
and well defined. Markusen et al. (1986) also evaluated three other 
measurements of high technology industries: product sophistication; 
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employment growth rate; and R&D expenditure as a percentage of sales. The 
PSEE measurement was. found to. be the most objective and precise. - 
According to Hall et al. (1987, p. 16): 
The data available for this delineation are more comprehensive, precise, standardised 
and reliable than alternatives such as R&D as a percentage of sales. 
Furthermore, the PSEE measurement is simple to apply because standardised 
classification of occupation (SIC - Standardised Industrial Classification) data 
are available on a global basis. 
ii) The ratio of research and development expenditure to turnover 
(RRDET). 
High technology industries are often identified on the basis of an above 
average R&D expenditure as a percentage of total industry sales (Markusen et 
al., 1986). This measurement may give some idea of an industry's capacity for 
"technical evolution" and its "information content" (Aydalot and Keeble, 
1988, p. 2). R&D expenditure is essential if high technology industries are to 
search for new technical information and develop new products (Oakey et al., 
1988). However this measure can be quite misleading for sectors where a large 
sales volume makes up the denominator of the measurement, such as the 
petroleum refining sector (Markusen et al., 1986). 
Hall and Markusen (1983) and Hall et al. (1987) used PSEE to define high 
technology industries. However, Langridge (1984) used employment growth rate, 
PSEE and RRDET. In determining tile criteria for high technology industries, the US 
Department of Commerce (United States of America, 1983, p. 35) suggested the 
following cut-off points: 
As a general proposition, technology-intensive industries are defined as those which 
normally spend 5 percent or more of their gross product on R&D and/or normally 5 
percent or more of their total employment consists of 'natural' scientists, engineers and 
technicians. Iii- gli tcchnolog industries normally spend at least 10 percent of their gross 21Y 
product (value added) on R&D and/or at least 10 percent of their total employment 
consists of 'natural' scientists, engineers and technicians. 
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'High technology' industries, therefore, are clearly more R&D intensive and employ 
greater numbers of scientists, engineers and technicians than 'technology-intensive' 
industries. Hall and Markusen (1983) used the US Department of Commerce high 
technology criteria in their study of high technology industries in the US.. Half et al. 
(1987). also used the same criteria to define UK high technology industries. This 
approach, classifying certain industries as high technology, with all firms within the 
industry automatically classed as high technology companies, has been adopted by 
most industrialised countries and practised globally. However, it was not possible to 
use the same approach for this study, because it is almost impossible to obtain data 
relating to the proportion of engineers and scientists across Malaysian industries. 
An alternative approach is one that defines high technology companies or 
establishments rather than industries (Hall et al., 1987). For example, Little (1977) 
defines high technology firms as those based on a patented invention or those with 
substantial technological risk. While an approach based on the definition of individual 
firms may be appropriate for the evaluation of specific policies, it is not appropriate 
for national studies. In a national study, the firm-based approach is likely to 
complement an industry-based approach (Hall et al., 1987). The principal difficulty in 
adopting the company-specific approach in Malaysia is that firms are reluctant to 
reveal information on R&D and the number of technical employees. 
In any event, an industry approach is more appropriate for my study. Toffler 
(1970) argued that: 
The moment is right for the formation in each of the high technology nations of a 
movement for total self-review, a public examination aimed at broadening and defining II 
in social, as well as merely economic terms, the goals of progress. On the edge of a 
millennium we are racing blindly into the future, but where do we want to go? 
A sound definition of high technology industries will enable planning and 
assistance to be channelled to these growth industries, thus facilitating further growth 
(Oakey et al., 1988). The argument for a universally accepted and applicable 
definition was put forward by Oakey et al. (1988, p. 37): 
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A common 'bench-mark' should be created against which both academics and 
government planners might 'offer up' particular industries in order to measure tile extent 
to which they are truly worthy of the title 'high technology'. 
Unfortunately, Malaysia does not have a clear and standardised measure for 
defining high technology industries. It does not adopt the global definition of high 
technology, choosing to rely upon the arbitrary definition operated by MITI. The PIA 
identified eleven areas as new and emerging technologies and classified them as high 
technology industries (Appendix 2-2). Every company that operates within one of 
those industries, and is involved in the activities and products listed by the PIA, is 
considered to be a high technology company. Moreover, the PSEE and the RRDET 
criteria are used only for the purpose of determining eligibility for high technology 
incentives (Appendix 34) a high technology firm qualifies for pioneer status and 
investment tax allowances, provided that: 
* the local R&D expenditure to gross sales is at least I percent annually for a period 
of three years after commencement of business, and 
* the proportion of science and technical graduates within the total workforce is at 
least 7 percent. 
This policy of defining high technology industries based on promoted activities and 
products leads to anomalies and inconsistencies. A number of MITI promoted 
industries would not be classed as high technology elsewhere. For example, 
companies using high technology processes, such as microelectronics, but producing 
traditional low technology goods such as furniture would not be classified as high 
technology companies in the developed world. Companies producing high technology 
products such as medical equipment, a promoted high technology product under PIA, 
but using low technologies involving a high degree of manual labour can also be 
classified as high technology in Malaysia. Most commentators would exclude the 
latter companies from the definition of high technology and consider that such 
companies simply experience the impact of new technology (Braun and Senker, 
1982). Unfortunately, in Malaysia, the examples cited above are still considered as 
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high technology companies because they engage in an activity or manufacture a 
product classified as 'high technology'. - 
lij summary, therefore, while the most appropriate definition for my study of 
HTSMEs would have been the RRDET and PSEE criteria, I was forced to adopt the 
Malaysian definition of a high technology industry, as set out in Chapter Two and 
Appendix 2-2.1 could not compile a sampling frame based on the PSEE and/or the 
RRDET approach because it is almost impossible to obtain data on the proportion of 
skilled employees, or R&D and sales turnover. By adopting the 'official' Malaysian 
definition based on PIA approved activities and products, I was able to compile a 
sample of SMEs operating in high technology sectors. (The construction of the 
sample is explored more fully in Chapter Six on Research Methodology). However, 
the obvious drawback of using this somewhat arbitrary approach is it may result in the 
exclusion of certain high technology companies and the inclusion of companies that 
should not be classified as high technology under the global ly-accepted RRDET and 
PSEE criteria. 
3.3 WHAT IS A SMALL OR MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISE (SME)? 
It is necessary to define what is meant by an SME in order to avoid any 
misunderstanding of the term (Scott and Bruce, 1987; Wilson, 1992). Defining an 
SME is not just an academic exercise, it also assists governments in formulating 
policies to support the growth of HTSMEs. 
As with the high technology debate above, there is no single, precise and 
univcrsally-accepted definition of an SME. The definitions differ because they are 
used for different purposes such as support policy, taxation and legislation (Bridge et 
al., 1998). Furthermore, different countries tend to adopt different definitions based on 
the local context (Teng and Boon, 1995). This diversity is demonstrated in Tables 31-22 
and 3-3 below. 
The most common basis for defining an SME is size. According to Bridge et 
al. (1998), size is used as a distinguishing feature because it is easy to measure. The 
most common measure of size is employment, though some researchers use sales 
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turnover. Even when employment is used, the definitions change over time. For 
example, the EU definition of an SME used to be fewer than 500 employees, but the 
limit was changed to fewer than 250 in 1996 (Table 3.2). 
In the UK, the Bolton Committee described the key characteristics of small 
firms (Bolton, 1971) in 'qualitative terms as: 
0 being managed by its owner(s) 
having a relatively small share of the market in economic terms 
0 being independent, i. e., it does not form part of a larger enterprise. 
Nevertheless, Bolton warned against relying on a single size threshold. A number of 
criticisms of the Bolton definition have been made, including the difficulty of 
measuring independence and the fact that low market share is not always a 
characteristic of a small firm (Stokcs, 1995). The Bolton Report also defined small 
firms quantitatively (Table 3-1). 
Table 3-1 Characteristics of Companies 
Sector 
Manufacturing 
Construction, mining and quarrying 
Retailing and Miscellaneous 
Definition 
200 employees or fewer 
25 employees or fewer 
Turnover of E50,000 or less. 
Source: Bolton (1971) 
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) usually uses the criteria set out in 
Section 249 of the Companies Act of 1985. The Act defines small companies as 
having a maximum of 50 employees and medium-sized enterprises a maximum of 250 
employees - see Table 3-2 (Bridge et al., 1998). When firms are examined at a 
sectoral level, all firms in some sectors may be regarded as small, while other sectors 
might contain no small firms (Keeble et al., 1991; Storey, 1994b). Bolton 
acknowledged that: 
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a firm of a given size could be small to one sector where tile market is large and there rn 
are many competitors, whereas a firril of similar proportions could be large in another 
sector with fewer players and/or generally smaller firms within it. 
The US takes a different approa 
* 
ch (Table 3.2). An SME is defined by 
employee numbers in the manufacturing sector and by performance in. the non- 
manufacturing sector (Bridge et al., 1998). 
Table 3-2 Definition of an SME: UK, EU, Malaysia and US 
Maximum Number of Employees 
Country Small Medium 
UK 50 250 
European Union 
Malaysia 
50 250 
50 150 
us N/A 500 
NIA: Not Applicable 
As in other countries, Malaysia has faced difficulty in defining SMEs. There is 
no legal or formal definition of an SME (A. Wahab, 1996; Abdullah, 1999). Various 
government agencies have adopted different definitions for different purposes. The 
Credit Guarantee Corporation (CGC) defines SMEs as establishments having net 
assets or shareholders' fund not exceeding RM250,000 (Credit Guarantee 
Corporation, 1999). Most government agencies responsible for assisting SMEs 
normally use the definition of the Coordinating Council for Development of Small- 
Scale Enterprises Division (Chee, 1990); that SMEs should have paid-up capital not 
exceeding RM2.5 million (Abdullah, 1999). Malaysia has recently redefined SMEs as 
firms with fewer than 150 full-time employees (Malaysia 1999b). Previously, 
shareholders' funds or net assets were also used (Hassan, 1992). The new definition 
based solely on employees will ensure that more companies are eligible for SME 
support programmes (Malaysia, 1998e). However, the new definition applies only to 
companies in the manufacturing sector (Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers, 
1998). Companies in service sectors, such as Information Technology (IT), will thus 
be excluded from incentives available to SMEs, even though many of those would be 
categorised as high technology enterprises. 
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Given the discussion above, it is not surprising that previous studies have used 
differing definitions of SMEs. Hakim (1989) and Barkham et al. (1996a) restricted 
their analysis to firms employing fewer than 50 people. North and Smallbone (1995) 
used 100. employees as the'limit, while Crick (1997) defined an SME as a firm 
employing fewer than 250 people. b4any researchers have used the Bolton maximum 
of '200 employees' as the threshold (Oakcy, 1984; Oakey et al., 1988; Wilson, 1992; 
Mukhtar, 1998). However, Storey (1994b) pointed out that the economic and 
statistical definitions suggested by Bolton might no longer be relevant. An alternative 
definition suggested by Storey is the previous EU definition of an SME, i. e., firms 
cniploying fewer than 500 workers. According to Storey (1994b, p. 13), the major 
advantage of using the EU definition is: 
Unlike Bolton, it does not use any criteria other than employment, and does not vary its 
def inition according to the sector of the enterprise. 0 
Other studies, such as Advisory Council on Science and Technology (1990), 
Bryson et al. (1997) and Pfirmann (1998), have also used 500 employees as the 
threshold for differentiating SMEs from large companies. Japan's definition of SMEs 
varies according to sectors (Table 3.3). In Malaysia, Fong (1990) adopted the ICA 
definition, where an SME is an establishment, which employs fewer than 75 full-time 
employees and is engaged in manufacturing activities. Mohamed (1996) defined 
SMEs as companies employing 5 or more fulltime employees, a rather strange choice! 
Table 3-3 Definition of an SME: Japan 
Maximum No. of Employees 
Industries Small Medium 
Mining, manufacturing & other 300 
industries 
Wholesale 100 
Retail and service - 50 
Manufacturing and other industries 20 - 
Commerce and services 5 
Source: Japan (1997) 
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After careful consideration of the theoretical and practical issues, I decided to 
utilise a size classification based on employment. This measure of firm size is more 
practical as "information about employment is readily available and ... considered by 
managers to be less confidential". (Pratten, 199 1). A measure based on turnover has 
been found to vary according to the type of sector (Storey, 1994b) and change over 
time with inflation (Bridge et al., 1998). Thus, turnover presents problems in terms of 
sampling. 
In view of the lack of a uniformly accepted definition of what constitutes a 
small firm, I decided to adopt the UK classification of an SME, comprising 250 
employees or fewer. The UK definition takes in bigger companies (250 employees 
compared to 150 in Malaysia), and this size limit enables me to explore the 
characteristics of more high-technology companies in my sample. 
3.4 GOVERNMENT POLICY TOWARDS HTSMEs 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Throughout the 1980s, Europe and the US experienced growth in the small firm sector 
(Keeble and Weber, 1986). Technological change, in most countries throughout the 
world, is seen as a driving force for growth and economic development (Brown and 
Rushing, 1986). This factor has encouraged policy makers to target assistance at 
SMEs engaged in high technology as a vehicle for industrial growth, especially for 
depressed regions (Oakey et al., 1988). Owing to the large capital investment required 
and long lead-times of product innovation in high technology companies, government 
involvement is necessary. For example, the Japanese Government assisted R&D in 
HTSMEs by doubling the Science and Technology budget between 1992 and 2000 
(Yoshida, 1999). 
This section will be confined to general comments about the nature of 
government assistance in a number of countries including the UK, the US and Japan. 
In discussing technology policy, both small and large firms must be considered since 
they interact in the chain of production. Furthermore, small firms of today may 
become large firms of tomorrow (Oakey, 1991b). According to Oakey (1991b, 
pp. 143' ): 
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If government is concerned with the maxinlisation of industrial growth in higji 
technolo. gy sectors, the encouragement of small firms is warranted, both on grounds of 
a, g0regate small firm output and employment growth, and in terms of the 
encouragement of individual transition from small-to large-firm status. I 
However, it is important to emphasise that the objectives of high technology 
policy towards SMEs vary from country to country, depending on the economic and 
industrial background, the resources available and the social and political agenda. For 
example, the national technology policy in Denmark reflects the dominance of small 
firms in the economy, since Denmark is not a significant 'home nation' to any large 
multinational companies (Higgins, 1996). Its policy focuses on the transfer of 
technological knowledge and mechanisms for transfer of technology from foreign to 
local firms. Canada, on the other hand, has a large technology deficit with the US, a 
major trading and free trade partner (Litvak, 1996). The Canadian Government may 
therefore need to consider the 'binational' character of its SMEs, many of whom have 
subsidiaries in the US. 
What distinguishes high technology policies from more traditional economic 
development policies is that the former are more strategic and broader in scope. 
Muniak (1994, p. 804) pointed out: 
Compared with more conventional economic development efforts, these high-tech 
initiatives are far more broad and multi-facetcd, characteristically involving all 
elaborate mix of public policies operating on different fronts, such as tax concessions, 
targeted business lending, venture capital programmes, publicly financed construction 
of industrial facilities, establishment of business incubator sites, information resource 
centres, land banking for future high-tech expansion and enactment of sectorally 
favourable regulations - all part of a planned and comprehensive strategy. 
Thus, according to Bridge et al. (1998, p. 249), HTSMEs have "particular problems 
needing tailored solutions", to maximise their contribution to innovation and their 
potential for grovAh. 
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3.4.2 Malaysia 
Many of the policies in supporrof HTSMEs in Malaysia have been discussed in 
Chapter Two. The policies formulated under the 7MP and the IMP2 focus on 
integrating HTSMEs with the activities of large-scale industries. For example the 
Industrial Linkage Programme (ILP), supervised by SMIDEC, was introduced to 
enhance the linkages and integration between 1ITSMEs and large companies. Under 
the programme, HTSMEs are expected to supply parts and components to larger 
enterprises. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, such a policy may be more 
appropriate for conventional SMEs. HTSMEs are research intensive, and R&D is the 
key ingredient for promoting product and process innovation. Furthermore, such 
support needs to be tailored to specific firms (Bridge et al., 1998). 
Other incentives for HTSMEs include the High Technology Incentives 
(Appendix 3-1), Incentives for Software Development (Appendix 3-2), Incentives for 
R&D (Appendix 3-3) and incentives for use of IT (Appendix 3-4). However, most of 
the financial support is short-term, ignoring the fact that HTSMEs are exposed to 
"long lead times and high up-front costs" (Bank of England, 1996b, p. 8). It is not 
surprising, therefore, that more than 60 percent of HTSMEs in Malaysia started their 
business with their own personal funds (Fong, 1990). 
Encouraged by the success of Science Parks in the UK and US, Malaysia has 
taken the initiative in establishing technology parks and incubation centres to promote 
the growth of HTSMEs. The setting up of the Technology Park and the Kulim High 
Technology Park are two examples of such initiatives. However, unlike the UK and 
US, neither of these parks is located close to a university system nor are they linked 
formally or operationally with a University. 3 Without this interaction, Science Parks in 
Malaysia might be thought of as "real estate developments primarily designed to 
accommodate high technology firms" (Monck et al., 1988). 
The most recent prominent effort to promote the growth of HTSMEs is the attempt to 
match the success of Silicon Valley. The MSC (Section 2.2.4) was developed to 
provide a sophisticated network of IT facilities and services to leapfrog Malaysia's 
high technology growth. It also provides the catalyst for IT development; a total of 
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RM2.3 billion (E426 million) has been allocated to investment in IT-related 
programmes and projects under the 7MP. Furthermore, Advanced Electronics and 
Software Engineering, two major IT sectors, are included as promoted activities and 
products f6r high technology companies in Malaysia under the PIA (Appendix 2-2). 
However, as stated in Chapter 2, the MSC is currently facing a number of setbacks, 
especially a lack of IT manpower (The Star, 12 June 1998). The demand for IT 
graduates from local universities and technical colleges exceeds the supply. The 
timescale for establishing the MSC might have been too ambitious - Silicon Valley 
did not happen overnight. 
3.4.3 The UK 
The evolution of policies governing IITSMEs in the UK has displayed a similar 
pattern to those adopted for SMEs in general (Oakey and Mukhtar, 1999). Thus, it is 
appropriate to examine some of the general policies aimed at SMEs, within this more 
specific assessment of policies for HTSMEs. 
The appointment of the Bolton Committee in 1969 marked the beginning of an 
official small firm policy in Britain (Beesley & Wilson, 1984). That Report provoked 
much interest through its assessment of the constraints and disadvantages encountered 
by small firms and its recommendations for remedial action by the Government. The 
Government has shifted emphasis from providing direct assistance in the 1970s to 
Gsofter' forms of support. According to Stanworth and Gray (1991): 
Through the 1980s there has been something of a shift in small firm policy, with less 
emphasis being given to tile provision of 'hard' assistance in the form, for example, 
of financial support and more emphasis being placed in the 'software' elements of 
business assistance such as information, advice and training. 
Policy development towards HTSMEs in the UK has displayed a similar 
pattern. According to Oakey (p. 1,1997): 
Such policy has been characterised by long periods of apathy, punctuated by sudden I 
bursts of concern. These concentrated periods of interests have often been marked by 
subsequent government enquiries. 
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Government enquiries tend to focus on capital market issues as they affect SMEs, for 
example, the 'short-termism' of financial institutions (Oakey and Mukhtar, 1999). 
There is very little Government financial support for HTSMEs, since it is assumed 
that HTSMEs "generally' enjoy the high profits that result-from free market 
competition in lucrative areas of high technology" (Oakey, 1997, p. 1). However, 
there are a number of indirect schemes available to assist HTSMEs (Bridge ei al., 
1998), including: 
The Small Firms Merit Award for Research and Technology (SMART) and 
the Small Firms Award for Projects Under Research (SPUR) are both 
competitive schemes that offer assistance towards R&D costs. 
0 EU assistance for the establishment of Business Innovation Centres (BICs), 
though BICs are not restricted to HTSMEs only. 
Compared to the US, few HTSMEs in the UK achieve the small to large firm 
transition. The evidence is particularly clear for firms engaged in electronics 
(Rothwell & Zegveld, 1982; Oakey 1984). The qualification criteria of major 
innovation support programmes, originally designed for large firms, have not been 
modified to suit SMEs' involvement (Oakey, 1996). While the UK Government 
provides direct support to SMEs, it is reluctant to formulate policies which favour 
high technology firms. This may have resulted in a poor environment for innovation 
and growth. Oakey (199 1 a, p. 144) made the following observation: 
The major problem with the 'free market' approach to economic development is that 
unregulated competition is likely to result in a form of economic anarchy in which tile I 
goals and needs of individuals are pursued and (occasionally) fulfilled, while there is 
no provision for the achievement of collective needs of the nation. 
Tile free market approach may have had negative effects for HTSMEs, for 
example, being acquired by foreign companies (Oakey, 1991b). The lack of an official 
Government policy towards HTSMEs has led to two major forms of non- 
governmental support (Oakey, 1997): 
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a) Private sector financial institutions were pressured by the Government and 
public media to create a number of venture capital arms. However, venture. 
capital investors (VCI) in the UK tend to use more rigorous criteria for 
assessing technology-based ventures than VCI in the US. The latter place three 
times as much finance with new technology-based firms compared to their UK 
counterparts (Reid, 1998). 
b) The emphasis in the UK has been on Science Parks as a vehicle for high 
technology development (Oakey 1985). It was assumed that interactions 
between universities and HTSMEs would help to enhance the growth of 
latter. 4 However, empirical evidence has refuted the impact of such 
interactions on the growth of HTSMEs (Oakey, 1985, Massey et al., 1992; 
Oakey, 1996). 
3.4.4 The US 
Historically, technology policy in the US has been defence-related, and motivated by 
national security concerns rather than any economic strategy (Ham and Mowery, 
1995). By the 1980s, the global technology dominance of the US had been reduced, 
owing to changes in international technological and economic conditions. According 
to Guerrieri and Milana (1995), the US share of global high technology exports had 
declined by 9 percent in the 20 years from 1970, while the Japanese share had more 
than doubled. It was believed that, without Government support, large firms in the US 
would not be able to compete on equal terms with their counterparts in the Pacific 
Rim countries and Western Europe (Oakey, 1991b). The US Government introduced 
a number of high technology funds, one of which was designed to enable SMEs to 
learn about new technologies (United States of America, 199 1). 
Although it generally favours the free market approach, the US Government 
has experimented with programmes that strengthen civilian technology capabilities 
through subsidising and promoting joint R&D, and supporting collaboration between 
US industry and universities, as well as funding federal laboratories (Ham and 
Mowery, 1995). 
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State economic development agencies have also been quite active in creating 
programmes for the development of HTSMEs (Blakely and Nishikawa, 1992). The 
success of Silicon Valley and Boston's Route 128 have encouraged state governments 
to create incubators designed for high technology companies, with a special focus 
towards biotechnology. These incubator programmes provide the infrastructure that 
facilitates information networks and bring together interested parties such as 
researchers and venture capitalists. Blakely and Nishikawa (pp. 5) pointed out: 
Tile purpose of tile incubation program is to cross-fertilise ideas, to bring together tý 17 
people and resources that can realise tile commercial potential of innovations. 
These incubation programmes have become increasingly popular in universities across 
the US and have been adopted by some universities in the UK. 
3.4.5 Japan 
While the American and British Governments tend to favour a non-interventionist 
approach, the Japanese Government is very active in ensuring that high technology 
firms are protected from foreign hands (Patrick, 1986). Over the years, the Japanese 
Government has formulated policies that are regarded as "verging on the illegal" 
(Oakey, 199 1 b), condoning activities such as 'dumping' and obstructing foreign goods 
from entering the country. Whittaker (1997) pointed out: 
..... (Japanese) government support for SMEs is significant, especially when viewed C, 
comparatively. In some cases it has been protective ...... 
The majority of SMEs in Japan are subcontractors to larger firms (Bhalla, 
1996), thus they have a low level of product invention and innovation (Rothwell & 
Zegveld, 1982; Oakey 1991a). It is not surprising to find only large firms showing 
good performance whereas very few HTSMEs do so (Heckle, 1996). To overcome 
this problem, the Japanese Government launched advisory services for SMEs on 
topics such as the application of new technology, the attraction of foreign investment 
and subcontracting. Small firms were encouraged to create new technology as well as 
use it. Policies and measures were introduced to revitalise small firm industrial zones, 
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and to encourage start-ups and diversification into new business areas and creative 
busincss activitics (Whittaker, 1997). 
With over six million SMEs in Japan, employing 75 percent of the working 
population, SMEs are central to the Japanese economy. Thus, the Government has put 
much effort in ensuring the growth of SMEs. Bernstein (1993) identified the following 
official support available to Japanese SMEs: 
i) Loan opportunities; many low-interest loans are available from the 
Government for technology development, increasing exports, reducing 
pollution, etc. These loans are channelled through organisations such as the 
Chambers of Commerce. 
ii) Technology development programmes; loans are exempted from repayment if 
the technology introduced helps the economy and/or increases employment. 
iii) Small business insurance funds, which meet up to 80 percent of loans for 
SMEs developing new technologies. 
iv) Delegated loan funds, where the Government funds trade associations and 
allow these associations to fund SMEs they believe can bring a product to the 
market. This scheme is often utilised for technology developed at universities 
or public research facilities, but where SMEs manufacture and market the 
product. 
The development of Japan's high technology sector has long been a national 
goal, hence public and private sectors work closely to achieve the objective. 
According to Ross (1997), no other high technology policy initiated by a government 
has been as well co-ordinated and effective. A large share of Japan's national budget 
has been devoted to Government-supported high technology projects. For example, 
Japan's Council for Science and Technology (CST), allocated E102 billion to R&D 
over a five-year period. The focus is on the transfer of R&D output to industry, thus 
enhancing technology diffusion (Ross, 1997). 
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3.5 SUMMARY 
The literature review identified three major reasons why IITSMEs should be the focus 
of industrial policy in any country: employment creation; generation of wealth; and 
R&D spillover benefits. 
This chapter has reviewed the various definitions of high technology 
industries, taking in both conceptual and operational definitions. The most frequently 
used measures are based on the ratio of engineers and scientists to total number of 
employees, and the ratio of R&D expenditure to total sales. While the most 
appropriate definition for my study of HTSMEs would have been the RRDET and 
PSEE criteria, I adopted the Malaysian definition of high technology industries, as set 
out in Appendix 2-2.1 could not compile a sampling frame based on the PSEE and/or 
the RRDET approach, because it is almost impossible to obtain data on the proportion 
of skilled employees, and industrial R&D and sales turnover. 
It is also important to clarify what is meant by the term 'SME, as there is no 
single, precise and universally-accepted definition. Various definitions of SMEs have 
been used by researchers and policy makers to differentiate small and medium-sized 
firms from large enterprises. The literature review revealed a wide variety of 
definitions across industrial sectors and in different countries. The most common 
definitional basis is by size of business, and the most common measure of size is 
employment. For the purpose of this study, the 250 employees cut-off point was 
adopted because this definition enables me to study larger companies, particularly 
those engaged in high technology activities. 
The final section was devoted to policies governing HTSMEs in Malaysia, the 
UK, the US and Japan. While the UK and the US Governments provide comparatively 
minor support for HTSMEs, the Japanese Government provides significant assistance. 
The efforts by Malaysia to support high technology activities have not been a 
conspicuous success. The nation is heavily dependent on the US, UK and Japan for 
assistance in development of its high technology sector. 
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The next chapter will review the various factors influencing the growth 
of HTSMEs, and highlight the importance of growth. It then surveys the 
literature on the stages of growth, before exploring the measures of growth and 
characteristics of high growth firms. Finally, Chapter 4 examines the 
determinants and constraints on the growth of HTSMEs. 
Notes 
I Scholars differ on whether innovations are the primary cause or whether other mechanisms produce 
high technology industries (Hall et al., 1987). 
2A definition based on aggregation could include industries that utilise high process technology to 
produce low technology products or low process technology to produce high technology products. 
However, it should clearly not include industries that use low technology processes to produce low 
technology products. 
3 According to United Kingdom Science Park Association (UKSPA), a Science Park is a property 
based initiative which has formal and operational links with a University, other I ligher Education 
Institution or Research Centre (Monck et al., 1988, pp. 64). 
4 The move towards science parks emanated from the US; it was assumed in Europe that the growth of 
Silicon Valley was due to technological interaction between local universities and firms located in 
Silicon Valley (Oakey, 1997). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW III: GROWTH OF HTSMEs 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
Whilst Chapter Three reviews the literature on defining HTSMEs, this chapter looks 
at various factors influencing the growth of HTSMEs. The chapter begins by 
highlighting the importance of growth. It then surveys the literature on the stages of 
growth, before exploring the measures of growth and high growth finns. Finally, the 
chapter examines determinants and constraints on the growth of HTSMEs. 
4.1 IMPORTANCE OF GROWTH 
Growth is a concept that has been used in all areas of human knowledge to 'express 
changes in size, magnitude, and relationships over time' (Tuene, 1988). According to 
Tuene, the main preoccupation of growth during the past three or four centuries has 
been economic. Growth is important for generating national wealth and creating jobs 
(Oakey, 1981; Markusen et al., 1986; Reid and Garnsey, 1996; Barkharn et al., 
1996b). Economists and public policy makers are more interested in growth than the 
financial performance of firms (Barkharn et al., 1996b). Growth indicates the ability 
of a firm to develop a critical base of sales to withstand adverse economic effects in 
future (Woo et al., 1989). Furthermore, the study of growth can assist policy makers 
in targeting resources and effort (Bridge et al., 1998). A popular target for support is 
HTSMEs. Such enterprises, as noted in Section 3.4 (Chapter Three), play a critical 
role in the business and economic life of a nation. They represent an elite group in the 
manufacturing and service sectors. As a consequence, potential entrepreneurs, and 
most governments, have strong interest in discovering the characteristics of growth 
HTSMEs. 
After briefly highlighting the importance of growth, the following section 
discusses the stages of growth that most HTSMEs go through. 
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4.2 STAGES OF GROWTH 
All businesses pass through various stages as they grow. However, the -pattern of 
growth is not standard. Some businesses move through the various stages at the same 
speed, while others stay at the same stage for a -considerable period. It may be 
possible for HTSMEs with leading edge technology to progress through certain stages 
of -growth faster than conventional SMEs. Furthermore, a latecomer that acquires, 
rather than develops, technology can le. apfrog to the next stage of'growth without 
having to endure the challenges found in the earlier st ages (Byars et al., 1996). 
It is important for OMs to have prior knowledge of the challenges to expect at 
each stage, enabling them to plan effectively for growth (Scott and Bruce, 1987). A 
knowledge of the stages of growth should also assist governments in evaluating 
existing (and proposed) policies for HTSMEs (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). A number 
of models have been developed to explain growth patterns, and these are set out 
below. 
Churchill and Lewis (1983), Scott and Bruce (1987) and Churchill (1997) 
have described the phases of growth common to most companies. However, 
Kazanjian and Drazin (1987) proposed a four-stage model applicable specifically to 
HTSMEs, i. e., Conception, Commercialisation, Growth and Stability. They argued 
that the problems faced by technology-based enterprises change throughout the 
various stages of growth, for example, firins face greater problems in securing 
financial resources during the early stages of growth. Kazanjian and Drazin also 
discovered that the organisational system changes from an informal to a formal 
structure as firms grow. Hanks et al. (1993) classified the growth stages of high 
technology firms as Start-Up, Expansion, Consolidation, Diversification and Decline 
(implying negative growth). By contrast, Young (1985) identified three growth stages: 
Seed; Venture; and, Development. 
From the literature above, and other studies, a fairly consistent model has 
emerged (Hanks et al., 1993), despite some disagreement over tile number of stages - 
see Figure 4-1. 
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FIGURE 4-1 Growth Stages of HTSMEs 
1 11 111 IV 
Conception/Start Venture/ Growth Stability 
UP Commercialisation' 
LARGE 
Size 
dispersion 
complexity 
SMALL 
YOUNGER Age of organisation OLDER 
Source: Young(1985), Kazanjian & Drazin (1987), Hankset al. (1993), Cliurciii I1 (1997) 
This section now explores the characteristics of the four growth stages shown in 
Figure 4-1. 
4.2.1 Conception/Start-Up 
This is the 'concept' stage, because the firm has not really come into existence 
(Churchill, 1997). Galbraith (1982) considered this the 'prototype' stage because it 
involves the task of inventing and making the first product. Oakey (1995) suggested 
that the start-up or formation date of a HTSME start-up would typically be preceded 
by a period of innovation, until initial sales are achieved. 
During this stage, the company is primarily concerned with product 
development, securing adequate financial backing and the identification of market 
opportunities (Kazaiijian and Drazin, 1989). The organisational structure is simple 
and the OM typically performs all the important tasks. At this stage, the OM's 
business acumen tends to be minimal (Oakey, 1984) and the main concern is finance. 
FITSMEs are regarded as highly risky investments by financial institutions, lience 
they are forced to rely more on equity than debt financing in order to develop (Slatter, 
1992). As a business develops it will exhaust its initial capital and resources. It also 
finds that retained profits cannot match its development plans. Thus, external equity is 
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needed to fill the gap between investment opportunity and internal resources 
(ACOST, 1990). However, external equity is scarce. In the UK, for example, venture 
capital (VC) activity is dominated by investments in management buy-outs rather than 
in start-ups. Furthermore, according to Mason et al. (1996), there are relatively few 
VC firms that specialise in high technology. 
Many HTSMEs have. been established when R&D projects provide ideas for 
spin-off products, but such companies frequently suffer from a lack of marketable 
products in the initial stages (Churchill and Lewis, 1983; Oakey, 1995). Tile 
probability of success for a high tech start-up is extremely low. For example, only six 
of every million high tech start-ups in the United States go public (Nesheim, 1997). A 
major problem in new product development is intense competition. To achieve a 
leadership role, it is imperative for start-ups to have an R&D investment strategy. 
New product development carries high element of uncertainty. New technologies and 
markets create risks that are common to all high technology start-ups. These risks can 
be reduced by developing and marketing a single (or few) products on time and within 
budget, and gaining market acceptance for them (Deloitte Haskins and Sells, 1984). 
The innovation process in HTSMEs starts with the decision to develop the 
product and ends when successful sales in the marketplace are achieved. In practice, 
the product cycle has to include a complete innovation cycle that integrates R&D, 
production and marketing elements (Oakey, 1991b) - see Figure 4-2. This implies the 
investment of considerable resources in order to make the innovation cycle a success. 
A failure to fund any part of the innovation cycle may therefore result in the failure of 
a project. According to Donath (1997), HTSMEs usually face short product life cycles 
and OMs face persistent demands for investment performance in the short-term (see 
Figure 4-2). In this situation, HTSMEs may 'crash and burn', as there is too much 
competitive pressure to build customer loyalty for the long-ten-n. 
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FIGURE 4-2 Product Life Cycle, R&D and Marketing 
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(Net Sales = Sales - Production Costs) 
It has been noted that the timing of the decision to establish a high technology 
firm is critical, because it affects future growth (Oakey, 1995). Oakey argued that, 
ideally, HTSMEs should be formed after a new product has been fully developed and 
is ready for the market. This will ensure that the firm achieves significant immediate 
sales to fund its future growth. However, in most instances, high technology firms are 
formed prior to full product development, and the development period depends on the 
firm's ability to develop the new product - the longer the development period the 
higher the risk level. The period before the first product is developed is also known as 
&experimentation' (Slatter, 1992) or the 'crafting strategy' period (Mintzberg, 1987). 
Figure 4-3 illustrates graphically the formation process when the product is launched 
after the firm is established. Profits are defined as sales of goods and services minus 
operating costs, excluding R&D expenditure. It can be seen that the product will not 
make an overall profit for the firm until the profit generated exceeds R&D costs. 
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FIGURE 4-3 Firm Formed Prior to Full Product Development 
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4.2.2 Venture/Commercialisation 
Having gained adequate financial backing and demonstrated technical and market 
feasibility, HTSMEs then focus on commercialising the product (Kazanjian and 
Drazin, 1989). However, there is no guarantee, as Oakey demonstrated in Figure 4-3, 
that the new product can be turned into a viable business venture. Technical 
consulting may not reveal a product's market potential (Slatter, 1992), and the 
marketing of a high technology product is costly, with an uncertain outcome (Oakey, 
1997). Thus, it is imperative for HTSMEs at the venture stage to have access to 
sufficient funds to complete the full innovation process, as shown in Figure 4-2 
above. 
As stated above, an effective marketing strategy is an important factor in the 
success of HTSMEs at this stage (Barkham. et al., 1996b). However, many HTSME 
OMs excel at developing and producing a product rather than marketing it. Many 
HTSMEs devote too much capital to R&D, leaving insufficient funds to market the 
final product effectively (Oakey, 1984; Oakey et al., 1988; Oakey, 1997). As 
illustrated by Oakey's diagram (Figure 4-2), the product is launched at the time of 
maximum financial stress, when R&D costs have been incurred, and there may then 
be limited funds available for marketing purposes. 
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4.2.3 Growth 
By this stage, the firm should be profitable. A period of high growth will typically 
follow technical and manufacturing feasibility,. and successful market acceptance 
(Kazanjian and Drazin, 1990). Profits will normally be ploughed back into the 
business for the development of new products. Successful HTSMEs frequently 
implement a programme that provides for a stream of new innovative products. 
According to Oakey (1995), high technology firms typically begin conceiving their 
s&ond product at the launching stage of the initial product. 
During the growth phase of HTSMEs, the organisational structure experiences 
an almost constant state of change as the roles, responsibilities and strategies of the 
organisation are more defined (Kazanjian and Drazin, 1989). The OM remains central 
to all decision making, but there is an increasing movement towards professionally C) 
trained and experienced personnel. 
The major problems in the growth phase are how to manufacture in volume 
and market the product, while achieving profitability (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). 
Kazanjian and Drazin (1990) stress the need for production efficiency, high quality 
output and profits. 
4.2.4 Stability 
As growth (in terms of both sales and employees) slows to market growth level, 
HTSMEs enter the stability stage. They are concerned with maintaining market 
position and ensuring that growth is sustained (Moore and Tushman, 1982), while 
managing the existing product(s) and simultaneously launching second-generation 
products (Kazanjian and Drazin, 1987). 
During this time, a fori-nal structure will have been established, for example, 
the venture might have evolved from an R&D laboratory into a stable and 
bureaucratic company (Kazanjian. and Drazin, 1990). To cope with the formalised 
system, 'professional' managers will be introduced (Scott and Bruce, 1987). The 
introduction of professional managers will lead to the efficient use of business tools 
such as budgeting and strategic planning (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). The OM and 
the business are now quite separate, both financially and operationally (Churchill, 
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1997). The OM can leave the day-to-day running of the company to the professional 
manager(s) and turn his/lier attention back to product innovation and development. 
After discussing the characteristics of the various growth stages, the researcher 
will now examine various methods of measuring growth and determine the most 
appropriate measure for this study. 
4.3 THE MEASUREMENT OF GROWTH 
Researchers use many variables to measure growth, and there is no general agreement 
on how growth should be measured (O'Farrell and Hitchens, 1988). Some studies 
refer to growth in employment (Oakey, 1984; Evans, 1987a and 1987b; Woo et al., 
1989; Kirchhoff and Phillips, 1989; Variyam and Kraybill, 1994; Barkliam et al., 
1996b; Gray, 1997), while others use sales turnover (McClelland, 1988; Perry ct al., 
1988; Traynor and Traynor, 1994; Wijewardena and Cooray, 1995), profits (Birley 
and Westhead, 1990), number of new products (Gray, 1997) and value added 
(Romano and Ratnatunga, 1994). 
Based on studies by Reynolds (1993) and Barkharn et al. (1992 and 1996b), 
the least problematic measure of growth is sales. This figure is a sound indicator of 
size and it demonstrates how well a firm is competing within a market. It was argued 
above (Section 3.3, Chapter Three) that sales turnover is not a good indicator for 
defining SMEs. However, it provides a sound measure of growth. Gray (1997) found 
that SMEs in the UK generally prefer to measure growth in term of sales turnover. He 
argues that SMEs do not use employment as a measure of growth because they regard 
new employees as an additional cost, rather than an investment. To provide a 
complete picture of firm growth, both sales and employment are often used together 
(Lumme et al., 1994; Brown and Kirchhoff, 1997). 
It is important to note that the study of growth per se may not necessarily 
provide much infon-nation about performance. According to Barkharn et al. (1996b, 
p. 4): 
Growth may imply that a satisfactory level of performance is being achieved but it 
does not guarantee it. 
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For example, growth cannot be used to measure an individual firm's 
performance without considering the general rate of market growth. A firni with all 
expanding market share is clearly more competitive than rivals with a constant or 
falling market share (Barber et al., 1989). 
Productivity is therefore a key concern in measuring performance. In the US, 
manufacturing plant in high technology industries records significantly higher 
productivity growth than conventional industries (IEEE Solutions, 1999). 
Productivity growth is important because it demonstrates the success of innovation. 
Furthermore, positive productivity growth (average turnover growth being greater 
than average employment growth) reflects efficiencies in production, increases in 
worker skills, technological progress, increased market share and the higher 
profitability of firms within high technology industries (World Resources Institute, 
1996; Arnold and Dennis, 1999). 
The issue of productivity is critical for HTSMEs as they seek to remain 
competitive in the market place. A decline in productivity growth would reflect tile 
fact that companies are slow in adjusting their level of employment in response to 
falling sales (Barkham ct al., 1996b, p. 24): 
Marginal changes in sales turnover may be too small to justify laying off or recruiting 
extra workers or because the balance and variety of skills required may be disturbed. 
My study used turnover to measure growth because it is generally preferred 
over employment. New employees tend to be regarded as an additional cost rather 
than an investment. Furthermore, turnover is a sound indicator of size and it 
demonstrates a firrn's competitiveness. Sales and employment are often used together 
in order to provide a comprehensive picture of firrn growth. In the programme of 
research conducted for this thesis, the researcher briefly examined the general level of 
productivity growth of industries in the high technology sector; this obviously 
required the use of turnover and employment data. 
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After reviewing the most appropriate measure of growth, the following 
section reviews various measures used to define high growth firms. 
4.3.1 Measuring High Growth 
There are a number of definitions of what constitutes a high growth firm. The 
American Business Conference defines a high growth firm as one having (Birley and 
Muzyka, 1995, p. 105): 
Annual revenues of at least US$25 n-dllion and must be growing in revenues and 
earnings at a minimum average annual rate of twice the growth of the economy plus 
inflation. 
Most studies of growth use changes in annual sales to define high growth. For 
example, Siegel et al. (1993) defined high growth as a doubling of sales over the three 
most recent years of operation. In other words, high growth firnis are those which 
have experienced three consecutive years of compound annual sales growth of at least 
26 percent. Todd and Taylor (1993) define high growth as an annual average growth 
rate for both sales and profit of at least 20 percent a year. Delmar and Davidson 
(1998), in their study of high growth firms in Sweden, defined high growth firnis as 
those achieving top ten percent status in terms of changes in employment growth or 
sales volume. Barkham. et al. (1996b) relied upon employment as a measure of growth 
as they were interested in explaining small firin. growth in terms of regional 
differences. They define high growth firms as those experiencing more than 100 
percent employment growth over the period 1986-90. This equates to an annual 
compound growth rate of 19 percent. 
Among the definitions mentioned above, Siegel's definition of high growth 
(based on sales) is judged to be the most appropriate for the purposes of my study. 
Since the Siegel definition of high growth was based on three consecutive years of 
growth and my study involved only two consecutive years, a slight modification was 
made to tile criteria for classifying firms as high growth. Instead of the doubling of 
sales over three years, an equivalent figure for two years was computed. This 
translates into annual sales growth of 26 percent per arinurn, or an increase of 59 
percent over the period of my study, 1994-1996. The 1994-1996 period was chosen 
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because it was a period of stability before Malaysia suffered an economic downturn in 
1997. The rationale for choosing this measure is discussed in more detail, in the 
subsequent Research Framework and Methodology chapters. 
4.4 DETERMINANTS OF GROWTH 
This section covers a wide range of factors that have been considered as possible 
influences on the growth performance of businesses. The same determinants influence 
both 'conventional' and HTSMEs (Reid and Garnsey, 1996). 
In order to understand growth and change in HTSMEs and the factors 
affecting them, it would be helpful to begin by reviewing a number of small firm, 
growth models. O'Farrell and Hitchens (1988) discuss four such growth models: those 
derived from industrial economics; stochastic models; stage models; and models that 
focus on the strategic dimensions of firm. growth. 
Growth models derived from industrial economics were developed to explain 
the behaviour of large firms. These models view size as a function of growth, not an 
influence. According to O'Farrell and Hitchens, such models are based on the fact 
that firm growth depends on financial and demand factors, i. e., the capital needed to 
expand capacity and the customers required to absorb production. However, tile 
models are inappropriate for this study as they are concerned primarily with large 
firrils. 
Stochastic models assume that firm sizes are randomly distributed (Evans, 
1987b), and that the size distribution of firms is derived from a series of random 
growth patterns, i. e., a stochastic process. In this model, the dependent variable (the 
size of the firms) is subjected to cumulative random shocks over time. The process of 
random growth leads to a lognon-nal distribution known as the 'law of proportionate 
effect', which postulates that the growth of a firm is made up of a number of 
elements, such as market growth rate and the initial size of the firn-1. However, the 
stochastic model is also unsuitable for this study, as its validity has not been 
adequately tested; conflicting results as to its value have been produced by statistical 
analysis (Evans, 1987a). 
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The stage models of growth assume that all firms pass through a sequence of 
growth stages, as set out in Figure 4-1, with each stage being characterised by a 
number of factors. Such-models focus upon growth patterns, but offer little insight 
into the process of growth in firms. Storey (1994b) suggested the following 
limitations of stage models: 
i) Not all firms move through all stages of growth, and a significant number of 
finns fail early in their lifetime. 
ii) Likewise, a firrn may achieve a particular stage, but be unwilling or unable to 
progress; for example, it might choose to be acquired by a larger firm. 
iii) According to the proponents of stage models, it is assumed that movements 
from one stage to the next are 'triggered' by a point of crisis (Churchill and 
Lewis, 1983; Scott and Bruce, 1987). However, according to Storey (1994b) 
this assumption was never tested and may not be testable. 
As a consequence, the stage model alone is also unsuitable for this study. 
The fourth (and final) group of models focus on the strategic dimension of 
achieving growth. Growth is thought to be held in check by a number of internal and 
external barriers, and the private and public resources available for overcoming tile 
barriers. These models conceptualise tile growth of small firms as occurring in 
increments or stages, with each stage being defined by the emergence and resolution 
of barriers. A new phase of growth will not commence until the barriers in the 
previous phase have been overcome. The models concentrate on identifying the OM's 
strategies for the growth of the business. These business strategies are deten-nined by 
the OM's perceptions on how to conduct and develop the business in light of the 
opportunities and constraints lie/she sees (Milne et al., 1982). According to Milne et 
al., these perceptions are also deten-nined by personal characteristics. However, tile 
cstrategic' model, which focuses on OM characteristics and the strategies adopted is 
not comprehensive enough for this study because certain company characteristics are 
not considered as important factors in stimulating growth. Elements such as tile size 
and age of fini-i are not considered, as the focus of attention is the strategy employed 
once the OM is in business. 
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Storey (1994b) developed a growth model similar to the strategic model, but 
assumes that firms go through certain stages of growth. He identifies a number of OM 
and firm characteristics, and business policies and strategies as essential for the 
growth of a business. Storey concludes that growth in every company is determined 
by the interaction of three basic components, i. e., OM and flrm characteristics, -and 
business strategy adopted. 
The researcher has adopted Storey's approach in explaining the process of 
growth in HTSMEs. The reasons for adopting this approach are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter Five (the Research Framework). 
In his comprehensive review of twenty-six studies on small firm growth, 
Storey (1994b) identified and examined thirty-four elements or deten-ninants of 
growth: fourteen are related to the background of the OM; six are elements of the 
firm; and fourteen are concerned with business strategy. However, not all these 
deten-ninants are relevant for the study of HTSMEs in Malaysia. Moreover, Storey's 
review did not include a factor that has come into focus in recent studies on high 
technology growth firms, i. e., research and development (Roberts, 1991; Boer, 1994; 
McGrath, 1995; Smith, 1996). This additional factor has been included in my study. 
The following section will further discuss the seventeen growth determinants 
(including R&D) chosen for this study, and assess how these three groups of factors 
influence the growth of HTSMEs. These determinants are categorised under three 
major groups namely the Entrepreneur/OM (Section 4.4.1), the Firm (Section 4.4.2) 
and the Business Strategy (4.4.3). 
4.4.1 The Owner-Manager (OM) 
This subsection will examine the relationship between the characteristics of the ONI 
and growth in HTSNIEs. 
OMs are regarded as the key to innovation and economic change (Schumpeter, 
1969). At firm level, OMs assume risk, perforni management tasks, and develop new 
products and markets (Roberts, 1991). OMs who initiate and manage SMEs in high 
technology industries are known as 'technical OMs'. 
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My review of the literature on SMEs identified many studies on the 
characteristics of OMs, but far fewer empirical studies on how the characteristics of 
technical OMs affect the growth of HTSMEs (Roberts, 1991; Jones-Evans, 
. 
1996). 
Moreover, Storey's literature review did not distinguish between technical and non- 
technical OMs, and none of the studies reviewed by Storey focuses on technical OMs. 
Thus, my study provides an opportunity to identify the characteristics of technical 
OMs and how these characteristics affect growth. 
Studies conducted on conventional SMEs have shown that growth-oriented 
OMs have significantly higher levels of energy and risk orientation than those 
associated with non-growth oriented firrns; in addition, growth-oriented technical 
OMs are characterised by having a greater desire for autononly and adapting readily 
to change (Ginn and Sexton, 1990). 
The technical capabilities of high-tech OMs are vital for the development of 
the first product as well as subsequent product development. Hambrick et al. (1990) 
noted that: 
The chief executives of high technology firms differ from their counterparts in low 
technology firms in ways that follow logically from the special requirements of tile 
high-technology setting. 
The OM's ability to combine technical and market knowledge is one of the 
most important determinants of success in high technology companies. Neither 
technical nor market knowledge alone is sufficient. The combination of these two 
factors helps to understand what the market will want that the technology will be able 
to produce a few years hence (McCarthy et aL, 1987). 
Based on evidence taken from eighteen studies, Storey (1994b) suggested that 
15 characteristics of the OM might exert an influence on growth. Table 4-1 reveals 
that most of these quantitative research studies relate between three and seven 
characteristics of the OM to growth. Whilst there is a limited direct relationship 
between growth and some of the characteristics of the OM, there are some consistent 
results across the various studies. The characteristics most prominently linked to 
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growth are education, motivation by market opportunities or the desire to make 
money, managerial experience and age. -Notwithstanding its importance, motivation 
was ignored in my research, owing to the lack of consistent supporting evidence on 
the most appropriate measure of motivation, as noted by Barkham et al. (1996b). 
Furthcn-nore, the questionnaire pilot study indicated that the majority of the 
respondents were not the founder of the company, and thus could not be expected to 
comment on motivation. 
TABLE 4-1 OM Characteristics and Growth 
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Motivation +... Xxx 
Unemployment push xx... xx 
Education xx..... xxx+xxxx+ 
Management Experience +xx++x+xx 
Number of founders ++++x 
Prior self-employment xxxxxx 
Family history x 
Social marginality (ethnic) +Xx 
Functional skills 
Training xxx 
Age xxxxxx+ 
Prior Business failure 
Prior sector experience xxxXx 
Prior firm size experience Xxxx+ 
Gender xxxxxxxxxxxx+ 
Key: 
+ Positive relationship between element and growth of the firm. 
Negative relationship between element and growth of the firm. 
Relationship present in a univariate context. 
x Element not shown to be significant in influencing growth. 
Source: Storey (1994b) 
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It is. important to note that most of the empirical studies listed in Table 4-1 
ref6r to conventional SMEs. Table 4-1 shows that the direct relationship between the 
background of the OM and growth appear to be relatively limited. However, some 
consistent evidence emerges that, for example, OMs managing rapidly growing firms 
tend to be relatively well educated, are middle-aged and have held previous 
managerial positions. The following discussion attempts to relate the growth 
determinants in Table 4-1 to HTSMEs. 
4.4.1.1 Managerial Experience 
Table 4-1 suggests that prior managerial experience influences the growth of SMEs. 
Four studies found a positive relationship, one demonstrated a negative relationship 
and five failed to find any relationship. Prior managerial experience is thus positively 
associated with new firm growth (Storey, 1994b). Weinzimmer (1997) subsequently 
confirmed that the experience and background of the management team influence 
growth positively in small firms. 
According to Cooper (1981), the management experience of the OM is one of 
the most important determinants of the subsequent success of a new venture. 
Entrepreneurs with management experience are able to cope with the changes and 
problems that confront them while running a venture. A study by Westhead et al. 
(1995) confirmed that the type and quality of management experience is likely to have 
an impact on the survival of high technology firms. 
4.4.1.2 Educational Background 
Table 4-1 shows that there is a generally positive relationship between the level of 
education of the OM and growth. Variyarn and Kraybill (1994) also argue that 
education can develop the human capital needed for business success. Individuals 
with higher levels of education are also more confident in dealing with customers and 
financial institutions (Storey, 1994b). In my opinion, many personal characteristics of 
successful entrepreneurs probably apply to high technology entrepreneurs. However, 
tile most prominent characteristic that differentiates a high technology entrepreneur 
from other entrepreneurs is a higher level of education (Roberts, 1991); tile most 
likely explanation is that most HTSME OMs had previously worked as scientists, 
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engineers, or university faculty members, or were tcchnically trained as a requirement 
for employment. 
4.4.1.3 Age of OM 
Although Table 4-1 shows that most studies do not indicate any significant 
relationship between the age of the OM and gr6wth, age does exert some general 
influence (Storey 1994b). This conclusion is based on three studies (Kinsella et al., 
1993; Storey 1994b; Reynolds, 1993) that show older entrepreneurs tend to achieve 
higher growth. However, other studies have found that age is negatively correlated to 
growth (Barkham et al., 1996b). 
It is believed that the age of high technology entrepreneurs at the time of 
company start-up is somewhat younger than individuals establishing low technology 
firms. A study of 300 technology-based companies in the US found that the average 
age of technical entrepreneurs at the time of company founding was 32 years (Tappan 
et al., 1987) compared to 35 to 45 years for conventional SMEs (Roth, 1996). One 
possible explanation suggested by Roberts (1991) is the youthful age structure of the 
technical organisations in which the entrepreneurs previously worked. 
4.4.1.4 Gender 
Table 4-1 provides some conflicting evidence on the relationship of gender to growth. 
Reynolds (1993) found that females were more likely to own rapidly growing firnis, 
while Jones (1991) found the reverse relationship. All other studies in Table 4-1 
conclude that gender is not a key influence on growth, although there are very few 
studies dealing with this relationship. In a study of high technology firnis, Smith and 
Freundlich (1989) found that female OMs suffer because venture capitalists are wary 
of giving money to them. 
4.4.1.5 Career History 
The career history of OMs includes number of years in employment or self- 
employment, and prior experience of the sector and/or fimi size. 
It can be argued that individuals who have previously been self-employed will 
have gained valuable experience in the running of a small enterprise (Storey, 1994b). 
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This experience should enable them to overcome problems associated with business 
growth. However, Table 4-1 shows that seven studies have examined this issue, and' 
six were not able to identify any significant influence of prior self-employment. 
Turning to prior sector experience, Table 4-1 suggests there is no conclusive 
empirical evidence on-this point. Five studies (Reynolds and Miller, 1988; Solern and 
Steiner, 1989; Storey et al.,. 1989; Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991; Westhead and Birley, 
1993) could not find any association, whereas the other three (Dunkelberg and 
Cooper, 1982; Jones, 1991; Storey, 1994a) did indicate a relationship. Storey (1994b) 
pointed out that the duration of experience in the same sector is also important. 
Table 4-1 also presents conflicting findings as to the impact of firm, size 
experience on growth. One study on this issue suggests that OMs from a large firni 
background are more likely to found slow growth firins, while the other suggests the 
reverse. The four remaining studies were unable to show any relationship between the 
OMs' experience in firms of a certain size and the growth of their present businesses. 
However, a study of HTSMEs by Stuart and Abetti (1988) indicates that the 
entrepreneurial experience of an OM, defined as the number of previous ventures and 
the role played in such ventures, can significantly affect performance. 
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4.4.2 The Firm 
TABLE 4-2 Firm Characteristics and Growth 
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Key: 
+ Positive relationship between element and growth of the firm. 
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Relationship present in a univariate context. 
x Element not shown to be significant in influencing growth. 
Source: Storey (1994b) 
4.4.2.1 LegalForm 
All four studies in Table 4-2 indicate that legal forni does have an impact on growth; I 
studies in the United Kingdom consistently indicate more rapid growth being 
achieved by limited companies, compared to sole proprictorships or partnerships. 
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However, Storey (1994b) discovered that limited companies also tend to have a 
higher failure rate, suggesting they are more risky than sole-proprietorships or 
partnerships. There are very few studies on the relationship between legal form. and 
growth for HTSMEs. Slatter (1992). found that the better pcrfoniiing UK high 
technology firms tended to be characterised by high equity participation from tile OM 
and other key employees, which would imply limited company status. 
On the same theme of legal form, small firms that are part of larger 
organisations, but with independent management, tend to have significantly higher 
growth rates than single establishment firms (Variyarn and Kraybill, 1992; Dunne et 
al., 1989). 
4.4.2.2 Location of Business 
Table 4-2 suggests that the location of a small firm significantly influences its growth. 
The majority of UK firnis located in Science Parks are high technology in nature and 
most are small (Brown, 1991). HTSMEs operating in Science Parks have an above 
average survival rate, and employment growth up to 50 percent higher, than UK small 
businesses as a whole (Storey and Strange, 1992). According to Monck et al. (1988), 
HTSMEs operating on Science Parks have already established a solid base, and are 
encouraged to develop their innovation and marketing abilities in order to achieve 
higher growth levels. 
4.4.2.3 Size of Business 
Table 4-2 shows that smaller finns grow more rapidly than their larger counterparts 
(Hakim, 1989; Johnson, 1989; Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991). These results are 
confirmed by recent studies by Variyam and Kraybill (1994) and Barkham et al. 
(I 996b). 
Figure 4-1 illustrates the relationship between firm size and growth. As the 
firm moves through the growth stages, the growth rate increases rapidly until it slows 
at tile maturity stage. There are a number of possible reasons why smaller firnis 
achieve higher growth rates. First, as suggested by Storey (1994b), there is the need to 
achieve a 111ininlUni efficient scale (MES) of production. Alternatively, small firrils 
may be more flexible than larger firms. Owing to their size, small firnis can react to 
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changes in tile market faster than larger firras (Barkliam et al., 1996b). Oakey et al. 
(1988) have shown that, in general, small high technology firms have pcrfon-ncd 
bctter than largcr firnis. 
4.4.2.4 Age of Company 
Almost all studies in Table 4-2 indicate that younger firms grow more rapidly than 
older enterprises. As stated above, new ventures need to grow rapidly to achieve the 
MES. However, once MES has been achieved, the business subsequently grows less 
rapidly because, for example, the OM has achieved a satisfactory income level and 
motivation is reduced (Storey, 1994b). Table 4-2 shows that studies by Storey et al. 
(1987), Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson (1989), Hakim (1989), Jones (1991), 
UCSBRC (1992), Dunne and Hughes (1992), Variyarn and Kraybill (1992) and 
Variyam and Kraybill (1994) all indicate an inverse relationship between the age of 
company and growth. By contrast, a study of small Japanese firms by Wijewardena 
and Cooray (1995) shows no significant relationship between age and growth. 
4.4.2.5 Sector 
Table 4-2 shows that eight studies, including Reynolds and Miller (1988) and Dunne 
and Hughes (1992a), demonstrate significant differences between sectors and growth 
ra tes, while four others did not indicate any significant differences between sectors. 
However, the level of data classification in the studies varies noticeably. For example, 
some researchers make a distinction between manufacturing and service sector firrns 
(UCSBRC, 1992), while others examine the performance of sectors within industries 
(Dunne and Hughes, 1992). 
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4.4.3. The Business Strategy 
TABLE 4-3 Business Strategy and Growth 
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Workforce Training x x x 
Management Training + x + 
External Equity + + 
Technological sophistication + + x x + 
Market Positioning + + N x x + + 
Market Adjustments 
Planning 
New Product Introduction ++X++NxX 
Management Recruitment + 
State Support NNxX 
Customer Concentration xX 
Competition xXxx 
Exporting +Xx 
information Advice +XX 
Key: 
+ Positive relationship between element and growth of the firm. 
Negative relationship between element and growth of the firm. 
Relationship present in a univariate context. 
x Element not shown to be significant in influencing growth. 
Source: Storey (1994b) 
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A coherent and effective business strategy is usually considered to be critical for the 
success of any company. Strategy is defined as the act Ions taken by a business 
organisation to pu: rsuc its goals, given the threats, 'opportunities and the environment 
facing the firin and the resources and the capabilities available to it (Byars et al., 
1996).. 
Table 4-3 shows the fourteen business strategy elements reviewed by Storey 
(1994b). Barkham et al. (1996b) summarised Table 4-3 into three key areas 
suggesting that growth can be influenced by strategies to: share equity with an 
external entity; develop a strong management team; and, occupy and exploit a market 
niche that is less competitive and where it is possible to maximise quality advantages. 
As mentioned earlier, another determinant of growth for HTSMEs, i. e., R&D, 
is also discussed in this section. 
4.4.3.1 External Equity 
All of the studies in Table 4-3 indicate that firms accepting external equity investors 
tend to achieve higher growth than those that do not. An unwillingness to share equity 
can obviously constrain growth, as the company may have to resort to short-tern-i debt 
financing. However, many small finns are unwilling to share ownership because 
entrepreneurs fear losing control of their company (Smith and Fleck, 1987). 
Furthen-nore, according to Smith and Fleck, accepting external equity may be 
perceived to indicate financial difficulties. 
Typical sources of external equity include formal venture capital or business 
angels. However, as Roberts (1991) pointed out, venture capitalists in the US 
generally prefer later-stage investments. Early stage HTSMEs may have little 
opportunity to access external equity. There have been very few research studies 
conducted in Malaysia on this issue. However, Wahab (1996) found that a significant 
majority of SMEs in Malaysia did not use external equity, preferring to use debt to 
finance growth. The small percentage of firms that did accept external equity relied on 
relatives and friends, and the Government-backed Scheme (PUNB), rather than 
private sector venture capital companies. 
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4.4.3.2 Marketing Orientation 
An important factor in securing a market niche is the quality of tile product. HTSMEs 
producing quality products that incct customers' needs directly tend to perforill well. 
(Pavia, 199.0). Barkharn et al. (1996b) found that many firins rely solely on their' 
reputation to attract customers. However, -for those firms actively seeking customers, 
Barkliam. et al. found no significant association between growth and the three most 
frequently used methods of seeking customers, i. e., advertising, personal contact and 
the activities of sales personnel. 
4.4.3.3 Market Research 
Many HTSMEs find that their products fail to secure a market niche or achieve the 
hoped-for level of market success, even where products are the result of many years 
of scientific and technological effort. Market research is one way to reduce the risks 
associated with introducing a new product. 
LaPlaca (1990) found that products launched after market research were more 
successful, even though the development stage of the new product was extended. 
Market research will help to ensure that product development is guided by market 
opportunities (Monck et al., 1988). An HTSME does not have unlimited financial 
resources, hence it is important to obtain market information at the lowest possible 
cost (Parker, 1999). Barkham et al. (1996b) found that market research is positively 
related to growth and viewed the act of conducting market research in itself as a direct 
stimulator of growth. 
4.4.3.4 Product and Process Innovation 
It is not surprising that another deten-ninant of growth for high technology fin-ns is 
innovation. Storey (1994b) focused only on product rather than process innovation. 
However, product and process innovation are a major factors behind the success of 
HTSMEs in the US (Oakey et al., 1988). The introduction of new products and 
services is critical for many organisations, and product and process innovation enables 
organisations to adapt to changes in markets, technology and competition (Dougherty 
and Hardy, 1996). Thus, the effective and deliberate management of innovation is the 
key to growth in HTSMEs (Schoonhoven & Jelinek, 1990). 
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A number of studies have confin-ned that HTSMEs are significantly more 
innovative than low technology SMEs 
' 
(Young and Francis, 1991; Kecble, 1997). 
Oakey ct al. (1988) and Barkharn. et al. (1996b) observed a positive relationship 
between product innovation and sales growth, but. an inverse relationship between 
product innovation and employment growth. According to Oakey et al. (1988, p. 76): 
Increased product innovation may result in a higher volume and/or value of sales, 
without significant employment increases. 
Nevertheless, Oakey cautioned that the relationship between product innovation and 
turnover growth was rather weak, and suggested that a high level of product 
innovation will not guarantee further growth in sales. 
Turning now to process innovation, previous studies have shown that process 
innovation drives product innovation, despite popular belief that the relationship is the 
other way around! Process innovation in many high technology markets is becoming 
an increasingly critical capability for product innovation, owing to tile rapid evolution 
of product technology (Pisano and Wheelwright, 1995). Ramesh and Hynson (1995) 
argue that the driving force behind most improvements in products are tile processes 
used in their manufacture. However, there seems to be a weak relationship between 
process innovation and turnover growth (Oakey, 1988). Oakey suggests that market 
conditions might be beyond a firm's control, even when process innovation has 
occurred. 
4.4.3.5 State Support 
High technology firri-is have generally outperformed those in the traditional sectors. 
They have generally grown at a faster than average rate, expanded the economic base 
of certain geographical areas, and thus encouraged federal and state government 
officials to favour them over other sectors (Phillips, 199 1). Table 4-3 shows that three 
out of five studies (Storey et al., 1987; UCSBRC, 1992; Kinsella et al., 1993) 
observed that rapidly growing firnis were more likely to be in receipt of government 
support than slow growth firms. White and Reynolds (1996) found that growth was 
not strongly influenced by government assistance. However, their study only applied 
to business assistance programmes, not financial support. On balance, Storey (1994b), 
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argues that state support can cause small finiis to grow more rapidly. 
State support for HTSMEs in Malaysia, discussed in Chapter Two, comprises 
loans and grants for R&D (such as the ITAF and IGF Schemes), or information and 
advice services (offered by MIDA and SMIDEC). The primary objective of tile ITAF 
grant is to induce companies to undertake technological efforts, particularly product 
development, through adequate incentives and financial support. However, 
misconceptions among SMEs regarding product development schemes (ITAF 2) and 
tile general lack of awareness of the concept of 'product development' arc major 
barriers to its successful implementation (Kassim, 1991). This failure to utilise 
Government schemes can constrain growth since product development, as stated 
above, is an important element of the innovation process in HTSMEs. 
4.4.3.6 Research and Development 
Storey's literature review did not acknowledge R&D as a deten-ninant of growth. Boer 
(1994) observed that, although R&D affects only a fraction of a company's growth, it 
is that fraction which greatly affects the competitive advantage of the firm. R&D is 
imperative for the long tenn growth of HTSMEs (Jaskolski, 1996). High technology 
firnis need to devote more resources and attention to R&D, in both the manufacturing 
and service sectors. R&D is thus one of the key drivers of growth in HTSMEs (Ettlie, 
1997; Judge et al., 1997; Jankowski, 1998). According to Wheelwright and Sasser 
(1989), innovation relies on investments in R&D (explained by Figure 4-2). Since 
R&D is the creation of the know-how and know-why of new materials and 
technologies that eventually translate into commercially viable product. 
It is argued that successful high technology firnis are those with high R&D 
expenditure (Roberts, 1991), and that increased R&D expenditures are a sign of 
continuing growth (Smith, 1996). In 1995 alone, overall R&D expenditure in the US 
was US$40 billion (Levy, 1998). In the US, companies with high R&D investment 
outperfon-ned the average of all companies in terrns of profitability (McGrath, 1995). 
By contrast, Oakey et al. (1988), in their study of 131 high technology small 
firnis in the UK and US, were unable to find any relationship between R&D and 
growth. Oakey (1991b) argued that this conclusion might be attributed to the risk of 
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failure in product innovation, despite the commitment of considerable resources to 
R&D. 
4.4.4 Summary of Growth Determinants 
Tables 4-1,4-2 and 4-3 set out thirty-four elements thought to affect the growth of 
SMEs. For tile purposes of this study, seventeen . elements Were identified as 
determinants of growth affecting HTSMEs in Malaysia. I did not adopt all the 34 
elements, but concentrated on the most relevant for tile Malaysian context. Certain 
elements, such as market adjustment and prior business failure, were left out because 
none of the studies reviewed by Storey focused on these factors. Competition and 
training were excluded since they were not shown to be significant in influencing 
growth. The remaining elements were excluded after conducting a pilot study and 
interviewing key informants from various Government agencies. For example, 
'family history' was left out because OMs were very reluctant to reveal such 
information, especially the ethnic Chinese. Interviews with MITI and SMIDEC 
officials suggested that very few Malaysian SMEs export their products, which 
justifies the exclusion of 'exports' from the study. Motivation was also excluded 
because of the lack of consistent supporting evidence on the most appropriate measure 
of motivation and tile fact that most questionnaire respondents were not tile founder of 
tile firm. 
The selected elements for the characteristics of the OM are managerial 
experience, educational background, age, gender and career history. The firni 
elements are age and size, location of business, sector in which the firm operates and 
type of ownership. Finally the key components of business strategy are acceptance of 
external equity, marketing strategy, market research, product and process innovation, 
state support and R&D. 
The analysis above has identified factors that stimulate the ability of HTSMEs, 
once established, to grow. However, the growth rate of HTSMEs can be hindered by a 
number of constraints or barriers. The next section discusses these constraints and 
explores how they might hold back the growth of HTSMEs. 
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4.5 CONSTRAINTS ON THE GROWTH OF HTSMEs 
A number of studies have examined the barriers to growth on small firms, though not 
all have dealt with high technology firms. In the UK, for example, the Advisory 
Council on Research and Development (ACARD) summarised the constraints on 
HTSMEs. as the equity gap, an inefficient use of. labour and a lack of management 
skills (ACOST, 1990). Aston Business School (1991) found that the main problem 
encountered by growth-oriented firms was the recruitment of skilled and qualified 
labour, especially for 'larger' SMEs. The authors also argued that very few firms 
experienced problems caused by a lack of management skills and/or raising finance. 
However, a significant finding in the Aston study (1991) was that firms wishing to 
invest in innovation experienced more difficulties in raising finance than firms 
conducting other forms of investment. 
The constraints on the growth of HTSMEs found in my literature review are 
now grouped and examined below. The boundaries between the groupings below are 
not strict and there are a number of overlapping areas. 
4.5.1 Market Constraints 
Expansion of the market obviously opens up growth opportunities for HTSMEs. A 
growing firm should have sufficient competitive advantage relative to its competitors 
to increase market share at their expense. The growth of small firms tends to be 
positively related to the expansion of their existing market share or niche (Woo et al., 
1989; Solern and Steiner, 1989, Birley and Westhead, 1990; Siegel et al., 1993). 
However, the diffusion of new products is a problem to most HTSMEs, as the cost of 
marketing different products to different markets is high (Mayer et al., 1989). McGee 
(1989) argued that few HTSMEs are able to repeat their earlier success in launching 
subsequent products. Many HTSMEs often resort to 'easy-to-copy' products in an 
attempt to grow and subsequent products tend to be only marginally better than those 
of their competitors. 
Another problem faced by HTSMEs is how to develop their export trade 
(Segal Quince Wicksteed, 1985). HTSMEs are generally highly export-oriented 
(Oakey et al., 1988), but those with limited financial resources may incur high costs in 
launching their products in foreign markets. 
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4.5.2 Constraints 
High technology industries tend to create a 'polarised workforce' (Markuscn, 1985a), 
with a small gýoup of highly. skilled, highly paid engineers and scientists, whereas the 
majority of employees are serm-skillcd (Forester, 1987). The former group will be 
mostly male, with the semi-skilled being predominantly female. 
The specialised demands of high technology firms have direct implications for 
their training and human resources policies (Breheny et al., 1985). With limited funds 
at their disposal, many HTSMEs may not be able to offer specialiscd training. The 
need for a specialised labour force suggests that a nation's education policy should 
include technical knowledge and skills in the school curriculum (Weiss, 1985). 
While high technology firms in Malaysia are 10 to 15 percent more likely to 
train their employees, only 21 percent of all manufacturing firms in Malaysia provide 
formal training for their employees (World Bank, 1997). These figures suggest that 
the nation needs to review its existing skills training system. However, Government 
action is not enough. Malaysia will not be able to produce a workforce to support high 
technology industries without the involvement of the private sector. A comparative 
study of education systems has shown that the technical orientation of Malaysian 
students at tertiary level is lower than other Newly Industrialised Countries, such as 
Singapore, and also other developing countries. Based on UNDP 1991 statistics, only 
30 percent of tertiary level students in Malaysia were in the technical field, compared 
with 60 percent in Singapore, 43 percent in Brazil and 48 percent in Mexico (Young 
and Kiat, 1996). 
HTSMEs must acquire skilled labour and physical capital to increase their 
production capacity because their markets grow quickly. However, such fin-ns may 
encounter labour shortages, particularly for technical and managerial staff (Oakey, 
1995; Slatter, 1992). HTSMEs may achieve profits, but they have to pay higher 
salaries (Bosworth and Jacobs, 1987; Bill, 1996). The attraction and retention of high 
quality and skilled employees is therefore critical for the growth of HTSMEs (Barber 
et al., 1989; Slatter, 1992). 
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4.5.3 Infrastructure Constraints 
HTSME§ rely heavily on the technological infrastructure to promote and support their 
development and growth (Sauer et al., 1988). The following components of the 
technological infrastructure have been identified as critically important: 
Applied R&D' activities at nearby universities and other research labbratories 
(Sauer et al., 1988). 
Fonnal communication networks, such as access to information and 
technology transfer, a network of consultants, job shoppers 2 and suppliers 
(Sauer et A, 1988). The innovative process depends critically on information 
dissemination (Macdonald, 1988; Clark and Staunton, 1989). Information is 
gathered mainly during the R&D stage, as the essence of developing a new 
product or process is the assembly of information from various Sources into a 
new pattern. In order to innovate, finns in high technology industries require 
more information than other firrns, either through internal or external sources 
(Macdonald, 1988). There are a number of channels through which 
information travels, for example: formal and, informal discussion among 
practitioners; conference papers; and, articles from journals, books, the 
internet and trade publications. 
Conventional infrastructure, such as transportation and power, is required, as 
well as technological infrastructure such as research and development inputs, 
and innovation and technological services (Yeh and Ng, 1994). 
iv) Other elements of infrastructure include a technically-educated workforce (as 
discussed in Section 4.5.2 above) and the availability of grants or venture 
funds (Taylor 1985; Folta, 1999). 
According to Porter et al. (1996), a sound technological infrastructure -to 
promotes high technology competitiveness. Start-up firnis are more likely to be I 
successful if they are fornied in an area where an infrastructure already exists (Rogers 
and Larsen, 1984). However, a high technology infrastructure is costly to establish 
and maintain, and it may be beyond the reach of most developing countries (Seitz, 
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1992). The most prominent initiative taken by many countries, including Malaysia, to 
provide infrastructure is the establishment of Science or Technology Parks 
(Macdonald, 1988; Monck ct al., 1988; Dierdonck and Debackere, 1992). However, 
such efforts are costly and they do not produce instant results. 
Malaysia does not have a clear derinition of a high technology industry, and 
the definition of a Science or Technology Park is even more problematic. Malaysia'is 
not alone in this respect. Case study andlysis in Chapter Eight highlights some of the 
specific problems faced by HTSMEs operating on Science or Technology Parks. 
4.5.4 Resources for Innovation 
ACOST (1990) found that smaller firnis are less able to bear the risks of innovation 
than larger finns. To be innovative, HTSMEs require a resource system that channels 
money, equipment, expertise and information to all innovation activities 
simultaneously (Dougherty and Hardy, 1996). Unfortunately, resources for innovation 
do not always flow smoothly to smaller companies. Furthermore, a new venture 
usually focuses all its resources towards one product, hence it cannot afford to bear 
the risk of a product failure (Sykes, 1986). 
Previous studies suggest that there are a number of problems faced by smaller 
firms in relation to innovation. These problems include a lack of time, resources and 
technical skills (Rothwell, 1994), inadequate inforination on product and process 
technology (Barkharn et al., 1996b), and insufficient financial backing and low market 
demand (Caird, 1994). In the post-formation period, OMs devote most of their time to 
tile day to day running of the company. This workload can take all the available time 
and energy, leaving little time for innovation and marketing activities (Barkham et al., 
1996b; Pollock, 1999). To overcome such problems, Puhlmann and Gouy (1999) 
suggest that HTSMEs need to acquire new skills and inforniation sources, but this is 
rather unhelpful advice in the face of resource constraints! 
4.5.5 Managerial Constraints 
Constraints relating to the internal organisation and management of the enterprise 
frequently affect the growth of HTSMEs. With smaller numbers of employees, the 
management style tends to be informal within a loose organisational structure, since 
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senior managers may look after several tasks simultaneously. However, as the firm 
grows, tile informal style becomes less effective and the management structure Moves 
towards a full functional form (ACOST, 1990). HTSMEs may encounter constraints if 
an OM is unwilling to delegate key functions (Bosworth and Jacobs, 1987; Oakey, 
1995). Most OMs. of HTSMEs are techn. ically-oricnted individuals who lack business 
skills, hence non-technical areas may be badly managed (Oakey, 1997). General 
management training adapted to the needs of HTSMEs is thus vital to support further 
growth. In case studies conducted on 30 companies, Slatter (1992) discovered that the 
principal constraint experienced by HTSMEs was weak general management. This 
resulted in delays, mistakes and inefficiencies each time OMs come across new 
management tasks. In a high technology environment, the need for speed to take 
advantage of market opportunities means that errors are more likely to lead to a 
management crisis. 
4.5.6 Constraints on the Availability of Finance 
HTSMEs need sufficient financial resources to fund R&D, launch the product and to 
cover operating costs (Calori, 1985; Willard and Cooper, 1985; Smith and Cooper, 
1988). Availability of finance has been cited as a key constraint to growth of small 
firms (Hall, 1989; Barber et al., 1989; ACOST, 1990; UCSBRC, 1992; Austin et al., 
1993; Bank of England, 1996), and as a factor that particularly affects HTSMEs 
(Connell, 1985; Storey et al., 1989; Moore, 1994). No matter how attractive the 
potential return on investment in high technology, most investment support agencies 
are unwilling to provide financing to high technology small firms. Oakey (1997, pp. 
11) suggested: 
Most public and private sector funding bodies are reluctant to provide medium to long 
term support that high technology small firms need, although the long term profits 
from high technology small firms R&D activities can be very attractive. 
Other financial constraints experienced by small firrns include liquidity 
problems (ACOST, 1990), and insufficient cash flows to invest in new product 
development or the marketing of existing products (Oakey, 1997). 
Financing is often a major concern of all types of business enterprises. A 
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financial crisis can corne at any point in a firni's development, and severe cash flow 
problerns usually lead to a sharp reduction in profits. A major difference between 
HTSMEs and more conventional SMEs is the speed with which a financial crisis 
develops; they can appear healthy one day and "heading for obliviolf' the next 
(Slattcr, 1992). 
Aston Business School 
. 
(1991) found that 20 percent of start-up firms 
experienced difficulty in raising finance. Moore (1994) found that high technology 
firms are more likely to face problems in raising finance than conventional start-ups. 
To expand into new markets, new products are needed (which means further R&D) 
and increased investment and output. Thus, growth requires additional finance to 
support expansion, although the cash demands may be met partly out of retained 
earnings and partly from external funds (Moore, 1994). 
In the early stages, most HTSMEs require access to sources of external capital 
(Bacl-dier and Guild, 1996). HTSMEs often turn to banks as an initial source of 
external finance and typically rely upon short-terrn overdrafts or loans (Houston, 
1998). Manigart and Struyf (1997) suggested that most HTSMEs turn to bank loans 
because they are unwilling to open up their capital to third parties. This short-tennist 
attitude towards financing leads to problems, since most HTSMEs are not fast 
growing in the early years after their formation (Oakey, 1997). Furthermore, HTSMEs 
are frequently conducting R&D on their initial product after the start-up of the firni, 
but before any sales can be made (see Figure 4-2). These R&D efforts often suffer 
setbacks and tend to over-run (Oakey, 1997). Moreover, most HTSMEs lack tangible 
collateral, which makes their search for financing fruitless (Bachher and Guild, 1996; 
Murray, 1996). According to Houston (1998), the difficulty in obtaining finance is 
exacerbated by the fact that bank personnel and financiers do not understand the 
technology in question, thus many potential businesses are denied the opportunity to 
get started. 
Low growth HTSME start-ups often face difficulty in obtaining external 
funding. In their study of new technology-based companies in Sweden, Frederiksen et 
al. (1989) found that high growth HTSMEs relied upon debt financing in the early 
stages of development, although liquidity levels were acceptable. According to Slatter 
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(1992), the availability of external funding is not a constraint to HTSMEs oncc initial 
urowth has been secured, because venture capitalists are usually willing to support 0 
further growth after market success has been achieved. 
High technology companies in Malaysia also face difficulty in obiaining 
external finance, owing to a lack of collateral and the high cost of external financing 
(M. Hassan and Boocock, 1997). According to Malaysian Technology (1997), high 
technology ventures in Malaysia fail to take off, not because of a lack of new 
products, but rather a lack of financing. In seeking capital for business start-lip or 
growth, many OMs think only of debt financing. However, debt can be costly. 
Furthermore many financial institutions do not want to lend to companies with no 
assets and are discouraged by the long and uncertain payback periods of HTSMEs. 
The next possible source of funding that might appeal to entrepreneurs is venture 
capital (VC). 
VC funds are private equity funds that seek to generate a high rate of return by 
investing in rapidly growing businesses in all stages of development (Ng, 1998). Two 
major factors that distinguish VC from other forms of finance are its long-terni 
orientation (Busenitz et al., 1997; Houston, 1998) and tile direct involvement of 
financiers in tile operations and strategy of investee companies (MacVicar and 
Throne, 1992; Boocock and Woods, 1996). The introduction of the Malaysian 
Exchange of Securities and Automated Quotation (MESDAQ), an over-the-counter 
market for technology-based growth companies in April 1999 may facilitate tile 
development of VC and private equity funds in Malaysia (CNET, 29 April 1999). 
Through MESDAQ, venture capital companies (VCC) will have an early exit route 
after investing in HTSMEs in their early growth stages (Corporate World, 1997). 
However, MESDAQ has had only a stuttering start. 
There are other reasons why tile VC market has not really taken off in 
Malaysia. Firstly, non-Burniputera owned HTSMEs have to relinquish 30 percent of 
their equity under the NEP. Such finns are reluctant to dilute ownership further, 
especially when the majority of VCCs in Malaysia are not classified as Bumiputera 
investors. Secondly there is no culture of individuals investing in venture funds in 
Malaysia. Only a limited number of wealthy individuals are prepared to invest in 
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venture funds (Boocock, 1995). Furtlien-norc, the Malaysian tax regime on venture 
funds offers little incentive for VC compared to other countries in the region, such as 
Taiwan and Singapore (Santiago, 1997). Finally, the incidence of management buy- 
outs and buy-ins in Malaysia is low (Boocock, 1995) compared to. tlic UK, where the 
VCCs have moved away from classic venture capital towards investing in MBOs and 
MBIs (Bank of England, 1996). 
4.6 SUMMARY 
Growth is important because it generates wealth and creates employment. Policy 
makers are interested in growth because it assists them to target support effectively. 
Support is often directed at high growth finiis, frequently an important characteristic 
of HTSMEs. 
HTSMEs generally pass through various stages of growth. Some progress 
through the stages while others remain at the same stage for a considerable period of 
time. Prior knowledge concerning the challenges to expect at each stage is important 
because it helps an OM to plan for future growth. A consensus emerged in the 
literature review that the conception, commercialisation, growth and stability stages 
are appropriate for HTSMEs. In addition, HTSMEs with leading edge technology 
tend to progress faster than conventional SMEs. 
The literature review established that there is no general agreement on how to 
measure growth. It is generally measured in relation to employment, turnover or some 
other measure of assets. My study used turnover to measure growth because it is 
generally preferred over employment. (Employment is rarely used as a measure of 
growth, because new employees tend to be regarded as an additional cost rather than 
an investment. ) Turnover is less problematic to measure. It is also a sound indicator of 
size and it demonstrates a firni's competitiveness. This study defined high growth as 
an increase of sales by 59 percent over the 1994 to 1996 period or compound annual 
growth in sales of 26 percent over two consecutive years. 
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A wide range of factors influences the growth of 1ITSMEs. In order to 
understand growth and the factors affecting it, the four growth models discussed by 
O'Farrell and Hitchcns (1988) were bricflY reviewed. Storey (1994b) developed the 
strategic growth model. Three major. groups of determinants were identified: the 
entrepreneur and firni characteristics; and, the business strategy adopted. Although 
Storey (1994b) summarises the literature on small firms in general, HTSMEs also 
possess many of the characteristics associated with the growth of conventional firms. 
Although Storey considered thirty-four elements contributing to growth, only eighteen 
elements were adopted and considered most relevant for the Malaysian context. The 
selection of variables was made after discussions with OMs of HTSMEs and key 
inforniants from various Government agencies involved in providing support to 
HTSMEs. A number of factors were also discarded after conducting the pilot study. 
Six characteristics of the OM are thought to affect the growth of HTSMEs. 
They are managerial experience, educational background, age, gender, ethnic 
background and career history. The selected characteristics of the firm are age, sector, 
legal fiann, location of business and size of company. The key elements of business 
strategy include acceptance of external equity, marketing strategy, market research, 
product and process innovation, and state support. This study also includes R&D as 
an important factor in the growth of HTSMEs. 
The growth rate of HTSMEs could be hindered by a number of barriers. The 
literature review identified the following constraints on growth: market; labour; 
infrastructure; resources for innovation; management; and availability of finance. The 
final section examined these barriers and explored how they might constrain growth. 
In the following chapter, a conceptual framework for the determinants of, and 
constraints on, growth is developed. 
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Notes 
Markusen et al. (1986, p. 14) defined applied R&D as "tile application of scientific and technical 
principles with the anticipation of economic returns for tile effort". Applied R&D differs from 
basic R&D. The latter refers to scientific exploration for tile sake of advancing knowledge and it 
involves the development of theory. On the contrary applied research is concerned with tile 
application of theory to the solution of problems (Gay and Dielil, 1992). 
2 Job shoppers are specialised small-scale contract manufacturers that produce unusually sized or 
very complex custom-made parts (Wauryniak, 1999). 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND *HYPOTHESIS 
GENERATION 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
The literature survey in Chapters Two to Four started with a review of Malaysia's 
industrial policies, with particular reference to support given to SMEs and the high 
technology sector. This was followed by a discussion of the dcrinitions of high 
technology industries and SMEs, and a brief overview of official support for HTSMEs 
in the US, UK and Japan. Finally, the determinants of growth of SMEs in general, and 
HTSMEs in particular, were assessed; the constraints on HTSMEs were also explored. 
Based on the literature review, this chapter develops a conceptual framework 
to explore the relationship between key factors or variables and the dependent 
variable, the growth of HTSMEs. The framework facilitates the development of a 
number of hypotheses that are tested empirically in this study. My study also 
encompasses the constraints or barriers that hinder the ability of HTSMEs to grow. 
5.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
The review of the literature demonstrated that HTSMEs, like conventional SMEs, 
pass through various stages as they grow. The review identified four growth stages: 
the start-up or conception', venture or commercial isation; growth; and stability (see 
Section 4.2, Chapter Four). A growth model is needed to explain the relationship 
between growth and its determinants. For the purpose of this study, a forril of the 
strategic growth model, an extension of the staged model, was adopted. Tile 
conceptual framework as a whole incorporates the OM and firni characteristics, and 
examines the strategies and policies adopted to achieve business growth in the light of 
the opportunities and constraints faced by the business. 
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arc either internal or external to the firni. There is no definite dividing line between 
internal and external factors. Internal constraints, such as equipment problems and 
lack of management time to develop new products and markets, tend to be within the 
control of the OM. External barriers to growth, such as shortages of labour,. a lack of 
demand, and an inadequate road or'rail system, cannot usually be affected by the 
OM's actions. 
5.1.1 Defining High Technology 
As highlighted in Chapter Three, a major problem encountered in investigating the 
high technology sector is that of defining 'high technology'. The definition utiliscd in 
Britain or tile US may not be applicable in Malaysia. Data may not be available, for 
example, on the utilisation of skilled human resources or R&D expenditure. 
Since this study concerns HTSMEs in Malaysia, it is appropriate to adopt the 
Malaysian definition of a high technology industry, as defined under PIA 1986 
(Appendix 2-2). The Act promoted II industries as high technology activities and 
products. 
5.2 DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Growth is important for generating wealth and jobs (Barkham et al., 1996b). Growth 
indicates the ability of a firni to develop a critical base of sales and resources to 
withstand adverse economic effects. According to Woo et al. (1989, p. 134): 
Hence, growth serves as a measure of past performance as well as indicating the 
capacity for survival in the future. 
According to Tuene (1986) growth can be measured both qualitatively 
(changes in relationships over time) and quantitatively (changes in size and 
magnitude). Researchers use many variables to measure growth. However, it is 
usually measured in ten-ns of resources employed (typically the number of employees) 
or in terms of output (sales turnover). The latter is generally preferred to the former as 
a measure of growth. Turnover is less problematic to measure and it demonstrates a 
firm's competitiveness (Storey et al., 1987; North and Smallbone, 1995; Barkham et 
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al., 1996b). Employnicilt is less frcquciltly used as a measure because ncw cniployccs 
tend to be regarded as additional costs. By combining turnover and employment, a 
complete picture of firni growth may be obtained (Lumme et al., 1994). In this study, I 
concentrate on turnover as a measure of growth. However, turnover and employment 
d ata are used to measure the productivity growth of HTSMEs. 
The time period selected for this study was from 1994 to 1996. This period 
coincided with a period of rapid growth in the Malaysian economy, an average GDP 
growth of 8.9 percent. Thus, the period provides an excellent opportunity to study 
growth in HTSMEs. For the purpose of hypothesis testing, this study measured growth 
by the annual average change in turnover during the period 1994 to 1996. The formula 
used for measuring growth is: 
I T01995 -TO1994 
T01996 -TO1995 
ATOG1994-1996 -x X100 
2 T01994 T01995 
I 
Where, 
ATOG1994-1996: Average Annual Turnover Growth Rate from 1994 to 1996 
TO; Turnover for year i 
The focus of this study is primarily on growth, rather than profitability or 
financial perforriiance. According to Barkliam et al. (1996a), there is an important 
distinction between company growth and its financial perforniance. From a financial 
perspective, firms may perforni well without growing, while a growing firm may be 
performing badly. On the whole, however, policy makers and economists are more 
interested in growth than financial perforniance (Barkham et al., 1996a). I have 
therefore retained turnover as the measure for this study, with brief reference to 
productivity growth. 
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5.3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Storey (1994b) identified thirty-f6ur elements thought to affect tile growth of SMEs. 
For tile purposes of this study, seventeen elements were identified as dcterillinants of 
giýowth affecting HTSMEs in Malaysia. I -did. not adopt all 34 elements, but 
concentrated on the most relevant for the Malaysian context. Factors s uch as market 
adjustment and prior business failure were excluded because none of tile studies 
reviewed by Storey focused on these elements. Competition and training were 
excluded since they were not shown to be significant in influencing growth. The 
remaining elements were discarded after conducting a pilot study and interviewing 
key inforinants from various Government agencies. For example, 'family history' was 
left out because OMs were very reluctant to reveal such information, especially the 
ethnic Chinese. Interviews with MITI and SMIDEC officers suggested that 
insignificant numbers of Malaysian SMEs export their products, which justifies tile 
exclusion of 'exports' from this study. However, exports are considered in the case 
studies. 
Table 5-1 shows the constituents of the three groups of independent variables. Tile 
'OM' refers to the characteristics of the individual or individuals providing the prime 
managerial resources of the business. The 'finn' refers to the characteristics of tile 
business itself. It should be noted that the factors under this heading reflect tile OM's 
decisions before or upon starting the enterprise, not operational decisions made after 
the start of business (Storey, 1994b). 'Strategy' in the context of this study refers to 
tile managerial decisions made to achieve higher growth, after taking into account tile 
characteristics of the OM and the firm. 
TABLE 5-1 The Independent Variables 
The OM The Firm 
Education Age of the firm 
Management Experience Size of the firm 
Career history Legalform 
Age Location 
Gender Industrial sectors 
Ethnic background 
The Strategy 
Market research 
Marketing orientation 
Product innovation 
Process innovation 
External equity 
State support 
R&D 
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5.3.1 The OM Characteristics 
Storey's literature review identified 15 characteristics of the OM that influence 
growth. These elements were derived from 18 independent studies (rcfer to Table 4-1 
above) conducted over many years*. As stated above, I adopted the most relevant 
characteristics for the Malaysian conte xt. 
Of the elements in Table 5-1, a higher level of education -is the most 
prominent characteristic of OMs involved in high technology firms (Roberts, 1991). 
Most OMs had been employed as scientists, engineers or university faculty members 
before setting up their own businesses. It is not surprising, therefore, that education 
tends to have a positive influence on the growth of HTSMEs (Variyam and Kraybill, 
1994). Apart from the technical knowledge, education may, for example, give OMs 
confidence when dealing with customers. 
The management expýerience of the OM is another key variable. With the 
right type and quality of management experience, OMs are better able to cope with 
problems and changes encountered while running their businesses (Westhead et al., 
1995). On the same theme, career history is another important variable. This 
includes the number of years in employment and prior sector experience. Many 
HTSMEs have been established as a result of R&D projects providing ideas for spin 
off products, hence the expertise and experience of OMs will contribute to tile 
achievement of growth in their current business (Storey, 1994b). 
Management experience and a career history can, by definition, only be 
acquired over time. These factors will be present in older OMs, yet such individuals 
may not have the physical attributes of their younger counterparts. In general, the age 
of an ONI is inversely related to growth; younger OMs tend to achieve higher growth 
rates than older OMs (Barkhani et at., 1996b). The former probably have more 
physical energy and the commitment to work long hours. I 
Gendei- and ethnic background are two genetic elements that influence 
growth. There is conflicting evidence on the relationship of gender to growth. 
Reynolds (1993) found that females were more likely than men to own rapidly 
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growing firnis, while Jones (1991) found the reverse relationship. Although Storey 
(I 994b) concluded that gender ispot a key influence on business growth, this factor is 
included to provide some insight on the role of women in the growth and development 
of HTSMEs in Malaysia. 
Woo efal. (1989) revealed that businesses established by minority races in the 
US grow less rapidly than those founded by the majority population. However, Storey 
(1994b) suggests-that businesses established by immigrants grow more rapidly than 
those established by the native population. It appears, therefore, that ethnicity does 
have some impact on growth. Ethnicity is clearly an important consideration when 
formulating support policies in Malaysia. The ICA and the NEP (see Section 2.3.2, 
Chapter Two) were introduced to reduce the corporate ownership imbalance between 
ethnic groups in Malaysia. This study provides a good opportunity to assess whether 
official support for Buniiputcras has influenced the growth perforniance of 
Bumiputera-owned companies in the high technology field compared to those 
operated by non-Bumiputeras. 
A number of hypotheses regarding the relationships between the 
characteristics of OMs and growth are set out below. 
livpotllesis 1: The level of education of the ONI is positively correlated to 
growth in IITSNIEs. 
11N, vothesis 2: Prior managerial experience is positively correlated to growth 
in IITSNIEs. 
llvpothesis 3: The age of the ONI is negatively correlated to growth in 
lITSI%IEs. 
Hypothesis 4: The length of the career history of the ONI is positively 
correlated to growth in IlTSNIEs. 
11N, pothesis 5: lITSNIEs owned by feniale ONIs grow more rapidly than those 
owned by male ONIs. 
llvpotliesis 6: IITSNIEs owned by Non-Buiniptitera ONIs grow more rapidly 
than those owned by Bumiptitera ONIs. 
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5.3.2 The Characteristics of the Firm 
Five variables relating to t lie fin-n. were idcntified (Table 5-1) as determinants of 
growth. One of the variables (age) is not related'to tile background of tile OM or 
strategy employed. The other four* elements (size, type of ownership, sector and 
loca tion) depend largely oil the decisions of the OM at tile time the business started. 
Previous empirical studies in Chapter Four reveal that the age of tile firni is 
negatively correlated to growth. Younger firms grow more rapidly than older firms. 
The size of the firm shows a similar relationship with growth; smaller firms grow 
more rapidly than larger enterprises (Section 4.4.2, Chapter Four). The need for 
youngcr or smaller firnis to grow rapidly stems from the requirement to achieve 
minimum efficient scale, MES (Storey, 1994b). Once MES is achieved, businesses 
grow less rapidly. 
In relation to legal form or status, studies in the UK and the US consistently 
point to higher growth being achieved by limited companies compared to either sole 
proprietorships or partnerships (Reynolds and Miller, 1988; Hakim, 1989; Johnson, 
1989; Storey, 1994b). Location is another key factor. HTSMEs located on Science 
Parks have stronger growth and better survival rates than those operating elsewhere 
(Hauschildt and Steinkuhler, 1994). Science Parks provide accommodation for both 
start-up and established HTSMEs, and offer access to R&D institutions and a service 
infrastructure. The final variable is sector; there are significant differences in growth 
rates between sectors, for example, between manufacturing and service sector firms, 
or (say) between different sub-sectors in the manufacturing field. 
The following hypotheses regarding the characteristics of firnis are therefore 
put forward for testing: 
INpothesis 7: The age of the firm is negatively correlated to growth in IITSNIEs- 
If-vpotllesis 8: The size of the firm is negatively correlated to growth in IITSNIES. 
llvpotllcsis 9: Limited companies grow more rapidly than other fornis of IITSNIEs. 
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liNvothesis 10: IITSNIEs located on a Science Park grow more rapidly than those 
located elsewhere. 
Hypothesis 11: There are signillicant differences between the clectronics sector and 
other sectors In terpis of the growth of IITSNlEs. 
5.3.3 The Strategy 
At start-up, the goals of a small firm tend to be simple, i. e., survival then growth. 
However, as the company grows, its strategies become more complex and formal 
(Birley and Mizuka, 1997). Table 5-1 contains the six variables related to strategy that 
are perceived to affect tile growth of HTSMEs. 
Market research and marketing orientation reduce the uncertainty attached 
to new product development, as outlined in Section 4.2.1. Products launched after 
market research are more successful than those introduced without market research 
(LaPlaca, 1990). Furthermore, market research is often implemented by growth- 
oriented and better educated OMs. More generally, firnis adopting a marketing 
orientation generate greater growth (Barkharn et al., 1996b). 
Product and process innovation also tend to have a positive relationship to 
growth, although the relationship might not be clear-cut (as discussed in Section 
4.4.3.4). The product development strategy of HTSMEs oflen involves the 
commitment to introduce a series of new products (Oakey, 1995). Likewise, process 
innovation is a continuous activity for growth-oriented HTSMEs. 
OMs also have key decisions on whether to accept external equity and state 
support. Growth is strongly associated with a willingness to share equity, particularly 
with a financial institution or a business angel, and a reluctance to accept external 
equity can constrain growth (Storey, 1994b). HTSMEs in receipt of state support 
grow more rapidly than those with no government backing (Kinsella et al., 1993). 
Such support covers, for example, direct financial assistance or help with accessing 
infon-nation. 
To achieve and maintain growth, it is imperative for HTSMEs to invest in 
R&D. Increased R&D expenditure normally underpins continuous growth (Smith, 
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1996). R&, D is onc of the most important componcilts for a succcssful innovating 
company and one of the key drivers of growth in IITSMEs (Ettlic, 1997; Judge ct al., 
1997; Jankowski, 1998). 
The following hypotheses regarding 'strategy' arc to be tested: 
IlvPothesis 12: - IITSNIEs that conduct market research grow more rapidly 
than those that do not. 
llvpothesis 13: IITSAIEs that adopt a marketing orientation grow more 
rapidly than those that do not. 
Hypothesis 14: Product innovation is positively correlated to growth in 
IITSNIEs. 
flypothesis 15: Process innovation is positively correlated to growth in 
IITSAIEs. 
Hypothesis 16: IITSNIEs that accept external equity grow more rapidly than 
those that do not. 
llvpotliesis 17: IITSNIEs that accept government support grow more rapidly 
titan those that do not. 
IIN'Dothesis 18: R&D expenditure is positively correlated to growth in 
IITSI%lEs. 
5.3.4 The Constraints 
Tile literature review examined the barriers to growth affecting small fin-ns in the UK, 
though not all studies were concerned with high technology finils. The major 
constraints faced by growth-oriented HTSMEs are summarised as: a lack of suitable 
finance (ACOST, 1990; Aston Business School, 1991; UCSBRC, 1992; Barkhani et 
al., 1996b); shortages of labour (Barber et al., 1989; Aston Business School, 1991; 
Slatter, 1992; Barkham et al., 1996b); poor quality labour (Aston Business School, 
1991; Barkhani et al., 1996b); a lack of demand for products (Aston Business School, 
1991; UCSBRC, 1992; Barkhani et al., 1996b); and a lack of management time to 
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dcvclop new products and iliarkcts (ACOST, 1990; UCSBRC, 1992; Barkliam ct al., 
1996b). 
Other constraints, of perhaps less importance, include: a lack of suitable 
premises (Aston Business School, 1991; UCSBRC, 1992; Barkharn ct at., 1996b); 
equipment problems (Barkharn ct al., 1996b); insufficient supplies of raw materials 
(Barkharn ct al., 1996b); inadequate information on finance (Barkharn et al, 1996b), 
product and process technology (ACOST, 1990; Aston Business -School, 199 1; 
Barkharn ct al., 1996b), or markets (Aston Business School, 1991; UCSBRC, 1992); 
an inadequate road or rail system (Barkharn et al., 1996b); and, problems associated 
with bad debts or late payments. 
All the above constraints can be grouped into three basic components: 
resources or inputs; products; and, markets. Based on ACOST (1990), Boocock 
(1994) and Barkham et al. (1996b), the three groups of constraints are subdivided into 
15 variables and inserted into an enhanced research framework for this study, Figure 
5-1. 
Figure 5-1 shows constraints relating to resources or inputs. These include: 
shortages of, or poor quality, labour; a lack of finance; unsuitable premises; lack of 
access to raw materials; equipment problems; and inadequate information on finance. 
Difficulties in achieving quality standards, a lack of management time to 
develop new products and markets, and inadequate infonnation on product and 
process technology are considered as external constraints related to products (Figure 
5-1). Lack of demand and inadequate information on markets are two market 
constraints. 
The researcher decided at the outset that a series of case studies would provide 
useful insights into the barriers to growth faced by HTSMEs. Before the case studies 
were compiled, the researcher conducted a questionnaire survey to identify the major 
constraints faced by HTSMEs in Malaysia. The final question in the questionnaire 
asked respondents to indicate the level of importance attached to a number of 
constraints. Mean scores based on the Likert Scale for each constraint were computed, 
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and those with a mininium score of 2.5 were considered as important and worthy of 
furtlier analysis in the case studies (Chapter Eight). In many cases, however, the 
answers given in the questionnaire were open to interpretation, as the following 
cy, amplcs illustrate. 
A lack of finance was the principal constraint, but the questionnaire responses 
did not indicate whether this problem stemmed from a lack of available funds or 
proposals being turned down by financial institutions on commercial grounds. The 
questionnaire responses identificd a major constraint as a shortage, and poor quality, 
of labour. However the responses did not provide any indication as to tile cause of tile 
shortage. It was not clear whether there was a shortage in the labour market or 
whether the OMs refused to pay the market wage rate. The questionnaire also 
indicated that a lack of management time and infori-nation about new products and 
processes led to innovation constraints. However, the responses did not identify how 
the OMs overcome these problems. A lack of demand was also identified in the 
questionnaire, but the survey did not explain why HTSMEs encountered demand 
constraints. My focus of attention is whether HTSMEs are too reliant on the domestic 
market rather than exports. 
It should be clear, therefore, that it was necessary to conduct a follow-up study 
to generate more information on the nature of the constraints. The following 
propositions were explored in the qualitative aspect of the research programme - the 
case studies. 
Proposition 1: IITSNIEs encounter financing constraints because of a lack of 
funds from the financial system in Malaysia. 
Proposition 2: Labour constraints aniong IITSNIEs stem from a shortagc of 
skilled workers in the labour market. 
Proposition 3: IITSI%lEs are not able to innovate oNving to lack of 
management time and information on product and process 
innovation. 
Proposition 4: IMAM encounter dernand constraints because they do not 
export their products. 
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5.4 THE ENHANCED RESEARCH MODEL 
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5.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has put forward a research framework based on the existing literature. 
This study adopts a modified form of the strategic model of growth to explain the 
relationship between growth and its determinants and constraints. The conceptual 
framework incorporates the OM and firni characteristics, and examines the strategies 
adopted to achieve business growth in the light of the opportunities and constraints 
faced by the business. 
Tile conceptual framework for this study is based principally on a summary of 
literature conducted by Storey (1994b) and previous research by Barkhani et al. 
(1996b). Growth, the dependent variable, is measured by the annual average turnover 
growth over the period 1994 to 1996. The growth determinants, the independent 
variables, are grouped into three basic components: the OM; the finli; and, the 
business strategy. Six elements of the OM are considered in this study: education; 
management experience; career history; age; gender; and, ethnic background. Tile five 
selected elements of the firm are its age and size, legal form, location and industrial 
sector. The chosen strategy elements include market research, marketing orientation, 
product and process innovation, and acceptance of external equity. Based on this 
framework, seventeen hypotheses were constructed. 
In addition to this, a number of constraints were grouped into three major 
components, namely, the resources or inputs, and product and market constraints. The 
enhanced research model incorporates a total of fifteen constraints identified through 
tile questionnaire survey. A number of key propositions were put forward for 
investigation in tile case studies. 
The next chapter presents the research design for this studY. 
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RESEARCH, METHODS 
In the previous chapter, a theoretical framework on which to base this study was 
developed. Having identified the variables and hypotheses to be tested, this chapter 
discusses the most suitable method for gathering data to test the hypotheses. The 
chapter starts by reviewing the research design used in past growth studies, tlicil 
discusses tile rationale for utilising the methods adopted in this study. This is followed 
by a discussion on data collection and sample selection procedures. Tile chapter goes 
oil to describe how case studies are used to supplement the qualitative data. Finally, 
the chapter describes the data analysis techniques used in this study. 
6.0 RESEARCH STRATEGIES 
In attempting to ascertain the most suitable research methodology, the literature on the 
development and growth of HTSMEs was reviewed. So far, there have been very few 
studies that have assessed the growth and constraints of HTSMEs in developing 
countries. Thus, my research design is based heavily on empirical investigations 
conducted in the UK, US and Europe. 
Quantitative and qualitative approaches have been used in evaluating the 
growth of both conventional SMEs and HTSMEs. Oakey (1984), Evans (1987a), 
Hakim (1989), Storey (I 994a), Variyarn and Kraybill (1994), Reuber & Fisher (1994), 
Wynarczyk and Twaites (1994), Barkliam et al. (1996b), and Gillin and Hornsby 
(1997) employed quantitative techniques (Table 6-1). By contrast, Brown and Gobeli 
(1992), Romano and Ratnatunga (1994), Schwartz et al. (1997), Fong (1986), and 
Keogh and Evans (1998) employed the qualitative approach (Table 6-2). Oakey et al. 
(1988), A. Wahab (1996), Hardill and Wynarczyk (1996) and Bantel (1997) utilised 
both approaches (Table 6-3). 
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TABLE 6-1 Summary of Methods Used: Quantitative Methods 
Data 
Authors Emphasis Sample Size Gathering Data 
Method Analysis 
Oakey(1984) Rural development of 174 high Structured Chi-square 
high technology small technology small Interviews test and 
firms In the US and UK firms percentages 
Fong(1986) Role of small scale 167 small and Interviews Cross 
industries in the medium firms tabulation and 
industrialisation of percentages 
Malaysia 
Evans(1987a) Relationship between 100 manufacturing Secondary data Regression 
firm size and age, and companies constructed by analysis 
growth US Small 
Business Admin. 
Baker et al. Relationship between 500 CEOs Postal Mean rating 
(1993) business planning and questionnaire 
high success small 
firms 
Storey (1994a) Influence of legal status Not stated Interviews Multivariate 
on bank financing and analysis 
new growth. 
Variyam & Relationship between 646 firms with Not stated Regression 
Kraybill (1994) managerial inputs and fewer than 500 analysis 
growth employees 
Reuber & Relationship between 178 biotechnology Postal Mean rating, 
Fischer founders' experience firms and 120 questionnaire correlation 
(1994) and performance of telecommunication and 
technology-based firms firms regression 
analysis. 
Wynarczyk & Relation between NTBF 170firms Postal Regression 
Twaites (1994) financial performance Questionnaire analysis 
and ownership 
characteristics. 
Barkham et al. Causes of growth in 174 small firms Postal Regression 
(1996b) small manufacturing located in 4 regions Questionnaire analysis 
firms in the UK in the UK 
Gillin & Assessment of factors 180 SMEs Postal Correlation 
Hornsby influencing growth of Questionnaire analysis 
(1997) Australian SMEs I I I 
A quantitative investigation looks for "distinguishing characteristics, elemental 
properties and empirical boundaries" (Horna, 1994, p. 121). It is used when a 
researcher attempts to measure "how much" or "how often" (Nau, 1995). However, 
the main argument against the quantitative method lies in its "failure to ascertain I 
deeper underlying meaning and explanations" (Jones, 1997, p. 2) of the issue being 
StUdied, even when the findings are significant, reliable and valid. On the other hand, 
qualitativc research is uscd to providc a dcep sct of knowlcdgc about a particular 
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phenomenon (Jones, 1997). In the qualitative approach, researchers arc morc 
interested in obtaining inforniation on "how things liappcn" and "how results are 
produced" (Creswell, 1994). 
TABLE 6-2 Summary of Methods Used: Qualitative Methods 
Data 
Authors Emphasis Sample Size Gathering Data 
Method Analysis 
Hakim (1989) Identifying fast growth 2,000 respondents Short telephone Descriptive 
small firms interview statistics 
Litvak (1989) Export strategies during 29 small high Interviews Case Studies 
companies' technology firms 
development 
Romano & Relationship between 30 small Open-ended Case studies 
Ratnatunga planning & control, and manufacturing semi-structured 
(1994) growth firms interviews 
Brown & Measurement of R&D 1 high technology Interviews & Case study 
Gobeli (1992) activity firm observation 
Schwartz et al. A study of strategy and 62 companies Observations Longitudinal 
(1997) performance of study 
entrepreneurial high 
technology firms 
Keogh & Strategies for growth 20 new technology- In-depth Case studies 
Evans(1998) and the barriers faced based firms interviews 
by new technology- 
based SMEs I 
Qualitative methods are employed to address areas identified as potential 
weaknesses within the quantitative approach (Jones, 1997). For example, Litvak 
(1996) and Schwartz et at. (1997) adopted the qualitative paradigm in reviewing high 
technology firms because the quantitative approach allowed them to obtain a deeper 
understanding of the issues being explored. However, qualitative research does have Z 
its drawbacks. The main argurnent against its use is the concept of validity. It is 
difficult to detennine "the trutliftilness of findings" (Jones, 1997, p. 3), which makes it 
difficult to generalise tile views of respondents to the general population. Another 
disadvantage in using tile qualitative approach is that it tends to be very expensive, 
leading to small sample sizes that increase the problem of sampling error (Tull and 
Hawkins, 1993). As will be argued later in this chapter, the use of triangulation or the 
4illixed methods' approach should enable this study to avoid such problems. 
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TABLE 6-3 Summary of Methods Used: Combination of Quantitative & Qualitative 
Methods 
Data 
Authors Emphasis Sample Size Gathering Data 
Method Analysis 
Oakey et al. A general investigation 214 small high tech Postal Chi-square 
(1988) of the link between firms questionnaire analysis innovative performance and 83 te 
' 
lephone 
and prosperity interviews 
A Wahab, 1. Financing the growth of 112 small firms In Postal Comparative 
(1996) small firms: a Malaysia and 228 Questionnaire analysis 
comparative study of small firms in the and interviews 
the UK and Malaysia East Midlands 
Hardill & Relationship between 181 SMEs in the Postal Regression 
Wynarczyk technology, British textile questionnaire analysis 
(1996) entrepreneurial human industry and semi 
capital and company structured 
pe ormance interviews 
Bantel (1997) The role of top 160 companies Postal Correlation 
management in questionnaire analysis 
enhancing the growth and semi- 
and performance of structured 
technology-based interviews 
I SM s. I I 
About 90 percent of research studies in the social sciences adopt a single 
method of investigation, employing either quantitative or qualitative methods (Isaac 
and Michael, 1981). According to Isaac and Michael, this has led to "self-defeating 
practice" (p. 92) and they suggested that a triangulation of various methods provides 
6'far more powerful evidence" supporting the research proposition. By triangulation, it 
is possible to achieve convergence of tile results (Greene et al, 1989). According to 
Nau (1995, p. 1), blending qualitative and quantitative methods can produce "a final 
product which can highlight the significant contributions of both". Oakey et al. 
(1988) adopted a multi-method approach in his examination of management 
approaches to innovation in high technology small firms. In that study, telephone 
interviews were used to deterniine the innovation behaviour of the respondents. 
Quantitative data were then elicited through questionnaires distributed shortly after 
the telephone interviews. A. Wahab (1996) used questionnaires to gather quantitative 
data on characteristics of SMEs, followed by in-depth interviews to obtain qualitative 
data on the financing practices of innovating and non-innovating firnis. 
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Tile studies reviewed above demonstrate tile wide range of survey methods 
available to gather primary data on HTSMEs (see Tables 6-1.6-2 and 6-3). Howcvcr, 
tile most common instruments used by previous researchers in studying SMEs (not 
just HTSMEs) have been questionnaires and interviews (Oakey et al., 1988; Baker et 
al., 1993; Reuber and Fischcr, 1994; Wynarczyk and Thwaitcs, 1994, Barkh'am, et al., 
1996b; Hardill and Wynarczyk, 1996). 
The questionnaire provides a quantitative description of some fraction of the 
population through a data collection process asking questions of respondents (Fowler, 
1988). It also addresses the issue of gencralisability by distributing questionnaires to a 
sample, so that conclusions or inferences can be made about the underlying population 
(Babbic, 1990). However, a major drawback in using questionnaire surveys is the lack 
of depth. 
Questionnaires can be administered in three different ways: telephone; postal; 
and, through in-depth-interviews. 
Telephone surveys are suitable only if the majority of the population can be 
reached by telephone (Neuman, 1997). In developing countries like Malaysia, 
telephone interviews can be costly and time consuming. In my experience, 
respondents sometimes terminate the interview without warning or explanation by 
hanging up the phone. Another disadvantage of the telephone interview is that the 
reseacher is not able to observe the non-verbal responses of the respondents (Sekaran, 
1992). 1 therefore chose to utilise the other two methods, which are discussed below. 
The postal questionnaire is best administered if tile study involves a large 
number of respondents dispersed over a wide geographical area (Sekaran, 1992; 
Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992). My postal survey was used to cover tile wide 
geographical area of Peninsular Malaysia. Furthermore, postal questionnaires are 
much cheaper than any other method and reduce errors caused by bias on the part of 
interviewers and the variability of interviewing skills (Nachinias and Nachmias, 
1992). 
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Nevertheless, postal questionnaires have their disadvantages. They usually 
have a low response rate (Sekaran, 1992). M. Hassan (1996) achieved a low response 
rate, only 12 percent, from manufacturing firnis located in one state of Malaysia. 
Malaysian companies, especially companies owned by entrepreneurs of Chinese 
ethnic origin, tend to see researchers as representatives of the Government. 
Furthermore, there is difficulty in ascertaining who actually answers the questionnaire. 
Top level management may delegate the questionnaire to subordinates, such as clerks, 
actions that may have implications for the comparability of the data (Bryman and 
Burgess, 1989). 
Another method of administering a questionnaire is through' in-depth 
interviews. Such interviews have the highest response rates and pernift tile longest 
questionnaires (Neurnan, 1997). The real advantage of interviews is the depth of 
infomiation that can be secured. Silvcn-nan (1993, p. 15) commented that: 
Interview study highlights the advantages of qualitative research in offering an 
apparently 'deeper' picture than the variable-based correlations of quantitative 
studies. 
Interviewers can observe the surroundings and study non-vcrbal 
communication. The main advantage of using in-depth interviews in this study is that 
I was able to adapt the questions as necessary, clarify doubts and ensure that the 
responses were clearly understood by repeating or rephrasing the questions. These 
interviews produced in-depth data that would not have been possible to gather with a 
questionnaire (Gay and Dielil, 1992). The interviews enabled me to question firms 
closely on the major constraints encountered, notably a lack of finance. In reviewing 
the growth determinants and barriers faced by new technology-based SMEs, Keogh 
and Evans (1998) used in-depth interviews with owners or managers. 
While in-depth interviews enable researchers to focus on specific issues, they 
also have a number of limitations, including: 
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Interviews arc time consuming and costly, partly due to the geographical 
limitations on the interviews (Gay and Dielil, 1992). This in turn limits'dic 
number of respondents that can be interviewed and, as. a consequence, tile 
representativeness of the sample might be questionable. It is economical only 
if the respondents are located. in the same geographigal area. For example,. 
Westhead and Storey (1997) took more than a year to interview 188 HTSMEs 
in the UK, while A. Waliab (1996) received 228 usable responses within a few 
months through a postal questionnaire. survey in tile UK. 
ii) The danger of interviewer bias is greatest in in-depth interviews compared to 
postal questionnaires and telephone interviews (Tull and Hawkins, 1993). Tile 
appearance, tone of voice and question wording may affect the respondcnt. 
Furthermore, respondents may feel uneasy about the anonymity of their 
responses when they are interacting face to face with the interviewer (Sckaran, 
1992). 
Interviews can be based on structured, semi-structured or unstructured 
questionnaires. Structured interviews are conducted when interviewer knows exactly 
what inforniation is needed. At the other extreme, the objective of the unstructured 
interview is to raise some preliminary issues so that tile researcher can forniulate a 
good idea of what variables need further in-depth investigation (Sekaran, 1992). As I 
had a reasonably clear idea of the issues involved, my study employed the serni- 
structured approach to explore the constraints on growth in case study firms. 
6.1 CHOICE OF METHODS AND RATIONALE 
The research methodolog adopted for my study involves a combination of a postal "y 
questionnaire survey, and in-depth interviews to develop case studies. My rationale 
for adopting the triangulation approach was: 
i) For a rigorous development of the research programme, the quantitative 
method was used prior to the qualitative stage. Case studies then provide more 
detailed insights into relevant issues and problems (Silverman, 1993). 
ii) MUltiple methods tend to have greater validity and reliability than a single 
methodological approach (Johnson and Gill, 199 1). I 
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Malaysia has recently shifIcd frorn an agricultural to an industrial base. Thus, 
-very few studies have been conducted on the high technology sector in the 
country and most of tllcsc research studies have been conducted either 
quantitatively or qualitatively. Brewer and Hunter (1989; p. 48) commented: 
The continuing nature of theoretical enquiry most often involves methodological 
replication - applying the same mcthod in success ive'stud ics. llowcvcr, the very fact 
that a particular type of method has been used before, and especially its repeatcd use, 
may be a good reason to use a different type of mcthod in a new study. 
My research was conducted in two stages (Figure 6-1). Stage one involved 
informal interviews with key informants and postal questionnaires to explore the 
detcniiinailts of growth for HTSMEs in Malaysia and to identify constraints on 
growth. Using the postal questionnaire, I was able to cover a wide geographical area 
of Peninsular Malaysia. By adopting sequential triangulation, tile questions in the first 
phase were completed before formulating questions for tile second phase (Morse, 
1991). 
In the second stage, the case study approach was adopted to provide depth to 
the research. High technology industries arc diverse, with differing products, 
processes and technologies. Hence the case study approach provided an opportunity to 
strengthen and expand theories in the Malaysian context. It also provided an 
opportunity to explore contemporary issues, such as how the factors explored in tile 
first stage affect growth, and why these factors are important in facilitating further 
growth. In general, when "why" and "how" questions are being posed, tile case study 
strategy is preferred (Yin, 1989). The questions explored in my qualitative work 
included: "Why do HTSMEs face difficulty in obtaining finance? " and "How do 
HTSMEs overcome the shortages of skilled tabour? " According to Yin, case studies 
can play an important role in formulating policy, but limited generalisation is the chief 
drawback of this approach. 
Having discussed the methodologies adopted for my study, tile next section 
discusses tile design of the questionnaire and sample selection. 
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6.2 THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
It would be impossible for the researcher to contact all 1ITSMEs in Malaysia, owing 
to limitations on time, money and acccss. Thus, a sample was sclcctcd for this study. 
The following section describes the process involved in the questionnaire survey, 
from designing the questionnaire to selecting the sample. 
6.2.1 Questionnaire Design 
For the first stage of the study, questionnaires (see Appendix 6-1) were mailed to the 
sample drawn from the various sources described below in Section 6.2.4. 
Questionnaires arc not appropriate for exploratory research that requires a large 
number of open-ended questions (Saunders ct al., 1997). The questionnaire used in 
this study contained standardised questions, that (hopefully) all respondents 
interpreted in the same way. The questionnaire focused on factors affecting growth 
and touched on the constraints faced by HTSMEs. To this end, my questionnaire was 
able to draw upon previous work by Barkham et al. (1996b) and Boocock (1994), but 
it had to be appropriately developed for the needs of this study. The new instrument 
required refinement and was tested in a controlled way with a subset of early 
respondents. 
As anticipated, a major problem was the difficulty in getting responses from 
companies in Malaysia (M. Hassan, 1996). This lack of co-operation might have 
stemmed from suspicions as to the motives of the researcher. The information 
requested may have also been seen as intrusive, particularly on issues pertaining to the 
financial performance of the company. However, there were a number of ways to 
overcome this problem. The 'rule of thumb' for gaining access to most organisations 
is to combine "strategic planning, hard work and luck7(Van Maanen and Kolb, 1985). 
To ensure an acceptable response rate, especially from companies receiving 
Government assistance, I had to seek assistance and co-operation from a number of 
Government agencies responsible for SME development in Malaysia. The agencies 
include MITI, SMIDEC, Malaysian Entrepreneur Development Corporation 
(MEDEC), TPM and MTDC. I had also seek assistance from the FMM to ensure good 
response from non-Bumiputra OMs. To ensure a good response rate from the Chinese, 
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Indian and Malay cOndc o6yin respondents, a number ol'\ ersiolls oftlic (Incs1iolul"lirc 
(Malay language Appendix 6-2, Mandarin Appendix 6-3) were prepared. 
A. Wallah (1000) employed tile satne sumegy in Ids study oC small lirm financnq-, 'in 
Malaysia. I also employed all oppor-tunis6c approach by using contacts, triclids or 
relatives to obtain int'01-11lation. To Further ensure an acceptable response rate, tile 
three-phase Dilhnan (1978) and Saunders el A (! 'Y)7) Rdlow-up sequence "its 
adopted (Figure 6-2). 
FIGURE 6-2 Three-Phase Follow-up Sequence 
Phase-one 
Two weeks after the oiiginal mailing send OLIt a 
reminder. 
Phase Two 
Two weeks later, send another reminder and a 
second copy of the questionnaire 
Phase Three 
Two weeks later, send a final reminder 
I-lie %viloic process ol'administerim, the survey took about t\\, Cl\'c weeks. 
6.2.2 Contents of the Questionnaire 
13ýjsc(j Oll thc thcorctical Il-aillovork doclopcd M tlic I)i-c\-Ioti,, chapter, the 
(ILICStionnaire was designed to capture intormation on: 
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Backgi-oitud ofthe OM 
The characteristics examined include age, gender, educational qualifications, previous 
employment and/or years of management experience. 
Byckgroitpd pf the Firin 
Questions 6 to 19 gather infori-nation such as status of company, number of partners, 
percentage of owner's share in the firm, age of business and number of employees. 
Respondents were also required to rank a set of attributes that influenced their choice 
of location. 
Business Strategy 
Questions 23 - 31 centre on the actions taken by OMs once the business has been 
established. The issues covered include R&D, marketing strategy, sources of equity, 
number of new products introduced and the degree of process innovation. 
Constraints on Groivth 
Most of the constraints are external in nature, but a few internal constraints were 
included. Some of the constraints included were declining markets, shortages of 
labour and lack of suitable finance for expansion. Respondents were required to rank 
factors according to their importance. 
Measurement of Grojvth 
it was vital for the respondents to give details on growth (the dependent variable). 
Respondents were required to state the level of turnover and the number of employees 
in each of three consecutive years (1994 - 1996). 
Conintentsfrom ResImittlents 
Respondents were allocated space for any additional comments of relevance to this 
study. Space was also provided to indicate whether they needed a summary of the 
questionnaire findings. 
6.2.3 Pre-testing and Pilot Surveys 
Pre-testing was conducted before piloting the questionnaire instrument. Ten 
questionnaires were distributed to a number of research students from Loughborough 
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University, lecturers from MEDEC and a senior manager from 
* 
the Malaysian 
Technology Development Corporation (MTDC). A number of modifications were 
made to the format and style of the document. For example, the typeface was changed 
for easier reading from Times New Roman. to Helvetica. 
A total of 15 questionnaires were then distributed to finns throughout Kiang 
Valley,. mainly SMEs. While collecting the questionnaires in this pilot study, I had 
infori-nal discussions with some of the respondents and received useful feedback. As a- 
result, minor but necessary modifications were made to certain questions. For 
example, the question on ethnic background was changed to Burniputera or non- 
Bumiputera. In a multi-racial country, the issue of race is quite sensitive. Tile term 
SMI (Small and Medium Size Industry) was used instead of SME because SMI is a 
term more widely used in Malaysia. Based on 12 completed questionnaires, statistical 
analysis was conducted using SPSS Windows. It was found that all questions yielded 
data consistent with the objectives of the study. The final questionnaires were then 
distributed to selected HTSMEs throughout Peninsular Malaysia. 
6.2.4 Sampling Frame 
A sample selected from a complete or master list of sampling unit is known as 
sampling frame (Chadwick et al. 1984). To select a good sample frame, the following 
criteria were used: 
i) The sample frame should include all sampling units in the population 
(Naclimias and Nachmias, 1992). 
ii) The sample frame must be updated to include new units joining the population 
(Foreman, 1991). 
iii) Every element of the population is represented once, but only once (Tull and 
Hawkins, 1993). 
A complete physical list of the population seldorn exists, thus an "equivalent 
list" or "SUitable lisf' has to be constructed (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992; Saunders 
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et al., 1997). When no equivalent list is available, several lists of tllc population bcing 
studied have to be combined to create a sampling frame. This proved to be the case in 
my research. The sampling frame was developed from lists of HTSMEs obtained from 
various Government and non-govpmment'sources. The following orga nisations were 
approached: 
Afalaysian Induýtrial Development Authority (AIIDA) 
MIDA holds a list of 26 high technology companies that qualify for high technology 
incentives, i. e., companies awarded Pioneer Status, with 100 percent exemption from 
Investment Tax Allowance for a period of 5 years. Unfortunately, all the companies 
listed were MNCs. Nevertheless, MIDA provided the names of firms qualifying for 
R&D incentives. These 33 companies provide R&D services to companies in 
Malaysia. The list contains contact details, as well as infon-nation on the number of 
employees, equity, capital investment, R&D status (whether contracted or in-house) 
and industrial sector. 
Afalaiisian Technologj, Develolmient Corporation ()VITDC) 
Three lists were obtained from MTDC. The first list contains contact details and 
information on the products of the 31 members of the MTDC technology-based group 
of companies. The second comprises similar data for 33 companies that have applied 
for assistance from the Technology Development Fund managed by MTDC. The third 
consists of 8 companies created for the commercialisation of R&D. However, none of 
the three lists provides infon-nation on the number of employees. Hence it was 
difficult to determine whether these companies were SMEs. 
Technology Park Afalaysia (TPAI) 
The list obtained from TPM consists of the name, address, telephone number, contact 
person and R&D projects of the company. Most of the 65 companies listed are 
infon-nation technology based and some have been awarded MSC status by the 
Multimedia Development Corporation. Even though information on the number of 
employees and age of company were not available, this list was found to be useful. 
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Small and Medium Inditstries Corporation (SAUDEQ 
SMIDEC is a newly established organisation. Thus, most of their databases have yet 
to be organised. It keeps a list of all companies receiving assistance from various 
funds made available to SMEs, particularly technology-based recipient companies 
under-the Technology Development, Technology Acquisition and Industrial Technical 
Assistance Funds (ITAF). However, the records of these companies are considered to 
be confidential by SMIDEC and therefore were not made available for this study. 
Alinisti)7 ofScience, Technology and the Environment (AlOSTE) 
111 1994, the Malaysian Science and Technology Information Centre (MASTIC) 
conducted a national survey on innovation in industry. 815 companies were selected 
to form a sample and 51 percent responded to a questionnaire survey. The scope of tile 
survey included innovation, R&D activities and the transfer of technology. This 
database would have been extremely valuable for my study, as high technology SMEs 
could have been identified, based on R&D expenditure and the employment of 
engineers, scientist and technologists. However, the respondents' names and addresses 
were not released on the grounds of confidentiality. Nevertheless, the Science and 
Technology division of MOSTE is responsible for administering the Industry Grant 
Scheme (IGS). Currently six companies have been awarded an IGS grant, and contact 
details were made available. 
The National Biotechnology Directorate (NBD), a subdivision of MOSTE, keeps 
records on biotechnology companies operating in Malaysia. The records contain data 
on 57 companies, giving data on the year of incorporation, company name, contact 
details, annual sales, number of employees and products manufactured. While not all 
companies listed were SMEs, several promising leads were identified. 
Standards and Inditstrial Research Instiatte ofAfalajsia (SIRIAI) 
SIRIM has been appointed by SMIDEC as the implementing agency for the Industrial 
Technical Assistance Fund 2 (ITAF 2). SIRIM keeps a complete list of all ITAF 2 
recipient companies. Again, the infon-nation was not released due to confidentiality. 
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Fetleration of Afalapian Afaintfactitrers (FAW) 
FMM publishes an annual directory of Malaysian manufacturers and exporters. The* 
1998 directory listed 1,794 registered members from the manufacturing and service 
sectors. The listing divides the companies into 27 product and service categories. The 
directory contains the company. name, address, contact details, year of incorporation, 
number of employees, annual sales, products manufactured, current export markets 
and brand names of products manufactured. After scrutinising the list, I selected 193 
companies from three high technology sectors (based on the Malaysian definition of 
high technology discussed in Chapter Three and outlined in Appendix 2-2), namely 
biotechnology, telecommunications and electronics. This list includes companies 
operating in the East Malaysian States of Sabah and Sarawak, as well as large firms, 
which have more than 250 employees. The directory was therefore very useful, though 
is confined to FMM members, only II percent of whom are SMEs. 
The Alinistry of Entrelmenenr Development (AIED) 
This Ministry is responsible for administering the Vendor Development Programme 
(VDP). It keeps records of the anchor and the vendor companies. A list was ftimished 
by the Ministry, containing the names of 50 anchor companies, including some high 
technology MNCs. However, each anchor company has a number of vendor 
companies (SMEs) which produce components. A total of 175 vendor companies 
produce parts and components for the 50 anchor companies. For each of the 175 
companies, the list contains contact details and information on components produced. 
Though confined to Bumiputra entrepreneurs, the list was useful because it provided 
me with a reliable list of technology-based SMEs - only vendor companies supplying 
high technology MNCs were selected. 
UP)II-AIDTCIncitbation Centre 
Tile UPM-MTDC incubation centre includes seven tenants classed as SMEs. For each 
of the seven companies, contact information and details of products were obtained. 
All tile companies are IT-based, except for one engaged in biotechnology. The UPM 
list provided me with a LISCfUl set of start-up HTSMEs, as tile incubation centre started 
ill 1997 and all companies operating on it are relatively new. 
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Table 6-4 shows the Final composition of companies in the sampling frame. 
TABLE 6-4 Companies in the Sample Frame 
Sample Frame - Survey Sample 
Source No. of Firms Percent No. of Firms Percent 
MIDA' 31 6 11 5 
MTDC 61 11 33 15 
TPM 65 12 65 28 
MOSTE 5 1 5 2 
FMM 193 35 86 38 
UPM-MTDC 6 2 7 3 
Vendor Development Programme (VDP) 175 32 21 9 
Total 536 100 228 100 
6.2.5 Sampling Technique 
Since the actual population of HTSMEs was not known, I was not able to adopt a 
random sampling technique. Thus convenience-sampling' techniques were used, 
based on the number of employees (fewer than 250) and whether the company was 
technology-based (as detennined by the respective organisations that provided the 
company data). After going through the various lists, companies that did not meet the 
two criteria above were deleted. Finally, 228 companies were selected (Table 6-4) and 
the questionnaires were sent to these companies. 
It is important to note that, since a non-random sampling method was used, the 
issue of generalisation arises. The issue was addressed by follow-up case study 
research to provide in-depth analysis of the problems raised in the questionnaire 
survey (Saunders et al., 1997). 
6.3 NON-RESPONSE BIAS 
As discussed earlier, one major drawback of postal questionnaires is the low response 
rate. The respondents either refused to complete the questionnaire or failed to return 
tile completed document. Tile non-response may introduce an element of bias, as 
respondents and non-respondents may differ from each other in terms of 
characteristics relevant to the research (Bryman, 1989). Non-response bias, described 
as the difference between the answers of respondents and non-respondents, has long 
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been a concern of researchers employing postal questionnaires (Lambert and 
Harrington, 1990). The larger the potential bias, the more caution tile researcher 
should exercise in generalising the results of the sample'to the entire population. 
The methods used to-improve response rates include the provision of a cover 
letter with a clear- explanation of the aims and importance of the study, a reply-paid 
envelope, assurances of confidentiality and anonyrniýy, and systematic following up of 
non-respondents (Brynian, 1989). All the above measures were carried out during my 
research. 
Tile final questionnaires were distributed to 228 HTSMEs throughout 
Peninsular Malaysia. A total of 110 questionnaires (48.2 percent) were returned. Of 
these, 15 were returned unopened, stamped on the envelope "addressee has moved" or 
"incomplete address". Another 8 were no longer considered as SMEs, since their 
number of employees now exceeds 250, and one had a page missing. Tile final 
number of usable responses was 86 (42.2 percent of the survey sample). 
According to Lambert and Harrington, potential non-response bias needs to be 
addressed when response rates fall below 40 percent. My study received a response 
rate of 42.2 percent, but I judged it important to estimate the effects of non-response 
bias as it might have affected the general isabi I ity of the survey results. 
A variety of ways have been offered to deal with the potential problem of non- 
response bias. One particular method is to estimate the effects of non-response bias 
and adjust accordingly - the extrapolation method (Filion, 1976) involves estimating 
population parameters while correcting for non-response bias. However, the efforts 
taken to achieve higher response rates are of much greater importance than the 
procedures used to make adjustments for the non-responses that do occur. For 
example, some of the best methods to get high response rates include cover letters, 
first-class outgoing mail and monetary incentives. 
Another method proposed by Lambert and Harrington (1990) involves 
comparing the composition of respondents and non-respondcnts in relation to 
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characteristics relevant to the study. If no significant diffcrcticcs are observed bctwccii 
the two groups, the absence of non-response bias is inferred. If significant differences 
are observed, a note of caution should be included in the conclusions to account for 
possible biasA adopted the comparative method to analyse non-responsc bias. The 
respondents were divided into two groups comprising the first 30 and the last 30 
responses received. The interrncdiate respondents were ýxcludcd in order to clearly 
separate early and late respondents. The groups were then compared in terms of OM 
and fiml characteristics, business strategy and growth rates. 
Lambert and Harrington (1990) argue that a researcher should exercise caution 
in generalising results from the respondent sample to the entire population when non- 
response bias is present. However, the results of a two-tailed t-test (Table 6-5) show 
that none of the key variables tested produced significant differences (at the 5 percent 
level of significance) between early and late respondents. This suggests that the 
study is free from non-response bias, which allows me to generalise results from 
the sample to the population. 
TABLE 6-5 Results of 2-Tailed t-Test Between Early and Late Responses 
Variables Degree of Freedom 
Observed 
Significance Level 
Significant at 95 % 
level? 
Age of OMS 58 0.838 Not Significant 
Education level of OMs 58 0.301 Not Significant 
Career history of OMS 58 0.083 Not Significant 
Management Experience of CiMs 50 0.456 Not Significant 
Ethnic Background 58 0.305 Not Significant 
Age of company 58 0.272 Not Significant 
Company Size 58 0.274 Not Significant 
Sector 58 0.338 Not Significant 
Location of business 58 0.064 Not Significant 
Turnover growth 31 0.259 Not Significant 
Average R&D expenditure 48 0.185 Not Significant 
Product Innovation 58 0.892 Not Significant 
Marketing Orientation 58 0.726 Not Significant 
Market Research 55 0.710 Not Significant 
External Equity 58_ 0.125 Not Significant 
Government Support 58 0.779 Not Significant 
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constraints cited in the questionnaire survey. For example, the questionnaire responses 
identified a lack of finance as a major constraint but did not indicate how the 
constraint arose - was there a lack of available funds from financial institutions or 
were proposals being turned down owing to their perceived lack of commercial 
viability9 
The United States General Accounting Office (United States of America, 
1990, p. 15) defined case study analysis as: 
A case study is a method for learning about a complex instance, based on a 
comprehensive understanding of that instance obtained by extensive description and 
analysis of that instance taken as a whole and in its context. 
Case studies focus on understanding the dynamics in single settings and may 
be used to provide description, and test or generate theories (Gill, 1995). In most case 
study research, the interview is the main data collection method (Marginson, 1998). 
Dyer and Wilkins (1991) stress that the researcher should consider the following 
issues: 
i) The in-depth study of a small number of case or the study of a larger 
number of cases. My study focused on a smaller number of firms with greater 
depth because of the diversity of constraints encountered. 
ii) Deep to surface description. To provide in-depth case material, various data 
collection methods were triangulated. The methods employed in my study 
included in-depth interviews with selected OMs and officials from various 
government agencies, and collection of secondary data such as the company's 
annual report and inforniation on the website. 
iii) Good stories to good constructs. According to Dyer and Wilkin, a good case 
study should focus on the context rather than the constructs of the study. This 
is to ensure that case studies will create an examplar, a story against which 
researchers can compare their experiences and gain rich insights. Through case 
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study analysis, I was able to achieve greater depth and insight than the 
questionnaire survey on 'how' and 'why' HTSMEs encounter barriers -to 
growth. I limited the number of questions asked during the interviews to focus 
on 'how' and 'why' constraints occur. 
The case study method was therefore selected for the following reasons: 
i) A holistic view of the situation can be obtained (Yin, 1989). The case study 
approach enabled me to understand the attitudes and actions of OMs in dealing 
with the constraints encountered. The approach also provided me with a 
clearer picture on the effectiveness of the assistance offered to HTSMEs by 
various Government departments and agencies. 
ii) Vital inforniation cannot be collected through any other method (Yin, 1989). 
Through the case study approach, I was able to gain insight on why HTSMEs 
have not been innovating. 
iii) Case studies can follow up questionnaire surveys to provide greater insight 
(Ellram, 1996). 1 was able to probe deeper into certain issues. Principally I was 
able to detennine how and why a lack of finance affected HTSMEs in 
Malaysia. 
However, case study research has its disadvantages. Case study results arc 
usually specific to a situations, so the results are not gencralisable (MacNealy, 1997). 
III tilis thesis, it is not the purpose of the researcher to generalise the case study 
findings but to expand on the findings of the questionnaire survey. Case studies 
can also be time consuming and expensive. For example, I spent more time trying to 
set up appointments with potential respondents than conducting the actual interviews! 
6.4.2 Case Study Design 
In developing tile research design for this element of the research, the researcher was 
guided by Yin's (1989) programme: 
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ii) 
Thc Rcscarcli QLicstion 
The case studies werd concemed with the following rescarch question: "What 
call be ilone to facilitate the grootth of IITSAIES ill Malaysia? " Before 
looking at the methods of enhancing growth, it was important to eýplore Ole 
constraints encountered by HTSMEs and the value placed by IITSMEs on the 
assistance offered by various Government agencies. Thus, the case study 
research first tackled the question: 
Why and Itow do IITSNIEs encounter a range of constraints (financial, 
labour, demand, and innovation), whell the Government has provided 
numerous support measures to assist IITSAIEs? 
The Research Proposition 
According to Yin, the research question (answering "how" and "why") does 
not point to what a researcher should study. The researcher begins to move in 
the right direction only when the propositions are stated. Based on the 
literature review and findings from the questionnaire survey, the propositions 
for my study were: 
Proposition 1: IITSNIEs encounter fmancing constraints because of 
a lack of funds from the financial system in 
Malaysia. 
Proposition 2: Labour constraints among IITSMEs stem from a 
shortage of skilled workers in the labour market. 
Proposition 3: IITSAIEs are not able to innovate oNving to lack of 
management time and information on product and 
process innovation. 
Proposition 4: IITSAIEs encounter deniand constraints because 
they do not export their products. 
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iii) The Unit of Analysis 
This refers to the problem of defining the case.. The primary unit of analysis for 
my study is the organisation, tather than the OM. 
Using the questionnaire survey respondents as a sampling frame, 35 
companies were contacted. Of these, 24 companies agreed to participate, but later six 
companies retracted their ageement. The other three companies withdrew on the day 
of the interview. This was very frustrating and somewhat annoying. Most of those 
withdrawing cited the prevailing economic and political turmoil in the country as the 
reason for their non-participation. Table 6-6 shows the characteristics of the selected 
companies. To maintain confidentiality, each company was assigned a code. 
TABLE 6-6 Companies Selected for Case Studies 
Company 
Code 
Turnover 
Growth 
Growth 
Level 
Age of 
Company 
(years) 
Number of 
Employees Industry 
V 400 High 9 40 Advanced Manufacturing 
2* 276 High 3 59 Advanced Manufacturing_ 
3* 238 High 4 191 Optoelectronics 
4* 214 High 7 88 Software Engineering 
5* 209 High 4 28 Electronics 
6 145 High 3 27 Advanced Manufacturing 
_ 7* 87 High 11 36 Biotechnology 
8* 80 High 4 350 Electronics 
9 65 High 3 72 Advanced Manufacturing 
10* 58 High 23 156 Advanced Manufacturing 
11* 50 High 5 21 Advanced Manufacturing 
12 41 High 14 13 Software Engineering 
13 37 High 18 69 Biotechnology 
14* 27 High 22 250 Biotechnology 
15* 15 Medium 7 28 Biotechnology 
16 0 Static 25 38 
_Electronics 
17 -8 Declining 4 82 Biotechnology 
18* -11 Declining 14 115 Software Engineering 
19 -13 Declining 15 79 Advanced Manufacturing 
20 -14 Declining 28 80 Biotechnology 
21 -38 Declining 15 95 Advanced Manufacturing 
22* -66 Declining 7 149 Software Engineering 
23* Startup Startup 2 8 lectronics 
24* Startup Startup 2 34 Software Engineering 
Note: *: Firms that parlicipated in the inlerviews. 
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6.4.3 Focus of the Case Studies 
The interview checklists were semi-structured in nature and, on average, each 
interview lasted for about two hours. The researcher attempted to minimise his 
influence on the responses obtained during the Case study programme. The analysis 
(and subsequent recommendations) is largely based on the interviewees' own 
responses. However, to add value to the findings on certain issues; the researcher put 
his interpretation on events or. related the interviewee responses to the literature. These 
areas of interpretation or clarification are discussed in more detail in Chapter Eight. 
Based on the questionnaire responses, the interviews and data gathering 
centred on the following issues: 
i) Background of the Firm 
" in . am products, components or finished products? 
" markets served, local or export? 
" subcontractors or product-based or both?; 
Firm Growth 
static, medium or rapid growth? 
intending to expand (in term of innovation/investment) over the next three 
years? 
iii) Financing 
" the sources of funding for expansion, whether external (Government 
and/or private financial institutions) or internal?; 
" the sources of financial advice?; 
" financing difficulties - reason for refusal?; 
0 obtaining the right balance between equity and debt. 
iv) Labour 
* sources of skilled and unskilled labour?; 
any shortages of labour?; 
assistance from Government agencies in training employees?; 
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V) Demand 
.e are 
the products for export or domestic consumption?; 
o is firm a vendor for a larger firm?; 
* does the firm receive incentives to export products?; etc. 
vi) Innovation and Technology 
" source of information on product and process technology?; 
" outsource innovation and R&D?; 
" level of information on technological developments, and management time 
to assess such developments?; 
" any Government agencies approached?; 
" assistance offered to the firm to commercialise innovation? 
vii) Role of Government 
why have many support measures yet to be taken up from various 
government agencies? For example, since 1997, the MTDC has allocated 
RM53rn for the development of technology-based SMEs, but only 
RM6.3m has been given out under the Technology Development Fund 
(TDF); 
are the criteria for eligibility too stringent?; 
or, are companies unaware of the availability of various incentives? 
6.5 THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Statistical analysis was conducted on the data collated from the 86 completed 
questionnaires. 
A test was conducted on each independent variable to determine whether it 
was normally distributed. Most of the variables did not show any evidence of being 
normally distributed, a prerequisite for using multivariate analysis. Multivariate 
analysis, using techniques such as factor and cluster analysis, were therefore 
unsuitable for my study. Bivariate analysis was used instead. 
The analysis of the data consists of two parts: descriptive analysis; and, testing 
of hypotheses. All seventeen hypotheses (except one owing to lack of data) were 
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tested using non-parailletric methods, an approach which is discussed in tllc following 
section. 
6,5.1 Measurement of Variables and Nonparametric Methods 
One unresolved issue in data analysis is the question of when to use parametric or 
nonparametric tests. A number of researchers have argued that nonpararnetric 
procedures have to be applied if any of the following conditions apply (Gibbons, 
1976; Bryrnan and Cramer, 1990; Cramer, 1998): 
i) The samples are not non-nally distributed. Nonparametric tests are statistical 
techniques that do not make restrictive assumptions about tile shape of the 
population when perfon-ning a hypothesis test (Levin and Rubin, 1994). As 
stated above, nonnality was not found to be present in my sample data. 
iii) The data are measured or analysed using a nominal or ordinal scale. A nominal 
scale is used only for identification, for example, male or female in order to 
identify gender. The ordinal scale is used to measure variables whose values 
indicate ranking or order, for example, high or medium in order to indicate the 
level of customer satisfaction. Table 6-7 shows that most of the variables for 
this study are measured using the nominal scale (for example, ethnic 
background, gender, sector and location of business) or ordinal scale (for 
example, level of process innovation and importance of constraints). 
Since my data 'satisfied both of the above mentioned criteria, nonparametric 
techniques were used to analyse the data in my study. 
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TABLE 6-7 Variables and Level of Measurement 
Hypothesis Independent Variables Level of Measurement 
1 Education Ordinal 
2 Management experience Interval 
3 Age Ordinal 
4 Career history Interval 
5 Gender Nominal 
6 Ethnic background Nominal 
7 Age of the firm Interval 
8 Industrial Sectors Nominal 
9 Size of the firm Interval 
10 Company structure Nominal 
11 Location Nominal 
12 External equity Nominal 
13 Product innovation Ordinal 
14 Process innovation Ordinal 
15 Market research Nominal 
16 Marketing orientation Nominal 
17 Government Support Interval 
R&D in terval 
One drawback in using the nonparametric approach is that the techniques are 
not as powerful as those used for parametric tests. Nonparametric techniques ignore 
sorne of the available inforniation, because data values are replaced by ranks (Norusis, 
1997). However, Norusis pointed that nonparametric procedures are most useful when 
outliers are present (Appendix 6-4 indicates the presence of outliers in the sample for 
this study). In using the nonparametric approach, the outlying cases do not influence 
the results to any significant extent. 
6.5.2 Bivariate Relationship Test 
Figure 6-4 sets out the tests applied during data analysis and hypotheses testing. The 
appropriate test depends on the type of variable, whether ordinal or nominal, the 
number of groups in a variable, and whether the variables are 'mixed' or have the 
same level of measurement. 
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FIGURE 6-4 The Bivariate Test 
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no order to the categories of tile variables. That is, the values cannot increase or 
decrease unless they have an order. It may be possible to measure the strength of their 
relationship through measures of association. However, only tile strength, but not 
the direction of the two variables is measured. When faced by such a problem, 
Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch (1997) suggest testing for differences in 
deten-nining the relationship between two variables with a differcrit level of 
measurement, especially when one of the variables is nominal (Figure 6-4). Tests for 
differences are used when the researcher splits a single sample into two (or more) sub- 
samples or groups on the basis of some characteristics (for example, creating sub- 
samples of male and female OMs and subsequently comparing the growth rate of their 
companies). 
In order to examine the differences between two groups in tile sample, I used 
the Mann Whitney U test. According to Norusis (1997), the computation of the Malin 
Whitney test is simple and easy to comprehend. The combined data values (in my 
case, growth) for two groups of interest (for example, entrepreneurs of different ethnic 
backgrounds) were ranked and the average rank in each group was then computed. 
The Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was found to be 
useful when comparing three or more groups for any particular variable. The two tests 
were therefore adopted for this study to deteniline the effect of nominal independent 
variables on the growth of HTSMEs. The ANOVA test was used, for example, to test 
for significance differences in growth between HTSMEs in various industrial sectors. 
The results of the hypothesis testing are discussed in Chapter Seven. 
6.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the overall approach to gathering data to test the research 
hypotheses, as well as analysing the constraints faced by HTSIVIEs. The chapter 
reviewed the research strategies used in previous growth studies. For this study, tile 
triangulation method was employed to add depth to the research. This involved tile 
use of a questionnaire survey to obtain descriptive and quantitative data, followed by 
in-depth interviews on which case studies were formulated. Tile postal questionnaire 
survey was chosen because of its ability to cover a wide geographical area. 
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Furthermore, it is cheaper than any otlicr method and reduces crror causcd by bias on 
the part of the interviewer. In-depth interviews were chosen because they allowed nic 
to adapt questions when necessary, clarify doubts and ensure that responses were 
clearly understood by repeating or rephrasing the questions. 
This programme of research was conducted in two stages, with stage one 
involving informal interviews with key informants and the distribution of postal 
questionnaires to explore the deten-ninants of growth and identify constraints oil 
growth. Tile second stage involved case studies, which provided an opportunity to 
explore factors that are important in facilitating further growth. The case studies 
enabled me to question finlis closely on the major constraints cited in tile 
questionnaire survey, and to explore four key propositions. 
The data collected through the postal questionnaire survey have been analysed 
using bivariate analysis in order to establish the relationships between variables and to 
test the hypotheses set out in Chapter Five. 
The next chapter presents the results of the questionnaire survey and an 
analysis of the findings. 
Note 
Convenience sampling is used when the researcher selects whatever sampling units are 
conveniently available (Nachmias and Nachn-lias, 1992). 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
7.0 INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of the data gathered in the questionnaire survey is presented in this chapter. 
A brief descriptive analysis of the data collected is followed by a more detailed 
assessment of the characteristics of high growth HTSMEs. The chapter continues with 
the testing of the hypotheses. Finally, the research findings are summarised. 
7.1 THE SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
A total of 228 questionnaires were sent to small and medium sized technology-based 
firms throughout Peninsular Malaysia; 110 questionnaires (48.2 percent) were 
returned. Of these, 15 were returned unopened, stamped on the envelope "addressee 
has moved" or "incomplete address". Another 8 were no longer considered as SMEs, 
since their number of employees now exceeds 250, and one had a page missing. The 
final response rate was 86 responses or 42.2 percent. SPSS for MS windows was used 
to analyse the data. 
7.1.1 Profile of Respondents 
Table 7-1 shows the basic characteristics of respondents. The majority of respondents 
are male and more than 50 percent are below the age of 40, with the average age being 
approximately 39.4. This age profile was expected, since entrepreneurs will generally 
acquire appropriate knowledge and skills before venturing into their own business. 
The average age of the sample is consistent with previous research by Roberts (1991). 
Table 7-1 demonstrates that over 90 percent of the respondents had some prior 
employment before starting or managing the current business. The sample comprises 
entrepreneurs who are generally well educated and technically trained, and would be 
expected to enhance tile growth of technology-based SMEs. Table 7-1 shows that 78 
percent of the respondents have a first degree or equivalent academic qualification. 
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This is generally high in comparison to a study by Fong (1990) where only 24 pcrccnt 
of surveyed SMEs were owned or managed by university graduates. Table 7-1 also 
shows that 54.7 percent of the companies are Burniputera owned, demonstrating the 
high participation of Bumiputcras in the high technology sector. 
TABLE 7-1 
. 
Characterlsýics of Respondents- 
Characteristics No. of Percent Cumulative 
Respondents Percent 
Age Group 
40 or less 49 57.0 57.0 
41-54 32 37.2 94.2 
55 or more 5 5.8 100.0 
Total number of respondents 86 100.0 
Gender 
Male 82 95.3 95.3 
Female 4 4.7 100.0 
Total number of respondents 86 100.0 
Company Status 
Bumiputera Company 47 54.7 54.7 
Non-Bumiputera Company 39 45.3 100 
Total number of companies 86 100.0 
Highest Educational Qualification Achieved 
Diploma or lower 12 14.0 14.0 
Degree or Equiv. 55 64.0 78.0 
MBA/Ph. D. /Prof. qualifications 19 22.0 100.0 
Total number of respondents 86 100.0 
Employed Prior to Current Business 
Previously Employed 75 90.4 90.4 
No Previous Employment 8 6.6 100.0 
Total number of respondents 83 100.0 
7.1.2 Profile of the Firms 
The vast majority of sample firms are private limited companies. In terms of company 
structure, 40.5 percent of the responding firnis are part of a Malaysian group and 
almost 12 percent are subsidiaries of an international group. However, many 
respondents preferred their business to be independently owned (38.1 percent), 
reflecting the independence and dynamism of entrepreneurs whose operations are 
limited by small amounts of capital (Fong, 1990). 
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TABLE 7-2 Characteristics of the Firms: Registration & Structure 
Characteristics No. of Percent Cumulative 
Firms Percent 
Company Registered as 
Sole Proprietorship 1 1.2. 1.2 
Partnership 11 12.8 14.0 
Private Limited Company 73 84.8 98.8 
Others 1 1.2 100.0 
Total number of companies 86 100.0 
Company Structure 
Family Owned 8 9.5 9.5 
Independently Owned 32 38.1 47.6 
Subsidiary: Part of a Malaysian Group 34 40.5 98.1 
Subsidiary: Part of an International Group 10 11.9 100.0 
Total number of companies 84 100.0 
Table 7-3 shows that one-half of the responding companies were less than 5 
years old. The sample includes a large number of start-up companies mostly aged 3 
years or less. These companies were formed after 1995, during the period of IMP2 
(see Table 2-1), i. e., during the fourth phase of Malaysia's Industrialisation process. 
This is an important limitation, as the researcher does not have sufficient inforniation 
on tile growth of these young firms. The study requires turnover data for 1994,1995 
and 1996 to compute growth rates, but firms that started operation from 1995 onwards 
were not able to furnish such data. 
TABLE 7-3 Characteristics of the Firm: Age of Companies 
Age of Company No. of Firms Percent Cumulative Percent 
less than 5 years 43 50.0 50.0 
5-10 18 20.9 70.9 
more than 10 years 25 29.1 100.0 
Total number of companies 86 100.0 
In terms of company size, Table 7-4 shows that more than half of tile firrns 
employ 50 workers or fewer, and only nine companies had more than 150 employees. 
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By the new definition of an SME in Malaysia, companies with fewer than 150 
employees are considered small or medium-sized. As a consequence, 75 companies in 
the sample can now be considered as an SME. As discussed in Chapter Tlircc, this 
study has adopted the EU and UK definition of SME to allow wider coverage of 
companies, hence nine more companies can be included. 
TABLE 7-4 Characteristics of the Firm: Size of Companies 
Number of Employees No. of Firms Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
0-50 52 61.9 61.9 
51-150 23 27.4 89.3 
151-250 9 10.7 100.0 
Total number of companies 84 100.0 1 
Table 7-5 shows the number of firms operating in various regions and 
locations in Peninsular Malaysia. As expected, the majority of the responding firms 
prefer to be located in the western part of Peninsular Malaysia. According to Sauer et 
al. (1988), see Section 3.3.1, high technology industries rely heavily on infrastructure 
to promote and support their growth. Since major infrastructure elements such as 
highway networks, airports, ports and industrial estates are located in this part of 
Malaysia, most firms prefer to be located there. The development of infrastructure, 
including the completion of the 848-kilometre North-South Expressway along the 
western region of Peninsular Malaysia, has had an enormous impact on the 
commercial and economic profile of the country. In addition, the development of 
major ports, a new international airport, rail networks and uninterrupted power supply, 
have greatly enhanced the region as a major industrial hub. It is also evident that the 
majority of sample firnis operate from Private Industrial Estates or SIEs (Table 7-5). 
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TABLE 7-5 Characteristics of the Firm: Location of Business 
Number of Employees No. of Percent Cumulative 
Firms Percent 
Region of Firm Located 
Western Part of Peninsular Malaysia 64 74.4 74.4 
Eastern Part of Peninsular Malaysia 0 0.0 74.4 
Northern Part of Peninsular Malaysia 12 14.0 88.4 
Southern Part of Peninsular Malaysia 10 11.6 100.0 
Total number of companies 86 100.0 
Location of Business 
State Development Corporation Industrial Estate 19* 22.1 22.1 
Private Industrial Estate 23 26.7 48.8 
Specialised Ind. Estate (Sci & Tech Parks) 26 30.2 79.0 
SME Industrial Site 6 7.0 86.0 
Others 12 14.0 100.0 
Total number of companies 86 100.0 
Figure 7-1 helps to explain why most HTSMEs have chosen to be located in 
the western part of Peninsular Malaysia. Ample and uninterrupted power supplies, the 
availability of skilled workers and professionals, and good transportation systerns are 
the main strengths of this region. Moreover, it is important for subcontracting finns to 
be located close to their anchor company, mostly MNCs based in the Mang Valley. 
The eastern region of Peninsular Malaysia remains underdeveloped with below 
standard infrastructure. Figure 7-1 confinns that the availability of energy supplies is 
the top-ranked reason for choosing a business location. 
According to Breheny et al. (1985), see Section 3.3.2, high technology 
industries have specialised demands for labour, thus the ability to recruit technical, 
professional and skilled workers is the second-ranked concern of most respondents 
(Figure 7-1). An interesting point to emerge from Figure 7-1 is that most respondents 
do not consider proximity to a university system to be a major factor in deciding the 
location of their business operation. This implies that, at present, there is minimal 
interaction between universities and high technology industries. Further discussion of 
this issue can be found in Chapter Eight. 
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FIGURE 7-1 Choice of Location 
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Over 80 percent (83.3%) of samplc tirms cniploý at lcýjst ()Ile ellgillect, M, 
scientist. with 61 pci-cent emploving hctwecil ()Ilc zIll(I fivc. indicates the 
rclativcly 11191, level ofteclinical know-how that cxists aniong tlicsc firms. 
TABLE 7-6 Characteristics of Firm: Number of Engineers and Scientists 
Range of Numbers No. of Firms Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
None 14 16.7 16 7 
1 -5 51 60.7 77.4 
6-10 10 11 9 89.3 
more than 10 9 10.7 100.0 
Total number of firms 84 100.0 
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7.1.3 Measurement of growth 
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'Isseu The I S. -Csults telld to Support the litillsalloll ol'SaIcs tili'llova as the 111casill-cilicill 
ot'growth t'Or this study (sce Scctlon 4. '), Chapter Four). 
FIGURE 7-2 Defining Growth 
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tile last three years. 
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TABLE 7-7 Growth Performance 
Growth Category No. of Firms 'Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Average Annual Employment Growth 
0 percent or less 17 30.4 30.4 
1 to 18 percent 14 25.0 55.4 
19 percent'or more 25. 44.6 100.0 
Total number of companies 56 100.0 
Average Annual Turnover Growth 
0 percent or less 8 15.1 15.1 
1 to 25 percent 14 26.4 41.5 
26 percent or more 31 58.5 100.0 
Total number of companies* 53 100.0 
* Three companies did not provide the turnover data. 
An important element of the sample selection for this study was to ensure that 
all categories of growth were represented. Table 7-8 conrimis that all growth 
categories were present in the sample. 
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, Chapter Four, I adopted the Siegel et al. (1993) 
categorisation of growth, with some modification, where growth was categorised as: 
4, high-growth (26 percent annual growth in turnover or more) 
* medium- or slow growth (I to 25 percent annual growth) 
* static or declining turnover (0 percent or less) 
Siegel et al. (1993) acknowledge that any distinction between the high- and medium- 
growth categories is somewhat arbitrary. However, they propose that HTSMEs 
doubling their turnover over three years duration constitute high growth firms. In my 
study, I use a shortened time frarne but adopt the 'Siegel' classifications by 
calculating annual growth in turnover. High growth firnis experience annual increases 
in turnover of 26 percent or more. Table 7-8 presents data on the average annual 
growth rates in each of the growth categories. 
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TABLE 7-8 Growth Category and Measurement 
Average Annual Growth Rate* 
Growth Category Turnover Employment Productivity 
%n%n 
static or declining -14.3 8 -12.3 17 Negative 
medium or slow 13.6 14 14.4 14 Positive 
high growth 80.7 31 103.8 25 Negative 
Sample 48.7 53 46.2 56 
Note: The average annual growth ratefor the last two consecutive years, for allfirins in 
the sample, in eaýh growth category. 
Employment growth is based oil Bark-hain el A (1996b) calegoty. They defilled 
high gromh as firms which have experienced four conseculive years of annual 
employment growth of more than 19 percent, or in iny case, all increase of 42 
percent over the 1994-1996period. 
An interesting point to emerge from Table 7-8 is that average annual turnover 
growth is lower than average annual employment growth in both the high and static or 
declining categories, implying negative productivity growth (see Section 4.3, Chapter 
Four). It should be noted that the productivity growth calculation is confined to firms 
providing turnover and employment data and that the calculation of growth rates 
differs for the two factors. Any conclusions on this point, therefore, can only be 
tentative. 
7.1.4 Business Strategy 
The questionnaire focused on six components of business strategy that are believed to 
affect growth. They are the acceptance of external equity and state support, and the 
implementation of marketing strategy, market research, product and process 
innovation, and R&D (see Section 4.4.3., Chapter Four). 
TABLE 7-9 Business Strategy: External Equity 
Source of Capital No. of Companies 
Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Raise capital outside company 42 50.0 50.0 
Did not raise capital outside company 42 50.0 100.0 
Total number of companies 84 100.0 
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Table 7-9 indicates that 50 percent of responding firms raised capital outside 
the company to finance growth, with the other 50 percent using internally generated 
funds for expansion. The case studies (in Chapter Eight) and the literature review (in 
Chapter Four) suggest that some firms do not accept external equity because they are 
subsidiary companies to MNCs. Thus, most funding for innovation and investment is 
provided by the parent company. The reluctance of independent companies to accept 
external equity may have led such firms to resort to short-term financing. Indeed, the 
case studies confirrn that much of the finance utilised by HTSMEs is short-tcrm in 
nature. 
As emphasised in the literature review, product and process innovation is a 
major factor behind the success of HTSMEs (Oakey et al., 1988). HTSMEs are 
significantly more innovative than conventional SMEs. Following the lead of Storey 
(1994b), this study measures product innovation in terms of new products introduced 
and process innovation in terms of the number of process improvements adopted. This 
study found that almost 82 percent of sample companies had introduced at least one 
new product, while 16.7 percent of the respondents had launched more than 10 new 
products (Table 7-10). As more than 75 percent of the sample had also implemented 
moderate or significant improvements in production processes, employment 
expansion and turnover growth would be expected (Oakey, 1984). Such an outcome 
appears to be confirmed by the growth figures cited above in Table 7-7. 
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TABLE 7-10 Business Strategy: Incidence of Product & Process Innovation 
Characteristics No. of Percent Cumulative 
Companies Percent 
Number of New Products 
None 15 17.9 17.9 
1-4 38 45.2 63.1 
5-10 17 20.2 83.3 
More than 10 14 16.7 100.0 
Total number of. companies 86 100.0 
Extent of Production Process Improvement 
No improvement at all 3 3.9 3.9 
Slight improvement 15 19.8 23.7 
Moderate improvement 33 43.4 67.1 
Significant improvement 25 32.9 100.0 
Total number of companies 76 100.0 
Method of Improving Production Process 
New Machines 8 10.3 10.3 3 
1 
Training of staff 9 11.5 21.8 8 
Recruitment of new staff 4 5.1 26.9 9 
Reorganisation of work pattern 9 11.5 38.4 
Other means 2 2.6 41 
Combination of any of the above methods 36 46.2 87.2 
All 4 methods together 10 12.8 100.0 
Total number of companies 78 100.0 
Table 7-10 also shows that 59 percent of sample firnis had used various 
combinations of the four principal methods of improving production processes. 
Further analysis of the findings revealed that training of staff and reorganisation of 
work patterns seemed to be the most popular combination for enhancing production 
capability. 
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TABLE 7-11 Business Strategy: R&D 
Characteristics No. of Percent Cumulative 
Companies Percent 
Companies Engaged In R&D 
Engage in R&D 
' 
54 66.7 66.7 
n R&D Do not engage i 27 33.3 100.0 
Total number of companies 81 100.0 
Percentage of Turnover Spent on R&D* 
1-5 21 56.8 56.8 
6-10 9 24.3 81.1 
11-15 7 19.9 100.0 
Total number of companies 37 100.0 
*17 companies engaged in R&D did not provide data on percentage of turnover spent on 
R&D 
Under the PIA 1986, only research activities (Developmental R&D) that lead 
to the development of new products, processes or services are considered as R&D 
(Appendix 2.8). My intention was to adopt this definition of R&D in the questionnaire 
survey, and it was anticipated that all of the sample firms would conduct R&D. 
However, Table 7-11 shows that two-thirds of the sample engage in some form of 
R&D and the remainder do not. Of those engaged in R&D, only 16 firms spend more 
than 5 percent of their turnover on R&D. There are a number of possible explanations 
for these findings. First, those firms not engaged in R&D are subcontractors to an 
anchor MNC that performs R&D on their behalf. Secondly, respondents may 
encounter difficulties in measuring R&D because of the highly uncertain nature of 
many R&D activities, especially during the experimentation stage (Figure 4-2, 
Chapter Four). Tli 
' 
ird, respondents may have not understood the definition of R&D 
suggested by the PIA and have classed only basic research only as R&D. 
I For 
example, some firms may have excluded applied research from their responses. It is 
difficult to be certain of the impact of the three factors above. However, I would 
suggest that the figures for R&D in Table 7-11 may be understated. 
Apart from the problems of inaccurate reporting, the findings in Table 7-11 
may also reflect the inadequacy of Malaysia's industrial policy in promoting R&D 
activities to the private sector. The literature review in Chapter Two, Section 2.2.3, 
discussed this issue at length. As suggested by Gwynne (1997), Malaysia lacks the 
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FIGURE 7-3 R&D by Location of Business 
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Figure 7-3 shm\s the breakdown of' median ratio of' R&D expenditure to 
turnover (RIMET) by location ()I' business. As expected. firms operating ()n 
Speclallsed Industrial Fstates have tile highest RRDFT (4.0 percent). demonstrating 
tile J`aCt that SLIC11 companies are at the I. oret'ront ot'R&D. Firms operating f'rom Private 
Industrial Fstates have the next hioliest medlan RRDFT (1.1 I 11CI-CCIlt) t'0110\\. CLI b\' 
locations at 1.0 percent. 
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TABLE 7-12 Business Strategy: Marketing Strategy 
Characteristics No. of Percent Cumulative 
Companies Percent L- 
Seek Customers 
Actively seek customers 
Do not actively seek customers 
Total number of companies 
Market Research 
Use market research 
Do riot use market research 
Total inimber of companies 
73 89.0 89.0 
9 11.0 1000 
82 100.0 
23 28.8 28.8 
57 71 3 1000 
80 100.0 
kible 7-1 ' rc\ cals that 81) percctit of' ., cck custonicr", act, 
the lliajorltý of' t1w III-iiis (71_1 percent) do not usc markct rcscardi. Ilic 
latta I-lunli-C is [lllc\pcctcd. ý1,, markct rcscarch is a mcm,, h\ \\hwh III '-, \If ,, c,, m 
I'CdLICC dIC I'Plk ýISSOCIýItCd \\ ith t1w introduction ()I'iic\\ products Wii-kcr. Wlicii 
asked to state ho\\ j)1-0dLICtS \\Cl'c marketed. 54 pci-cent relied upon kfircct oi- I'acc-to- 
. licc contact - pci-sollal contact Is a major source of' informal market research availabic 
WithOLIt any extra cost (Oakey ct al- 1988). 
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Respondents were asked to indicate which product/proccss factors wcrc 
important for the survival or growth of their HTSMEs., Figure 7-4 indicates that 
producing high quality products is the most important strategy, with a mean score of 
3.71, followed by product innovation (3.36) and low production cost (3.31). As 
discussed in the literature review,. HTSMEs that focus on producing quality products 
tend'to outperform those that do not (Pavia, 1990), because they arc able to 'secure a 
market niche (Section 4.4.1, Chapter Four). 
Increased per capita incomes, standards of living and levels of education have 
caused Malaysians to be more quality-orientcd. Customers no longer buy new 
products to impress friends and neighbours. Instead they ask for better products 
because they know that there is enough competition to provide what they want. 
HTSMEs therefore have to introduce not only new products, but also quality new 
products. Product innovation is another important factor that affects the growth of 
responding companies. The proportion of innovating companies in the sample is high 
(Table 7-10), with 82.6 percent of companies producing at least one new product over 
the past 3 years, compared to a national percentage of 65.6 percent (Malaysia, 1994b). 
High technology ventures require high investment in acquiring technology, upgrading 
and maintaining skilled labour, and R&D, thus pushing up the cost of production. To 
be competitive, HTSMEs need to contain production costs but at the same time 
remain innovative (Oakey et al., 1988). 
TABLE 7-13 Government Agencies Supporting HTSMEs 
Agency Percent Aware Percent Using 
MIDA 92 56 
MTDC 81 16 
Bank Pernbangunan 71 11 
Bank Industri 67 6 
SIRIM 81 44 
SMIDEC 72 20 
MIGHT 54 16 
MITIC 44 4 
UNB 62 4 
MEDEC 40 9 
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State support was identified in the literature review as a key dctcniiiiiatit of 
growth. HTSME start-ups require state support because of the high initial costs, and 
start-ups seeking to introduce product and process innovation are more likely to face 
difficulty in raising finance (Aston Business School, 1991). Government support may 
also be in the form of business advice, technology transfer centrcs and industrial sitcs 
(Phillips, 1991). In the questionnaire, respondents were asked whether they were 
aware of, and use, assistance offered by the ten govcniment agencies responsible for 
providing support to HTSMEs in Malaysia. Table 7-13 shows that more than 80 
percent of the respondents have some knowledge about the assistance offered by 
MIDA, MTDC and SIRIM, but the takc-up of such assistance is quite disappointing. 
This result is important. It may be because the HTSMEs choose not to utilisc the 
assistance offered by these agencies, or perhaps applications for assistance have been 
rejected. Tile discussion of hypothesis 17 below, and analysis of the case studies in 
Chapter Eight, provides more discussion of this issue. 
7.1.5 Growth Constraints 
The literature review identified a number of constraints faced by HTSMEs, notably a 
lack of finance and skilled labour (ACOST, 1990; Aston Business School, 1991; 
UCSBRC, 1992). Other constraints identified in the literature review include a lack of 
resources for innovation, and managerial and market constraints (Section 4.5, Chapter 
Four). 
Respondents were given a list of probable constraints that might affect the 
growth of their company and asked to indicate the level of importance attached to 
each of tile listed constraints. Tile importance was measured on a simple 4-point scale. 
A score of W indicates a very important constraint, '3' important, '2' moderately 
important and 'I' not important at all. The mean scores for each of the potential 
constraints to growth are presented in Figure 7-5. 
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FIGURE 7-5 Constraints on Growth 
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This section will confirrn that thesc three characteristics are present in the sample 
companics. ' 
7.2.1 Highly Skilled Employees 
Table 7-14 shows that the sample companies employ 27.9 percent skilled workers and 
technicians. This is 6.3 percent higher than the percentage of skilled and technical 
workers across Malaysia as a whole in mid 1997 (Malaysia, 1998i). In terms. of 
Engineers and Scienti'Sts, the sample figure of 13.1 percent is higher than the national 
average of 1.1 percent (interpolated from inforniation provided in the Seventh 
Malaysia Plan). Table 7-6 in Section 7.1.2 indicated that 83.3 percent of the sample 
employ at least one engineer or scientist. 
TABLE 7-14 Sample Companies: Type of Employees 
Types of employee Number in 
sample 
companies 
Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Skilled 872 18.7 18.7 
Technicians 432 9.2 27.9 
Semi-skilled & unskilled 1,485 31.8 59.7 
Clerical & administration 479 10.2 69.9 
Marketing & sales staff 317 6.8 76.7 
ers and scientists n e Engi 610 13.1 89.8 
Manag m4 e 
L 
Management and professionals 479 10.2 100.0 
bel u m Total n le Total number in 
ýsample 4,674 100 
Turning to the questionnaire respondents, Table 7-15 shows that 12 (14.3 
percent) of them have a diploma or lower qualification and 45 (50.5 percent) have a 
degree in science and engineering, with almost 12 percent having a degree in business 
and management. In addition, 19 OMs (22 percent) had achieved post degree 
qualifications. 
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TABLE 7-15 Age and Highest Academic Qualification 
Degree 
Diploma or Science or Business or Other 
Age Lower Engineering Management Qualifications' 
f% f% f% f % 
40 or less 7 B. -I 27 31.4 5 5.8 10 11.6 
41-54 4.7 16 18.6 5 5.8 7 8.1 
55 or more 1 1.2 2 Z3 0 0.0 2 2.3 
Total 12 14.3 45 50.5 10 11.6 19 22.1 
Thus, the sample firms are owned or managed by generally well educated 
entrepreneurs, and the firms also employ skilled staff. 
7.2.2 R&D to Turnover Ratio 
Table 7-16 demonstrates the median R&D to turnover ratio of companies undertaking 
R&D, according to sector grouping. The electronics sector has the highest R&D 
investment and the median R&D to turnover ratio for all firms undertaking R&D is 
2.7 percent. The overall percentage of turnover spent on R&D is shown in Table 7-11. 
TABLE 7-16 R&D Investment According to Sectors 
No. of companies Median R&D to 
Sectors undertaking R&D Turnover Ratio 
(percent) 
Electronics 28 2.7 
Advanced Manufacturing 5 1.3 
Biotechnology 11 1.0 
Other sectors 10 0.8 
All companies undertaking R&D 54 1.2 
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FIGURE 7-6 R&D Expenditure and Ratio of Scientists & Engineers to Total 
Employees 
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employment growth rate (only 56 companies provided crnploymcnt data as indicatcd 
by Table. 7-7) in sample firnis is about 12.4 times the annual national, avcrage and 
more than six times the annual average growth for the manufacturing sector. 
TABLE 7-17 Growth Comparison (Sample versus National Annual Average) 
Sample Mean Average Annual National Growth for Growth (Average annual growth the past two years for the past two years) 
Turnover 48.7 percent 14.7 percent (GDP) 
14.8 percent (GNP) 
Employment 46.2 percent 3.6 percent (overall) 
7.3 percent (manufacturing sector) 
Thus the sample companies, in general, meet the three criteria for high 
tech n ology firms -a high proportion of skilled employees, high R&D in relation to 
turnover, and high growth. 
7.3 PROFILE OF HIGH GROWTH FIRMS 
It is widely recognised that high growth firms are major sources of additional sales, 
employment and out-of-region exports (White and Reynolds, 1996). As a 
consequence, OMs and governments alike have a strong interest in discovering the 
ingredients of high growth trajectories. This section analyses data obtained from the 
questionnaire survey and develops a profile of high growth HTSMEs. 
The definition of high growth technology-based SMEs was discussed in the 
literature review (Section 4.3.1, Chapter Four). 'High growth' is based on the Siegel et 
al. (1993) definition of such firms (an increase of more than 59 percent over the 1994- 
96 period or compound annual sales growth of 26 percent for two consecutive years). 
Fifty-three companies provided turnover data for the years 1994 to 1996. Of 
these, 58.5 percent (31 HTSMEs) are high growth, 15 percent are companies with 
static or declining sales, and 26.4 percent are medium or slow growth firms (see Table 
7-7). Given tile small number of firms in the sample, definite conclusions on growth 
cannot be put forward. However, the questionnaire survey has enabled the researcher 
to generate a profile of high growth firnis. Tile survey revealed that tile average annual 
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turnover growth rate of the 31 high growth firnis is 80.7 percent (see Table 7-8), a 
figure that is more than 1.6 times the average of all firms in the sample (48.7 percent, 
Table 7-8). 
TABLE 7-18 High Growth Firms: Characteristics of Respondents 
Characteristics No. of Averago 
Respondents Annual Growth 
Age Group 
40 or less 17 98.6 
41-54 13 59.8 
55 or more 1 50 
Highest Educational Qualification Achieved 
Diploma or lower 4 94.4 
Degree or Equiv. 19 83.6 
MBA/Ph. D. /Prof. qualifications 8 67.0 
Table 7-18 shows that one half of the respondents from high growth 
organisations are younger entrepreneurs or managers aged 40 or less. There was one in 
the '55 and above age' group, and 13 from the '41 to 54 age' group. This is expected 
since younger entrepreneurs or managers have the energy and the commitment to 
work long hours. These two criteria are necessary for a business to achieve high 
growth. Older entrepreneurs or managers may lack the physical energy for such 
strenuous work or may be getting close to retirement (Storey, 1994b). Table 7-18 also 
illustrates that OMs with a diploma achieved higher growth than those who are more 
academically successful or those with the highest academic attainment. Section 7.4 
discusses this issue in more detail. 
According to Siegel et al. (1993), most high growth firrns arc managed by 
OMs or managers with considerable experience in the same industry. The average 
employment experience of high growth entrepreneurs is 8 years compared to 10 years 
for the sample as a whole (Table 7-19). However, further analysis of the previous 
experience of high growth respondents indicates that all but four previously worked in 
the industry where they are now based. This tends to suggest that OMs' experience in 
the same sector does enhance the growth of their HTSMEs. 
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TABLE 7-19 High Growth Firms: Respondents' Characteristics 
Characteristics High Growth 
Firms 
Low Growth 
Firms 
Sample 
Firms 
Average no. of ýears employed prior to current 
business 
8 years 15 years 10 years 
Average age of companies 10 years 14 years 11 years 
Average number of employees 70 91 79 
Average annual employment growth rate 103.8 percent -12.3 percent 46.2 percent 
Median ratio of R&D expenditure to turnover 
(RRDET) 
1.5 percent 0.7 percent 1.2 percent 
Median proportion of scientists & engineers to total 
employment (PSEE) 
9.4 percent 3.0 percent 8.7 percent 
Table 7-19 summarises the characteristics of high-growth HTSMEs in the 
sample. OMs of high growth firms have the lowest average number of years in 
employment prior to the current business. As demonstrated by Table 4-2, younger 
and/or smaller firms tend to achieve higher growth rates than larger and/or older 
enterprises. The average age and size of high-growth HTSMEs is 10 years and 70 
employees respectively, while firms in the other categories are older and larger. As 
suggested by Storey (1994b), younger firms grow rapidly to achieve a minimum 
efficient scale (MES) of production. Furthermore, smaller firms may be more flexible 
than larger firms and can react to changes in the market faster than larger firms 
(discussed in Section 4.4.2). 
Table 7-19 also suggests that high-growth firms are the largest contributors 
towards employment. The average employment growth of high-growth finus was 
more than twice the employment growth of sample firms as a whole. High-growth 
firms are also a major employer of engineers and scientists, and invest more in R&D 
compared to other firms in the sample. 
Summarising the information from various Tables above (and incorporating 
further analysis of the data), only three family-owned sample firms qualified as high 
growth. Twenty-one of the 31 rapid growth companies are located in the western part 
of Peninsular Malaysia, and twelve of them operate on Private Industrial Estates. 
Seven of the high-growth firms operate on a Specialised Industrial Estate or the 
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Technology Park. (It should be noted that most firnis operating on the Technology 
Park arc relatively new and not able to fumish the turnover data needed to compute 
growth rates. ) All high-growth firms, except five, employ at least one engineer or 
scientist, with the majority employing between I to 5 crigineers or scientists. 
Somewhat to my surprise, ten high growth firms firms did not engage in R&D, and 
only four companies conduct market research. However, twelve high growth firms 
seek customers informally through direct contact ('informal' market resedrch). This 
confirms that high growth HTSMEs develop close customer contacts (Siegel et al., 
1993). 
Based on the above analysis, the study offers some hints as to the 
characteristics of high growth HTSMEs in Malaysia. These necessary ingredients may 
assist the policy makers and practitioners in the creation of new HTSMEs with high 
growth potential and help to formulate support programmes for existing HTSMEs to 
attain high growth status. The high growth HTSMEs identified above have the 
following attributes: owned or managed by young entrepreneurs with less work 
experience, but having at least a university degree; younger and small firms; 
employing a considerable number of engineers and scientists; engaged ill R&D; and, 
operating on the Western part of Peninsular Malaysia. 
The implications of this profile for targeting support at HTSMEs are explored 
in Chapter Nine. 
7.4 TESTS OF HYPOTHESES 
A total of 17 hypotheses formulated in Section 5.1.3 were tested. The results are as 
follows: 
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11%, pothesis 1: The level of education of the OAI is positively correlated to 
growth. 
TýWLE 7-20 Correlation between Growth and Level of Education 
Growth Education Level 
Growth 
Education Level 
1.000 
0.047 
0.047 
1.000 
(li 0.05) 
Education can develop the human capital needed for business success (Variyarn and 
Kraybill, 1994). Furtherniore, OMs with higher levels of education arc more confident 
in dealing with customers and financial institutions (Storey, 1994b). To test this 
hypothesis, Spean-nan's correlation coefficient was utilised. The result in Table 7-20 
provides no real evidence of a positive relationship between growth and level of 
education. At the 0.05 level of significance, the h)pothesis is rejected. 
TABLE 7-21 Average Annual Turnover Growth and Level of Education 
Highest Education Qualification Growth N 
Diploma or Lower 46.6 9 
Degree or equivalent 51.8 30 
MBAIPhd/Prof. Qualifications 43.4 14 
Sample 48.7 53tý: 
j 
To explore this hypothesis further, a breakdown of turnover in relation to the 
level of education was conducted (see Table 7-21). As might be expected, those 
entrepreneurs with a degree are associated with higher growth companies than those 
with a Diploma. The majority of OMs with a first degree are young and have the 
physical energy and commitment required for rapid growth. However, the 
entrepreneurs with the highest qualifications are associated with the lowest growth 
companies. (This explains why the hypothesis is rejected). It might be that the 
Diploma holders see business as an opportunity to cam higher incomes (Storey, 
1994b) and are more committed than the most well-educatcd OMs. The latter might 
be older and (possibly) more complacent. Overall, nonetheless, the results are 
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inconclusive. Other factors are clearly more important in securing growth than the 
level of education. 
llvpotlicsis 2: Prior managerial experience is positively correlated. to 
growth. 
TABLE -t-22 Correlation between Growth and Managerial Experience 
Growth Managerial Experience 
Growth 
Managerial Experience 
1.000 
0.038 
0.038 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
According to Cooper (1981), the prior managerial experience of the OM is an 
important deterrninant of the success of a firm. OMs with management experience are 
able to cope with the changes and problems that confront them while running a 
business venture. Spean-nan's correlation coefficient was again utilised to test this 
hypothesis. Table 7-22 provides no evidence of a positive relationship between prior 
managerial experience and average growth, hence, at the 0.05 significance level the 
Ilypothesis is rejected. Thus prior management experience has no significant effect oil 
the growth of HTSMEs - an unexpected finding. 
A possible explanation may be that those with prior management experienee 
had been employed in the Civil Service and seized tile opportunity to start a business 
after being informed of government incentives made available to HTSMEs. 
Hypothesis 3: The age of the 0111 is negatively correlated to growth. 
TABLE 7-23 Correlation between Growth and Age of OM 
Growth Age of OM 
Growth 
Age of OM 
1.000 
-0.220 
-0.220 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
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The results in Table 7-23 are consistent with the findings of Dunkclbcrg and Coopcr 
(1982); Kalleberg and Leicht (1991); and Barkliarn ct al. (1996b) - Table 4-1 of 
Section 4.4.1 - that suggest the age of OM is negatively correlated to growth. The 
results in Table 7-23 confinn that younger OMs achieve higher growth than older 
OMs. According to Storey (1994b) younger OMs have the physical energy and 
commitment to work the long hours that are generally necessary for a business to 
grow. Thus, the hypothesis is substantiated. 
INVothesis 4: The length of the career history of the Olf is positively 
correlated to growth. 
TABLE 7-24 Correlation between Growth and Career History 
Growth Career History 
Growth 
Career History 
1.000 
-0.245 
-0.245 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-24 illustrates that career history and growth are negatively correlated, 
implying that OMs with shorter careers have achieved higher growth than OMs with 
longer working experience. Thus, the results reject the above hypothesis. 
Further analysis of tile survey results reveals that more than 65 percent of the 
OMs have had the same sector experience throughout their career history. Therefore, 
this finding contradicts previous studies (for example, Dunkelberg ct al., 1987; Jones, 
1991 -, Reynolds, 1993). The contradiction may stem from the fact that most tile studies 
listed in Table 4-1 measure growth in tenns of employment whereas my study uses 
turnover. The more likely explanation, however, is that the drive and energy of 
younger OMs outweighs the experience of older individuals. The essence of HTSMEs 
is the development of new products and/or processes, hence the value of prior 
experience might be somewhat negated. Furthennore, Table 7-19 denionstrates that 
OMs of high growth firnis have the lowest average number of years in employment 
prior to the current business. The data for the sample as a whole, and the Subset of 
high-growth firnis confirrn that the value of a long career history is perhaps overrated. 
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IlVpotliesis 5: IITSAIEs owned by feinale OAfs grow more rapidly than 
those owned by inale OAfs. 
Jones (1991) found that men are more likely than fernales to own rapidly growing 
finns, while Reynolds (1993) found the reverse relationship. Storey (1994b) 
concluded that gender is not a key influence on business growth. Tile purpose of 
including this determinant in this study was to provide some insight on the role of 
women in the development and growth of HTSMEs in Malaysia. However, only three 
fernale OMs responded and none provided tile turnover data needed to compute 
growth rates, hence the hypothesis is neitherproven nor disproved. 
Hypothesis 6: IITSAIE-s owned by Aron-Bundpittera Oills grois, more rapidly 
than those owned by Binnipittera OAls. 
TABLE 7-25 Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth by Ethnic Background 
Ethnic Status No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Burniputera 24 27.73 
Non-Bumiputera 29 26.40 
Total 53 
> 0.05) 
Although Table 7-25 demonstrates that Bumiputra OMs achieved growth slightly 
higher than the non-Bumiputra, the difference is not significant enough to support the 
above hypothesis. Thus, the li)polhesis is rejected. This result supports tile findings of 
previous studies in Table 4-1, whereby Dunkelberg et al. (1987) and Westhead and 
Birley (1993a) found that ethnicity had no significant influence on growth. 
Although the hypothesis is rejected, my research does suggest that the aims of 
the NEP (Section 2.2.1, Chapter Two) are being achieved in the high technology 
sector. Bumiputra participation is high and the performance of such firms is on a par 
with their non-Bumiputra counterparts. While this outcome is pleasing for tile 
Malaysian Government, one could argue that the Bumiputra finns should have 
outperformed those run by other ethnic communities, given the degree of official 
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backing for tllc Bunliputra population. However, it has to be acknowledged that the 
Burniputra, community started from a very low base in terms of entrepreneurial 
expertise and official support was judged to be essential to kickstart the move to 
equality. 
llvt)otliesiS'7: The age of thefirin is negatively correlated to growth. 
TABLE 7-26 Correlation between Growth and Age of Firm 
Growth Age of the firm 
Growth 
Age of the firm 
1.000 
-0.354 
-0.354 
1.000 
(li 0.01) 
Table 7-26 provides evidence that there is negative correlation between growth and 
age for HTSMEs. As illustrated by Figure 4-1, HTSMEs move through the various 
growth stages; the growth rate of younger finns increases rapidly to achieve the MES 
minimum efficient scale (MES), but slows down in the later stages once MES has 
been achieved (Storey, 1994b). The results are also consistent with the findings of 
UCSBRC (1992), Dunne and Hughes (1992a), Variyarn and Kraybill (1992), Hakini 
(1989), Jones (1997), Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson (1989), Storey et al. (1987), 
Variyarn and Kraybill (1994) and Wijewardena and Cooray (1995). Thus, the 
hypothesis is substantiated. 
Ilypothesis 8: The size of thefirin is negatively correlated to growth. 
TABLE 7-27 Correlation between Growth and Size of the Firm 
Growth Size of the Firm 
Growth 
Size of the Firm 
1.000 
-0.247 
-0.247 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-27 reveals a negative correlation between size of company and growth rate. 
This indicates that smaller HTSMEs grows more rapidly than their larger counterparts. 
once again, the results support the findings of previous studies by Oakey et al. (1988), 
Storey (1994b) and Barkham et al. (1996b). The need to achieve (MES) was noted 
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above. In addition, small firnis may be more flexible than larger firnis, and small firnis 
can react *quickly to changes in tile market (Barkharn et al., 1996b). Thus, the 
hypothesis is substantiated 
IIN'Potllesis 9: Limited compaides grow inore rapidly than other forins of 
ii TSA fES. 
TABLE 7-28 Kruskal-Wallis Test: Average Growth by Legal Form 
LegalForm No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Partnership 6 41.83 
Private Limited Company 46 24.78 
Others 1 40.00 
1 Total 53 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-28 demonstrates significant differences in growth between private limited 
companies (PLCs) and other legal forms. The growth of PLCs is significantly lower, 
hence the hypothesis is rejected. This is somewhat surprising, given the expectation 
that PLCs would achieve more rapid growth than other legal forms (Table 4-2). 
However, analysis of the characteristics of PLC firms (Table 7.29) illustrates that 
PI-Cs are older and larger than firnis of other legal forms. The age and size factors 
(Hypotheses 7 and 8 respectively) appear to outweigh the potential benefits of PLC 
status. 
TABLE 7-29 Characteristics of PLC 
LegalForm Average Age of Average Number of 
Companies Employees 
Private Limited Company 8.2 years 62 
No. of Firms 73 71 
Others 5.4 years 24 
0. ý11 
L-'No- 
of Firms 13 13 
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IIN'potllesis 10: IITSAIEs located on a Science Park grow more rapidly than 
those located elsewhere. 
TABLE 7-30. Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth by Location 
Location No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Science Park 10 25.80 
Other locations 43 27.28 
Total 53 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-30 demonstrates some slight differences in growth between IITSMEs locatcd 
in Technology/Science Parks and those operating in other locations. Nevertheless, the 
differences are not significant enough to substantiate the hypothesis. Vic II)pothcSis is 
thus rejected. 
This outcome was expected for Malaysia: companies operating on the various 
science parks are mostly start-ups, still to achieve the level of growth secured by firms 
operating elsewhere. For example, in the UK, annual employment growth for firms 
located on science parks is more than 50 percent (Storey and Strange, 1992), but 
companies located on the TPM in this study managed to achieve only 21 percent in 
annual employment growth. The results may reflect the lack of effective measures by 
the TPM management to assist tenant companies, or simply granting space to 
companies that would not normally be classed as high technology elsewhere. 
The case studies in Chapter Eight (Section 8.3.2) highlight some of the 
problems faced by companies operating on science parks in Malaysia. 
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11"'potilesis 11: There are significant differences between the electronics and 
other sectors its terins of the growth of lITSAIE-s. 
TABLE 7-31 Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth by Sector 
High Technology Sector No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth 
Rate 
Electronics 19 28.13 
Other 34 26.37 
Total 53 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-31 demonstrates slight differences in growth rates between sectors. However, 
the differences are not statistically significant, thus the hirothc3is is rcjcclcd. The 
result demonstrates that sales growth in the other high-technology sectors matches that 
in the long established electronics sector (Section 2.2.2, Chapter Two). However, illy 
study (Table 7-32) does show that the electronics sector's contribution (49.5 percent) 
towards employment growth is higher than the other sectors (43.2 percent). The 
Government's efforts to sustain growth in the electronics sector arc justified if 
employment creation remains as a main goal of Government policy. 
TABLE 7-32 Average Annual Employment Growth According to Sectors 
Sectors Average Annual Employment No. of 
Growth Companies 
Electronics 49.5 27 
o er Sectors 43.2 29 
Total 46.2 56 
flypothesis 12: IITSAIEs that conduct market research grow more rapidly 
than those that do not. 
TABLE 7-33 Mann-Whitney Test: Avg. Growth by Incidence of Market Research 
No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Conduct market research 9 22.17 
Do not conduct market research 42 26.82 
Total 51 
(p > 0.05) 
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Table 7-33 demonstrates some differences in growth between the two groups, but the 
differences arc not significant enough to substantiate the hypothesis. The hypoihesis is 
thercforc rcjcctcd. 
The result contradicts the findings of Barkharn ct al. (1996b), but the small 
number of firms conducting market research may have influenced my results. One 
possible explanation for the low level of market research undertaken by IITSMEs 
includes consumers' resistance to being interviewed and a shortage of people to 
conduct the market research. 
11Vpothesis 13: HTSAIEs that adoI)t a marketing orientation gt-oot, more 
raj)id1j, than those that do tiot. 
TABLE 7-34 Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth by Incidence of Strong Emphasis 
on Marketing 
No. of Firms Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Actively seek customers 45 26.83 
Do not actively seek customers 7 24.36 
Total 52 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-34 indicates some differences in growth between HTSMEs that consider 
marketing as an important strategy and those that do not. Once again, the difference is 
not significant enough to substantiate the hypothesis. The hjpothesis is thus rejected. 
Barkham et al. (1996b) suggest that firms actively-seeking customers will generate 
greater growth, although this growth is not guaranteed. However, it seems self-evident 
that firms producing good quality products that meet their customers' needs will 
perform well (Pavia, 1990). The most likely explanation for my counter-intuitive 
findings for Hypotheses 12 and 13 is that the firms lacking a marketing orientation 
have a secure outlet for their products, perhaps under the Vendor Development 
Programme. 
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11%, pothesis 14: Product innovation is positively correlated to growth in 
II TSA IE. S. 
T, ýBLE 7-35 Correlation between Growth and Product Innovation 
Growth Product Innovation 
Growth 
Product Innovation 
1.000 
-0.025 
-0.025 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-35 shows a very weak negative correlation between product innovation and 
growth. At the 0.05 significance level, the lzjpothcsis is rejccied. 
Although this result is consistent with findings by Birley and Wcsthcad 
(1990), Kalleberg and Leicht (1991) and Kinsella et al. (1993), there arc other studies 
in Table 4-3 that indicate otherwise (for example, Dunkelberg et al., 1987; Woo ct al., 
1989). What remains unclear is whether growth is a result of product innovation or 
vice versa. The most likely explanation for the above result is, once again, that the 
sample contains a considerable number of subcontracting firnis that achieve high sales 
turnover but rely on their anchor company under the VDP to introduce new products. 
livpothesis 15: Process innovation is positively correlated to growth in 
IITSAIEs. 
TABLE 7-36 Correlation between Growth and Process Innovation 
Growth Process Innovation 
Growth 
Process Innovation 
1.000 
0.222 
0.222 
1.000 
(1) 0.05) 
Table 7-36 shows a positive correlation between process innovation and turnover 
growth. Thus, the hypothesis is accepted. Process innovation in many HTSMEs has 
been the driving force in product innovation, and it is becoming an increasingly 
critical capability for product innovation (Pisano and Wheelwright, 1995). Table 7-36 
confimis Oakcy et al. (1988) findings that tumover growth and process innovation arc 
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related, though the relationship is weak; he sLiggcsted that market conditions might be 
beyond a firm's control, even though it has been undertaking process innovation. 
livipothesis 16: HTSAIEs that accept exterual equity groov more rapidly than 
those that do iiot. 
TABLE 7-37 Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth and External Equity 
No. of Firms Mean Rank of Gro! 
Accept external equity 24 29.19 
Do not accept external equity 29 25.19 
Total 53 
(P > 0.05) 
Table 7-37 demonstrates that firms accepting external equity do achieve higher 
growth rates than those that do not, confin-ning Table 4-3. An unwillingness to accept 
external equity can constrain growth, as the company may have to resort to short-term, 
debt rinancing. (The case studies confirm. that this happens in practice. ) As discusscd 
in Section 7.1.4, some finiis do not accept external equity because they arc subsidiary 
companies to larger MNCs and thus receive funding from the parent company. All 
unwillingness to accept outside funding, however, does not appear to have put sample 
firms at a significant disadvantage. 
Table 7-37 shows some differences in growth between HTSMEs accepting 
external equity and those that do not, but the differences are not significant enough to 
substantiate the hypothesis. Thus the hypothesis is rejected. 
It could be that the external equity is generally provided by Government 
bodies, rather than commercial ly-oriented venture capital funds. The latter would be 
much more concerned to support fin-ns in their ambitions to grow rapidly and (say) 
float the company. 
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Ilvpothesis 17: 1ITSMEs that accept Government suppongrois, more ralyid1j, 
thais those that do not. 
TABLE 7-38 Mann-Whitney Test: Average Growth by Incidence of Government 
Support 
No. of Mean Rank of Growth Rate 
Firms 
Use some kind of Government support 40 25.42 
Do not use Government support 13 31.85 
Total 53 
> 0.05) 
Table 7-38 demonstrates modest differences in growth between IlTSMEs that use 
some kind of Government support and those that do not. At the 0.05 significance 
level, the Itypothcsis is rcjcctcd. This finding might make depressing reading for the 
Government, as its efforts to support HTSMEs have not led to supcrior growth rates. 
The explanation for this anomaly is not obvious. It might be that the statistical test 
was based on the number of support measures used, rather than the type of 
assistance. It might simply be that young and small companies (that tend to grow 
quickly) have placed less reliance on Government support, or that official bodies tend 
to target more established companies whose initial growth spurt is slowing down. 
TIVp0thesis 18: R&D expenditure is positively correlated to growth in 
HTSIVE. S. 
TABLE 7-39 Correlation between Growth and R&D 
Growth R&D 
Growth 
R&D 
1.000 
0.192 
0.192 
1.000 
(1) 
Table 7-39 indicates a positive relationship between growth and R&D expenditure. 
Thus, there is evidence to substantiate the hypothesis. R&D is one of the key drivers 
of growth in HTSMEs (Ettlie, 1997; Judge et al., 1997; Jankowski, 1998). Successful 
HTSMEs are those with high R&D expenditure (Roberts, 1991), and increased R&D 
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expenditures are a sign of continuing growth (Smith, 1996). Nevertheless, the 
relationship set out in Table 7-39 is not powerful. Further analysis of those sample 
companies engaged in R&D reveals that almost 50 percent of firms arc less than five 
years old. While young, small firms might be expected to grow rapidly, there is a 
possibility that the amount invested in R&D has not yet been translated into sales. 
The understatement of the R&D figures in Table 7-11 (Section 7.1.4) may 
have had an impact on this final hypothesis. The test result would have been even 
more significant if true figures on R&D expenditure were obtained, and the current 
evidence indicating that growth companies are spending more on R&D than non- 
growth companies would have been stronger. 
7.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter presented a summary of the respondents' characteristics, a profile Of the 
firms involved in the survey, and summary data on growth, business strategy adopted 
and growth constraints. Descriptive analysis confirmed that the sample does consist of 
high technology companies. A profile of high growth firms was then compiled. This 
profile is important as it could assist policy makers and practitioners in the creation of 
new HTSMEs with high growth potential or help to formulate support for existing 
HTSMEs. 
The chapter then related the questionnaire data on entrepreneur/firm 
characteristics and strategy (the independent variables) to the growth experience of 
HTSMEs. The hypotheses were tested and a summary of the results is shown in Table 
7-40. 
It is evident that the majority of the hypotheses are rejected by the 
questionnaire data. Some of the reasons for this lack of association between the 
variables identified in the literature and the growth of the HTSMEs in my sample 
were explored in this chapter. However, many questions were left unanswered. It was 
evident that the qualitative data gathered in the case studies are critical for exploring 
these questions. Analysis of the case studies follows in the next chapter, and the focus 
of attention is the constraints faced by HTSMEs. 
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TABLE 7-40 Factors Affecting Growth of HTSMEs 
11 Hypothesis Independent Variable Findings 11 
Characteristics of the Entrepreneurs 
I Education Rejected 
2 Management experience Rejected 
3 Age Substantiated 
4 Career history Rejected 
5 Gender Inconclusive 
6 Ethnic background Rejected 
Characteristics of the Firm 
7 Age of the firm Substantiated 
8 Size of the firm Substantiated 
9 LegalForm Rejected 
10 Location Rejected 
11 Industrial Sectors Rejected 
Business Strate qV 
12 Market research Rejected 
13 Marketing orientation Rejected 
14 Product innovation Rejected 
15 Process innovation Substantiated 
16 External equity Rejected 
17 Government Support Rejected 
18 R&D Substantiated 
Notes 
Basic or pure research does not involve specific application toward processes or products, while 
developmental or applied research is designed to deliver in useful materials, products, processes or 
services. 
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CHAPTER8 
CASE ANALYSIS 
8.0 INTRODUCTION 
The findings of the questionnaire survey were analysed in Chapter Seven. The survey 
helped to determine factors that affect the growth of HTSMEs, as well as identifying 
barriers to growth. However, the survey did not provide sufficient qualitative data on 
how and why constraints occur, and what could have been done to overcome such 
constraints. Thus, in-depth interviews were conducted with fifteen HTSMEs in 
Malaysia. The focus of attention was not only the constraints, but also the steps taken 
by companies to overcome them. Information gathered through interviews and 
observation was used to test the propositions put forward in Chapter Five. Detailed 
case studies were compiled - refer to Appendix 8-1. The interviews provided a 
valuable opportunity to explore issues covered in the questionnaire survey, and also to 
-gather infori-nation on factors not addressed in that survey. The qualitative studies 
probed a number of answers obtained in the quantitative study. For example, the 
questionnaire studies identified a lack of finance as a major constraint encountered by 
HTSMEs. However, the qualitative studies were able to provide more depth to the 
analysis and helped to explain why a lack of collateral did not seem to appear as an 
explicit financing problem. 
The case study discussions enabled me to evaluate the effectiveness of a 
variety of public policies, and to suggest how it might be possible to formulate 
proposals to overcome the constraints identified. 
The chapter starts with a brief overview of the characteristics of the 
interviewees and their companies. It then analyses the four major constraints identified 
in Chapter Seven, namely: lack of finance; shortages of skilled labour; difficulties in 
product and process innovation; and, lack of demand. The analysis also describes the 
ways in which such constraints have been overcome. The chapter then tests four key 
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propositions derived from the principal constraints. It concludes with an evaluation of 
Government support and sets the scene for the recommendations in Chapter Nine. 
As stated in Chapter Six, the analysis of the 
' 
case studies (and subsequent 
recommendations) is largely based on the interviewees' own responses. However, on 
certain occasions, it was necessary for me to add my interpretation to the data 
gathered. For example, interviewees sometimes failed to address certain issues in a 
comprehensive manner; the interviewees did not refer explicitly to a lack of collateral 
as a problem in securing finance. The literature review leads me to suggest that, ill 
many cases, inadequate security is the real reason for a failure to obtain funding. 
Nevertheless, the interviewees were generally able to furnish clear information that 
clarified the questionnaire findings. In particular, constraints oil finance do not seem 
to stem from a shortage of funds in the financial market - see Section 8.2.1.2 below. 
In other instances, I had to use my experience as a lecturer in a Technological 
University to analyse events in case study firms. For example, in Companies M and 0, 
I was conscious that entrepreneurship training would have assisted growth and 
development and I could see where my university could have provided such training. 
This led to one of the recommendations in Chapter Nine. 
Finally, interviews with key informants provided another source of useful data, 
especially in assessing the effectiveness of Government policy towards HTSMEs and 
in framing suitable recommendations on this score. 
8.1 BACKGROUND OF THE FIRMS 
In-depth interviews were conducted with fifteen of the companies that participated in 
the questionnaire survey. The basis for selecting the sample was explained in Chapter 
Six. Thirty-five companies were contacted initially; twenty-five agreed to participate. 
However, ten decided to withdraw prior to the interviews. This was disappointing. A 
condition for each company agreeing to participate in the research was that the 
information provided would be treated in confidence. Thus, the names of the 
companies and individuals involved in the interviews are disguised. In addition to the 
interviews, the case material (Appendix 8-1) for each company was compiled from 
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brochures and company reports provided by the companies. For example, a number of 
interviewees did not detail their external sources of financing, but I was able to obtain 
this information from the company's report. 
8.1.1 Types of Product 
Table 8-1 Main Prod ucts/Services 
C 
0 
m 
p 
a 
n 
y 
C 
0 
m 
p 
0 
n 
e 
n 
t 
s 
Type 
of Firm 
Products 
A Yes SC Plastic motor components 
D Yes SC High precision tools, stamped metal components & spiral wound gaskets 
F Yes SC Rubber moulded parts for the automotive industry 
j Yes SC Manufacture & assembly of Printed Circuit Boards & manufacturing services 
G No PB + SVC Information system and IT consultancy, and executive desktop 
K No Svc IT infrastructure maintenance & system integration and maintenance 
M No Svc Systems integration & design consultancy 
N No Svc Managed services and Net-media i. e. virtual marketing 
B No 1313 + SVC Electronic alarm systems & engineering services 
C No PB + SVC Scientific laboratory equipment & end servicing 
0 No PB + SVC Flat antenna & R&D services 
E No PB+SC Pharmaceutical, health & food supplements 
H Yes PB+SC Photo-optic sensors, x-ray scanners 
I o N PB Agrochernical products such as insecticides and fungicides 
L - No PB Animal vaccines 
Note: 
PB: Product Based Firm 
SC: -Subcontracting Firm 
SVC: Service Based Firm 
As illustrated in Table 8-1, the companies are involved in a variety of sectors, and it is 
difficult to classify their activities into discrete categories. Under the VDP discussed 
in Chapter Two, four companies (A, D, F and J) produce components for anchor 
companies. Four companies (G, K, M and N) are principally involved in Information 
Technology (IT) services. Three companies (13, C and 0) produce finished products 
and supply services, including engineering services and R&D consulting. The 
remaining companies manufacture finished products and/or subcontract to a number 
of MNCs. 
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8.1.2 Characteristics of Interviewees 
Table 8-2 Interviewee Characteristics 
-C 
0 
m 
p 
a 
n 
y 
Age 
Group 
Ethnic 
Status 
S 
t 
a 
t 
u 
S 
Highest 
Educational 
Qualification 
Previously 
Employed? 
Years of 
Management 
Experience 
A Under30 B OM Dip. Yes 2 
B 31-40 B OM Deg. (SIT) Yes 3 
C 31-40 B OM Deg. (0) Yes 5 
D 41-54 B OM Dip. Yes 15 
E 41-54 NB M Prof. Yes N/A 
F 41-54 NB OM Deg. (SIT) Yes 2.5 
G 31-40 B M Deg. (S/T) No 15 
H 31-40 NB M Deg. (B/M) & Prof. N/A N/A 
1 41-54 NB OM Deg. (SIT) Yes 5 
1 41-54 B OM Deg. (B/M) Yes 19 
K 31-40 B M Deg. (S/T) Yes N/A 
L 31-40 B M Deg. (SrT) Yes N/A 
M 31-40 B OM Deg. (SIT) Yes N/A 
N 31-40 B M Deg. (SIT) No NIA 
0 31-40 B M LDeg- (S/T) No N/A 
Note: 
B: Buntiputra 
NB: Non-Buiniputra 
NIA: Not available 
OM. - Owner-Manager 
M. - Manager 
Dip.: Diploma 
Deg. (SIT): Degree (SciencelTechnical) 
Deg. (BIM): Degree (BusinesslManagenzent) 
Deg. (0): Degree (Ordinaiy) 
Prof : Professional qualification 
Eight of the fifteen interviewees were OMs, seven were managers with the principal 
responsibility for running the company. Table 8-2 surnmarises the characteristics of 
interviewees. All were male. (I did ask a number of female OMs to participate, in an 
effort to explore the role of women in Malaysian business, but tile invitees declined to 
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take part. ) All but two are graduates. Nine intcrvicwccs hold an cnginccring or science 
degree, indicating technical competence. 
The management'experience before setting up (or securing employment with) 
the company ranged from 2 to 19 years. Two intcrviewees had no previous 
experience. Although Table 8-2 suggests that interviewee G had not previously been 
employed, he had operated as an independent consultant for 15 years before setting up 
his current business. With ten of the interviewees aged below fofty, Ille participants 
are relatively youthful. 
8.1.3 Firm Characteristics 
All of the firms in the sample are private limited companies, except for Company 0 
that is a partnership. Eleven of the fifteen arc Bumiputra-owned. In tcrnis of location, 
eleven are based on the western side of West Malaysia, three in the south and one in 
the north. 
Table 8-3 shows that the sample consists of a mixture of older and younger 
firrns, with two start-ups. The ages of the companies range from 2 to 24 years. The 15 
companies operate from various locations, including State or Federal Agency 
industrial estates, incubation centres, retail centres and the Technology Park (TP). 
Table 8-3 confirms that the companies are involved in a variety of sectors, but all are 
classed as high technology under the definition used in Malaysia. 
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Table 8-3 Firm Characteristics 
Company 
No. of Full-time 
Employees 
Age of Company 
(years) Region Location 
A 19 4 Southern UIC 
B 35 5 Western RC. 
C 40 9 Western PIE 
D 60 4 Northern SDC 
E 250 24 Western SDC 
F 160 23 Western PIE 
G 165 7 Western TP 
H 195 5 Southern SDC 
1 36 11 Western SMI 
1 250 5 Western MIER 
K 115 14 Western TP 
L 28 7 Western PIE 
M 88 9 Western TP 
N 34 2 Western UIC 
0 8 2 Southern UIC 
Note: 
SMI: SAII Industrial Site RC: Retail centre 
MIER: MIER Industrial Site PIE: Private Indusirial Estate 
UIC: Universily incubation centre SDC: Slate Dev'l. Corp 'it. Indusirial Estate 
TP: Technology Park 
8.1.4 Growth Characteristics 
Figure 8-1 shows that sample companies can be classified into four groups 
comprising: high growth companies (ten, with an average annual turnover growth of 
26 percent or more); niedium (one, between 0 and 25 percent); declining (two, with 
declining sales); and two start-up firnis. The annual growth rate for the two start-up 
companies could not be ascertained. 
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Figure 8-1 Classification by Growth 
Start-tip (Est 
aftei 1996) 
Dechning Sales 
2 11 Iq III owt h 2r ZZ-ý 
10 
Medium Giowth 
II able 8-4 the il%cra-uc aillittal growli Iin Ofcacll colllpallý . 
Table 8-4 Growth Characteristics of Companies* 
Company Turnover Growth 
Rate 
-Employment 
Growth 
Rate 
A 50 (37 
B 209 118 
c 400 273 
D 276 131 
E 27 36 
F 58 -16 
G -66 24 
H 238 N/A. ** 
87 37 
80 208 
K -11 47 
L 15 8 
M 214 170 
N Start-up (established in 1997) 
0 0 Start-up (established in 1997) 
Note: 
vcragc, dgro I v1/1 b"llivell 1994 (/1/(/ 1990 
A*01 A vailable 
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The average annual growth for the two years from 1994 to 1996 across all 
fifteen companies was 121 percent which is almost 2.5 times the sample annual 
average of 48.7 percent (Table 7-8). Employment grew by 92 percent per annurn oil 
average. 
The high turnover growth companies (A, B, C, D, E, F, 11,1, J and M) had 
growth rates ranging from 27 percent to an impressive 400 percentl The medium 
growth company (L) achieved 15 percent. The two companies showing negative 
trends (G and K) declined by 66 percent and II percent respectively. Companies N 
and 0 were established after 1996. 
8.1.5 Growth Orientation 
Table 8-5 Growth Orientation of Companies 
Last 3 years Next 3 years 
Company Growth 
Orientation 
Investment In 
Process 
Innovation 
New 
Product 
Innovation 
Investment In 
Process 
Innovation 
New 
Product 
Innovation 
A GO X 1( 1( 
B GO V X 
C FGO X X 
D GO X 
E GO X 
F GO X 
G GO X 
H GO X 
GO X 
GO V X 
K GO X X 
L GO V X I/ 
M RGO X X X 
N RGO 1( X X 
0 FGO X X 
Note: 
Yes 
X Ao 
GO: Growlh Oriented 
RGO: Recent Growih Oriented 
FGO: Fultire, Growth Oriented 
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Intcrviewees were asked to state whether they had carried out investment in process 
improvements (new buildings and/or machinery) or product innovations over tile past 
three years, and questioned about their plans for the future. If the responses were 
positive in either category for both past and future time perio4s, the firm was classed 
as 'growth oriented' (GO). Eleven finus are in this category (Table 8-5). Companies 
that had achieved process or product innovation over tile last three years, but had no 
plans to do so in future are referred to as recent growth oriented (RGO) companies (M 
and N). Firrns C and 0 are classed as future growth oriented (FGO) companies, as 
they had not conducted investment or innovation in the past, but intend to invest in 
process and product innovation over the next tllrcc Years. 
Table 8-6 Growth Achieved by Firms 
Company Past Growth Achieved Productivity Growth 
Turnover Employment 
B High High Positive 
C: High High Positive 
D High High Positive 
F High Declining Positive 
I High High Positive 
M High High Positive 
L Medium Medium Positive 
A High High Negative 
E High High Negative 
G Declining High Negative 
i High High Negative 
K Declining High Negative 
H High N/A N/A 
N Start-up start-up N/A 
0 Start-up start-up N/A 
The rationale for the calculation of turnover and employment growth rates was 
set out in Section 5.2, Chapter Five. 
Section 7.1.3 highlighted the important issue of productivity growth (and also 
see Section 4.3, Chapter Four). This factor indicates the level of investment in 
technology and reflects the competitiveness of a finn (Barkharn et al., 1996b). 
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Productivity growth also affirms that tile skills base of a company is increasing. A 
company will suffer a decline in productivity when employment -growth exceeds 
turnover growth. Table 8-6 shows that seven companies (B, C, D, F, 1, L and M) 
achieved productivity gains. The growth orientation of these companies does not 
appear to have a great influence on the productivity achieved. By contrast, companies 
A, E G, J and K experienced negative productivity growth; not unexpectedly, two of 
them (G and K), had also suffered from declining sales. 
According to Oakey et al. (1988), increases in sales for subcontracting firms 
(Companies A, D, F, J, E and H) will normally lead to the employment of additional 
workers. Companies D and F had managed to improve productivity, whereas A, E and 
J had not done so. The recent profile of Company J, in particular, confirms that 
subcontracting firms can be labour intensive. Over the period 1994-6, Company J 
(Table 8-7) recruited rapidly and also invested in new technology. However, demand 
was not as high as anticipated, and it was vital for Company J to place emphasis on 
upgrading skills in the face of falling productivity. Table 8-7 indicates that the 
situation improved over 1997 - demand soared and investments in technology and 
human resources started to pay off (Arnold and Dennis, 1996). 
Table 8-7 Company J: Annual Turnover and Employment Growth (1994-1997) 
Year 
Turnover 
(RM million) Employment 
Turnover 
growth rate 
Employment 
growth rate 
Productivity 
Growth 
1994 3.8 60 - - 
1995 5.8 120 53% 100% Negative 
1996 6.5 250 12% 108% Negative 
1997 10.9 350 67% 40% Positive 
8.2 RESEARCH FINDINGS 
8.2.1 Growth Constraints 
As outlined in Chapter Seven, respondents were asked to rank (on a scale of I to 4) 
thirteen constraints that might hinder growth. The rankings were normalised by 
averaging the rank score for all constraints. The mean score ranking for all constraints 
was 2.5. Using 2.5 as cut off point, the questionnaire survey revealed the following 
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major constraints: lack of finance for expansion; poor quality of labour; lack of 
management- time to develop new. 'products and markct§; shortage of labour; 
inadequate information on product technology; a lack of demand; and inadequate 
information on developments in process technology. These constraints can be grouped 
into four major categories, relating to finance, labour, demand and innovation. 
. It should 
be noted that five of the above Constraints (except inadequate 
information on product technology and inadequate information on developments in 
process technology) featured in Barkharn et al. (1996a). This indicates that cultural 
differences between my respondents and those in the Barkliam ct al. study do not 
appear to have a significant influence on the findings. 
However, the questionnaire survey yielded little information on why and how 
these constraints affect growth, and what has, or can be done, to overcome these 
barriers. The analysis here provides a more detailed evaluation of the problems 
encountered. 
8.2.1.1 Availability of finance 
As discussed in the literature review, HTSMEs require sufficient financial resources 
to fund R&D and innovation activity (Houston, 1998), and to cover operating costs 
(Calori, 1985; Willard and Cooper, 1985; Smith and Cooper, 1988; Ryne, 1990). The 
importance of finance was confirmed by my questionnaire responses. In the case 
studies, interviewees were asked to indicate sources of external and internal financing 
- see Table 8-8. 
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Table 8-8 Sources of Financing for Expansion 
Companyl External Sources of Financing Internal Sources of Financing 
B Commercial banks (Islamic financing) M jor shareholder 
C Commercial banks (Islamic financing) Major shareholder 
H Commercial bank Parent comp. & major shareholder 
I Commercial banks, Finance companies, 
Merchant banks & VCC 
Major shareholder & retention of profits 
J MIDF, ASEAN sources, PUNB venture 
capital & Commercial banks 
Parent comp. & major shareholder 
K Commercial banks Major shareholder & retention of profits 
L Development Bank Parent comp. & major shareholder 
_ M Commercial banks (Islamic financing) & 
Merchant banks 
Major shareholder & retention of profits 
0 IGS Fund Nil 
A Nil Major shareholder 
E Nil Parent comp. & retention of profits 
F Nil Parent comp. & retention of profits 
_ G Nil Parent company 
D PUNB venture capital & Commercial bank 
(BDF) 
Major shareholder & own savings 
PUNB Nomura (VCC) Major shareholder & own savings 
8.2.1.2 Sources of Finance 
Table 8-8 shows that finns rely on both internal and external sources for financing 
their expansion. As discussed in Chapter Four, HTSMEs often turn to banks, 
especially at the initial stage, as a source of external finance (Houston, 1998). In eight 
cases (Companies B, C, D, H, I, J, K and M), commercial banks arc major sources of 
external financing. Other sources include merchant banks (I and M), venture capital 
companics (I and N) and Govcmmcnt agcncics such as the PUNB (D and N), MIDF 
(J) and the IGS Fund (0). Table 8-8 also highlights the importance of Islamic 
financing, as three companies (A, C and M) chose to utilise Islamic facilities from 
commercial banks. Internal sources of financing include internal equity (principally 
finance from tile shareholders or retention of profits) and financial backing from the 
parent company. 
The most common facilities offered by commercial banks were overdrafts and 
short-temi loans, i. e., short-temi financing Commitments. This is consistent with 
findings by Houston (1998). Somewhat to nly surprise, the interviewees even regarded 
venture capital funding and Government grants as relatively short-tenn in nature. This 
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seems a dangerous strategy, as HTSME investments are high risk, with payback 
periods that may be longer than three to five years (Oakey, 1997). 
Company D illustrates how short-term finance can hinder the development of 
an HTSME. That Company started developing a spiral wound gasket in 1993, with 30 
percent of the funding coming from the OM's Savings, 30 percent from PUNB, and 
the remaining 40 percent from the Bumiputm Development Fund (BDF) offered 
through a commercial bank. However, by early 1995, production of the product was 
still delayed and PUNB was extremely reluctant to provide further funding to a project 
it perceived as non-viable. The OM had to borrow from family members and friends. 
When the first product was successfully completed, the company managed to secure a 
contract from PETRONAS, Malaysia's largest oil company. Company D was able to 
break even just one year after launching the first product. 
The heavy reliance on commercial banks generally reflects good relations with 
those institutions and a successful track record in repaying borrowing. There are also 
difficulties in getting funds (debt and/or equity) from other sources. Company C 
approached Bank Industri, a major development bank in Malaysia, but found that its 
SME Fund has been exhausted. Company C then applied for ITAF I funding but was 
awarded only a nominal amount, insufficient for its purposes. It therefore declined to 
take up this offer. Company B relies on commercial banks, because finance companies 
charge higher interest rates. 
The sample companies are generally not attractive to merchant banks, as these 
institutions concentrate on large facilities with the prospect of substantial returns. 
However, two companies (I and M) had used merchant banks to finalise a funding 
package. The merchant banks also offer specialist financial advice. 
Another potential source of finance is venture capital. HTSMEs refused bank 
funding should, in theory, be able to approach venture capital companies (VCCs) to 
obtain long-terni, equity-based funding (Boocock, 1996). Five companies (13, D, 1, J 
and N) had approached VCCs for funding. Company B's request was turned down, 
although the VCC had previously shown some interest in the venture. Company B 
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suspected that the VCC was not convinced of its profit forecasts, even though tile 
compan y achieved its target sales. The development of Company O's first product was 
30 percent financed by a PUNB loan. PUNB also provided a RM3m loan to finance 
Company Ps start-up, and Company N received RMIOm from PUNB Nomura in the 
form of loan stock, to finance the purchase of its computer hardware. 
However, it has to be acknowledged that PUNB is not a genuine VCC. It is a 
Government agency providing assistance and support to Bumiputra entrepreneurs. 
Although it does provide limited financial support (including seed money to start-up 
companies), a number of interviewees felt that PUNB has a hidden political agenda 
and only assists companies with strong political connections. Furthennore, PUNB 
does not meet the criteria for a VCC discussed in Chapter Four: long-ten-n financing 
(Busenitz et al., 1997; Houston, 1998); and direct involvement in tile operations and 
strategy of investee companies (MacVicar and Throne, 1992; Boocock and Woods, 
1996). Company D's experience above demonstrates PUNB's short-terni orientation. 
Company N, by contrast, received funding from PUNB Nomura, a much more 
conimercially-oriented partnership between PUNB and a private sector institution. 
This injection of funds is much more akin to VC finance found in countries where VC 
is more established. 
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Table 8-9 Sources of Financing Advice 
Company Growth Orientation Source of Advice' 
B GO Commercial banks 
C FGO Commercial banks 
K GO Commercial banks 
0 FGO Internal 
A GO Major shareholder 
M RGO Merchant banks 
I GO Merchant banks & VCC 
GO MIDF & Commercial banks 
E GO Parent company 
F GO Parent company 
G GO Parent company 
H GO Parent company 
L GO Parent company 
D GO PUNB & Commercial bank 
N RGO PUNB Nomura 
My case studies also confirm that subsidiary companies rely heavily on the 
parent company not just for funding, but also for financial advice (Table 8-9). Most of 
the parent companies are MNCs with a vast amount of funds to support long term 
R&D or new product development. In the case of Company E, the parent company, a 
well-established chemical company with a group turnover of RM568 million, provides 
financing and also appropriate technology. Company F relies upon on its parent 
company for funding, and it has refused assistance from a syndicate of banks. 
Company G's parent company is the largest telecommunications conglomerate in 
Malaysia, with ample financial resources and a vast R&D network at its disposal. Tile 
parent company enabled Company G to conduct significant investment in R&D to 
develop its first product in 1993. 
It is not always the case, however, that subsidiary companies rely entirely upon 
tile parent company for funding. Although Company H is a subsidiary to a large MNC, 
tile company is exploring research funding with the IGS to develop local technology 
ill optoelectronics. Company L receives advances from its holding company for trade 
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financing and other needs, yet it has also received a RM3rn tcrni loan from Bank 
Pembangunan. 
8.2.1.3 Refused Funding for Expansion 
Table 8-10 Difficulties in Obtaining Funding for Expansion 
Company Growth 
Orientation 
Refused' 
Funding? 
Reasons for Refusal 
A GO No Not Applicable (N/A) 
E GO No N/A 
F GO No N/A 
G GO No N/A 
H GO No N/A 
GO No N/A 
GO No N/A 
L GO No N/A 
M RGO No N/A 
0 FGO No N/A 
B GO Yes Development Bank did not approve facilities sought & VC 
funding turned down owing to project deemed no viable 
C FGO Yes Not given full amount by Bank Pembangunan & Company C 
declined nominal amount offered 
GO Yes Project not judged to be viable by PUNB 
K GO Yes Project not judged to be viable by PUNB 
N RGO Yes Project not considered as technology-based by IGS 
The next stage of the analysis was to determine whether the companies 
interviewed had been refused funding and, if so, for what reason. My purpose was to 
assess whether financing problems stemmed from market failure or legitimate 
decisions by financiers. According to Aston Business School (1991), market failure 
refers to a refusal to finance a project for reasons other than its commercial viability. 
An example of market failure might be a potentially viable project that is refused 
because the fin-n lacks a track record or has insufficient security to offer. Of the 15 
case study companies, Companies B, C, D, K, and N had been refused funding (Table 
8-10). 
The 'refused' category includes the project being considered not viable, not 
meeting the requirements of the Fund, or approving only part of the aniount sought. 
One SUrprising finding in Table 8-10 is that a lack of collateral did not appear to be ail 
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explicit problern, contrary to the findings of Bachher and Guild (1996), Murray (1996) 
and M. Hassan and Boocock (1997). This point is explored below. 
The case of Company B reveals inconsistencies in the information provided by 
a development bank. Company B approached Bank Pembangunan to access its Special 
Development Fund. The Bank advised Company B to submit an application for 
RM2m. However, the application was rejected, without giving any specific reason. On 
further enquiry, Company B was told that Bank Pernbangunan did not offer such 
facilities to HTSMEs. The Bank's officials were clearly not well versed in the 
facilities available. Company B also applied for funding from a VCC, but was turned 
down, as the project was not considered viable. 
Company C applied for RM22,000 from the ITAF I Scheme (Consultancy 
Service Scheme - Appendix 2-4) managed by Bank Pembangunan. However, it was 
awarded only RM6,000. No explanation was forthcoming from the Bank. The amount 
was insufficient to purchase specialised computer software and provide appropriate 
training for its workforce. 
Company N's application to the IGS Fund to develop its virtual marketing 
concept was rejected as not complying with the Fund's investment criteria. On further 
enquiry, Company N was told that its IT project was not technology-based! When 
Company N forwarded the same application to the Multimedia Development 
Corporation, the application was again rejected, this time on the grounds that it was 
not R&D-based or the subject of a self-contained project. Both of these refusals might 
indicate a bias against the service sector. 
As stated above Company D was refused credit facilities by PUNB, because 
the project was not considered viable. Company K was refused funding by PUNB for 
the same reason. However, the interviewee from Company K argued that both the 
banks and government agencies are incapable of evaluating the commercial potential 
of a project, confirming Houston (1998). Company K clearly felt that its application 
was unfairly rejected. The interviewee complained that the banks and government 
agencies lack technical or entrepreneurial expertise and adopt a 'wait and see' attitude 
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to R&D ventures. In other words, banks provide funding to high technology ventures 
only when sales start to take off and the product shows encouraging returns. This 
would equate to the post conception/start-up phase. 
In summary, the case' studies reveal that firms rely on both internal and 
external sources of financing. Bank finance is prevalent, and the most common 
facilities offered by commercial banks -are overdrafts and short-term loans. Parent 
company support is also available. However, market failure does seem to be present, 
as market participants turned down propositions (Companies B, C and N) for reasons 
other than perceived commercial viability. There is no excuse for failing to provide 
correct information on facilities available, or offer an adequate explanation of why a 
project is refused funding. Although a lack of collateral was not mentioned explicitly 
as a problem, the literature suggests that the increased risk stemming from a lack of 
security might be the 'real' reason for refusing to supply funds to Companies C, D and 
K. 
The evidence from the questionnaire responses seems clear-cut - there is a lack 
of finance for HTSMEs in Malaysia. However, the evidence from the case studies is 
not conclusive. Most firms have obtained finance from internal or private sector 
sources, with an important contribution from Government bodies. This apparent 
paradox was also present in a UK study conducted by the UCSBRC, 1992; firms 
responding to a questionnaire claimed that finance was a major problem, whereas 
follow-up interviews failed to confirm this finding - firms could generally find finance 
from somewhere. The case studies discussed here might not be representative of the 
underlying population - perhaps they are more established and hence less risky, or 
there are too many subsidiary companies that distort the true picture. While there is no 
evidence of a 'Credit crunch' (insufficient supply to meet legitimate demands for 
finance), there are certainly cases where the financial market does not function 
effectively and efficiently - leaving HTSMEs to face a frustration in their search for 
funding. 
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At this stage, Proposition I (11"PSINIF's clicolinter fillancill., collst 1'. 1 lilts 
because of* a I-ack of* l'unds fi-ol" tile 1-111,1116-11 sYstel") cannot he suhstunliated hi, 
el fi-ont the case sindies. the evidence qathered i 
8.2.1.4 Labour Problems 
The questionnaire responses identified two major constraints taced hN 11 FSMFs in 
relation to their en#oyees: shonages of Iabow; and the poor cinality of (polential) 
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Figure 8-2 Labour Constraints: Principal Reasons 
Combination of a) and b) 
a) Inability/unwIlingness 
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shortage rate 
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Table B-11 Causes of Labour Shortages 
Company Growth 
Orientation 
Causes of Shortages 
A GO 0 No skilled labour shortage 
B GO 0 Inability to pay market wage rate 
0 Not enough workers in the market 
0 Lack of funds to train workers 
C FGO 0 Not enough skilled and unskilled workers in the market 
D GO 0 No skilled labour shortage 
E GO a Not enough skilled workers in the market 
F GO 0 Not enough skilled workers in the market 
G GO 0 Not enough skilled workers in the market 
H GO Not enough skilled workers in the market 
I GO 0 No skilled labour shortage 
GO 0 Not enough skilled & unskilled workers in the market 
K GO 0 Inability to pay market wage rate 
L GO 0 Not enough skilled workers in the market 
M RGO 0 Inability to pay market wage rate 
N RGO 0 Inability to pay market wage rate 
0 Not enough skilled workers in the market 
0 Lack of funds to train workers 
0 FGO - No skilled labour shortage 
Shortages of skilled workers in the labour market have undoubtedly led to an 
increase in the cost of acquiring and retaining skilled workers. This may pose serious 
problems to HTSMEs with limited funds at their disposal. Table 8-11 reveals that four 
companies (M, K, M and N) agree there is a shortage of skilled workers in the market 
and are unable to pay market wage rates. A quick check back to Table 8-10 confirms 
that Companies B, K and N have been refused funding by a number of financial 
institutions. Thus, they have had to resort to internal sources of funding which limits 
their ability to pay the market rate for skilled workers. Moreover, Company N's 
inability to pay the market rate stems from to its cashflow problems (refer to 
Appendix 8-1). Given the financial constraints experienced by HTSMEs, one might 
have expected an inability to pay premium salaries to be more of a problem. However, 
the previous sub-section suggests that growth-oriented HTSMEs can usually tap 
funding sources, and the marginal additional cost of enhanced salaries for skilled 
workers does not seem to constitute a general constraint in Malaysia. 
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Concentrating on the problems of labour shortages, Table 8-12 shows that four, 
firnis chose to bring in workers from neighbo, uring countries, especially Wonesia and 
the Philippines. However, this policy has not always been successful; my case study 
interviewees explained that the imported workers often lack basic skills and require 
time for training. They generally have a low educational background, and are unable 
to speak or understand. English. 
Table 8-12 Sources of Labour 
Sources of Labour 
Company Skilled Unskilled 
A Universities & local training 
institute 
Open market 
B Open market Workers from neighbouring countries 
C Open market, families and 
personal contacts 
Open market, families/personal contacts 
and workers from neighbouring countries. 
D Open market Surrounding areas 
E Open market Open market 
F Open market Open market & Workers from neighbouring 
countries 
G Expatriates from overseas 
countries such as India 
Open market 
H Informal training and open 
market 
Contract out to employment companies 
and open market 
I Open market Workers from neighbouring countries 
i Open market Open market 
K Local universities Open market 
L In-house training Open market 
M Open market and local 
universities 
Open market 
N Open market & training 
programme with university 
tudents 
Open market 
0 
EýE_: j 
Local & Australian universities Open market 
Four companies (A, D, 1,0) had not experienced labour shortages. These are 
all smaller companies, ranging from 8 to 60 employees. Company A is a 
manufacturing company that benefits from a continuous flow of students undergoing 
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industrial training. Most of these students are employed as engineers after completing 
their studies. Companies D and I are situated in an area with an ample supply of both 
skilled and unskilled workers. Company 0 had not yet begun production, but it did 
no. t anticipate any recruitment problems because of the links with universities. 
Section 4.5.2 emphasised the importance of private sector involvement in 
achieving a skilled workforce. Tabie 8-12 shows that only one of the 15 case study 
companies provides in-house training, although a significant minority have training 
links with local universities. The findings in Table 8-12 are based on a small sample, 
but, with the questionnaire responses, they do suggest that Malaysia needs to review 
its existing skills training. The specialised demands of HTSMEs have direct 
implications for their training and human resources policies (Breheny et al., 1985). 
However, with limited funds at their disposal, many HTSMEs may not be able to offer 
specialised training. Furthermore, the 7MP approach, discussed in Section 2.2.4, seeks 
to enhance skills training by granting financial assistance to large corporations rather 
than HTSMEs. This is supported by discussions with a key informant from MITI. 
Table 8-12 also indicates that university graduates are a major source of skilled 
manpower. However, as pointed out in Section 4.5.2, the technical orientation of 
Malaysian students at university level is still low compared to other developing 
countries (Young and Kiat, 1996). Furthermore, local universities have, historically, 
not been able to meet the demand for engineers in Malaysia. Towards the end of the 
7MP period there was a shortage of approximately 7,300 engineers in Malaysia 
(Malaysia, 1999a).. 
Given the current shortages confirmed by this study, it would certainly be 
difficult for Malaysia to achieve the acknowledged PSEE level for a high technology 
industry, as defined in Section 3.2.3. It is very important for the Government to 
address the shortage of skilled manpower, because a failure to tackle this problem will 
surely lead to other constraints. For example, my interviewees argued that many 
HTSMEs were hindered in their plans to innovate because skilled human resources 
were not available. Chapter Four (Section 4.5.2) discussed at great length the 
problems stemming from shortages of skilled labour. When there is a shortage of 
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skilled workers OMs have to defer development of new products or services. 
Furthermore, to attract and retain skilled labour, HTSMEs have to pay higher salaries, 
leading to an increase in production costs. Three case companies were not able to pay 
current market rates for skilled labour. However, I am convinced that, even if funds 
had been available to these firms, they would still have encountered skilled labour 
shortages, as there is just not enough skilled labour in the'market. 
Overall, my case studies indicate that larger HTSMEs are more likely to 
experience labour shortages than smaller ones, especially where there is a strong 
growth orientation. Whatever the size of the firm, the experience of case study firms 
in recruiting unskilled labour suggests that the market for less educated workers 
generally functions effectively. 
On balance, Proposition 2 (Labour constraints among IITSMEs stem 
from a shortage of skilled workers in the labour market) is substantiated by the 
case studies. 
8.2.1.5 Constraints on Product and Process Innovation 
As discussed in the literature review, product and process innovation is critical for 
HTSMEs. The questionnaire responses (Figure 7-5) suggested that a lack of 
management time, coupled with inadequate information on new product and process 
technology, were the two most important constraints faced by HTSMEs in their efforts 
to innovate. This led to the formulation of Proposition Three. However, the interviews 
conducted for the case studies imply that companies fail to innovate for other reasons, 
an anomaly that is explained below. This section presents some of the innovation 
practices of case study companies then examines the ways in which companies have 
accessed resources to enhance R&D capability or gained the information necessary to 
underpin R&D activity. 
Current Innovation Practices Among Interviewed Firms 
Table 8-1 summarised the activity of case study companies and Table 8-5 summarised 
their growth orientation. Using information from Appendix 8-1, some key aspects of 
their innovation activities are now presented. 
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Company A has never introduced a single product. As a subcontractor, it relies 
heavily oil its anchor company for -new product development. Most of its limited 
resources have been focused towards training students. Despite these links with local 
universities, the experience of Company A helps to explain why proximity to a 
university system is, the least important reason for choice of location. According to the 
interviewee: 
As far as new product development is concerned, we have never been approached by 
any of the academic staff of the University. 
Although previously located on a university campus, interaction between the 
Company and academic staff has been minimal. Faults may lic on both sides; 
Company A has not approached university staff to ask for assistance, and academic 
staff may not been proactive or simply had nothing to contribute. However, Company 
A has just moved its entire production plant to an incubation centre next to the same 
university, offering the opportunity of access to R&D facilities. Company A plans to 
produce a Malaysian version of one of the anchor company's products under its own 
brand name. However, Company A feels that it now needs to upgrade its production 
facilities. Thus, it intends to focus on process innovation, by developing its mould- 
making process. 
Company J is also a subcontracting firm. It is a vendor company to several 
Japanese electronics companies and relies heavily on its anchor companies for new 
product development. While the anchor companies have guaranteed a market for its 
products, Company J does have its own in-house R&D team devoted to process 
innovation. Indeed, the Company has won numerous awards for its efforts to improve 
its manufacturing processes, including the Quality Achievement and Excellent 
Entrepreneur Awards awarded by MITI. On the basis of these achievements, Company 
A plans to develop its own product over the next three years (see Appendix 8-1). 
Company D exemplifies the lengthy product development period faced by 
start-up HTSMEs. As pointed out by Oakey (1995), product development nomially 
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takes three to five years before sales are achieved. Although Company D does not 
intend to introduce new products over the next three years, it plans to improve tile 
production process of its spiral wound gasket by utilising the latest technology, such 
as laser cutting machines, to improve precision and quality. 
Company K is 'a good example of a service-based company that fails to 
comprehend the concept of service innovation. Being an IT company, the OM 
considers that service-based 'products' are intangib le and innovation should take a 
back seat. The company does not consider developing new services as innovation. 
Unlike manufactured products, services are simultaneously produced and consumed 
and this may lead to problems when developing new products (Chan et al., 1998). 
However, according to Chan et al., innovation is concerned not only with new 
products, but also with the development of new services and concepts that are critical 
to a company's growth. Furthermore, service innovation involves a highly systematic 
approach to the design and manufacture and integration of various pieces and parts 
(Meyer and DeTore, 1999). The opinion of Company K may therefore be misguided. 
Government agencies responsible for supporting IT companies, such as MDC and 
MIMOS, should promote service innovation to such companies. 
Companies K and N both encountered a barrier affecting IT companies in 
Malaysia. Although these companies had introduced new products or processes over 
the past three years, they cited a lack of computer and software engineers as the major 
factor that affects innovation. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, Malaysia is facing a 
shortage of skilled IT workers, especially in system and software development. 
Without these knowledge-based skills, IT-focuscd SMEs in Malaysia will not be able 
to keep pace with foreign competitors in terms of technology and product 
development. 
Company M has been experiencing high growth for the last three years and 
expects the same results over the next three years. Given this performance, the 
company sees no reason to deviate from its current approach of providing IT services. 
The company is not ready to venture into new product or service development 
because it lacks employees with the highly specialised IT skills required. The 
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company has invested heavily in employing new programmers and IT technicians for 
the past three years, but it is unable to pay the market rate to employ the specialised 
software and computer engineers to expand into 'new areas. In my judgement, 
Company M would also have benefited from a programme to develop 
entrepreneurship skills.. These comments also apply to Company 0 below. 
Companies C and 0 had not undertake! i any major innovation over the last 
three years. 
Company C initially acquired the technology to produce equipment for 
scientific laboratories from a company in New Zealand. After years of manufacturing 
the standard product, the company was recently able to adapt the technology to local 
customer needs. It formulated its own design, and materials are also being sourced 
locally. Currently, the company is focusing on improving and promoting these newly- 
designed products to its existing customer base, and there are also plans to expand 
into other markets. 
Company 0 has not conducted major innovation over the last three years 
because it started out in 1997 as the commercial arm of a local university, offering 
R&D services. However, it diversified into manufacturing after receiving an IGS grant 
from the Ministry of Science and Technology. Currently it is working with an 
Australian University to produce its first product (see Appendix 8-1). 
In the interviews for the case study phase of the research programme, none of 
the participants cited a lack of management time as a reason for the failure to 
innovate. Innovation is clearly linked to R&D activity. The main problem seems to be 
a lack of skilled human capital to undertake R&D (Companies K, M and N) or a 
reliance on the parent company (for example, Company A). Table 8-13 sets out the 
ways in which case study companies resource their R&D activity. A minority of 
companies undertake in-house R&D, the majority collaborate or outsource this 
function. 
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Table 8-13 - Sources of R&D 
Company 
Growth 
Orientation Source of R&D 
A GO Anchor company 
B GO in-house & outsource to Telekom Malaysia 
C FGO Intend to outsource to SIRIM 
D GO In-house and outsource to SIRIM (product materials) 
E GO In-house 
F GO In-house and collaborative research with Rubber Research Institute (RRI) 
G GO In-house 
H GO Parent company but planning to conduct R&D locally through joint 
venture (IGS funding) 
GO In-house 
J GO Product Innovation at Anchor company level. In-house R&D only on 
process innovation 
K GO Collaborative R&D with local universities 
L GO in-house and collaborative R&D with a local university, the Veterinary 
Research Institute (VRI) and foreign consultant 
M RGO R&D (process innovation) performed by a subsidiary company 
N RGO Outsource to Microsoft 
0 FGO In-house and collaborative research with an Australian university 
The measures adopted include: subcontracting R&D to local universities 
(Company K); using research centres, such as SIRIM (Companies C and D), 
collaborative research with research organisations such as the Veterinary Research 
Institute (Company L), and the Rubber Research Institute (Company F); using foreign 
consultants (Company L); conducting collaborative research with local and foreign 
universities (Companies L and 0 respectively); and, establishing links with larger 
firrns such as Telekorn Malaysia (Company B) and Microsoft (Company N). This is 
important information to supplement the questionnaire survey. Although new product 
ideas may come from the OM, responsibility for turning the idea into a commercially 
viable product has typically been transferred to another party either by collaboration or 
contracting out R&D. 
Information and Innovation 
To enable a firni to innovate, a great deal of inforniation is needed on current market 
developments, new technological developments, the nature and availability of 
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Government assistance, etc. The questionnaire survey indicated that this lack of 
information. was the second major constraint on innovation faced by HTSMEs. Case 
study companies were therefore questioned closely about their sources of information, 
to establish whether they encountered problems in this respect. 
Table 8-14 Information for Innovation 
Company Growth 
Orientation 
Source of Information on Product & Process Information 
A GO Local universities and anchor company 
B GO Technology Transfer 
C FGO Technology Transfer 
D GO Anchor company, circle of manufacturers, internet and machines supplier 
E GO Transfer of technology from an Australian company by the parent company 
F GO Rubber Research Institute (RRI), supplier and through strategic alliances 
G GO Technology transfer, Dun & Bradstreet through its intelligence report, and 
technology forecasting with partners 
H GO Parent company in the USA 
I GO Department of Environment (DOE) 
i GO Anchor company and machines supplier 
K GO Internet, suppliers and partners such as Digital Corporation 
L GO Local universities and research centres, foreign consultant, and 
technology transfer 
M RGO Internet, journals and suppliers 
N RGO Internet, journals and suppliers 
0 FGO Foreign University Partner 
Table 8-14 reveals that the case study companies have found ways to acquire 
inforniation on new products and developments in process technology. The sources 
include: technology transfer (Companies B, C, E and G); suppliers (Companies D, F, 
J, K, M and N); the Internet (Companies D, K, M and N); strategic alliances 
(Company F); local universities and research centres (Companies A, F and Q; foreign 
consultants (Company G and Q; partners, parent or anchor company (Companies A, 
D, E, H, K and 0); journals (Company M and N); and, Government agencies 
(Company 
The Internet and suppliers were the most common sources of information. 
The former has become a standard element of modem society, with more inflarmation 
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targeted at entrepreneurs (Brown and Wright, 1998). With the improved availability of 
technical services on the web, entrepreneurs, engineers, and other professionals in 
Malaysia should be able to gain access to valuable inforination at a fraction of the 
former cost. In a competitive environment, suppliers are an increasingly important 
resource for manufacturers and they can play a significant. role in reducing the cost 
and time-to-market of new products (Handfield ctal., 1999). It is worth noting that 
such information is vital during the ideas generation stage of product development, 
suppliers can frequently make available new product and process technologies that arc 
critical to the development effort. Through contract or collaborative R&D these ideas 
can be tested for commercial viability. 
The analysis in this section suggests that case study firms have not innovated, 
and/or will not innovate, for two principal reasons: they suffer from a shortage of 
skilled human resources; or, they are subcontracting firms. The issue of a lack of 
management time did not surface directly in the case studies. Harassed OMs might 
have used the availability of this response on the questionnaire as a 'catch-all' 
reaction to the pressures of running their own company! Likewise, a 'lack of 
infon-nation' does not seem to present major problems to the case study participants - 
various sources of information are available to them. The case studies are generally 
more established organisations with a stronger network of contacts. 
Overall, therefore, the case analysis did not substantiate Proposition 3 
(IITSMEs are not able to innovate owing to a lack of management time and a 
lack of information on product and process information). 
8.2.1.6 Demand 
The questionnaire survey revealed a 'lack of demand for major products' as tile fifth- 
ranked constraint faced by HTSMEs. However, Table 8-15 shows that the opinions of 
the interviewees are much more diverse on this issue. 
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Table 8-15 Demand Constraints 
Company Growth 
Orientation 
im . portance of Demand Type of Firm Exporting (% 
of Sales) 
H GO Not important PB + SC 80 
i GO Not important SC 80 
F FGO Not important' sc 90 
A GO Moderately Important SC 95 
1 GO Moderately important PB + SC 95 
B GO Moderately important PB + SVC No 
C FGO Important PB + SVC No 
D GO Important sc No 
E GO Moderately important PB No 
G GO Important PB + SVC No 
K GO Important SVC No 
L GO Moderately important PB No 
M RGO Moderately important SVC No 
N RGO Very Important SVC No 
0 FGO Not Applicable* PB + SVC Not Applicable 
Note 
PB: Product Based 
SC: Subcontracting 
SVC: Service 
Has not started production, only at product development stage 
Companies F, H, and J thought that a lack of demand was not affecting their 
business: F and J are vendor companies, where the market is guaranteed by the anchor 
company; Company H's market is assured by its parent company. Companies J and H 
are Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses (LMWs)'. Company J exports 100 percent 
of its products through its anchor company, a MNC from Japan, and Company H 
exports 90 percent of output through its American parent. With MITI's assistance, 
Company J is planning to enter the European market. Company F supplies 90 percent 
of its output to its anchor company, EON (a manufacturer of Proton cars), and exports 
the remaining 10 percent. 
Ten companies cited demand as either 'important' or 'moderately important'. 
As illustrated by Table 8-15, only two of these companies (A and 1) export their 
prodLICtS overseas. 
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Of the non-exporters, Companies D, E and L have definite plans to enter 
foreign markets. Company D has a secure local market, but sees bigger potential in 
South Africa and the Middle East. Company E's plian-naccutical products have been 
%yidely accepted in Malaysia and it plans to increase exports to the ASEAN countries 
and the Middle East. It also intends to enter 'the USj European and the Japanese 
markets, but faces difficulties owing to the stringent Food and Drug Administration 
requirements in these countries. Currently, Company L is the sole producer of animal 
vaccines in Malaysia. Having monopolised the local market, the company wishes to 
export its vaccines to the US and Europe, but those markets are virtually closed to 
foreign-based companies. 
Company B considers demand as moderately important; it has the competitive 
advantage of being the sole manufacturer and supplier of electronic security systems 
to Telekorn Malaysia, as well as ongoing projects with other organisations, such as the 
Multi-Media University and a number of MSC companies. However, as the company 
expands its product range (see Appendix 8-1) to compete in the open market, demand 
may then become very important. Overall, Company B demonstrates the defining 
characteristics of high growth firms, constantly expanding its product range and 
looking for new market opportunities (Siegel et al., 1993). 
Company N, the sole interviewee to categorise demand as 'very important, 
foresees declining demand for its major product. It is critical to recoup the high initial 
investment involved in high technology ventures, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. 
Company N operates and manages a mirror Site2 in the Asian region for a major US 
search engine. The Company has invested RM13m on computer hardware, including 
an advanced server and a high-speed digital network. The company has also designed 
and introduced a Malaysian version of the search engine. However, it has not been 
generating sufficient revenue from its advertising business because its product is not 
widely accepted. E-commerce has yet to become established in Malaysia. The 
company forecasts declining turnover if e-commerce does not pick-up over the next 
few years. (With the benefit of hindsight, this looks a forlorn hope! ) To overcome this 
constraint, the company is planning to enter regional markets in surrounding ASEAN 
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countries, while trying to enhance the use of e-commerce by business entcrprises in 
Malaysia. 
Table 8-15 indicates that most firms that do not currently export consider a 
lack of demand as 'important'. (Companies C, D, G and'K), 'moderately important' 
(Companies B, E, L and M) or 'very important (Company N discussed above). 
However, companies that do sell overseas either do not consider demand as an 
important factor (Companies H, J and F) or rate this factor as only moderately 
important (Companies A and 1). 
The evidence is not strong, but it does 'point to the fact that exporting 
HTSMEs face fewer demand constraints. The issue is clouded, however, because tile 
exporters discussed here are mainly subcontracting fin-ns (Table 8-5) whose markets 
have been guaranteed by the anchor company. Moreover, it is important to note that 
the interviews were conducted in 1998, when Malaysia was in the midst of tile Asian 
Financial Crisis. During this period, local demand dropped significantly, and only 
companies with overseas outlets for their products escaped the full impact of the 
crisis. 
The evidence from the questionnaires is quite powerful in support of the 
proposition, yet demand is less of a concern for the case study companies. This 
anomaly hints again at differences between the case study companies and (lie 
underlying population as a whole. On balance, therefore, it is not possible to 
substantiate Proposition 4 (IITSMEs encounter demand constraints because 
they do not export their products). 
8.2.2 Government Support 
The questionnaire survey (Table 7-13) established that a high percentage of HTSMEs 
are aware of the existence of some form of Government assistance. However, the 
number of HTSMEs utilising of Government support is Much less extensive. 
Furthermore, Chapter Seven revealed no significant relationship between the use Of 
government assistance and growth. The case studies now provide all opportunity to 
probe this issue. 
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Table 8-16 shows the assistance granted to case study firms. It is interesting to 
note that, of the ten high turnover growth firms identified in Table 8-6, only four (C, 
D, F and J) are currently receiving assistance from the Government. (Company B did 
apply for the Technology Development Programme, but the amount received was 
nominal and the offer was declined). This indicates that HTSMEs arc able to achieve 
high growth without much Government support. 
However, the situation might not always be clear-cut. For example, Company 
M has been able to achieve excellent growth and the OM sees no need for official 
assistance. The unknown factor is whether the company might have improved its 
perforniance still further with some forni of official backing. In my judgement, 
Company M might be ignoring the fact that other aspects of its high technology 
operations need to be given attention if the company is to maintain its growth and 
competitive edge. These factors include innovation, exporting and R&D. Despite 
rapid growth, the company has not made progress in these three areas because of its 
inability to pay the market rate for skilled personnel. A number of schemes discussed 
in Chapter Two could help to remedy this shortfall, for example ITAF 2 and ITAF 4 
(Appendix 2-4). 
A number of firms had applied for Government assistance but had not been 
successful. Some of interviewees claimed that most of the advertised assistance for 
SMEs is purely political hype. In particular, some interviewees felt that only 
companies with strong political connections were granted assistance. Likewise, some 
non-Burniputra interviewees were convinced that any application for Government 
assistance would be turned down solely on race grounds. In theory, the assistance is 
open to all entrepreneurs, irrespective of ethnic origin. 
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Table 8-16 Government Assistance 
Growth Assistance Currently Received Unsuccessful/yet Intend to Apply 
Company Orientation to be approved for Assistance 
Application In the Future 
A GO None N/A None 
B GO None Technology. 
Development 
Programme 
C FGO Consultancy Service Scheme None None 
Skill Development/ Upgrading 
Programme 
D GO ITAF 1 and ITAF 2 Credit Guarantee None 
Bumiputra Development Fund from PLJNB 
Vendor Development Programme 
E GO None None None 
F GO Vendor Development Programme None None 
G GO None None IRPA Funding 
MDC Funds 
H GO None None IGS Fund 
I GO None None Commercialisationl 
of R&D Fund 
Technology 
Acquisition Fund 
GO Export Development Programme None None 
Vendor Development Programme 
K GO None ITAF 2 None 
L GO None None Commercialisation 
of R&D Fund 
Technology 
Acquisition Fund. 
M RGO None None None 
N RGO None MSC None 
0 FGO IGS None None 
On another tack, a number of companies claim that Government assistance is 
short-terrn in nature. According to the OM from Company D: 
The focus of government assistance is on businesses offering short-term returns. This 
may reflect the fact that the culture of the Malaysian economy is focused on short-tern, 
investment. 
If this accusation is true, such an approach is not compatible with the fact that 
high technology investment involves a long payback period. The statement above is 
based on Company D's experience with PUNB. Although a number of sample firms 
expressed the same opinion, it has to be acknowledged that a number of Government 
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initiatives are long-terrn in nature. For example, Pioneer Status offers full tax 
exemption for high technology companies for a period of five years (see Appendix 3- 
1). Similarly, 'funding under the IGS is nonnally provided for three years, which is 
probably sufficient time for new products to be. commercial ised. Furthermore, the 
payback period for the IGS is 15 years, extremely long-term in nature (see Appendix 
2-8). 
Despite the misgivings expressed above, a number of firms are intending to 
apply for Government assistance in future - refer to Table 8-16. 
For the purposes of this thesis, it is essential to gauge whether Government 
funds have been applied effectively. Government assistance in Malaysia comes in a 
variety of fonns. The most direct forni of assistance is a grant. Case study firms were 
asked whether such grants had contributed significantly to any major innovation or 
expansion projects and whether they would have proceeded with their projects if the 
grant had not been available - see Table 8-17. 
Table 8-17 Contribution of Grants to Innovationlinvestment Projects 
Company lmpoýtance of Grant Currently Received 
towards Innovation/Expansion Projects 
Would Proceed with Project 
even without Grant 
A N/A N/A 
B N/A N/A 
C Important Yes 
D Important Yes 
E N/A N/A 
F Important Yes 
G N/A N/A 
H N/A N/A 
I N/A N/A 
J Important Yes 
K N/A N/A 
L N/A NIA 
M N/A NIA 
N N/A N/A 
0 Key Element Yes 
Note: 
NIA: jVot Applicable - Innovation activities in these companies are finided by the 
parent organisation or internal sources, and they have no plans to apply for 
Government assistance. 
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One interviewee (Company 0) cited grants as a 'key element' of its financing 
package. IGS Funding played a big part in the ongoing developing its first product, 
although the Company accepts that any further investment hinges on a successful 
lqunch of that product. Despite these comments, Company 0 would have proceeded 
with its projects, irrespective of any official contribution, a§ the company has the 
support of its parent organisation, MTDC (ironically, another GovernMent-backcd 
institution). 
Companies C, D, F and J categorise Government grants as important for 
, growth, 
but intend to proceed with their expansion plans and/or innovation projects 
irrespective of whether they receive any official assistance. They may seek funding 
from other sources, such as funds from overseas, possibly an expensive alternative. 
The aim of Government assistance should be to provide additional finance to that 
available from the private sector - otherwise Government funding is 'deadweight'. 
None of the case study finiis were prepared to admit that the plethora of official 
incentives in Malaysia had affected their plans for growth! This important issue is 
explored in Chapter Nine. 
Another, more indirect, forni of assistance by the Malaysian Government to 
support HTSMEs is the establishment of a high technology infrastructure (see Section 
4.5.3), notably Science Parks. According to Monck et al. (1988), governments need to 
direct additional resources towards such locations, because they enable scientific 
communities in general (and universities in particular) to forge successful partnerships 
with the commercial sector. Three companies (G, K, and M) are based on the 
Technology Park Malaysia (TPM), one (N) is located on the UPM-MTDC Incubation 
Centre and one (A) oil the UTM Technovation Centre. The remaining companies 
operate from Industrial Estates throughout Peninsular Malaysia; these estates are often 
built by the Malaysian Government, but the sites are not restricted to HTSMEs. 
The facilities available on the Industrial Estates were perceived to be 
disappointing and, more pertinently for this study, to be inappropriate for high 
tcchnology companies. For example, Company H operates on a State Development 
Corporation Industrial Estate in Johor; it complained of constant disruption to tile 
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water supply, vital to meet production needs and to ensure the cleanliness of its plant. 
Even when the water supply is functioning, the quality is questionable as it tends to be 
murky. Furtherniore, there are no facilities. for proper disposal of environmental waste. 
The -local port facilities are also inadequate, forcing the company to despatch its 
products t hrough Kuala Lumpur International Airport located about 300 kilonictrcs 
away. In another example, Company J is located on a SME Industrial Estate in a rural 
area in Selangor. The company faces difficulty in transporting components to its 
anchor company because the nearest expressway is 30 miles away. 
It should be noted, however, that those companies operating on science parks 
also face numerous problems. The most common complaint relates to the lack of co- 
operation with local universities, particularly for those companies on TPM. It is ironic 
that tile TPM, a much-trunipeted initiative, has no formal links with any university. 
Such links are critical for the development of science parks in Malaysia; all science 
parks in the UK and US have been developed with formal support from the university 
sector (Monck, 1988). A separate issue is a perceived conflict of interest in respect of 
the management of TPM. The Park was initially set-up to assist HTSMEs, but its 
management adopted commercial principles when deciding to team up with a foreign 
company. Tile resulting partnership competes directly with some of the companies 
operating on TPM. Some interviewees expressed the opinion that TPM is not a 'true' 
science park, but just a property developer leasing out office space to companies. It is 
extraordinary that tenants on TPM are not pennittcd to utilise the Resource Centre 
created by (and for) the TPM management. Such action clearly goes against the basic 
ethos of a science. park proposed by the UK Science Park Association, i. e., to actively 
engage in the transfer of technology and business skills to the organisations on site 
(Monck, 1988). 
The two companies located on science parks associated with local universities 
also received little or no assistance from their academic neighbours. Company A is 
located next door to a university in the extreme South of Malaysia. In one incident, 
the Company was having difficulty in using newly-purchased computer software in its 
production process. The Engineering Faculty at the university refused to send in a 
technician to help. Likewise, Company N approached Universiti Putra Malaysia for 
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assistance in promoting its IT product, but received no response. In my opinion, it is 
easy to blame the individuals concerned in these examples for a lack of co-operation, 
but the fault probably lies in a failure to develop mechanisms for two-way 
communication and to establish, for example, the requisite financial 'and legal 
arrangements for ongoing collaboration. 
The case analysis therefore raises many questions about the effectiveness of 
both direct and indirect forms of Government support. There is evidence that some 
direct grant sources are either under-utilised, or given to companies that had access to 
alternative funding options, and the infrastructure support is not universally praised. 
8.3 SUMMARY 
In-depth interviews, conducted with fifteen HTSMEs, aimed to provide sufficient 
qualitative data to test propositions on the four major growth constraints identified by 
the questionnaire survey. As far as possible, the propositions were tested and a 
summary of the results is shown in Table 8-18 - the labour constraint only was 
substantiated. 
Table 8-18 Test of Propositions 
Proposition Constraint Case Study Findings 
1 Financing Unsubstantiated 
2 Labour Substantiated 
3 Innovation Unsubstantiated 
4 Demand Unsubstantiated 
Firms rely on both internal and external sources of financing, with the most 
common facilities being overdrafts and short-term loans offered by commercial banks. 
Market failure does seem to be present, as propositions were rejected for reasons other 
than perceived commercial viability. Although a lack of collateral was not mentioned 
explicitly as a problem, the increased risk stemming from a lack of security might be 
the 'real' reason for refusing to supply funds to certain firms. There was little 
evidence of a 'credit crunch'. 
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Labour shortages faced by case study companies were mainly due to 
insufficient skilled workers in the market and companies have been forced to bring in 
workers from ncighbouring countries who arc unskilled and untrained. The case 
studies suggested that larger HTSMEs are more likely to experience labour shortages 
than smaller ones. 
-Case study finns have not innovated, and/or will not innovate, for two 
principal reasons: they suffer from a shortage of skilled human resources; or, they are 
subcontracting firms. The issue of a lack of management time did not surface directly 
in the case studies. In addition, a 'lack of information' does not seem to present major 
problems to the case study participants, probably because they are generally more 
established organisations with a stronger network of contacts and good access to 
information sources. Most HTSMEs turn to the Internet and suppliers for information 
on product and process technology. 
The evidence was not strong, but exporting HTSMEs seem to face fewer 
demand constraints. The issue is clouded, however, because the exporters discussed in 
this Chapter are mainly subcontracting firms whose markets have been guaranteed by 
the anchor company. Other interviewees had made plans to expand their market 
overseas. 
The case analysis raised a number of questions about the effectiveness of both 
direct and indirect forms of Government support. There is evidence that some direct 
grant sources are either under-utilised, or given to companies that had access to 
alternative funding options, and the infrastructure support is weak. 
Notes: 
An LMW (Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses) can sell no more than 20 percent of its 
products locally. 
Mirror Sites are established to dissipate Internet traffic and provide backup copies of 
Internet databases such as AltaVista and Yahoo (Notes, 1999). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.0 INTRODUCTION 
After an introductory chapter, Chapter Two'summarised the policies towards, and 
initiatives introduced to support, SMEs engaged in high technology activity in 
Malaysia. It was essential to review the definitions of 'SMEs' and 'high technology' 
(firms and industries) because there are no universal ly-accepted definitions - this 
forined the crux of Chapter Three. I adopted a maximum of 250 employees as the cut- 
off point for defining SMEs. This definition enabled me to expand the number of 
companies available for study, particularly those involved in high technology activity. 
Tile operational definition of high technology industries used elsewhere (based on tile 
proportion of scientists and engineers employed or R&D expenditure in relation to 
turnover) was impossible to apply in this study. Malaysia utilises a somewhat 
arbitrary definition of 'high technology' firms as those engaged in government- 
promoted activities or the production of promoted products (Appendix Two). 
The next stage of the literature survey was to identify tile factors affecting tile 
growth of HTSMEs (Chapter Four). A theoretical framework was developed to 
explore the relationship between key factors or variables and the growth of HTSMEs, 
and thus to generate research hypotheses (Chapter Five). The framework also 
examines the constraints or barriers that hold back the ability of HTSMEs to grow. 
The research methodology combined a questionnaire survey, in-depth 
interviews to build case studies, and interviews with key informants (Chapter Six). 
The questionnaire responses provided quantitative data, analysed using bivariate non- 
parametric analysis in Chapter Seven. Follow-up case studies provided qualitative 
data on how and why constraints occur, and gave some insights into the methods used 
to overcome those constraints (Chapter Eight). 
Within the overall structure of the thesis, three major thernes have been interlinked. 
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First, HTSMEs can play a vital role. in economic and industrial dcvclopmcnt 
by creating new jobs, generating wealth and generating R&D spillover bcilcrits. For 
these reasons, governments across the globe promote high technology activities, 
especially HTSMEs. To achieve its ambitions of becoming a fully-industrialiscd 
nation by 2020, it is imperative that HTSMEs in Malaysia arc given every opportunity 
to grow. However, effective support should address the factors that contribute to the 
development and growth of HTSMEs. 
Second, the pattern of growth in HTSMEs is by no means uniforni, licncc the 
usefulness of a number of models was examined. The widely-used 'staged' models 
imply that businesses pass through various stages as they grow, but it is now accepted 
that not all IITSMEs go through all the stages. Some firms remain in the same stage 
throughout their lifetime, while HTSMEs with leading edge technology progress 
rapidly through the various stages. To present a more comprehensive picture, this 
study proposed a composite framework of analysis that combines three components - 
the characteristics of the OM, the firm and the strategy adopted. 
Third, the growth rate of HTSMEs can be hindered by a number of constraints 
or barriers. My study examines how and why such barriers exist, and assesses the 
effectiveness of some key initiatives by the Malaysian Government to assist HTSMEs 
to overcome these barriers. 
With these three themes in mind, this final chapter surnmarises tile key 
findings of the research programme conducted for this thesis. The implications of my 
results are explored for researchers, practitioners and policy makers involved with the 
high technology sector. The chapter concludes by acknowledging the possible 
limitations of the study and outlining avenues for future study. 
9.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The questionnaire survey focused on the factors that deterniine the growth of 
HTSMEs in Malaysia, with questions covering three broad areas - the characteristics 
of the OM and the fin-n, and the strategy adopted. 
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9.1.1 Characteristics of the OM 
Tables 9-1 confirms that all hypotheses relating to the characteristics of entrepreneur, 
apart from age, were rejected (except for gender where tile result was inconclusive). 
Table 9-1. The Characteristics of the OM and Growth 
Independent Variables Results 
Education Rejected 
Management experience Rejected 
Age Substantiated 
Career history Rejected 
Gender Inconclusive 
ackground Rejected 
The majority of questionnaire respondents were male and relatively young, 
and most had a technical background or education. As stated above, there was 
evidence of a negative relationship between the age of the OM and growth. The 
energy and enthusiasm of youth contributed to high growth. It was not unexpected, 
therefore, that the career history of the OM was negatively correlated to growth. 
While most OMs had previous experience in the high tech sector, 'time-serving' did 
not lead to higher growth companies. A more surprising outcome was tile lack of a 
significant positive relationship between education and growth. It was probably the 
case that highly-qualified OMs were associated with larger, older companies - factors 
that tend to depress growth, as discussed in the next sub-section. It would certainly 
not be suggested here that MBAs and/or professional qualifications should be 
discouraged! 
More than half of the questionnaire respondents were Bumiputeras, indicating 
that the New Economic Policy (NEP, Section 2.2.2) has been successful in increasing 
Bumiputera, involvement in the industrial sector. The questionnaire findings revealed 
that the gap between the perforniance of Bumiputera/non-Bumiputera companies was 
narrow. The Chinese community in Malaysia has traditionally been supcrior in ternis 
of business skills and culture, while the Burniputeras have shown less interest in 
starting and developing commercial enterprises. (As argued in Chapter 7, it might 
have been anticipated that Bumiputera entrepreneurs should have done even better, 
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given the degree of preferential treatment from official sources). The implication of 
the, 'race' finding for policyrnakers is incorporated in the recommendations' below. 
9.1.2 Characteristics of the Firm 
Table 9-2 summarises the empirical results on the characteristics of the firm. 
Table 9-2. The Characteristics of the Firm and Growth 
Independent Variables Results 
Age of the firm Substantiated 
Size of the firm Substantiated 
Industrial Sectors Rejected 
Company structure Rejected 
Location Rejected 
The age of the firni is negatively correlated to growth, confirrning that 
younger firins grow rapidly but slow down in the later stages once the Minimum 
Efficient Scale has been achieved. Likewise, smaller firrns grow more rapidly than 
their larger counterparts. Apart from seeking to achieve the MES, small firms may be 
more flexible than larger firms and able to react quickly to changes in tile market 
(Section 4.4.2.3, Chapter Four). 
Turning to the rejected hypotheses, there was no significant relationship 
between company structure and growth. The most probable explanation (put forward 
in Chapter 7) is that the PLCs in my sample are older and larger than firnis of other 
legal forn-is. The, questionnaire findings did not offer any evidence of significant 
differences between the electronics and non-electronics sectors in ternis of growth. 
The location of a business was also not a factor influencing the growth of 
HTSMEs. This result is one of the most important in the whole thesis, and it was 
confirmed by the case study analysis. Firms operating on a science park, for example, 
did not outperforni finns located elsewhere. Why9 Some companies operating oil the 
Technology Park are relatively new, and tile benefits of R&D have not yet corne 
through. Others are IT-based, with IT being an industry still to be ftilly developed in 
Malaysia. However, my research programme has enabled me to forniulate a number 
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of recommendations to improve the perfonnance of firms on scicncc parks - see 
below. 
9.. 1.3 Business Strategy 
Tile final area explored in the questionnaire survey is the relationship between the 
strategy adopted by HTSMEs in pursuing their goals and growth - refer to Table 9-3. 
Table 9-3. Business Strategy and Growth 
Independent Variables Results 
External equity Rejected 
Product innovation Rejected 
Process innovation Substantiated 
Market research Rejected 
Marketing orientation Rejected 
Government Support Rejected 
R&D Substantiated 
Process innovation was described in Chapter 7 as the driving force behind 
product innovation (Pisano and Wheelwright, 1995), and the hypothesis relating 
process innovation to growth was accepted. However, there was no evidence to link 
product innovation with growth. The sample companies include a considerable 
number of subcontracting firrns that achieve high sales turnover but rely on their 
anchor company for product innovation. (This finding was confirmed in the case 
studies). R&D is positively related to growth, although the relationship is not strong. 
The other hypotheses relating to strategy were rejected, although my findings 
did offer some interesting insights to OMs and policy makers. The influence of 
subcontracting firms seems to have played a part in the rejection of a number of 
hypotheses, the impact of venture capital is currently only marginal, and firnis in 
receipt of Government support did not appear to achieve high growth. Some of these 
issues are taken up in the discussion of the case studies below and/or in the 
recommendations later in this chapter. 
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9.1.4 Constraints 
The questionnaire responses suggested that HTSMEs face'constraints across an umber 
of areas: lack of finance for expansion; poor quality and/or shortages of labour; lack 
of management time to develop new products and markets; inadequate, information on 
new products or developments in process technology; and, a lack of demand. As a 
consequence, four propositions were formulated for assessment in the case studies. 
The questionnaire responses revealed that younger companies, including start- 
ups, are most affected by a lack of finance. High technology companies invest heavily 
in R&D, particularly in developing the first product, thus they are exposed to 
maximum financial stress (Figure 4-2, Chapter Four). The case studies comprise more 
mature companies, but such firrns encounter many of the financial pressures faced by 
the questionnaire respondents as, for example, they develop new products. Tile 
interviews confirmed that the 15 firms utilise both internal and external sources of 
funding. Bank finance is prevalent, with the most common facilities offered by 
commercial banks being overdrafts and short-term loans. Parent company support is 
also available. However, market failure did seem to be present in the financial market, 
as participants were refused finance for reasons other than perceived commercial 
viability - as discussed in Chapter 8. Although a lack of collateral was not mentioned 
explicitly as a problem, the increased risk stemming from a lack of security might be 
the 'real' reason for firins being denied access to finance. The evidence from the 
questionnaires indicated a definite lack of finance for HTSMEs in Malaysia, yet the 
case studies did not substantiate such claims. Individual members of financial 
institutions might be ill-infon-ned on occasions, but there was no evidence of a 
widespread lack of funds within the financial system as a whole. 
The case studies confirmed that venture capital (VQ is not a major player in 
providing finance to HTSMEs. Government sources of VC do not appear to function 
as 'true' VCCs. The role of private sector VCCs has not taken off as anticipated, 
despite operating in Malaysia for over a decade (see recommendations below). Tile 
case analysis did highlight the importance of Islamic financing, a forni of finance that 
has some features of venture capital, notably the absence of interest and repayments 
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linked to profit sharing. Islamic finance may become a major source of f inancing for 
Burniputera, HTSMEs in future. 
The second most important concern for questionnaire respondents was 
shortages, or poor quality, of'labour. Owing to rapid industrial growth over rccclit 
years, Malaysia has been experiencing severe labour shortages. Workers from 
ncighbouring countries have provided a good source of cheap labour, but the level of 
skills and training are questionable. While there are sufficient unskilled workers to 
meet employers' demands, the key problem for the country (and for this study of 
HTSMEs) relates to the lack of skilled manpower. From the questionnaire responses, 
Advanced Electronics, Biotechnology and Optoelectronics are the sectors most 
affected (Figure 7-15). My case studies confirmed that skilled manpower is needed to 
support high technology activities - those firms that brought in workers from (say) 
Indonesia and the Philippines complained that these employees lack basic skills and 
require time for training. Thus, the proposition that labour constraints among 
HTSMEs stem from a shortage of skilled workers in the labour market was 
substantiated. This is an obvious area for the authorities to address - see 
recommendations. 
The third constraint was concerned with problems relating to product and 
process innovation. The questionnaire responses suggested that a lack of management 
time, coupled with inadequate inforniation on new product and process technology, 0., 1 
were problematic. This led to tile forniulation of Proposition Three. However, the 
interviews conducted for the case studies suggested that companies fail to innovate for 
other reasons, principally a lack of skilled human capital to conduct R&D, or a 
reliance on their parent company for new products/processes. None of the participants 
cited a lack of management time as a reason for tile failure to innovate. To counter a 
lack of information, tile Internet and suppliers were the most common solutions. The 
case study firms had also utilised other sources, including: technology transfer; 
strategic alliances with other companies; local and foreign universities; and, business 
and academic journals. 
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Once again, there was a difference of opinion between qucstionnairc, 
respondents and the case study interviewees - there was little evidence to substantiate 
Proposition Three. The recommendations put forward on R&D (see below) arc mainly 
drawn from the experience of the case study firnis. 
The final constraint faced by HTSMEs responding to the questionnaire was a 
lack of demand. Proposition Four implied that this might have resulted from a failure 
by HTSMEs to export their products. The evidence from the case analysis was not 
strong, but it did support the contention that exporting HTSMEs face fewer demand 
constraints. The issue was clouded, however, because a number of the case study 
firms are subcontracting firins whose markets have been guaranteed by tile anchor 
company, hence they were in a better position to weather the storni of tile Asian 
Financial Crisis (that was affecting firrns at the time of my research programme). On 
balance, it was not possible to substantiate Proposition Four. 
A crucial concern of this thesis is how the performance of the high technology 
sector might be enhanced by Government assistance. There is a high level of 
awareness of initiatives offered by the Malaysian Government, yet tile ]lumber of 
HTSMEs utilising that support is much lower. A number of case study firms had 
applied for Government assistance but had not been successful. Some intervicwees 
claimed that most of the advertised assistance for HTSMEs is purely political hype, or 
that help is channelled to companies with strong political connections. On the same 
tack, a number of non-Bumiputra interviewees were convinced that applications for 
Government assistance were decided solely on race grounds. The evidence in support 
of such claims is'largely anecdotal. However, I did attempt to establish tile level of 
'deadweight' in the allocation of Government funds. Case study firms were asked 
whether official funding had been a deciding factor in their investment plans. A 
number of them categorised Government grants as 'important', but all recipients 
would have undertaken their expansion plans and/or innovation projects irrespective 
of tile availability of official assistance. This important finding is explored further ill 
the next section. 
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
On completion of my research programme, and drawing upon the literature in this 
field, I am convinced that implementing the recommendations set out below could 
enhance the growth of HTSMEs in Malaysia. 
9.2.1 Redefinition of 'High Technology' 
The classification of high technology industries in Malaysia was discussed in Chapter 
3. The Promotion of Investment Act (PIA) 1986 identified eleven areas of new or 
emerging technologies, and MITI offers incentives to all companies operating within 
those industries provided they achieve minimum (and minimal! ) standards for local 
R&D expenditure, and the employment of science and technical graduates (Appendix 
3-1). There is no reason why Malaysia should follow the standard global criteria for 
establishing high technology industries - developing countries should always have the 
opportunity to set priorities in accordance with local needs. However, it is evident 
that some of the MITI priority products (Appendix 2-2) would not be classified as 
high technology elsewhere. 
I would urge the authorities that it is time for Malaysia to review the 
industries classed as Idgh technology. It makes sense to target assistance at specific 
industries; this would reduce inconsistencies and anomalies when deciding which 
firms qualify for government assistance. However, relevant government agencies do 
need to formulate a standardised and working definition of high technology industries 
-a good starting point would be the measures applied elsewhere (the proportion of 
scientists and engineers, PSEE, and the ratio of R&D expenditure to tunlover, 
RRDET). This would require the collection of more accurate data on a national basis, 
but such infori-nation should be available in the third millennium! The key point is to 
review and prioritise high technology support. This approach to classifying high 
technology industries does not, of course, preclude the authorities from assisting other 
firms to implement new processes or introduce new products if there are economic 
benefits - the issue of targeting is taken up below. 
9.2.2 Improve The Performance of Science/Technology Parks 
A clear message from my programme of research is that science or technology parks 
(including the flagship Technology Park MalaYsia - TPM) are not providing) an 
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appropriate level of support to their tenant companies. (The shorthand 'science park' 
is used here to cover all types of technology-based parks). Substantial Public funds 
have been committed to the physical development of such parks in Malaysia, but the 
ori-site m anagement needs -to be much more proactive if greater economic and 
industrial benefits are to be realised. There was evidence of 'a conflict of interest 
between 'landlord' and tenants (Chapter 8), and many supposed 'science' parks are 
viewed as simply property-based initiatives. Moreover, there is minimal interaction 
between academia and firms on science parks located near to universities. The 
potential benefits of interaction between universities and neighbouring companies are 
perhaps overstated (Oakey, 1996), but the links could surely be strengthened. Overall, 
the current image of science parks in Malaysia is not prestigious. 
Against this background, I would put forward the following recommendations: 
To improve the image of science parks, from a property-based initiative 
to a channel by which R&D may be linked to commercial activities, the 
provision of on-site resources and services should be enhanced. These 
facilities would include basic business services (IT facilities, some common 
laboratory space, meeting rooms, etc) and practical assistance on (say) joint 
ventures, exporting and business development. Such advice could be provided 
direct, or facilitated by encouraging closer contact between the park tenants 
and local universities - see point (b) below. 
The local universities have a role to play in encouraging the supply of 
entrepreneurs by establishing Departments of Entrepreneurship or 
Innovation. The questionnaire survey revealed that most of the OMs (Chapter 
Seven) were young graduates, technically trained in the field of science and 
engineering. These individuals may lack key skills such as management, 
marketing and finance know-how on completion of their university education. 
The literature review stressed that the OMs' ability to combine technical and 
business/entrepreneurial skills is an important factor in the success of 
HTSMEs. Based on my experience in a Technological University, an 
Entreprenuership or Innovation Department could teach the basic 
entrepreneurial skills at tertiary level, which would assist the OMs to create 
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and manage growing entrepreneurial ventures. The case studies confirmed that 
universities in Malaysia have already taken initiatives to promote 
entrepreneurship among their academic staff by setting up spin-off companies 
(Companies A and 0) and Incubation Centres. The effort could. be expanded 
to include students by introducing modules on, say, new venture development. 
The case studies also highlighted the lack of interaction between companies 
operating on science parks and universities. The Entrepreneurship or 
Innovation Department could act as an interface to facilitate R&D, technology 
transfer and the dissemination of new knowledge - from university to industry 
and vice versa. 
iii) The park managements should increase the frequency of contact with 
their tenants, to gain feedback on what is required. Science park tenant 
companies are not homogenous and they have a variety of needs. The aim 
should be for science parks to offer (with Government assistance) an 
integrated package of support. Apart from the measures outlined above, my 
research programme suggests that HTSMEs feel constrained by a lack of 
finance, an inability to conduct R&D, and weaknesses in sales and marketing. 
The direct or indirect link to a lack of funding is evident. Science parks need 
to be able to offer appropriate sources of funding 'in-house', or to direct client 
firms to financial institutions. Proposals to increase the supply of venture 
capital are given later in this chapter. 
iv) The selection policy for science parks has to be clarified - the focus has to 
be on technology-oriented, growth companies. The questionnaire survey 
revealed that not all firms currently operating on the science parks are 
technology-based. The managers of science parks should allow only HTSMEs 
engaging in R&D to operate within their park. The exception would be if the 
4science' park had other objectives, such as encouraging social inclusion 
(women or ethnic minorities) or developing local communities. 
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V) The case study interviews highlighted the importance of informal 
relationships in encouraging and facilitating innovation - steps should be 
taken to facilitate interaction between tenant companies and to enhance 
informal social networks. The evidence from my research is that these 
intangible benefits are not being fully captured. - 
vi) Steps should be introduced to share good practice between science parks 
- the level of support given at present is patchy at best! For example, from 
the case studies, it was found that tenants are not given access to the well- 
equipped Resource Centre on the TPM! A system of sharing information 
and/or benchmarking of park management should raise standards. This should, 
hopefully, create clusters of excellence and broaden the industrial base of 
regions. 
9.2.3 Increase the Output and Quality of Skilled Manpower 
The spccialised demand for labour of 11TSMEs has direct implications for 
training and human resources development in Malaysia. There are two elements 
to my recommendations for human resources development, the first relates to the 
supply of skilled labour available to HTSMEs, and the second deals with the 
development of entrepreneurial talent. 
Malaysia has moved from a labour-intensive, agriculture-based economy to its 
present state of development. In the 1960s/70s, the attraction of Malaysia was as a 
low-cost manufacturer of simple consumer electronics under joint-venture or 
subcontracting arrangements. A key reason for FDI was the assembly and/or testing 
of semiconductors. Over the years, there has been a gradual upgrade in production 
processes and efforts to improve the speed and quality of manufacturing (as 
highlighted by the 'Manufacturing ++' Initiative described in Chapter 2). These 
moves to enhance quality and add value require additional technical know-how and 
skills to meet the complex demands of a global market. However, this study raises 
doubts as to the readiness of Malaysia to meet this challenge. 
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The principal measure of a high technology industry, as stated above, is tile 
proportion of scientists and engineers in the workforce (PSEE). There are some 
pockets of activity where Malaysia incets international standards; for, example, 
further analysis of the questionnaire data (not shown in the thesis) indicates that both 
tile Aerospace and Software Engineering sectors have PSEE ratios in excess of 40 
percent. The ongoing development of the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSQ calls'for 
17,000 knowledge workers, many of whom will be engineers or IT specialists. The 
acute shortage of technical skills within the workforce will surely slow down the 
progress of MSC and constrain the growth of HTSMEs. The situation call only be 
resolved by a long-terin programme whereby schools and colleges encourage students 
to pursue science-based subjects within the curriculum. Local universities should also 
increase their intake of science and engineering students. This investment in education 
will require high investment, but the long-terrn benefits should more than compensate. 
In the short-term, Malaysia will obviously have to operate a flexible immigration 
policy to encourage skilled-workers to migrate to the country to plug the existing gaps 
in the labour market. 
The other recommendation in the field of 'education' is for the Government to 
ensure that the entrepreneurial base is strong enough to lead industrialisation (and 
high technology activity within that overall aim). 
In the new millennium, HTSMEs need entrepreneurial skills to exploit foreign 
technology and markets to their advantage. The situation in Malaysia is similar to that 
prevailing in other developing countries; having been a major manufacturer, Malaysia 
now needs to become more entrepreneurial (especially in the Burniputcra 
community). The prevalence of FDI has created firrns with mature, standardised 
manufacturing processes, yet the focus for HTSMEs is product/process interfacing 
and product design and development. There is a role for Government support to 
provide training programmes in a flexible, convenient form for OMs. If managerial 
competencies (marketing, finance, etc) are improved within HTSMEs, this frees lip 
time for tile important drivers of innovation, notably R&D. 
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9.2.4 Reviewing Support to HTSMEs 
Any government has limited resources for influencing technological progress, and it is 
important to allocate those resources in a way that maximises the potential economic 
benefits. The ideal -scenario in Malaysia would be for the Government to identify 
those sectors that are most likely to have a high, pay-off in terms of stimulating and, 
sustaining high quality economic growth. (This suggestion would link with the review 
of the definition of high technology industries). At present, the Government tends to 
adopt *a 'scattergun' approach and my research programme presents evidence of 
'deadweight' in the allocation of funds. 
The problems involved in trying to 'pick winners' for government assistance 
are acknowledged, although the profile of high growth companies developed in 
Chapter 7 might help in this respect. More specifically, the authorities in Malaysia 
need to review existing support programmes to ensure that the growth of 
IITSMEs is maximised. Whatever the form of Government assistance, it should be 
promoted to all HTSMEs, irrespective of ethnic background. 
Government schemes tend to become entrenched and 'politically diflicult' to 
withdraw, but I would suggest that there is a need for Malaysia to formulate a 
coherent overall strategy for R&D support. TI-iis programme of research has 
confirmed that HTSMEs are not all the same. The conditions and mechanisms for 
supporting added value R&D need to be strenghtened. Within this overall framework, 
I would recommend that the following areas are in need of review: financial 
assistance for HTSMEs; and, the Vendor Development Programme (VDP). 
i) Reviewing Financial Support 
I propose that the funding of R&D is in need of urgent review. The 
principal feature of HTSMEs that sets them apart from 'conventional' fin-ris is 
the large sums of money spent on R&D. The questionnaire responses 
suggested that public and private sector funding organisations are reluctant to 
offer assistance to HTSMEs. The interviews conducted for the case studies did 
not reveal widespread shortages of finance (possibly because many of the case 
studies could rely upon parent company support), but there was evidence of 
some deficiencies in the funding market serving HTSMEs. Some intcrviewees 
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claimed that financial institutions lack technical expertise and adopt a 'wait 
and see' attitude to R&D ventures. For example, Company D sought funding 
to develop its spiral wound gasket. Its funding agency (the Goverrinicrit- 
owned PUNB) withdrew funding after a year of product development, only to 
offer financial assistance when sales started to take off. 
The literature review suggested (and this programme of research has 
confirmed) that the age of HTSMEs is inversely related to growth. Although 
younger firms grow more rapidly than older 1ITSMEs, they are more exposed 
to financial stress (Figure 4-2, Chapter Four) especially before the launching 
of the first product. At this point R&D costs have been incurred and marketing 
activity has to be funded, but no sales have been achieved. Therefore, I 
propose that the Government reviews its finaticial assistance towards 
younger and/or smaller 11TSMEs. It is evident, for example, that grants 
awarded to SMEs for product development under ITAF 2 (see Appendix 4) 
have not been taken up. This Scheme involves matched funding, with the 
Government contribution being made only after the SME has found cash from 
its own resources. Such a system increases the financial burden on HTSMEs 
during the early stages of their existence. One alternative might be to offer a 
full Government grant, with repayment to come from a royalty on sales. 
Although my study did not show any significant relationship between 
marketing orientation/research and growth, I did discover that many HTSMEs 
devote limited funds to marketing purposes and that very few conduct market 
research. Some case study finns (and questionnaire respondents) are 
subcontractors, and the anchor company performs most marketing activity. 
However, others spend too much of their alimited capital on R&D leaving 
very little cash for marketing when the product is ready. The Government 
currently offers little assistance for funding marketing activity or market 
research (ITAF 2 focuses only oii breaking into export markets). I therefore 
propose that the Government, through its agencies, offers fundhig to 
assist lITSNIEs in conducting market research and niarkethig their 
products. 
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To underpin all the above proposals, I would support the view of Oakcy and 
Mukhtar (1999) that the way forward is to establish ajoint public-private long. 
term funding body for HTSMEs. Many companies in the US have successfully 
tapped such sources - fledgling companies are often given capital and backing 
'on the strength of an idea' (Jackson, 1999). Alternatively, a scheme that links 
public support to private finance, on the lines of the UK SMART Scheme 
(Chapter 3) might be introduced. 
Another approach put forward by Oakey and Mukhtar (1999) is a taxation 
system that is more sensitive to the high front-end R&D costs of JITSMEs. 
The implementation would be complex, but it should be possible to offer tax 
relief on R&D over the complete product life cycle (including sales), rather 
than just the period in which R&D is performed. 
Venture capital is another source of funding that is yet to be fully capitalised. 
The case study analysis confirmed that venture capital funds in Malaysia play 
a very limited role in financing the growth of HTSMEs. The formal venture 
capital sector has not developed to any great extent and most SMEs are not 
aware of the benefits that venture capital can offer. Venture capitalists across 
the globe (and Malaysia is certainly no exception) are reluctant to invest small 
sums in start-up or early-stage companies. The Government has entered this 
arena through government-backed venture funds, for example those 
administered by MTDC. Other Government bodies (such as PUNB) claim to 
offer venture capital, but the provision of risk finance is essentially a private 
sector pursuit. It would be possible to increase the amount allocated to 
Government-backed venture funds, but the problem would be to support this 
move with the requisite expertise in fund management. The way forward, in 
my judgement, is to build private-public sector venture funds, with the private 
sector providing the fund managers. These individuals have to be able to 
invest wisely, and then deliver assistance across a range of areas (finance, 
marketing, technology transfer, and so on) to investee companies. 
Any attempts to tackle the funding of HTSMEs have to be underpinned by a 
consistent definition of R&D within the review of the definition of 'high 
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technology' firms suggested above. The case studies revealed that 
subcontracting firms measured R&D in terms of research on processes, while 
independent HTSMEs focused R&D on product development. I would prefer 
the definition of R&D to include product and proccýs. development right up to 
the point where the first sales are made (Figure 4-2, Chapter Four). This would 
also include the cost of marketing new products. 
ii) The Vendor Development Programme (VDP) 
The VDP started with the implementation of the Proton Car Component 
Scheme and has been extended to other areas, mainly in low technology 
sectors, except for the electronics industry. The VDP should now be extended 
to other high-technology sectors, such as biotechnology and aerospace. 
IMP2, instituted in 1996, stressed the importance of using the VDP to promote 
R&D in product development and process innovation. The Government stated 
its intention to create the necessary environment and support programmes to 
promote R&D in SMEs, and the VDP was to be a key part of achieving that 
aim. However, the case studies reveal that vendor companies rely heavily on 
their anchor company for both R&D and product/process development. 
There are clearly issues of commercial sensitivity in transferring leading edge 
technology to local subsidiaries, but the maximum gains on FDI and joint 
ventures will only be achieved if local firms have access to the latest 
technology. It would be unwise to put strict conditions on FDL However, 
incentives could be offered to anchor companies that encourage vendor 
companies to conduct R&D and innovate. Conducting joint R&D between 
the anchor and vendor companies could facilitate the growth of local 
innovation. Alternatively, the anchor company could offer modest funding to 
local enterprises that show a strong interest in carrying out R&D, with the 
benefits to be shared by the two parties. Support for foreign-based anchor 
companies would have to be indirect, as it would be inappropriate to use 
taxpayers' money to support such companies directly. The anchor companies 
might be offered, for example, some exemption from import or excise duties. 
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9.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study has provided important insights into the factors affecting, and barriers to 
, growth of, 
HTSMEs. However, the study has a number of limitations, discussed 
below. 
My study involves three research strategies: a mail questionnaire survey; case 
studies formulated from in-depth interviews; and, interviews with key inforniants. The 
biggest drawback with questionnaires is the risk that tile questionnaire is delegated to 
someone not involved in decision making. Therefore, tile researcher has to accept the 
completed questionnaires on faith (Shariff, 2000; Wahab, 1996). It is also possible 
that respondents give the answers they think the questioner wants to hear. 
Furtherrnore, the survey was conducted at a time when Malaysia was 
experiencing a serious economic recession. The perceptions of tile respondents 
towards the economy as a whole, and the progress of their firni in particular, would 
have been influenced by the economic situation. This could have distorted their views 
on the determinants of, and constraints on, growth. To minimise potential biases, I 
asked respondents to focus on the situation before the onset of the recession, i. e., from 
1994 to 1996. This raises the possibility that memories are subjective and tile 
interpretation of past events might not be entirely accurate. 
Turning to the interviews that form the basis of the case studies, it is crucial 
that an interviewee is prepared to accept the presence of the researcher in the 
organisation and to relay the relevant information. It proved difficult to obtain full co- 
operation from certain OMs; Malaysia is a multi-racial, multi-lingual society and 
there is particular sensitivity in some communities about questions concerned with 
profit, turnover and the funding of the business. Almost all of the interviewees refused 
to allow the researcher to tape-record the interview. The researcher thus had to rely on 
memory and written notes when analysing the information. 
As stated on a number of occasions throughout this thesis, the conclusions 
from the case studies tended to conflict with the questionnaire findings. The 
researcher had limited access to HTSMEs and there was a preponderance of mature 
and/or subsidiary firms. The researcher has attempted to explain any anomalies! 
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In both questionnaires and case studies, some potentially valuable factors were 
onlitted because the researcher was not satisfied that a suitable proxy could be 
ascertained - 'motivation' is a case in point. However, it is acknowledged that some 
of the factors that remain -are subjective; if a respondent suggests that process 
innovation has taken place-, for example, it is difficult to verify whether this is a minor 
change to existing practice or a genuine innovation. Likewise, some products claimed 
to be innovative would not turn out (with hindsight) to be commercial successes! In 
the case studies, the researcher took the opportunity, wherever possible, to ensure that 
the inforination given was objectively verified. 
Still on the theme of data collection, interviews were conducted with key 
inforinants from Government bodies including MTDC, MITI, SIRIM and SMIDEC. 
Tile discussions covered a number of sensitive areas, such as the amount of funding 
allocated to HTSMEs for R&D purposes, and details of companies receiving ITAF 
grants. However, these organisations are very sensitive to any possible criticism, and 
it was difficult to obtain co-operation from some individuals. Even where they did 
agree to be interviewed, they were reluctant to disclose information deenied to be 
sensitive. 
In analysing the data, there is an underlying assumption that high technology 
companies (and sectors) can be treated the same. Large-scale electronics 
manufacturing sites carry the same weight in the questionnaire responses as, for 
example, small, desi gn- intensive producers of intelligent buildings - see following 
section for further research suggestion. 
in testing the hypotheses, nonpararnetric techniques were used because of tile 
presence of outliers and qualitative variables. In utilising this approach, tile outlying 
cases do not exert undue influence on my results. However, the nonparanletric 
approach does not yield results that are as robust as those obtained from parametric 
tests. Nonparametric techniques ignore some of tile available inforniation, because 
data values are replaced by ranks. 
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9.4 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
Building on the present research, there are opportunities for further work, especially 
on the key issue of profiling the growth of HTSMEs. 
A number of variables concerned with business strategy, and the 
characteristics of the OM and the firm, did not show any significant relationship to 
growth. However, this study should not be viewed as constituting a total rejection of 
such variables in explaining the growth of HTSMEs. The present research could serve 
as a starting point for a more detailed study involving a larger sample of HTSMEs. 
This might yield a more accurate and comprehensive profile of high growth 
companies in the underlying population of HTSMEs in Malaysia. The ultimate aim is 
to enable the Government (and/or the private sector) to channel support to firms that 
have the potential to succeed, and bring the benefits associated with the high 
technology sector. 
There is also a need for more focused research on certain sectors and issues. 
The impact of property-based science parks, for example, can only be judged by 
comparing the perfon-nance of science park finns with comparable firnis that have not 
selected a science park environment. More generally, it would be useful to compare 
the experiences of high tech finns in certain sectors with those operating in others. 
Likewise, it would be helpful to compare the experiences of subsidiary finns and/or 
subcontractors with the experiences of independent finns having to develop their own 
products and markets. 
This study has focused on the Malaysian definition of high technology. it 
would be interesting to assess the growth of high technology firnis based on the 
definition used in developed countries. A study on high technology industry based on 
the RRDET and PSEE criteria could add significantly to the body of knowledge and 
provide important information for policy makers in Malaysia. 
My analysis of tile constraints that impede tile growth of HTSMEs is very 
much at an exploratory level because of tile relatively modest number of firms 
involved in this study. For example, my sample did not include companies that are 
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receiving assistance under ITAF 2, a product development scheme managed by 
SIRIM. This scheme is aimed at innovative HTSMEs, yet representatives of SIRIM 
were reluctant to allow these firms to be contacted. I hope that SIRIM (and other 
bodies such as SMIDEC) will adopt a more open and transparent approach towards 
research opportunities in future. 
The previous section has highlighted deficiencies in the provision of 
Government support for HTSMEs. The authorities should commission research to 
establish the extent to which its support is truly additional, rather than simply giving 
assistance to firms that would have invested or expanded anyway. If undcr-utilised 
schemes are found to be effective, they should be promoted more strongly; if schemes 
are judged to be ineffective, they should be scrapped. Even a 'rough and ready' 
research programme should enable the Government to rationalise its initiatives 
significantly and present a more coherent portfolio of support to HTSMEs. 
Finally, as acknowledged at the outset in Chapter 1, the impact of each of tile 
factors in this study on growth is studied independently. According to Storey (1994b), 
if all elements could be simultaneously included in a single study, a more accurate 
picture would emerge of the relative impact of these elements oil growth. A real 
challenge for a future PhD student is to tackle such an assignment, using multivariatc 
statistical analysis. 
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The Industrial Co-ordination Act 1975 (ICA) 
The objective of the Industrial. Co-ordination Act 1975 (ICA) is to ensure ordcrly 
de velopment and growth in the manufacturing sector. The ICA requires person(s) 
engaging in any manufacturing activity to obtain a licence from tile Licensing Officcr 
in respect of such manufacturing activity. Only manufacturing companies with 
shareholders' funds of RM2.5 million and above or engaging 75 or morc full-timc 
employees need to apply for a licence under the ICA. 
All applications for manufacturing licences should be made in the prescribed forni to 
the Director-General of the Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. MIDA, is the Government's principal agency for the 
promotion and coordination of industrial development in Malaysia. 
The relevant definitions in the ICA are as follows: 
The "Licensing Officer" is the Secretary-General of the Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI). 
"Manufacturing activity" means the making, altering, blending, ornamenting, 
finishing or otherwise treating or adapting any article or substance with a view to its 
use, sale, transport, delivery or disposal and includes the assembly of parts and ship 
repairing but shall not include any activity normally associated with retail or 
wholesale trade. 
"Shareholders' funds" means the aggregate amount of a company's paid-up capital (in 
respect of preference shares and ordinary shares and not including any amount in 
respect of bonus shares to the extent they were issued out of capital reserve created by 
revaluation of fixed assets), reserves (other than any capital reserve which was created 
by revaluation of fixed assets and provisions for depreciation, renewals or 
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replacements and diminution in value of assets), balance of share prcrniurn account 
(not including any amount credited therein at the instance of issuing bonus shares at 
premium out of capital reserve by revaluation of fixed assets) and balancc of prorit 
arid loss 'appropriation account. 
"Full-time paid employees" means all persons non-nally working in the establislinicnt 
for at least six hours a day and at least 20 days a month for 12 months during the year 
and who receive a salary. Persons such as travelling sales, engineering, mairitcriancc 
and repair personnel, or who are paid by and are under the control of the 
establishment, are also included. Full-time paid employees also include directors or 
incorporated enterprises except those paid solely for the attendance at Board of 
Directors meetings. Family workers who receive regular salaries or allowances and 
who contribute to the Employees Provident Fund (EPF) or other superannuation funds 
are also included in the definition. 
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List of Promoted Activities and Products for High Technology 
Companies under the Promotion of Investments Act 1986 
This list of promoted activities and products is gazetted under the Gazette Notification No. 
P. U. (A)32 dated 4 January, 1995 
1. Advanced electronics 
1) Design, development and manufacture of: 
a) computer or peripherals 
b) microprocessor application 
2) Development and production of communication equipment 
3) Design and production of integrated circuits IC) 
11. Equipment/ Instrumentation 
1) Design, development and manufacture of-. 
a) medical equipment 
b) medical implant or devices 
c) scientific equipment 
2) Development and production of high pressure water cutting equipment 
111. Biotechnology 
1) Development, testing and production of: 
a) pharmaceuticals 
b) fine chemicals 
C) food or food ingredients 
d) feed or feed supplements 
e) biodiagnostics 
2) Development and production of- 
a) cell cultures 
b) biopolymers 
C) biomaterials 
3) Development and production of biotechnology processes for waste 
treatment 
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IV. ' Automation and flexibic manufacturing systems 
Development and production of: 
a) computer process control systems/equipmcnt 
b) process instrumentation 
C) robotic equipment 
d) computer numerical control CNC) machine tools 
Electro-optics and non-linear optics 
1) Development and production of- 
a) optical lenses 
b) laser application equipment 
C) fibre-optic communication equipment 
V1. Advanced materials 
1) Application or production of: 
a) polymers or biopolymers 
b) superconductors 
C) fine ceramics or advanced ceramics 
d) High strength composites 
VII. Optoclectronics 
1) Development and production of- 
a) optoelectronics systems components 
b) optical systems components 
C) photo-couplers 
d) semiconductors lasers 
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Vill. Software engineering 
1) Development and production of- 
a) neural networks 
b) pattern recognition systems 
C) machine vision 
d) fuzzy logic systems 
Ix. Alternative energy sources 
1) Development and production of- 
a) 
b) 
C) 
d) 
Aerospace 
fuel cells 
polymer batteries 
solar cells 
renewable energy 
1) Manufacture and assembly of aircraft 
2) Manufacture of aircraft equipment, components, accessories or parts 
thereof 
3) Modification and conversion of aircraft 
4) Refurbishment or re-manufacture of aircraft equipment, components, 
accessories or parts thereof 
XI. Food production and food processing 
1) Food production using emerging technologies and advanced fanning 
systems. 
2) Development, testing and manufacturing of food products using 
emerging technologies and advanced manufacturing systems. 
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MALAYSIA'S TAX INCENTIVES 
A. Intro uction 
The tax incentives are found mainly in the following legislation: 
the Promotion of Investment Act 1986; and 
the Income Tax Act 1967. 
There are broadly five major forrns of incentives under the Investnicrit Act, naincly: 
Pioneer Status; 
Investment Tax Allowance; 
Abatement of Adjusted Income; 
(iv) Export Allowance; and 
(v) Double Deduction for Promoting Exports. 
B. Pioneer Status 
A company which has been granted pioneer status under the Promotion of Investment 
Act is given a total tax exemption on the adjusted income derived from the promoted 
activity or promoted product for a period of five years commencing on its production 
day. 
The activities or products which qualify as promoted activities or promoted products 
are detennined by the Minister of Finance and are published in the Government 
Gazette. 
Exempt income which is distributed to shareholders of the company as dividends are 
tax exempt. Redistribution by shareholders of such exempt dividends is also exempted 
from tax. 
The tax relief period may be extended by another five years if after initial five-year 
period: 
the companys fixed assets (excluding land) reaches at least M$25,000,000; 
the company employs not less than 500 full time Malaysian workers; or 
the company, in the opinion of the Minister, contributes to the economic and 
technological development of the country. 
Net pioneer losses incurred during tax relief period may be carried fonvard or set-off 
against post-pioneer profits. 
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C. Investment Tax Allowance 
This is all alternative to pioneer status and not complementary or supplementary to 
pioneer status. This incentive is given in the form of papital allowance (which varies 
from 15% to 100% depending on a variety of circumstances) on qualifying capital 
expenditure incurred by companies producing promoted products or are participating 
in promoted activities within five years from the date of approval. This allowance is ill 
addition to the non-nal capital allowance given under the Income Tax Act 1967. 
The investment tax allowance is set-off against adjusted income and may be carricd 
forward to subsequent years of assessments. The amount of tax allowance utilized in a 
basis year may be transferred to an exempt income account and distributcd to 
shareholders as tax exempt dividends. Redistribution by shareholders of such income 
is also exempted from tax. 
D. Abatement of Adjusted Income 
There are four such abatement of adjusted income, and they are for: 
location in a promoted industrial area; 
small scale companies; 
export; and 
(iv) compliance with government policy on capital participation or employment. 
The portion of the adjusted income equal to the amount of the abatement may be 
transferred to an exempt income account and be distributed to shareholders as tax 
exempt dividends. Redistribution of such income by shareholders is also exempted 
from tax. 
1. Location 
Certain industrial areas are designated by the government of Malaysia as promoted 
areas, and resident manufacturing companies which operate factories and derive 
income from the manufacturing of products in such designated areas can claim an 
abatement of 5% of the adjusted income of the company for each year of assessment 
in which the factory is in operation in the promoted industrial area. The abatement 
will be granted for a minimum period of five years even if the declaration of the 
promoted industrial area is subsequently revoked. 
2. Small Scale Companies 
To be eligible for the 5% abatement of adjusted income for a maximum of five years, 
a company must have commenced business on or after January 1,1986 and its 
shareholders' funds at the first day of a basis period for a year of assessment must 
not exceed M$500,000. 
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3. Export 
A resident manufacturing company exporting products which are manuracturcd in 
Malaysia are given an abatement of. 
50% of export sales as bears to the total sales; and 
5% of the value of indigenous Malaysian materials which are incorporated in the 
manufacture of the products exported. 
Export includes the sale of locally manufactured products to companies in designatcd 
Free Trade Zones and to Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses. 
4. Compliance with Government Policy 
An abatement of 5% of the adjusted income is granted for five consecutive years of 
assessment to companies formed on or after January 1,1986 or companies which have 
restructured on or after January 1,1986 to comply with goveninicnt policies as 
follows: 
" on capital participation where at least 30% of equity was held by Bumiputcra 
Malaysians throughout the year; or 
" where the racial composition of the employees at all levels for that year reflects the 
multi-racial composition of the country, i. e., 59% Burniputera, 32% Chinese, 8% 
Indian and I% others. 
E. Export Allowance 
An export allowance of 5% based on the f. o. b. value of exports is granted to resident 
trading companies which export products manufactured in Malaysia. This amount is 
deductible from the gross income in ascertaining the adjusted income of the busincss 
of the company. 
F. Deduction for Promotion of Exports 
Certain expenses incurred by resident companies for the purpose of seeking 
opportunities for export of products manufactured in Malaysia are eligible for double 
deductions. The expenses that qualify are set out in the income tax legislation and, as 
a general rule, include certain expenses incurred in the promotion of exports and the 
supply of goods overseas. 
The incentive is available to all resident companies, and in the case of a pioneer 
company, tile deduction is accumulated and allowed against their post-pioncer 
income. 
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G. Reinvestment Allowance 
This incentive is provided for by the Income Tax Act 1967 and is only applicable for 
capital ependiture incurred by a resident company on factory, plant, machinery or 
other apparatus to be used or used in an approved project in Malaysia incurred on or 
beibre December 31,1995. 
The reinvestment allowance is equivalent to 40% of the capital expenditure, but for a 
small scale company, such allowance is 50%. 
Companies which are en oying the pioneer status, investment tax allowance and j 
abatement of adjusted income allowance are not eligible to apply for this allowance. 
Further, prior approval of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry has to be 
obtained to qualify for this allowance. 
Approved project means a project for manufacturing or processing undcrtaken by a 
company in expanding its existing business, and if approval is rcquired undcr thc 
Industrial Coordination Act 1975, the approval being from the Minister of 
international Trade and Industry. 
The portion of adjusted income equivalent to the reinvestment allowance may be 
transferred to an exempt income account and The portion of adjusted income 
equivalent to the reinvestment allowance may be transferred to an exempt income 
account and distributed to shareholders as exempt dividends. Redistribution by 
shareholders of such income is also tax exempt. 
H. Industrial Building Allowance 
A company is eligible to claim industrial building allowance in respect of buildings 
used as/for: 
" warehouses and as bulk storage installations for storing goods for export; 
" purposes of approved research; and 
" purposes of approved industrial training. 
The incentive consists of an initial allowance of 10% and an annual allowance of 2%. 
1. Double Tax Deductions Incentives 
The objective of these incentives is to encourage businesses to undertake certain 
specific activities by giving additional tax deduction for the expenses incurred on 
these activities. 
Double tax deduction is granted for expenses incurred in the following cases: 
premises paid on export credit insurance where the risks are insured with a 
company approved by the Minister of Finance; 
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" expenditure incurred by a manufacturing company on employee training programs 
approved by the Ministry of Labor. These programs must be designed to develop 
and upgrade skills to modernize manufacturing processes; 
" all remuneration payable to a physically or mentally disabled employee; 
" insurance premiums incurred in the importation of goods into Malaysia where the 
risks are insured with a company incorporated in Malaysia; and 
" expenditure incurred for research approved by the Minister of Financc. 
J. Operational Headquarters Companies 
Income derived by an Operational Headquarters Company ("OHC") from the 
provision of the following services to its offices 
outside Malaysia or related companies outside Malaysia is taxed at 10%: 
general management and administration; 
business planning; 
procurement of raw materials and components; 
technical support; 
marketing control and sales promotion; 
training and personnel management; 
research and development work; and 
assistance in obtaining of credit facilities. 
An OHC must be approved by the Minister of Finance and must be wholly owned by 
foreign companies or non-citizens. 
This abated rate of tax applies for five years from the date of approval and may, 
SUbject to fulfillment of conditions prescribed by the Minister, be extended for a 
further five years. 
Dividends received by an OHC from a related company outside Malaysia is tax 
exempt for ten years from the date of approval. Redistribution by shareholders of such 
exempt income is also exempted from tax. 
K. Venture Capital Companies 
Gains derived by a venture capital company from its disposal of shares ill a venture 
company are tax exempt. A venture capital company is as a resident company which 
has been approved by the Minister of Finance and which holds shares in a venture 
company. A venture company is defined as a Malaysian resident company involved ill 
any high risk venture or engaged in a new technology product or activity which, in tile 
opinion of tile Minister, would promote the economic or technical development in 
Malaysia. 
Source: Leng, C. K. and Kheong, K. C. (1995), Le-x Afitn4v, A Lawyer's Guidc to 
Malaysia, Skrine & Co., Kuala Lumpur 
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Industrial Technical Assistance Fund 
To assists SMEs in their development, SMIDEC has been entrusted to manage tile 
Indu§trial Technical Assistance Fund (ITAF). Assistance is given in tile form of. a 
matching grant, subject to a maximum stipul ated for each scheme. To qualify for any 
of the schemes, applicant must meet the following criteria: 
i) Possess production facilities or have access to other facilities approved by the 
Government, (such as incubator schcmes and technology parks). 
ii) The company must be involved in manufacturing or services or any related 
projects under the government franchise scheme. 
iii) Incorporated under the Companies Act 1965 
iv) The company has a shareholder's fund not exceeding RM2.5 million, with at 
least 70 percent of equity held by Malaysians and 51 percent owned by SMEs 
or individuals. 
Assistance is given in the forni of matching grant where 50% of the project 
cost is borne by the Government and remaining 50% is borne by the applicant 
company, subject to a maximum grant stipulated by each scheme. 
Currently there are four ITAF scheme, namely: 
1. Industrial Technical Assistance Fund 1 (ITAFI) - Consultancy 
Service Scheme 
This scheme is currently managed by Bank Pembangunan Malaysia Bcrhad 
(BPMB) to assist SMEs to obtain consultancy and advisory services from 
eligible consultants fo r project expansion and/or diversification, 
modernisation and upgrading technical skills, and upgrading of product quality 
and productivity. Eligible expenses includes: consultancy fee; testing cost for 
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product or material; registration cost for the quality scheme; training expcilses; 
and cost of purchasing computer softwares. 
The grant will normally be made in two stages and disbursed directly to the 
consultant or appropriate party or the SME company on submission of a 
written statement of payments made by the company. The scheme is currently 
managed by Bank Pembangunan Malaysia (BPMB) with maximum grant of 
RM40,000 per project. 
2. Industrial Technical Assistance Fund 2 (ITAF2) - Product 
Development and Design Scheme 
This scheme is designed to help upgrade indigenous technology through the 
development of new products or processes or improvement of existing 
products or processes. To be eligible for the grant, the applicant company must 
also have the capacity to commercialise the results; possess marketing 
facilities; and the product must possess market potential. Assistance is given in 
the form of matching grant where 50% of the project cost is borne by the 
Government and remaining 50% is borne by the applicant company, subject to 
a maximum grant of RM 250,000. SMEs that have successfully developed a 
new product can forward a second application either for developing another 
new product or improving the existing product or processes. A new product 
qualifies for additional grant up to to RM250,000 but an improvement on 
existing products or processess, qualifies for the balance of the grant. 
Eligible expenses includes: costs of technical manpower directly involved in 
the development work; consultancy fee; costs of acquiring necessary 
technology and skills (subject to maximum of 30% of the total grant); service 
costs such as testing in laboratories, subcontracting, leasing, preparation of 
project proposals or documentation; costs of acquiring equipment for 
development and designing, testing, security, pollution prevention and 
equipment modification including acquiring software ( Subject to a maximum 
of 30% of total grant); costs of materials used in designing and building 
prototypes; and incidental costs amounting to 10% of tile total grant approved. 
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The' scheme is currently managed by Standards and Industrial Research 
linstitute of Malaysia (SIRIM) Berhad. 
3. Industrial Technical Assistance Fund 3 (ITAF3) - Quality and 
Productivity Improvement Scheme 
The scheme, managed by SIRIM Berhad, is meant to upgrade product quality, 
quality system and productivity. Applicant must show commitment towards 
quality and the proposed project must show potential for improving cxisting 
production systems and should conformed to development and design practice. 
Assistance is given in the form of a matching grant where 50% of the project 
costs is borne by theGovernment, the remainder borne by the applicant. The 
maximum grant under this scheme is RM 250,000. A company that has 
successfully implemented a quality or productivity improvement scheme may 
also apply for another quality/productivity upgrading grant. However, the 
grant allowed for the second application may not exceed the balance of the 
grant approved for the first application. 
Eligible expenses includes: costs of technical manpower directly involved in 
the development work; consultancy fee; costs of acquiring necessary 
technology and skills (subject to maximum of 30% of the total grant); service 
costs such as testing in laboratories, subcontracting, leasing, preparation of 
project proposals or documentation; costs of acquiring equipment for 
development and designing, testing, security, pollution prevention and 
equipment modification including acquiring software (subject to a maximum 
of 30% of total grant); costs of materials used in designing and building 
prototypes; and incidental costs amounting to 10% of the total grant approved. 
However the scheme exclude materials and equipment cost for production. 
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4. Industrial Technical Assistance Fund 4 (ITAF4) - Market 
Development Scheme 
The scheme, managed Malaysian External Trade Development Corporation 
(MATRADE), is designed to develop export market for SMEs. Applicants 
must be exporters of Malaysian manufactured products. Assistance is given in 
the form of matching grant where 50% of the project costs is borne by tile 
Government, and the remaining 50% is borne by the applicant. The maximum 
grant under this scheme is RM 40,000. 
Eligible expenses includes: cost of producing promotional materials for 
oversea publicity; cost of participation in overseas trade missions & trade fairs 
including cost of preparing samples; consultancy fees in assisting SMEs to 
apply for overseas 'Certificate of Recognition' 
Source: SMIDEC 
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Promotion of Investments Act 1986 (PIA) 
PIA provides incentives for the following sectors: 
Manufacturing 
Agriculture 
Tourism 
Research and Development 
Technical or Vocational Training 
Companies intending to undertake activities in those sectors are eligible for tile 
following tax incentives: 
Pioneer Status 
A company granted Pioneer Status will enjoy partial exemption from the payment 
of income tax. It will only have to pay tax on 30% of its statutory income. The 
period of tax exemption is five years, commencing from the Production Day as 
determined by the Minister of International Trade and Industry. 
As an added incentive, companies located in the States of Sabah, Sarawak, the 
Federal Territory of Labuan* and the designated "Eastern Corridoe'** of 
Peninsular Malaysia, will only have to pay tax on 15% of their statutory income 
during the tax exemption period of five years. 
Only applicable to the hotel and tourist industly 
** The Eastern Corridor of Peninsular Malaysia covers Kelantan, Terengganu, Pahang and the 
district of Mersing in Johor. 
Investment Tax Allowance (ITA) 
As an alternative to Pioneer Status, a company may apply for Investment Tax 
Allowance. A company granted Investment Tax Allowance will be given an 
allowance of 60% in respect of qualifying capital expenditure incurred within five 
years from the date on which the first qualifying capital expenditure is incurred. 
The allowance can be utiliscd to offset against 70% of the statutory income in the 
year of assessment. Any unutilised allowance can be carried forward to 
subsequent years until the whole amount has been used up. The balance i. e. 30% 
of the statutory income will be taxed at the prevailing company tax rate. 
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As an added incentive, companies located in the States of Sabah, Sarawak, the 
Federal Territory of Labuan* and the designated "Eastern Corridor"* of 
Peninsular Malaysia will be granted an allowance of 80% in respect of the 
qualifying capital expenditure incurred. The allowance can be utilised to offset 
against 85% of the statutory income in the year of assessment. 
Double Deduction for Promotion of Exports 
Certain expenses incurred by resident companies for tile purpose of seeking 
opportunities for export of products manufactured in Malaysia are eligible for double 
deduction. The expenses that qualify are those incurred on: 
" overseas advertising 
" supply of free samples abroad 
" export market research 
" preparation of tenders for supply of goods overseas 
" supply of technical infon-nation abroad 
" exhibits and/or participation in trade or industrial exhibitions approved by 
tile Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) 
" services rendered for public relations work connected with exports 
" fares in respect of travel overseas by employees of companies for business 
" accommodation and sustenance expenses incurred by representatives of the 
company who go overseas, up to RM200 per day 
" cost of maintaining sales offices overseas for the promotion of exports. I 
Infrastructure Allowance 
Companies which are engaged in the manufacturing, agricultural, hotel or tourism or 
other industrial/conlmcrcial activities in the States of Sabah and Sarawak and the 
designated "Eastern Corridor" of Peninsular Malaysia and which incur qualifying 
capital expcilditurc oil infrastructure such as reconstruction, extension or 
irnprovcnicrit of any permanent structure including bridges, jetties, ports and roads, 
arc eligible for an infrastructure allowance of 100%. The allowance can be utilised to 
set off against 85% of the statutory income in the year of assessment. The balance of 
that statutory income will be taxed at the prevailing company tax rate. Any unutilised 
allowance can be carried forward to the subsequent years until it is fully utilised. 
Source: MITI 
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Multimed. ia Super Corridor (MSC) 
Bill of Guarantees 
The Malaysian Government dommits the following to companies with MSC 
Status: 
1. Provide a world-class physical and information infrastructure. 
2. Allow unrestricted employment of local and foreign knowledge workers. 
3. Ensure freedom of ownership by exempting companies with MSC Status from 
local ownership requirements. 
4. Give the freedom to source capital globally for MSC infrastructure, and the 
right to borrow funds globally. 
5. Provide competitive financial incentives. 
6. Become a regional leader in intellectual property protection and cyberlaws. 
Ensure no Internet censorship. 
8. Provide globally competitive telecoms tariffs. 
9. Tender key MSC infrastructure contracts to leading companies willing to use 
the MSC as their regional hub. 
10. Provide a high-powered implementation agency to act as an effective one-stop 
supershop. 
Source: Multimedia Development Corporation (MDC) 
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Multimedia. Super Corri. clor (MSC) 
lIntentives 
Initiatives to assist MSC-status HTSMEs: 
launched the MSC R&D Grant Scheme (MGS) with the purpose of promoting 
R&D among MSC status SMEs (Xtremedia, 1999b). The MGS funds up to 50 
percent of the total project cost (Fong, 1999). 
setting up the National Incubator Centre (NIC). Incubators in various universities 
will feed start-ups to the NIC which is based in the MSC. HTSMEs will be 
admitted to the NIC up to 2 years until their products or services would be ready 
for the market (Xtremedia, 1999c). 
establishment of MDC Advisory Consulting Centre for Entrepreneurs (MDC 
ACCESS). It is a centre within the MDC providing specialiscd consultation and 
support to local HTSMEs that intent to participate and grow within the MSC 
(Malaysian Enterprise, 1998). 
The MSC financial incentives for SAIEs are: 
Either Five-year exemption from paying federal income tax in Malaysia, 
commencing from the date when the company starts generating income or receive a 
100 percent Investment Tax Allowance on new investments made in MSC. A 
company may apply to renew tile income tax exemption for a second five-year tcnil 
depending on it's perfon-nance in transferring technology or knowledge to 
Malaysia. 
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9 Duty free importation of multimedia equipment provided that the cquipment is 
used by the company in the operation of its business. 
a* R&D grants for local SMEs. The 7MP has allocated 20 percent of the Plan's 
budget to the MPC for distribution as seed capital for MSC status companies that 
are'at least 51 percent Malaysian owned. 
MSC status companies will also entitled to the following non-financial 
incentives: 
* Unrestricted employment of foreign knowledge workers who must have five years 
or more professional experience in the field of multimedia or IT business or in a 
field which uses multimedia heavily and a university degree of any discipline or a 
graduate diploma in multimedia or IT. 
* Can be fully owned by foreign legal entities. However the company must be 
incorporated in Malaysia. 
,, Companies involved in developing MSC infrastructure are given the freedom to 
outsource their funds. Moreover MSC status companies are exempted from foreign 
exchange control requirements. 
1 
Other MSC benefits include intellectual property protection, physical and IT 
infrastructure, global telecommunication services at a competitive tariff, no intcniet 
censorship, planned and high quality urban developments, good educational facilities 
and green environment. 
Companies are free to execute transactions in any currency, borrow ally amount from ally 
institutions, hedge their foreign exchange exposure, remit globally for ally purpose and open 
unlimited currency accounts in Malaysia or elsewhere. (MDC, 1996) 
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THE INDUSTRY R&D GRANT SCHEME (IGS) 
INTRODUCTION 
S&T is accorded high priority by the government. Building strong and innovative 
industrial technology capability across the important sectors of tile economy is 
consequently one of the current national strategies for economic and social development. 
The Action Plan for Industrial Technology Development, launched in 1990, inter alia, 
recommended that Malaysia should target at least 2% of GDP on R&D expenditure by 
the year 2000 with private sector contribution of at least 60% of the total R&D 
expenditure. To date, two national R&D surveys have been completed by tile Ministry of 
Science, Technology and the Environment. The first national R&D survey using base 
year 1992 showed total R&D expenditure of only 0.37% of the GDP with the private 
sector contributing 45%. The second survey using base year 1994 revealed that total 
R&D expenditure bad declined to 0.34% and private sector contribution was 48%. This 
level of R&D expenditure is low especially when compared to developed economics like 
USA and Japan which, in 1993, for example; spent 2.8% of their GDP on R&D with the 
share of their respective private sectors exceeding 65%. The Government is concerned 
that whilst the economy has been growing steadily, R&D expenditures have fallen 
behind. The shortfalls are not only in respect of the targeted expenditures but also in 
terms of the expected role of the private sector. In the past, the government launched 
several incentive schemes to boost R&D activities, particularly to encourage tile private 
sector. These schemes have been largely tax- based. Experience has, however, shown that 
while tax- based incentives have benefited some, they have not encouraged significant 
R&D ventures. Because of the high risk inherent in R&D investments, the private sector 
has regularly asked the Government for more direct, up-front grant support based on the 
concept of risk- sharing. The Government announced new policy measures for R&D in 
the 1997 Budget approved by Parliament and for this purpose the Industry R&D Grant 
Scheme (IGS) has been developed and approved for immediate implementation. This 
Brochure explains the details of the IGS. It is hoped that tile IGS together with other 
existing incentives will lead to R&D investments as envisaged in national policies, 
particularly with regard to the role expected of the private sector. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE IGS 
The main objectives of this Scheme are: 
" To encourage Malaysian companies to be more innovative in using and adapting existing 
technologies and creating new technologies, products and processes which will bcncrit 
the national economy. 
" To strengthen national competitiveness in the global markets. 
" To promote closer co-operation through joint ventures and institutional linkages between 
the private sector and public sector universities and research institutes; and 
" To encourage strategic global and regional linkages in R&D to enhance indigenous 
technology development. 
R&D DEFINITION 
Project proposals submitted for grant support under tile Scheme must meet the dcrinition 
of R&D as defined in the Promotion of Investment Act, 1986 as follows: 
"Any systematic or intensive study carried out in the field of science and technology with the object of 
using the results of the study for the promotion or improvement of materials, devices, products, produce or 
processes, but does not include-quality control or routine testing of materials, devices, products or produce; 
research in the social sciences or the humanities; routine data collections; efficiency surveys or 
management studies; and market research or sales promotion. " 
ELIGIBILITY 
Only wholly owned Malaysian companies and Malaysian majority-held joint-vciiture 
companies are eligible to apply for support under this Scheme. 
COLABORATION WITH LOCAL R&D INSTITUTES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Except for Applicants must show evidence of proposed collaboration with at least one or 
more local public research institute or university in the project submitted for support 
under the Scheme. Exemption from this condition may be given on a case to case basis. 
PRIORITY TECHNOLOGY AREAS 
Project proposals relating to Advanced Manufacturing, Advanced Materials, Electronics, 
Information Technology and Multimedia Technologies, Biotechnology, Energy, 
Aerospace as well as other key technologies supportive of tile industrial clusters in the 
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new IMP or targeted technologies under the Seventh Malaysia Plan will reccive priority 
consideration under the Scheme. .. 
SELECTION CRITERIA - 
Selection of projects will take into consideration the extent to which projects: 
" Meet the objectives and conditions of the Scheme 
" Focus on key technology areas with prospects for early commcrcialisation. 
" Have'the potential to strengthen or extend existing areas of comparative advantage 
and contribute to the development of high value-added products, processes and 
services. 
R&D IN MALAYSIA 
As far as possible, approved R&D proposals under this Scheme must be undertaken in 
Malaysia. 
MAXIMUM GRANT SUPPORT 
The quantum of grant payable under this Scheme will be determined on tile nicrits of 
each application. Cost sharing will be the norm. However, in exceptional circumstances, 
grant support not exceeding 70% of tile approved cost, will be considered. 
REPAYMENT OP GRANT SUPPORT 
The Government has decided that a moderate formula for repayment will apply where a 
project funded under the Scheme is successfully comnicrcialiscd. Funds collccted from 
this source will be used to augment the pool of funds for the IGS. In the event, the projcct 
is commercialised, the IGS grant recipient will pay the Government royaltics of bctwccil 
0.5-3.0% of net sales. Where product or process is licensed out, the Grantee Company 
will pay the government royalties from 30%-50% of their licence fees agreed upon. 
Royalty payments will be for a period of 15 years from the date of conimcrcialisation or 
until payment reaches twice the value of the grant, whichever, is achieved earlier. 
SCOPE OF FUNDING 
The Scheme will non-nally provide grants to meet direct project costs such as salary 
expenditure, contract expenditure, plant expenditure, prototype expenditure, pilot plant 
and materials consumed, administrative costs and travel related to the project. The grant 
applicant is expected to co-invest in tile forni of cash, personnel or equipment or a 
combination thereof. 
Funding is non-nally providcd for threc ycars encouragc carly cornmercialisation. 
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Funds arc disbursed on a reimbursable basis except for capital expenditure, which IS 
eligible foradvance payments. Disbursements are made on a quarterly basis upon receipt 
of the project progress report and certified statement of accounts. 
GRANT APPROVAL 
Project proposals will be considered by the IGS Inter-Agency Committee headed by the 
Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment. All proposals submitted with 
complete information will be decided upon within 10 wdeks of submission. 
PROJECT MONITORING AND REPORTING 
A Project Management Committee (PMC) will be established to monitor the technical 
and the commercial progress of every project under the IGS. The PMC will comprise 
representatives of all project partners. The Chairperson of the PMC will be tile applicant 
of tile project or his representative. The PMC will undertake to provide quarterly reports 
within one month of the completion of a milestone, or with one month from tile date of 
which a milestone is to be achieved, whichever is the earlier. The PMC will undertake to 
provide a final completion report as well as on-going reports during tile 
commercial i sation phase. 
INTELLETUAL PROPERTY 
A binding letter of understanding between project partners setting out existing and 
proposed ownership, disposition of intellectual property rights associated with the 
project, and exploitation of the project results must be lodged before funds arc disbursed. 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All inforniation provided by the applicants will be treated as conridcntial. 
AGREEMENT 
Tile grant recipient will be required to sign an agreement relating to the project with the 
Govemnient. 
Source: MASTIC (1997) 
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Incentives for High Technology Companies 
High technology companies are defined as companies engaged in promoted activities 
or in the production of promoted products in areas of new and emerging tcchnologics. 
(Please refer to Appendix 2-2). High' technology companies arc eligible for tile 
following incentives: 
Pioneer Status with full tax exemption at statutory income level for a period or 
five years; or 
Investment Tax Allowance of 60% on qualifying capital expenditure incurred 
within a period of five years. The allowance can be offset against the statutory 
income for each year of assessment without any restriction. 
The high technology company must fulfil the following criteria: 
Local research and development (R&D) expenditure to gross sales should be 
at least 1% on an annual basis. However, companies are allowed a period of 
three years from the date of operation/ commencement of business to comply 
with this requirement. 
The percentage of science and technical staff having degrees or diplomas with 
a minimum of 5 years experience in related fields should be at least 7% of 
total workforce. 
Source: Malaysian Industrial Development Authority. 
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Incentives for Software Development 
In line with the Government's objective to encourage the development of 
computer software, companies which develop both original software and/or 
undertake major modifications of existing software other than those deemed 
established, are eligible to apply for Pioneer -Status incentive for a period of 
five years subject to the following guidelines: 
The computer software must be for a general purpose and not for a 
specific customer. 
For companies undertaking modification of existing softwarc 
packages, the cost of acquiring the existing packages must not exceed 
25% of the modification expenditure which includes software tools, 
labour and equipment costs. 
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Incentives for Research and Development (R & D) 
The definition of R&D in the Promotion of Investments Act 1986 is as follows: - 
"Research and development means any systematic or intensive study carried out in the 
field of science or technology with the objective of using the results of the study for 
the production or improvement of materials, devices, products, produce or processes 
but does-not include: - 
quality control of products or routine testing of materials, devices, products or 
produce; 
research in the social sciences or humanities; 
routine data collection; 
efficiency surveys or management studies; 
market research or sales promotion. " 
To further strengthen the foundation for a more integrated R&D in the future, 
companies which carry out designing or protoyping as an independent activitY are 
eligible for incentives. 
Contract R&D Company 
A contract R&D company (i. e., a company that provides R&D services in 
Malaysia to a company other than its related company) is eligible to apply for 
Pioneer Status with full income tax exemption at statutory income level for fivc 
years or an Investment Tax Allowance (ITA) of 100% on qualifying capital 
expenditure incurred within 10 years. The ITA can be utilised to offset against 
70% of the statutory income in the year of assessment. 
R&D Company 
An R&D company (i. e. a company which provides R&D services in Malaysia 
to its related company or to any other company) is eligible to apply for an ITA of 
100% on qualifying capital expenditure incurred within 10 years. The ITA can be 
utilised to offset against 70% of the statutory income in the year of assessment. 
The related companies concerned will not enjoy double deduction for payments 
made to the R&D company for the use of its serviccs, unless the R&D company 
opts not to avail itself of the ITA. 
Eligibilty 
Contract R&D and R&D companies are eligible to apply for the various 
incentives provided they fulfil the following criteria: 
" research undertaken should be in accordance with the needs of the country and 
bring benefits to the Malaysian economy; 
" at least 70% of the income of the company should be derived from research 
and development activities; 
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for manufacturing-based R&D, at least 50% of the workforce of the company 
must be appropriately qualified personnel pcrforrning research and tcclinical 
functions; and 
for agriculture-based R&D, at least 5% of the work-force of the compaiiy must 
be appropriately qualified personnel perfonning research and tcclinical 
functions. 
In-house Research 
A company which carries out in-house research in Malaysia (i. e. R&D carried 
out within a company for the purpose of its own business) are eligible to apply for 
ITA of 50% on qualifying capital expenditure incurred within 10 years. The ITA 
can be utilised to offset against 70% of the statutory income in the year of 
assessment. 
Applications relating to 7.1,7.2 and 7.4 should be submitted to AfIDA. 
Double Deduction for Research & Development 
- Double deduction is allowed on revenue (non-capital) expenditure incurred by a 
company on research directly undertaken , which is approved by the Minister of 
Finance. 
- Double deduction is allowed on payment for the use of services of approvcd 
research institutes, R&D companies or contract R&D companies. 
- Double deduction is also allowed on cash contributions made to approvcd 
research institutions. 
Claims should be submitted to IRB. 
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Incentives for the Use of Information Technology (IT) 
Special Capital Allowance 
Computers and information technology assets are given an initial allowance of 
20% and and an annual allowance of 40%. Thus the full amount can be written 
off within a period of two years. 
Other Incentives 
Single Deduction is given to companies incurring the following expenditure 
(i) Operating expenditure including payments to consultants, related to the 
usage of IT in improving management and production processes in the 
manufacturing, agriculture and services sectors . 
(ii) Purchases of new computers for employees . 
(iii) Contributions in cash and kind for ICT acculturation projects at local 
community levels. 
(ii) and (iii) are effective until the Year of Assessment 2003. 
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The Questionnaire 
; 1)1)(11)(IIX ( 
Consultancy and Innovation Bureau 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Locked bag 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Telephone: 07-5541987/07-5505553 
Fax- 07-5541990 
GROWTH OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE 
ENTERPRISES (HTSMES) IN MALAYSIA 
The objective of this study is to examine the 
growth, problerns and constraints of HTSMEs 
in Malaysia. 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
It has been established that high technology small and medium sized ciitcrpriscs 
(HTSMEs) make a major contribution to job and wealth creation, and ccononlic and 
industrial growth. 
The Malaysian Government provides support for HTSMEs, but such support is 
somewhat limited compared to many other countries. One of the difficultics in 
persuading the Government to improve the level of support is a lack of research oil the 
problems and needs of HTSMEs. This survey will help to remedy that situation. Your 
cooperation will be extremely valuable. 
May I ask you for a small amount of your time to complete the questionnairc cnclosed 
with this letter. The utmost confidentiality will be observed in using the inforniation 
provided; your name or the name of your organisation will not be used in reporting 
our research findings. 
When the study has been completed, a copy of the report can be made available to 
you. If you would like a copy please tick the box at the end of the questionnaire and 
print your company name and address in the space provided. 
if you should questions regarding this study please contact: 
Associate Professor Abd. Aziz Mohd. Amin 
Biro Inovasi dan Perundingan 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Locked Bag 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Telephone: 07-5505547 
Fax: 07-5541990 
Many thanks in anticipation of your assistance. 
Yours sincerely, 
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Please tick (L,.. -' ) or write your answer as appropriate. 
Your answers are very important to the accuracy of our study. 
Please return the completed questionnaire at your earliest 
convenience. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Appoodix 
I,. %4, "c". , I-otll): 
1 j1i(ici- 
31 -40 
41- 54 
55 -60 
60 
2( ; CII(IeF: 
N1,11c 
1-clilale 
Iliollest edlic. . 11 (Itl C. atioll: AM ation acilieNed: 
1,11111,11-v I-Atic'moll 
Secolahlry I'ducatiOll 
I) 11) 1 OIIIZI 01- Cc] Ll I VI I C11 
DCU'l-CC 01- CtjL11V', IlCllt - SCICfICC'TCC11111Cýjj 
01- C(ILII\, IICI)t - 
BUSIIICS,, 
Z7 
ProIcssioli'll Quaill'icalloll 
Others 
c re No II L, 1111) [ON ed 1) I-io rIo heco III i lit' fil 11-1 i Ille oNI I] cro rew it 1 1) 11 J it c%s? 
Y C. " 
No 
If Yes, please spccifý : 
\ýl II I-C of Emplow I", I ius I Ile",,: 
I 'os It 1011 '. 
Appoildix (), I 
I. ClIgoill ofservicc: 
Years of' Mallagc1licill 1",, \I)cl-lcllcc: 
\ C, II" 
N ('. I I" 
What is (lie Status Of N Our compally? 
Non-limm 
II 
HI 
('01111), IIIN registered as: 
Sole proprietorship 
I'Llrillership 
PrIvatc 1.1mitcd Coilipaný 
Otllcr (plcasespccý6) .. 
Ll I! 
ý,, 1: I 
F11! 
Pal plca%c go it) question 1%) 
-. It' tile is .1 partnership: IIONN 111,111N. partnel's are there'? 
pailliers (p I Cd. sc plocccd Io kjucý, I It' III o) 
It' tile III-In is .1 limited compalIN . NN Ilat percentage Of the Share% (14) %ml 
(). Company Structure 
I'allilly owlicd 
Subsidiary: jxirt ot'a Malaysian 
Subsidiary: part ofall Ilitcl-liational group 
LI 
Li 
car business started (ill MaLINsia): 
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How many people are curren. tly employed (ftill time) by your firm? (Including 
management and. directors) 
Less than 25 
25-50 
51 -75 
76-150 
151-500 
Greater than 500 
12. If possible please distribute your company's employees (full-time) among the categories 
below. Approximate figures are quite acceptable. 
Number-of employccs 
Semi-skilled and unskilled manual 
Skilled manual 
Clerical and administrative 
Marketing and sales staff 
Technicians 
Technologists, scientists and engineers 
Management and professionals 
13. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), if known: 
14. Briefly describe the nature your business. 
(for example, manufacturing of office equipment etc. ) 
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15. Is your company involved in the design, development or mantifachiring of ?: 
(you may tick more than one, if applicable) 
Advanced electronics 
Advanced materials 
Equipment/instrumentation 
Biotechnology 
Optoelectronics 
Electo-optics and non-linear optics 
Software engineering 
Alternative energy sources 
Aerospace 
Automation and flexible manufacturing 
None of the above 
16. In which region is your firm located? 
Western (K. Lumpur, Selangor & N. Sembilan) 
Eastern (Pahang, Kelantan & Terengganu) 
Northern (Perak, Penang, Kedah & Perlis) 
Southern (Malacca & Johor) 
17. Location of business: 
State Development Corporation industrial estate 
Private industrial estate 
Specialised industrial estate (technology park) 
SMI industrial site 
Others (I)Iease sj)ecif)ý) 
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18. What impact did each. of the following attributes. have oil your company's 
choice of location? 
(Please tick- the level ofsignificance on a scale of I to 4) 
1234 
Key insignificant moderately sig. nificant very 
significant significant 
Good transportation facilities for materials and products 
1 
F-I 
2 
FI 
3 
FI 
4 
El 
Good transportation for people Fý t t t 
Cost of property and construction Fý Fý 
Proximity to customers Fý 
Proximity to raw materials and component supplies I 
2 
FI 
4 
F1 
Community attitudes towards business Fý Fý 
4 
Ample area for expansion 
Availability of energy supplies FI 
Proximity to a university system Iýj ED Fý 
Availability of workers: 
1 
skilled FI 
2 
II 
3 
FI 
4 
r1 
unskilled Fý 
2 
FI 
4 
technical Lý EJ Li 
professional r Fý Fý 
Appotidix 1; 1 
I ow Ina Ity people (I id yo 11 r 1-1 r In Vill ploy I'll IIIi Ille .1 11 c fol Io ýý i 11 g (1.1 (cs? 
(include and directors) 
No. oll-niplovecs 
1994 
1995 
1996 
What NN as tile fill-Ilovel. Iclli(, N ed h) tile husiness ill the fillancial N v. 11-S hchm ? 
, 1- Lii--110\ er 
1994 : RM 
1995 R NI 
1996 : RM 
21. Over the period 1994 to 1996, holl impol-fallt to yoll I%as ("1.01%111 ill ....? 
(111case tick the 1(-, i, cl ofimportanct, on a scalt, ol'I to 4) 
I 
[lot important 
-it all 
I 
moderately 
important 
34 
impol-failt Ncrý important 
I'tii-iio\ cr 
1 
i1ý1ý, 1ý 
Profits 
I otal Assets 
Appotidix 1; 1 
MaNe you ever taken . III) action to raise equity Capital olliside IIIv 
Yes 
No 
, Factors beell to the slin iN . 11 of. -rim 111 (11, N oul. I low important ImNe (lie 1,0110IN ill( 
business? 
(11/case tick Ihc Icvc/ (ýfilnlyortancc on a -scalc (ýl / it) 4) 
2 3 
Key not important Illoderatch important Nen illip orl. 1111 
at 
hoduct 111110vatiOll 
Product diversification 
Process innovatiOll 
Pl'OdLlCilll' 111011 (ILIA11V 1)1'0(ILICI(S) 
Low prodLlCtlOll COSI 
himisive marketing ot'product(s) 
LOW I)I'ICCS 101' YOLll' CLIStOMCPS 
Other I actors (please 
-1-4.111 tile past till-cc )CIII-S hoNN IICNN product's 1I. INC ýoll introduced? 
None 
1 -4 
ý- 10 
Morc thall 10 
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25. To what extend have your production process improved, during (lie past three years? 
(you may lick more Man one, if applicable) 
No improvement at all 
Slight improvement 
Moderate improvement 
Significant improvement 
(Irno iniprovcnicnt at all plcase go to clucstion 27) 
26. If there were sonic i nip rove nient in your production process, how have you done this? 
New machines 
Training of staff 
New staff 
Reorganisation of work patterns 
Other means (specify please): 
27. In the past three years, have you engaged in research and development ainled at your 13 
improving product or process innovation? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, what percentage (approximate) of turnover have you spent on It & D? 6 
1994 :% 
1995 : 
1996 :% 
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28. Do you actively seek customers? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, how is this (lone? 
29. Do you use market research? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, approximately, what percentage of turnover have you spent on market research? 
1994 :% 
1995 
1996 :% 
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30. Government assistance is available from a number of institutions in Malaysia. Are you aware 
of the services provided by, and has your company utilised the facilities offered by, any of 
tile following institutions? 
(you may lick more lhan one, ifapplicable) 
Institution Aware? Used? 
Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) 
Yes 
F-1 
No 
F-1 
Yes 
F-1 
No 
" 
Malaysian Technology Development Corporation (MTDC) 
No 
FI F1 
No 
FI 
Bank PernbangUnan (M) Blid. Y rl 
No 
E: 1 Fý) 
No 
FI 
Bank Inclustri (M) Blid. yg) F 
No 
II F1 
No 
FI 
Standard and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) Y FI) 
No 
FI F"') 
No 
FI 
Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) FYI ILo FI 
No 
FI 
Malaysian Inclustry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT) 
Yes. 
- 
F1 
No 
FI 
Malaysian Industrial Technology Information Centre (MITIC) 
Yes 
FI 
No 
ý-l 
Ygs. 
II 
No 
F-1 
Perbaclanan Usallawan Malaysia Bcrliacl (PUNB) 
Yes 
F1 
No 
1: 1 
Y 
Fu) 
No 
F-I 
Others (please specify): 
Yes 
FI 
N 
n 
Y 
n 
No 
F-1 
Please indicate ýý liether . any of IIIv factors beloll affected (11c grim III of .% ool. compan. N 
during, (lie period 1994 to 1990. 
(11case intlicatc I//c ofilllporf (111cc oil lo 4) 
1234 
K CY: 1101 important moderately illiportallf 
at all important 
Lack ol'demand I'Or main products or (Icclining markciý, 
sNwwgc of laNnir 
Poor quality of' labour 
Lack ol'suitable Cinancc toi- expansion 
Lack ot'suitable premiscs 
Li Li II II 
Lack ol'i-aw materials or ýsupply c1cf-icicncies 
F, quiplilcllt problellis 
Inadc(luatc fifformation on markets ]ionic and abroad 
Inadcquale information on finance 
Inadecluatc inl'ormation on product tcClinology FI 
Inadequatc int, 01-1-nalioll Oil proces" Icchnolmý7"y ILI 1 1-1 
Inadequatc road or rail system 
Had dcht or late payments 
Dif'tICLIltiCS in achicving quality standards Li Lj 11 
1 Ll 
I mck of mamgcmcm Aw to d"clop nov pwducts and malct. s 
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Please use this space for any conimcnts you wisli to make. 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your contribution to this stud), is highly appreciated. 
Please return this questionnaire using the self-addressed envelope provided. 
Address for correspondence: 
Mohd. Hassan Mohd. Osman 
Bureau of Innovation and Consultancy 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Locked Bag 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Please tick in the box if you wish to have a copy of the survey 
report, and print your company name and address 
in the space provided below: 
Company Name: 
Address: 
Appendix 6-2 
The Questionnaire - Malay Translation 
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Biro Inovasi clan Perundingan 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Karung berkunci 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Telefow. 07-5541987/07-5505553 
Faks: 07-5541990 
PERTUMBUHAN SYARIKAT INDUSTRI KECIL DAN 
SEDERHANA BERTEKNOLOGI TINGGI (IKSBT) DI MALAYSIA 
Matlamat kajian im ialah untuk mengkaji 
pertumbuhan, masalah clan halangan yang dii 
hadapi oleh syarikat kecil clan sederhana 
berteknologi tinggi (IKSBT) di Malaysia 
Appendix 6-2 
Tarikh 
Tuan/puan, 
Syarikat industri kecil dan sederhana dalam sektor teknologi titiggi telah di kenalpasti 
sebagai penyumbang utania kepada pekerjaan dan kekayaail, serta pcrtumbuliaii 
ekonomi dan industri. 
Kera . aan Malaysia menyediakan bantuan kepada syarikat industri kecil dan j sederhana 
dalam sektor teknologi tinggi. Bagaimana pun bantuan ini agak terhad j ika 
dibandingkan dengan beberapa negara lain. Satu kesukaran dalarn usaha untLik 
meyakini piliak Kerajaan untuk nieningkatkan tahap bantuan ialah kurangilya 
pcnyelidikan tentang keperluan dan masalah yang dihadapi oleh syarikat industri kccil 
dan sederhana dalarn sektor teknologi tinggi. Kajian ini akan cuba untuk mengatasi 
masalah tersebut. Oleh itu kerjasarna dari pihak tuan arnat diliargai. 
Diharapkan tuan dapat meluangkan sedikit masa untuk mengisi borang soal selidik 
yang disertakan bersama surat ini. Segala maklumat yang tuan kemukakan akan 
dirahsiakan dan kami tidak akan mendedahkan samasckali nama tuan atau nama 
syarikat tuan sernasa menyediakan laporan kajian ini. 
Tuan boleh mendapatkan satu salinan laporan hasil kajian dengan menanda petak di 
muka surat akhir borang soal selidik dan menulis nama dan alamat syarikat di 
bawahnya. 
Jika tuan mempunyai pertanyaan mengenai penyelidikan ini sila kemukakan kepada: 
Profesor Madya Abd. Aziz Mohamed. Amin 
Biro Inovasi dan Perundingan 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Karung berkunci 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Telefon: 07-5505547 
Faks: 07-5541990 
Sekian. Terima kasih 
Yang benar, 
Sila tandakan ( ,., 0') atau tuliskan jawapan di tempat yang sesuai. 
Jawapan yang anda berikan sangat penting untuk penyelidikan ini. 
Sila kembalikan borang soal selidik yang telah dipenuhi secepat 
mungkin. 
Terima kasih di atas kerjasama anda. 
- H. 
- 
tillitir: 
llawah 30 
31 -40 
41 -50 
51 -60 
Mclebilil 60 
2. . Jaiiiina: 
I, ckiki 
PCI-CIIII)LIall 
3. Kdayakan akmkndk tmlhgo )wng dkapA: 
Sckolah Rcndali 
Sckolah Mencilgall FI 
Diploma atau yallg sct'll-al, Lýj 
lja/ah atau yang setaraf- Sains. 'Veknikal Li 
I'la/all atau yang, soamf - PowmgamVPmgumswi 
L 
Kelayakan Prol'esional 
I tm-kiin (sila iývatakan). - 
Ilernalikah anda beker J. 1 SCI)CIIIIII Incliq 
Permill 
FRIA PCI-11"Ill 
. Iik. 1 Ternall, sila llyatakall: 
. km, -atan tcrakilir 
dipegang: 
II cnipoh hckcria: 
'I'CIIII)OI) I)CIIII, 113111,111 d, 11,1111 
tahuil 
taliun 
Apakah status sy. trikat anda? 
Buillipull-li 
BLikan BLlllllj)Lltl-Zl ri 
Syarikat dIdaftark-an seliagai: 
PCI-scoralloall 
Pci-kongsian 
Syarlkat Sendinan lici-had 
Lain-lain (. si/a livalakalo. - 
(III,; ' -Syallkat Perseorailgan sila ja%%ab mwkm 10) 
0 d-i Syat ikat Pet kongsian sila 
-I: 
i%% ah mvlan 7) 
Oika Sý. mkat Sendman liciliad sila I. mah Noakin %S') 
(Jikýi lam-lain sila icitis kc soalan 9) 
lika syarikat perkonosian herapakah rakan konosi? 
rakan kongsi (Slll tCl-LIs kc soakin 9) 
Jika symikat lerhad. herapa peraluskah saltam anda di dalain %ýarikal? 1ý1. 
3 
9. Struktur syarikat 
Milik keluarga 
Anak syarikat kumpulan Malaysia 
Anak syarikat kum'pulan antarabangsa 
10. Tahun perniagaan diniulakan (di Malaysia): 
Berapa ramaikali kakitangan (sepenuh masa) dalain syarikat anda patla illasa 
sekarang? (terniasuk pengurtisan dan pengarah) 
Kurang dari 25 
25-50 
51 -75 
76-150 
151 -500 
12. Sila anggarkan bilangan kakitangan (sepentili inasa) di syarikat anda inellgikut kategori 
berikut: 
Bilan. gan Kakitanp , an 
Separuh mahir dan tiada kernahiran 
Berkernahiran 
Perkeranian dan pentadbiran 
Pernasaran dan j ual an 
Juruteknik 
Ahli teknologi, saintis danjurutera 
Pengurusan dan profesional 
13. 'Standard Industrial Classification' (SIC), jika di ketaliui: 
4 
14. Secara ringkas nyatakan jenis perniagaan yang diusaliakan. 
(misalan, pengeluaran peralatan pejabat dil. ) 
15. Adakah syarikat anda terlibat dalam rekabentuk, pembangunan atati pengeluarall ? 
(anda boleh tanda lebih dari satujik-a berk-aitan) 
ik lanjutan El kt ron e 
Bahan lanjutan 
Peralatan/Instrumentasi 
Bio-teknologi 
Opto-elektronik 
Elekto-optik and optik tak linear 
Kejuruteraan perisian 
Sumber tenaga altematif 
Aero angkasa 
Otomasi dan pengeluaran anjal 
Lain-Iain (sila nyatakan): 
16. Di kawasan manakali syarikat anda beroperasi? 
Barat (K. Lumpur, Selangor & N. Sembilan) 
Timur (Pahang, Kelantan & Terengganu) 
Utara (Perak, Penang, Kedah & Perlis) 
Selatan (Malacca & Johor) 
5 
17. Lokasi perniagaam 
Kawasan Perindustrian Perbadanan Kemaj. uan Negeri 
Kawasan Perindustrian Persendirian 
Kawasan Perindustrian Khusus (taman teknolbgi) 
Tapak Perindustrian IKS 
Lain-lain (sila nyatakan): 
18. Apakah kesait ciri-ciri berikut ke atas pentilihan lokasi syarikat anda? 
(Sila tandakan lahap kepentingan pada skala I hingga 4) 
1234 
Kunci tidak penting kurang penting sangat An 
sania sekali penting penting 
1 
Pengangkutan yang baik untuk produk dan bahan rl_ 
2 
rI 
3 
rI 
4 
FI 
Pengangkutan yang baik untuk kakitangan FI F] 1 F 
1 Kos hartanah dan pembinaan FI 
2 
F 
-1 
3 
FI 
4 
1 Kedudukan yang hampir dengan pelanggan F1 
2 
F] 
3 
I 
4 
1 Kedudukan yang hampir dengan bekalan bahan mentah FI 
2 
FI 
3 
F-I 
4 
F-I 
dan komponen 1 2 3 4 
Sikap masyarakat terhadap pemiagaan F-I El F-I El 
1234 Ruang yang mencukupi untuk pembesaran F1 F] Fl Ll 1234 
Terdapatnya bekalan tenaga seperti air dan letrik El FI F1 L] 
1234 Hampir dengan sistem universiti FI11 F1 F] 
Terdapatnya pekerja: 
1 
mahir 0 
2 
El 
3 
FI 
4 
F1 
1 tak mahir 1-1 2 FI 
3 
FI 
4 
1 teknikal I 2 FI 3 I 4 
1 
profesional F] 
2 
El 
3 
Fl 
4 
Fl 
19.11crapa ramaik'ah kakitalloall (sepentill 111.1sa) dalalli %varikal anda pada masa sckaraiw? 
(termasuk pengurtisan dan pen(garah) 
.1 unfla 
I i-K akutangmi 
1994 
199ý 
1996 
20. Berapakah purolchan jualan vang diperolchi olch syarikal anda pada talmil 1, o%allq_, all 
berikut'? 
1994 : RNI 
199ý RNI 
1996 : RINI 
21. Dalani tempoh 1994 hingua 1990, apak-all t. 111.11) k-epentilloall 
(Sila tandakan mhop kcpciaingaii padaskala I hiiigga 4) 
234 
Kunci tidak. pentill- kurano pentill" S. 111ýjat 
saina sekali 
PCI-01cli'llijualan Li I 
Jullikill aset 
Lj 
-) ). Adahall "Inda pel-11.111 Inclidapalkall modal Alliti (1.11-i %I1111her hill'! 
Perliall 
I hdak PCI-nall 
berikul pentim, titittik perfumhuhan %, Narika d I'. Se. iatilimanakah fliktoi-fakloi ;, 
(Sila ialitlakaii tahap kL7)(, will. (,, tl1l /)(Idtl Skahl 1 4) 
KLiilci 
Inovasi J)I-OdLik 
llelbai-, alan produk 
I 
tidak pentim, 
saina sekali 
2 
ra I Ig 
p ell ti Ilg 
4 
F-I F1 I 1 -1 
F] FI r1 11 
Ll II I 
1-1 rI Ll F-I 
Ll 
Illova""I proscs 
Mengeluarkan produk hcrkLialiti tniggi 
Kos pcnocluaran rendall 
Ilenlasaran produk secara miensit' 
Lirga yang rendall Ulltuk pelanggan 
Faktor-fillktor lain (sila m-wakan): 
D"ll-all) tellipoll fioa tallull Nam, lepas. herapakah produk hani Nam, dikeluark-aii? 
10 
I'Chill (1,11-1 10 
8 
25. Apakah taliap peningkatan dalain proses pengeluaran syarikat anda dalant tempoli tiga 
taliun yang lepas? 
Tiada kemajuan sama sekali 
Sedikit kemajuan 
Kemajuan sederhana 
Kemajuan besar 
(Jika tiada keninjuag scma sekali sila terus ke soalan 27) 
26. Jika tertlapat sebarang kemajuan dalain proses pengeluaran, dengan cara apakah -anda 
niencapainya? 
Menggunakan mesin baru 
Melatih kakitangan 
melantik kakitangan baru 
Menyusun semula corak pekerjaan 
Lain-lain cara (sila nyatak-an): 
27. Dalam tempoh tiga taliun yang lepas, adakali syarikat anda inenjalankan penyelidikan 0 
dan pembangunan untuk meningkatkan inovasi produk dan proses? 
Pernah 
Tidak pemah 
Jika pernali, berapa peratus (anggaran) dar! pusing ganti jualan yang dibelanjakan mituk 
peiiyelidik-an dan penibaugunan bagi taliun-taliun berikut? 
1994 :% 
1995 % 
1996 :% 
9 
28. Adakali anda mendapatkan pelanggan baru secara aktir. 1 
Ya 
Tidak 
II 
II 
Jika ya niclalUi cara apakali anda niclakukannya? 
29. Pernalikah anda nienjalankan penyelidikan peinasaran? 
Pemah 
Tidak pemall 
Jika pernali, berapa peratus (auggaran) dari pusing gand jualan yang dibelanjakan mittik 
penyclitlikan peniasaran bagi taliun-taliun berikut? 
1994 :% 
1995 
1996 :% 
10 
30. Bantuan kerajaan bolch diperolchi nicialui beberapa institusi di inalaysia. Atlakalt syarikat 
anda menyedari teiitan,, r,,, r wujudnya bantuan dan mengunakan keinutiallan yang (litalvarkan 
olch institusi-institusi berikut? 
(ýanda boleh tanda lebih dari salujika berkaitan) 
Institusi Menyedari? Menggunakan? 
Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) 
Ya 
El 
Tidak 
F-1 
W 
Fý 
TWA 
1-1 
Malaysian Technology Development Corporation (MTDC) ye FI TWA 71 
Ya 
F-1 
TWA 
F-1 
Bank Pernbangunan (M) Blid. 
Ya 
1: 1 
TWA 
ED 
ya 
FI 
Tidak 
El 
Bank Industri (M) Blid. Ya FI 
TWA 
F-1 
Ya 
F-1 
Tidak 
F-1 
Standard and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) 
Ya 
FI 
Tidak 
F] 
Ya 
F-1 
TWA 
F-1 
Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) 
Ya 
FI 
TWA 
EJ 
Ya 
F-1 
Tidak, 
F-1 
Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT) 
Ya 
FI 
Tidak 
I1 
Ya 
1-1 
Tidak 
F-1 
Malaysian Industrial Technology Information Centre (MITIC) Ya FI 
Tidak 
EJ 
Ya 
F] 
Tidak 
F-1 
Perbadanan Usallawan Malaysia Berhad (PUNB) 
Ya 
0 
Tidak 
FI 
Ya 
FI 
Tidak 
F-I 
Lain-lain (sila nyatakan): 
Ya 
F1 
Tidak 
1: 1 
Ya 
F-1 
TWA 
F-1 
sila tandaliall S. 1111.1da Laktor-fiaktor di hawah mctnpvwýlaruhi perlumbulian sy. trikal anda 
di antara tahun 1994 hingga 1996. 
(Sila lanehikan lahap kepentingan pada skala I hingga 4) 
23 4 
Kunci fidak pentillf, litli-. 1114, pentill" sa lloat 
sama sekali penting 
Kuram, pernmiman uniuk produk utania alau k6attilian pasaran 
Kckuranoan peker' 
. 
1a 
Ktialltl pckerja yang rcndah 
Kckuranoa kcwanoan miluk pCilibc. sal-all 11 
Li 
II II II 
-anga pi-cmis yang Sesual Kekm 
kekuraiwan bahan nicntah atau bekalan Ll Li 
Masalah peralatan 
Tidak cukup maklumat tentang pasaran dalanian dan Illar llcgara 
Tlclak cukup inaklumat tentang kewangan Ll II 
Tldak cukup maklumat lentang teknolooi IM-OdUk 
Tldak cukup makluniat milang teknolooi proscs 
SI jakini-ava daii kerclapi vang, tidak mencukupi Li IFI Lj 11 
1 lutam) lapuk atau hayarml loval 
Li 2 1 Ll 1 rI 
Kestikaran untuk mencapai piawamn vano ti 
Ktirangnya IIMSl I)CM1111-LIS, 111 vang dipermittikkall Llllttik LI I 
membangun produk dan pasaran bani. .4 
12 
Jika anda ingin memberi sebarang komen sila gunakan-ruang dibawall. 
Terima kasili di atas kerjasama anda. Sumbangan anda amat di hargai. 
Sila kembalikan borang soal selidik ini menggunakan sampul yang disediakan. 
Alamat perhubunllan 
Mohd. Hassan Mohd. Osman 
Fakulti Pengurusan & Pernbangunan Sumber Manusia 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Karung berkunci 791 
80990 Johor Bahru 
Sila tandakan di dalam petak sebelahjika anda ingin satu salinan 
lapuran penyelidikan dihantar kepada anda. Tulis dengan huruf besar 
nama syarikat dan alamat di dalam ruang yang disediakan di bawali: 
Nama syarikat: 
Alamat: 
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The Questionnaire - Mandarin Translation 
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Summary of Case Studies 
COMPANY A 
Company A was established in 1995 by Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) as a 
teaching facility cum plastics technology training centre. Initially it was managed by 
the university's Bureau of Innovation and Consultancy (BIP). However, ill 1998 it 
was officially established as a private limited company with Uni-Technologics, the 
commercial arm of UTM, as the majority shareholder (53 percent). Shachillata and 
Sadao (manufacturing companies from Japan) each hold 22 percent and 10 percent of 
equity respectively. Company A moved its operations from a small wooden building 
near the University to a much larger and conveniently located site on the University's 
incubation centre in 1998. 
Company A produces and assembles plastic motor parts and components for 
Japanese MNCs such as JVC, Yokogose, Matsushita and B. M. Nagano. Currently the 
company is developing and testing a new plastic product to be designed and 
manufactured for industrial and agriculture use. Since Company A is an Liccnced 
Manufacturers Warehouse (LMW)l, almost all of its products are exported. For the 
past three years the company has invested in new machines and worked with UTM to 
produce more own-brand products. Company A is also hoping to produce a Malaysian 
version of one of $hachiliata's products under Company's A brand name. 
Company A is mainly financed from internal sources. Since it is a teaching 
facility, financing for new machines is provided by UTM. UTM provides 
management and technical expertise from its pool of academic staff and Shachillata 
provides the market and marketing expertise. 
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COMPANY B 
Company B started out in 1987 as a trading division of a Burniputra company offering 
a range of scientific products and equipment. In 1992, owing to increasing sales, 
Company B was incorporated as a private limited company, under the control of two 
engineers and supporting staff. The company has since expanded to its present 
capacity, employing managers, engineers and technicians from various disciplines 
such as electronics, mechanical engineering and soflware development. 
Today, Company B is engaged in a range of specialised services such as the 
design, supply and installation of integrated factory automation systems, building 
security and automation systems, and electrical services. Tile company is aiming to 
become one of the premier technology-bascd companies in Malaysia. Company B is 
moving into tile design and manufacture of smart card and bio-identification media 
after its last product became obsolete. It is also exploring the idea of developing tile 
Intelligent Building concept in Malaysia with Telekorn Malaysia. In 1997, Company 
B formed a subsidiary to develop expertise in Intelligent Building Management 
Systems. This subsidiary company has been appointed as the consultant for various 
projects in the Kiang Valley, including the Multi-Media University and tile Multi- 
Media Super Corridor. 
Company B has been financed by commercial banks, either in the forni of a 
bank guarantee, 'al-mudarabah' (profit sharing scheme), or a letter of credit. For 
example, the Islamic Banking Section of Bank of Bumiputra provided a bank 
guarantee of RM4m. Finance company funding is also available but judged to be too 
expensive. - Company B had applied for VC funding, but had been turned down. 
Likewise, the company sought funding from a development bank, but the application 
was rejected. 
COMPANY C 
Company C was incorporated in 1989 with authorised and paid-up capital of 
RM500,000. Company C concentrates the design and construction of scientific 
laboratories and the supply of scientific equipment. The company also provides 'end 
servicing' such as water, gas, mechanical and electrical installations. Its customers 
include research centres (such as the Atonlic Research Centre and Institute for 
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Medical Research), universities, multi-national corporations (including Texas 
Instruments and ESSO), hospitals and schools. Currently, the company has 40 full- 
time cmployces. 
Company C has been financed by coinmeFcial banks through letters of credit, 
bankers' acceptances or trust receipts. The company relies oil banking fa6lities 
offered by the Islamic Bank of Malaysia (BIMB) or other commercial banks. For 
example, BIMB provides a bank guarantee of RMI. 5rn and Islamic leasing facilities 
(RM156,000), known as 'Al-Ijarali', for the purchase of machinery. However, all 
application for ITAF funding was declined, and the company did not accept tile 
nominal amount offered. 
COMPANY D 
Company D, was incorporated in 1992 and has a paid-up capital of RM437,500. Since 
its inception, Company D has been a manufacturer of high precision tools and 
stamped metal components for the electronics and electro-technical industries. 
However, in 1993 it diversified into the manufacture of a spiral wound gasket used ill 
sealing oil and gas pipelines. Its biggest breakthrough came in 1995, when the 
company was able to produce its first gasket for PETRONAS (the major national oil 
company in Malaysia). 
SIPUM provided Company D with technical assistance and skills until the 
company was able to achieve ISO certification. Company D regularly sends its staff to 
SIRIM for skills upgrading. Recently, Company D was able to expand its gasket 
production capability when Technology Park Malaysia (TPM) leased some laser 
cutting machines at the TPM Robotic Centre in Bukit Jalil. In 1997, the Tenaga 
Nasional Berhad (the major power producer in Malaysia) appointed Company D as 
the sole manufacturer of spiral wound gaskets for its power plant in Peninsular 
Malaysia. 
Company D's experience demonstrates PUNB's short-terni orientation. PUNB 
(a quasi-govemment organisation set up to assist Burniputra start-ups) refused to 
provide further funding when Company D was not able to market its first product 
after a year of product development. However, when Company D was successful in 
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marketing its first product three years later, PUNB suddenly offered to finance 
Company D's operations. Thus, Company D has been financed by PUNB and 
commercial banks. PUNB contributed 30 percent of the paid-up capital.. Company D 
has secured local markets, but it sees a big potential to market its products in South 
Africa and the Middle East. 
COMPANY E 
Company E established its manufacturing and marketing organisation in 1976 and 
moved into its existing premises in Bangi in 1989. In 1995, Company E was acquired 
by a large Malaysian-owned chemical company, and it is now one of the leading 
suppliers of pharmaceutical products and services in Malaysia. It manufactures and 
markets a wide range of generic pharmaceuticals, health and food supplements for 
sale in Malaysia and in the ASEAN region. The core business is the manufacturing 
and marketing of over 350 pharmaceutical products, including antibiotics, 
antihistamines, expectorants, and anti-hypertensives. The company manufactures and 
markets over 100 health and food supplements, including vitamins and herbal 
products. Company E also manufactures pharmaceutical products under a contract for 
multinationals or leading pharniaccutical companies. 
Over the years, Company E has invested significantly in improving and 
modernising its production facilities and this has resulted in the doubling of 
production capacity. In order to widen its network in neighbouring countries, the 
company has licenced manufacturers and distributors in Indonesia, Thailand, Hong 
Kong and Taiwan. 
Company E does not require any external sources of financing. The parent 
company finances its expansion plans, while working capital requirements are met 
from cashflow. 
COMPANY F 
Company F, established in 1975, manufactures moulded rubber parts for the local (90 
percent) and overseas (10 percent) market. The company uses synthetic and natural 
rubbers to supply the automotive and motorcycle industries, as well as other diverse 
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industrial applications. Its products include anti-vibration parts, scaling rings, gaskcts, 
valves, bellows and insulators. 
Since Company F is a subsidiary company, the bulk of its financing 
requirements are ' 
met by the parent company. Company F was offered modest 
financing facilities by its bank, but it has not used them. 
COMPANY G 
Company G was fornied in 1991, with the objective of servicing organisations and 
individuals wishing to lead in the knowledge society. Company G is a subsidiary of 
Malaysia's largest telecommunications and information technology conglomerate. Tile 
aim was to exploit global convergence of computers and telecommunications. The 
company has over 100 experienced consultants involved in various IT projects in 
Malaysia and ASEAN countries. 
Being part of a large telecommunications company, Company G has used its 
parent company's worldwide network to market its own products overseas. In 1993, 
the company launched the XD (Executive Desktop) and was able to penetrate the US 
market. However, owing to intense competition, the product was not widely accepted 
and only one major US company, KOMAG, adopted its product. By 1997, the product 
had become obsolete. Currently, Company G is working with established international 
IT companies, such as Microsoft and Hewlett Packard, to develop a new product. 
Most of its financing comes from its parent company, a financially stable 
company. Although Company G is aware of external sources, such as the IRPA and 
MDC funds, it has not approached any of these sources. 
COMPANY H 
Company H, a wholly owned subsidiary of an American optoclectronics firm, was 
established in Johor in 1994. Company H manufactures OEM microelectronics and 
turnkey products, such as airport x-ray scanners and photo-optic sensors. It produces 
finished products and components for local and export markets. Since Company H is 
an LMW, no more than 20 percent of its products can be sold locally. 
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Company H relies upon its parent company for cxpansion finance. It also 
utilises the facilities offered by a commercial batik. Currently, it is exploring rcscarch 
ftinding with the IGS and intends to develop local teclinologyjointly with UTM and 
Jqhor Corporation (a State Development Corporation). 
COMPANYI 
Company I is one of the leading chemical companies in Malaysia. The company was 
established in 1985 with a paid-up capital of RMIm. Since its inception, the 
Company has introduced 45 new chemical products, mostly in tile agrochenlical 
industry, with 12 more waiting for approval. Almost all of its products are exported to 
tile US, ASEAN countries, Taiwan, Europe, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Company I is 
planning to set up a glyphosate ammination plant in Malaysia to compete with 
international companies such as Monsanto. 
Company I has raised funds for expansion from commercial banks, finance 
companies, merchant banks and, recently, from a venture capital company. The VC 
funds have not yet been utilised. Company I has never been refused funding for 
expansion because it has an excellent track record and ample collateral. 
COMPANYJ 
Company J manufactures and assembles printed circuit boards for audio, video and 
electrical products. It also provides manufacturing services to MNCs. Its main export 
markets are Gennany, US and Brazil. It is 70 percent owned by Burniputra and 30 
percent non-Burniputra shareholders. 
Company J was established in 1994 under the VDP. Thus, its markets have 
been guaranteed by its anchor companies, including Yamaha and Phillips JVC. Over 
the past few years the company has won a number of awards such as the Excellent 
Entrepreneur Award and the Quality Achievement Award for a Vendor Company. 
Over the next three years, Company J will be focusing on OEM and R&D to develop 
its own products. 
Company J has tapped a variety of external funding sources. Currently, it is 
using a loan of RMIm from MIDF, RMIm from an ASEAN Institution and RMI. 5m 
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from the World Bank. PUNB provided loan stock of RM3m and RM500,000 in paid- 
Lip capital. In addition, RM2.25n-i was made available by a local commercial bank for 
the purchase of machines with another RMI. 25in in the forni of a bank guarantee. 
COMPANY K 
Company K was started by a group of enterprising mainframe engineers in January 
1985. It is a Third Party Maintenance company. Todayi the company has diversified 
its operations into the high technology sphere. Its specific concentration is on system 
solutions and the integration of IT in Local Area and Wide Area Network, Digital 
Broadcasting Integration, Internet Gateway Application Development, Wireless 
Power Application and Technology-Oriented Plastics Manufacturing. 
Over the years, Company K has successfully handled the installation of 
products ranging from Mainframes, MINIs, UNIXs, NTs Servers to PCs. Its system 
consultancy has tackled Needs Assessment Studies, Fibre Optic and Copper Cabling, 
and Project Implementation. Company K is also involved in promoting solar electrical 
systerns using the Photovoltaic method for wireless power application. This product 
utilises solar energy to deliver clean and economical electric power. As a synergistic 
move, Company K combines its established IT expertise with fully integrated disk- 
based systems for the Broadcasting industry. This covers recording, editing and on air 
play back, using digital solutions. The company also provides specialiscd 
maintenance support and services for IT hardware and peripherals. 
Currently the company requires RM20rn in order to expand its operations. Its 
major financing source is commercial banks, which provide RM17m (RM2m. for 
working capital and RM15m for project financing). The remaining RM3ni is 
internally generated. Company K was refused funding by PUNB, as that body was 
not convinced of the project's commercial viability. 
COMPANY L 
Company L is Malaysia first veterinary vaccine manufacturing company. It was 
established with a paid up capital of RM6m. in 1992, as part of tile Malaysian 
Government's privatisation programme. Company L took over the production of 
animal vaccines from the Veterinary Research Institute. The Company produces high 
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quality animal vaccines to meet the demands of the Poultry and pig industries in 
Malaysia, as well as the international market. 
Through a strategic partnership with Arthur Webster Pty of Australia, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Am erican Cyanamid Company, and in collaboration with 
Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) and the Government's Department of Veterinary 
Services, Company L set up a manufacturing plant to produce high quality animal 
health products. Presently, under the stewardship of Malaysian Technology 
Development Corporation (MTDC), Company L is poised to grow further to meet the 
demands of a competitive global market. 
Its vaccine manufacturing facility, located at Pucliong, was designed by 
Websters to meet International Standards of Good Manufacturing Practice. These 
manufacturing procedural codes are strictly adhered to at every stage of manufacture, 
from the receipt of raw materials through to the release of goods for sale. Managed by 
a team of qualified professionals in their respective fields, and supported by highly 
skilled and dedicated staff, Company L is positioned to exploit future opportunities in 
the animal vaccines and pharmaceuticals industries. Currently, 10 percent of its 
vaccines are exported to countries such as Indonesia, Thailand, Mozambique and 
Ghana. 
Its major sources of financing are a loan from Bank Pembangunan (RM3rn) 
and trade financing from its holding company, the MTDC. 
COMPANY M ;: 
Company M was incorporated as a subsidiary to ABRAR Technologies in 1989, with 
paid up capital of RM3.5m. It is an IT company providing solutions based on network 
computing models, with the emphasis on UNIX and Java. Among the services offered 
by Company M are the design and installation of UNIX-based software, project 
management, business re-engineering, and systems design consultancy services, 
training and software custornisation services. 
Over the past few years the company has invested considerably in computer 
hardware and software, recruiting more knowledge-based personnel and training its 
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existing specialised workers. The Company planned to list on the Kuala Lumpur 
Stock Exchange Second Board. Owing to the Asian financial crisis, however, the plan 
has been postponed. 
The company funds its investment plans mainly through Islamic rinancing. It 
has raised a total of RM28m linked to projects. It has also used services of a merchant 
bank to provide financial co-ordination and advice. 
COMPANY N 
Company N is an IT company focusing on managed services and NctMedia. Its 
operations are backed by the Skali Multimedia Applications Centre (SMAC), a first 
class data centre. These technological resources are easily accessible to users via the 
Internet and via affordable commercial packages. In providing the NetMedia and 
Managed Services, the company positions itself as a Content Aggregator, and it 
combines information, technology and services through worldwide partnerships with 
other Internet providers. 
Company N commenced business in January 1997 with the signing of an 
AltaVista Affiliates Network agreement. The company was chosen by AltaVista 
Software Inc. to operate and manage the AltaVista search mirror site for the Asian 
region. Since then, tile company continues to break new ground in Asia by 
introducing value-added service packages, establishing global partnerships and 
introducing competitive business models. 
Tile company generates internal equity through profit retention and seeking 
additional funds from shareholders. The Company applied for the MSC grant, but has 
yet to receive approval from MDC. It also benefits from loan stock (RMIOm) from 
PUNB Nomura, a VCC. An application for IGS Fund support was declined in rather 
controversial circumstances, as was a similar request to the Multimedia Development 
Corporation. However, the Company is facing cashflow problems. It has not been 
able to capture enough customers to break-even. Malaysian companies have yet to 
adopt e-business, or to advertise through the internet to any great extent. At tile time 
of my interview, a number of IT executives had not been paid their salary for the past 
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month. The company plans to expand its market to tile wider South East Asian 
market. 
COMPANY 0 
Company 0 was established in 1997. It is a joint venture company between Uni-Tech, 
the commercial an-n of UTM, and UniQuest, the commercial arm of tile University of 
Queensland. It brings together strong research capabilities at the University of 
Queensland with the technology commercial isation and entrepreneurial skills of 
UniQuest, and blends these with the research capabilities and facilities at UTM. 
Company 0 combines Australian Science with Malaysian entrepreneurial skills to 
provide technology commercialisation, opportunities for collaborative university- 
industry R&D, consulting and R&D management services, training courses and 
opportunities to explore other technology-basdd business. 
The company received a grant of RM2rn under the IGS to develop a small, 
low cost, high performance flat antenna for the transmission and reception of satellite 
beams, suitable for local market. Company 0 will transfer the RLSA (Radio Line Slot 
Array) technology from the University of Queensland that has a provisional patent for 
the technology. The Company is in discussions with a local satellite antenna 
manufacturer, to develop the prototype, manufacture and distribute the product. 
As stated above, Company 0 received a grant from the Ministry of Science 
under the IGS. The company is also considering applying for bank loans and 
approaching venture capital companies for further financing. 
Notes 
To encourage the manufacture of products mainly for export, the Government encourages the 
setting up of LMWs in areas where the establishment of a Free Industrial Zone (FIZ) is neither 
practical nor desirable. 
